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I am grateful to the Government of Assam for placing the requisite funds at our disposal for bringing out the volume. My thanks are also due to Shri Bijay Bhushan Hazarika, Research Officer of this Department for taking actively keen interest in getting the volume printed, and to the Proprietor, Sreegura Press, Gauhati, for printing the same in time.

The 2nd April, 1968
Gauhati

P. C. CHOWDHURY,
Director,
Historical & Antiquarian Studies in Assam, Gauhati
PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

The contents of the present book *Tungkhungia Buranjí* fall distinctly into three classes:

First, the English translation of the Assamese chronicle of Srinath Duara Barbarua, the compilation of which was commenced on March 6, 1804, during the fifth year of the author's Barbaruaship. He gives a detailed account of the reigns of Rajeswar Singha, Lakshmi Singha, Gaurinath Singha and the first eleven years of the reign of Kamaleswar Singha, with a prefatory synopsis mentioning the dates of the Tungkhungia rulers from Gadadhar Singha to Gaurinath Singha. The Tungkhungia sovereigns ruled in Assam for 145 years, 1681-1826. Srinath's chronicle thus represents only the events of 55 years, 1751 to 1806. He calls his book "The Chronicle of Tungkhungia Kings"; but at best it is a fragmentary chronicle as the major portion of the Tungkhungia period is unrepresented in it. As a contemporary source-book the Barbarua's chronicle is extremely valuable as the author was a member of the distinguished Rangachila Duara family many of whom held the offices of Barbarua and Barphukan. The author had served the Ahom Government in several capacities, as a military commander, as chief justice and ultimately as the highest judicial and executive authority of the state till his dismissal in 1817 by his nephew Badanchandra Barphukan. The editor's aim has been to present the Barbarua's chronicle in as complete a form as possible by incorporating accounts of the
preliminary and supplementary periods left out by the author. The Barbarua's chronicle corresponds to paragraph 1, the first 27 lines of paragraph 2, and paragraphs 83 to 342 of this book.

Second, the English translation of the history of the reigns of the first Tungkhungia King Gadadhur Singha and of his successors Rudra Singha, Siva Singha, and Pramatta Singha, 1681–1751, as well as the history of the eleven years of anarchy and misrule, 1670–1681, leading to the establishment of the Tungkhungia dynasty on the throne of Assam. This has been compiled by the editor from numerous contemporary Buranjis in the language and manner of the old chronicles. The editor has not framed any new sentence; he has simply picked up sentences or passages from the older chronicles and inserted them in due place in the evolution of a monarch's reign. No information acquired from sources other than old chronicles has been incorporated in this section. The editor's object has been to compile the history of the earlier period of the Tungkhungia supremacy in a style naturally fitting in with Srinath Barbarua's chronicle which follows. This new portion corresponds to the later 36 lines of paragraph 2, and paragraphs 3 to 82. The Assamese version of the Tungkhungia Buranji, which was published by the Department of Historical and Antiquarian Studies in December 1932, contains the first and second classes of contents described above.

Third, the Tungkhungia dynasty came to an end in 1826 when Assam was occupied by the British, and Srinath Barbarua's chronicle ends with the events of
November 1806 amidst comparative peace and stability. The intervening twenty years, 1806 to 1826, witnessed momentous changes. The Burmese came, saw and conquered Assam; but being defeated in their wars with the British they handed over the province to the control and authority of the English East India Company. The English version of the Tungkhungia Buranji would be read by people who are not expected to have by their side other sources of information; and in order to complete the history of the Tungkhungia period the editor has compiled the history of the twenty years, 1806–1826, from numerous sources, published and unpublished. I have tried my best to make this new portion conform to the style of old chronicles, but as Assamese prose chronicles dealing with this period are absolutely non-existent I have found it difficult to consistently adhere to this ideal. My sources of information have been Assamese metrical chronicles, Ahom chronicles, records of the East India Company, ballads, coins, inscriptions and published accounts. The critical outlook has been left severely alone and has been given some scope in the Introduction. The supplementary portion compiled by me corresponds to paragraphs 343 to 377.

The object of the whole book has been to present to the world a history of Assam of the Tungkhungia period "as told by its own historians". Histories compiled on scientific and constructive lines have their own value as criticisms of facts; but the history of an Indian province written in a secluded place by contemporary eye-witnesses and actors is equally important as preserving in an unsophisticated form the out-
looks, the political and social sympathies of the people, the germs of decay inherent in an oriental monarchy and the lost opportunities of rehabilitation. The history of the 145 years of Ahom supremacy, as preserved in this book, gives us an accurate glimpse into the causes which led to the extinction of a great ruling power which exercised its supremacy for 600 years, and its ultimate incorporation as a distinct unit of the British Empire. Protracted internecine feuds and convulsions, which excited the wanton aggressiveness of the rapacious neighbours, are the circumstances which operated in many parts of India culminating in the downfall of Indian dynasties and the consequent expansion of British power in India. What happened in Assam happened almost all over India. Other provinces in India do not possess such elaborate, realistic contemporary records; and hence the dissolution of an Indian dynasty can be studied with great interest and advantage in the present chronicle Tungkhunia Buranji.

The limitations of the first translator of an old classic can be easily realised. He grapples with archaic expressions, names of offices, institutions and commodities which are now extinct, and ways of thinking and saying things which are no longer prevalent. His difficulties become more arduous if he has, besides, to translate from an old manuscript where the contents are not systematically arranged and the expressions tend to coalesce into one another due to the absence of punctuation marks. I have translated the original as literally as possible, aiming at the same time to give a translation that will be understood by
any reader uninitiated in the Assamese way of thinking. Expressions deserving fuller explanation have been relegated to the Glossary, which thus compresses a mass of information on the political, social and religious system of the Assamese people. A Bibliography and four Genealogical Tables have been added to help readers who might be inclined to continue further their study of Assam history. The Index has been compiled on exhaustive lines. The paragraph numberings in the English version correspond to those of the Assamese text which will facilitate references and comparisons. We have inserted paragraph numbers as references in the Glossary and the Index.

The manuscript of Srinath Barbarua's chronicle is enclosed in a beautifully painted wooden box. The folios of the manuscript are made as usual of Sachipat or slices of the bark of aloes wood, Aquilaria agallocha. The other chronicles laid under contribution for the preliminary chapters are also made of the same Sachipat. The pictures of King Siva Singha and his consort Maharani Amvika Devi inserted as frontispiece to this volume, have been reproduced from a contemporary painting, being one of the numerous illustrations forming part of the famous treatise on elephants entitled Hasti-vidyarnava, compiled by Sukumar Barkath under the orders of that royal pair in 1734 A.D. For further enlightenment on the subject of the Tungkhungia Buranji the reader is referred to the critical Introduction in the Assamese version of the book, pp. ix to xxvii, where the matter has been elaborately discussed under heads, Manuscript, Author, Date, Tungkhungia Dynasty, Historical Value and Literary Features.
It should be noted that the dates have been mentioned in paragraphs 1-342 according to the Saka era which has been prevalent in Assam from very ancient times. In the supplementary portion, paragraphs 343 to 377, the Christian era has been systematically used. The Saka year can be easily converted into the Christian year by adding 78 to the former if the dates fall within the first of Baisakha to the fifteenth of Poush; and 79 in other cases of dates from the sixteenth of Poush to the last day of Chaitra.

I acknowledge with thanks my indebtedness to Mr. A. H. W. Bentinck, C.I.E., I.C.S., M.A., Honorary Provincial Director of the Department of Historical and Antiquarian Studies, Assam, for providing funds for the publication of this volume; to Srijut Hiteswar Barbarua for supplying information which has been helpful in preparing the genealogical tables of the Tungkhungia dynasty; to Mr. P. Knight, Superintendent of the Baptist Mission Press, Calcutta, for his unfailing courtesy and personal interest in the printing of the book; to Srijuts Basudev Misra, B.A., and Madhabchandra Barooah, for assistance in the compilation of the Index and transcription of the prefatory and supplementary matter. The thanks of all students of history are due to the Government of Assam for their attempt to promote investigations into the history and antiquities of the Province as evinced by their establishment and continued maintenance of a distinct Department for that purpose.

S. K. BHUYAN,
Cotton College,
Gauhati, Assam.
September, 1, 1933.

Honorary Assistant Director of Historical and Antiquarian Studies, Assam.
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INTRODUCTION

ASSAMESE BURANJIS

The Tungkhungia Buranjis is one of the numerous Assamese chronicles or Buranjis which were preserved in olden times in all families of distinction. The Buranjis were to the Assamese what the Bakharz were to the Mahrattas, the Timekhis to the Moguls and the Persians, the Yazawins or Rajawins to the Burmese and the P'ongsawadens to the Siamese. The term Buranji, originally a word of Ahom or Shan origin, has been naturalised in Assamese, being applied to all chronicles or histories. The Ahoms maintained regular chronicles of their rule up to its termination and even later. They were compiled by duly appointed officers who were granted free access to the deliberations of the court and the archives of the state. They were also compiled by private scholars with the help of other existing chronicles and materials collected by them. The Buranjis are a direct product of the universal custom in vogue among the Tai race, the Shans, the Burmans, the Siamese and the Chinese of reducing all important things to writing, and they are profuse and varied. Assamese historical literature is the legacy which the people of the Brahmaputra Valley have received from their contact with the Ahom invaders and settlers. The Buranjis were first compiled in the Ahom language and later on in Assamese as well; and their use was universal as they offered all precedents on which the Ahom government was conducted, the laws administered, pedigrees ascertained and titles conferred. The Buranjis are valuable studies inasmuch as they have conserved the customs, the traits, the hopes and aspirations of the people. They are also perfect specimens of racy Assamese prose and their value is enhanced by the fact that very few countries in India had such a developed prose literature as Assamese. The universal absence of historical literature among the numerous peoples and races of India and their existence in Assam, have led Sir George Abraham Grierson to write,— "The Assamese are justly proud of their national literature. In no department have they been more successful than in a branch of study in which India, as a whole, is curiously deficient. The historical works, or Buranjis, as they are styled by the Assamese, are numerous and voluminous. According to the custom of the country, a knowledge of the Buranjis was an indispensable qualification to an Assamese gentleman."

The Assamese Buranjis are supplementary in their character. No two Buranjis contain the same set of facts. One Buranji dismisses

---

the invasion of Mir Jumla in two folios while another expands the theme in twenty folios. It is surprising that such a large number of Buranjis have been found to exist in Assam at the present time when we recollect the convulsions and revolutions through which the country has passed, namely, the insurrections of the Moamarias, the depredations of the Burmese, combined with the havoc made by fires, earthquakes and floods. In our belief the Buranjis constitute the most effective weapon in strengthening the solidarity of the Assamese people as a distinct racial and cultural entity.

The present-day Assamese type, specially among the educated section of the people, is a lamentable anomaly as far as cultural affinities are concerned. His sympathies and predilections are extensive and numerous and are more inclined towards divergence from the original racial standard than towards conformity to it. The world is drifting towards a kind of utopian internationalism which tends towards the abolition of racial individuality which is pooh-poohed and derided under the name “provincialism.” But the strength of all ideals of world-nationalism lies in the variety and distinctiveness of the contributory streams of nationalities. The Assamese as a distinct race, with an individual background of history and civilization, will be an asset of great potentiality in the parliament of nations than their atrophied existence as a mere replica of Nation B or Nation C.

The Buranjis were compiled during, and deal with the events of, the centuries before the avalanche of changes had swept over India; the Buranjis have conserved the original outlooks, feelings, political thoughts, social and religious sympathies of the Assamese people when they were a distinct race uninfluenced by any exterior circumstance or surrounding, and unthreatened by the grim spectre of denationalisation.

The historical instinct of the Assamese people led them to take interest in other countries besides their own. We have regular chronicles in Assamese dealing with the Muhammadan rulers of Delhi, the Afghan Sultans and the Mogul Emperors, all written during the seventeenth century when the Assam-Mogul relations were brought to their highest tension. In the pages of Assamese chronicles we have numerous references to the contemporary events of Mogul history besides numerous epistles exchanged between the Ahom kings and the Emperors of Delhi or their subordinate governors, ministers and commanders.¹

¹ The Padshah-Buranji dealing with Muhammadan rulers of Delhi written in the seventeenth century has been edited from several versions by Prof. S. K. Bhuyan. It is being published by the Kamarupa Akushanath Samithi, Guwahati, Assam. A complete English translation of the Padshah-Buranji by Prof. Bhuyan has been published as a serial in Islamic Culture, Hyderabad, Deccan, from its issue of January, 1933.
The present book *Tungkhungia Buranjii* is a chronicle of the last dynasty of the Ahom sovereigns of Assam. The Ahoms ruled in Assam from A.D. 1228 to 1826, till it passed into the hands of the British by the Treaty of Yandabo. The Tungkhungia dynasty wielded the Ahom sceptre for the last 145 years, from 1681 to 1826. The dynasty has derived its name from the village Tungkhung or Tingkhang in Upper Assam where they had their ancestral residence. King Suuungmung, 1497–1539, established his sons at different places, and the different Ahom royal houses, Diltingia, Charingia, Tipamia, Namrupia, Parvatiia and Tungkhungia, sprang from these princely establishments. Suteng, son of Suuungmung, was the first prince to settle at Tungkhung. He had a son named Saranga Gohain. In January 1675, an intrigue against Debera Barbarus set up Saranga Gohain's son Gobar Gohain on the Ahom throne, but he reigned only for twenty days, after which he was deposed by the upper section of the Ahom aristocrats, who were determined to put an end to the unscrupulous designs of Debera. Gobar was followed by Sujinpa Dilingia Raja in 1675, Sudaipsha Parvatia Raja in 1677 and Sulikpha Samaguria Raja in 1679. These three monarchs were, like their predecessors, mere puppets in the hands of the ministers.

During the reign of Sudaipsha Parvatia Raja, the ambitious Ahom viceroy of Gauhati, Lalukosa Barphukan, surrendered the territory under his charge to Nawab Mansur Khan, a deputy of Sultan Azamtara, Governor of Bengal. The Barphukan then proceeded up to the Ahom capital in Upper Assam, deposed Sudaipsha and placed Sulikpha, a stripling of fourteen years on the throne, and assumed virtual sovereign powers. He organised an extensive campaign of disqualifying all possible rivals to the throne by maiming or mutilating their limbs. Gobar Raja's son Gadapani eluded the vigilance of Lalukosa Barphukan's emissaries. They seized the person of Gadapani's wife Jaymati Kuarri and attempted to extract information from her about her husband's movements. The princess refused to offer any clue whatsoever which might lead to the discovery of her husband's whereabouts. The severest tortures were inflicted upon the inexorable princess but she prepared to die in the hands of the royal executioners rather than become an instrument of her husband's destruction. The high-handed actions of Laluk Barphukan and the domination of the Moguls over Western Assam opened the eyes of the hereditary ministers and nobles. They searched for prince Gadapani as he was looked upon as the only man who could effectively combat the intrigues and designs of self-seeking potentates and recover Western Assam from the hands of the foreigners. They assembled at Kallabar where they declared prince Gadapani as king. The monarch designate proceeded up to the capital Gargaon where he was formally installed on
the throne under the name Gadadhur Singha. Sulikpha was deported to the impenetrable wilds of Namrup where he was subsequently killed. Gadadhur Singha was the founder of the Tungkhunga dynasty and the princes of this line exercised the reins of government till the termination of Ahom rule in 1826.

EARLIER AHOM HISTORY

The Ahoms, a branch of the Shan race, crossed the Patkai range to the south-east of Assam in the early years of the thirteenth century A.D. under the leadership of Sukapha, who was compelled to leave his ancestral kingdom of Nara as he had no prospect of sovereignty there. Sukapha's followers hardly came up to a thousand and they had left behind their women folk as being incapable of undergoing the strenuous hardships of hill-climbers and adventurers. The Ahoms were thus compelled to increase their numerical strength by incorporating non-Ahoms into their fold accompanied by inter-marriage with the original settlers of the land.

By right of joint conquest the enjoyment of the soil was vested in the leader Sukapha, and his commanders and camp-followers who had shared with him the fatigues of the adventurous march. All subsequent appointments in the Ahom administration were made on this understanding. Sukapha's descendants enjoyed a hereditary title to the throne; those of his commanders and camp-followers to the principal offices of the state; and this principle was followed throughout the entire period of Ahom rule in Assam. Only the descendants of Sukapha's Buragohain and Barguhain could be appointed to these respective posts; and the Barbarua and the Barphukan must always be selected from the four leading families who had accompanied Sukapha, viz., Lahan, Duara, Dihingia and Sandikai. Any appointment from outside these families was viewed with disfavour by the nobiliary of the land. The language and religion of the Ahoms were distinct from those of the conquered races, but gradually the Ahom rulers accepted the Assamese language and the Hindu religion, and the change was perceptible from the reign of Pratap Singha, 1603-1641.

From the thirteenth to the sixteenth centuries the Ahoms were mainly busy in consolidating their power and in adjusting the relationship with the neighbouring principalities, Kamata which was subsequently transformed into the well-known Cooch Behar kingdom, Cachar, Jayantia, Darrang, Chutia and Kamrup. The principality of Kamrup, a part of a much greater kingdom of the same name, was contiguous to the Mogul territories, and thus as a bone of contention it became the theatre of many a long-drawn contest between the forces of the Moguls and the Ahoms. The history of the Ahoms of the seventeenth century was the history of the Assam-Mogul conflicts. Cooch Behar intervened now and then but its hold over Kamrup was abortive and easily resistible.
The veteran general Nawab Mir Jumla, the uncrowned king of Golconda and the Carnatic, the right hand of Aurangzeb in the War of Succession, entered the borders of Assam in January 1662, marched through the entire length of the country and occupied the Ahom capital Gargaon. The Treaty of Ghilajari enacted in January 1663 between the Ahom King Jayadhwaj Singh and the Mogul general Mir Jumla transferred Kamrup to the Moguls and imposed a heavy war-indemnity upon the Ahoms. Jayadhwaj Singh's successor Chakradhwaj Singhla launched elaborate preparations to re-establish the lost prestige of his country. The courageous personality of the Ahom king was imbibed by his generals and his soldiers. Kamrup was wrested back from the Moguls in August 1667. The Assamese general was Lachit Barphukan, son of Momai-Tamuli Barbarua, who was the leading figure in the Assam-Mogul conflicts of the first half of the century. Chakradhwaj died in the lap of victory, and his successor Udajaditya Singhla continued his predecessor's policy with equal tact and vigour. Aurangzeb despatched a fresh army under Raja Ram Singhla of Amber. The Ahoms concentrated all their resources at Gauhati, the capital of Kamrup. The Mogul army was lured into the war-zone of Gauhati, fortified on all sides by natural hills and artificial ramparts with the mighty Brahmaputra flowing in between. In the battle of Saraighat, fought in the vicinity of Gauhati in March 1671, a crushing defeat was inflicted on the Mogul army and Ram Singhla retired to the frontier Mogul garrison at Rangamati where he waited till 1676 for another opportunity to invade Assam.

The eventual renewal of hostilities with the Moguls was foreshadowed by the Ahoms, and all their best generals and nobles were deputed to Gauhati to remain in vigilant preparedness. The Ahom capital Gargaon was manned by inferior talents and arms who took advantage of the absence of the able leaders and exploited the opportunity for self-aggrandisement. Machinations and intrigues became the order of the day. Kings became mere puppets; they were appointed, dismissed and killed as suited the convenience of the king-making ministers. Chaos and anarchy ruled the land and some of the Saraighat veterans even were tainted by the widespread demoralization. The Moguls were in occupation of Gauhati; discordance and rivalry were rampant in the Ahom camp; and the next inevitable consequence would be the reduction of the entire kingdom to the vassalage of the Moguls. There were traitors and patriots in the fold; the former had played their role and brought their country to the verge of destruction. It was now the turn of the patriots to do what they could. They assembled at Kailabar and deliberated on the affairs of the state. "Our only remedy is a strong-minded prince" was their deliberate and unanimous decision, and the selection naturally fell on prince Gadapani, who had already gained reputation in the land for his vigilance, fortitude and adroitness.
Gadadhar Singha ruled the country for fifteen years, 1681 to 1696 A.D. With an iron hand he put an end to the intrigues and machinations of the preceding period. Western Assam was wrested back from the Moguls in July 1682, and the boundaries of Assam were restored to their original limit. The river Manahua became as of old the western limit of Assam. Peace and order were established and the people began to live with confidence and security. Gadadhar Singha was a man of extraordinarily vigorous constitution and his dietetic vagaries have become traditional in the land. He viewed with disfavour the growing influence of the Vaisnava monks; he confiscated their property and put several of them to torture and death.

King Gadadhar Singha was succeeded by his son Rudra Singha, 1696-1714. The son was more statesmanlike than his father. He formulated a definite policy of his administration and exerted his utmost powers to carry it out as far as time and circumstances would permit. He aimed at elevating his kingdom to the rank of a first-rate power in India. He began by reforming the internal administration of the land with a view to secure the highest degree of efficiency. With the resources of a fully developed state at his command he proposed to unfurl the flag of victory in the neighbouring Mogul territories, and if possible to seize the throne of Delhi. He restored the Vaisnava abbot's to their original homes, encouraged arts, literature and music, and remodelled the state army on the most up-to-date lines. The neighbouring territories of Jyautia and Cachar were subdued and their chiefs made promises to help the Akbar King with men and provision when such aid would be solicited. The vassal chiefs on the Assam frontier were bound by treaty terms to render timely assistance to their liege-lord. Rudra Singha deputed agents in the garb of itinerant hermits to different places of India to study the customs of these places and collect informations regarding their resources and strength. When the preparations were completed the King left the capital and marched to Gauhati where his army was joined by those of his allies and the vassal chiefs. The King deputed messengers to the Rajas of different parts of India asking them not to offer him any resistance in his expedition. The messengers came back with a reply from the Rajas that they would render all possible co-operation to the powerful Swarga-maharaja of Assam if he attempted to occupy the throne of Delhi as the indignities hurled at them by the Mogul Badshahs were becoming more and more intolerable. Rudra Singha mobilised at Gauhati an army of 4,00,000 and he planned to enter into Mogul territories in November 1714. When preparations were on foot for the march of the expedition Rudra Singha suddenly died at Gauhati in September 1714. If the greatness of a man is to be judged by the greatness of his designs and his conscious and rigorous efforts to
uplift his country, apart from any success which finally meet his
efforts. Rudra Singha can be called Rudra Singha the Great.
It will be easy to imagine the impression that would have been
made by the dash and gallantry of the primitive mountaineers who
constituted the backbone of Rudra Singha’s legions upon the cattel-
loving and discontented host of the Timurid generals. Emperor
Aurangzeb had died seven years before; and Delhi, now reduced
to a theatre of contest between rival powers, excited the cupidity
of trans-border invaders.

Siva Singha succeeded Rudra Singha, 1714-1744. The new
monarch unfortunately lacked the courage and foresight of his
great father. He accepted initiation into Saktism from the hand
of Krishnaram Bhattacharyya of Nadiya. The monarch newly
initiated into the mysteries of Tantric worship devoted more time to
religious practices than his royal preoccupations permitted. The
astrologers found out by calculating the stars that the dethronement
of the monarch would be an inevitable feature of his reign. He
therefore surrendered his sceptre to his consorts Phuleswari Devi,
Ambika Devi and Sarveswari Devi in succession. Phuleswari Devi
with the characteristic fanaticism of a neophyte insulted a number
of Vaishnava monks by rubbing on their forehead the blood of goats
sacrificed in the worship of Durga. The Mahants of Moamara
who had a very large number of disciples and whose wealth and
influence were the talk of the day was among the insulted monks.
He and his disciples began thenceforth to plan schemes of
revenge.

Siva Singha was succeeded by his brother Pramatta Singha,
1744-1751. He was a sober monarch and governed his country
with discretion and benevolence.

After the death of Pramatta Singha his brother Mohammala
Gohaindeo was entitled to the throne according to the death-bed
injunction of King Rudra Singha. Kirtichandra Barbarua, the
most powerful potentate of the time, set aside the claims of Moham-
mla and placed his younger brother Rajeswar Singha on the throne
who reigned from 1751 to 1769. Rajeswar Singha proved a capable
monarch and the kingdom attained in his time the acme of peace
and prosperity. There was no disturbance, no war and no cause
of annoyance in his reign of any significant character. Jai Singha,
Raja of Manipur, solicited the aid of the Ahom monarch to expel the
Burmese usurpers from Manipur. Rajeswar Singha despatched a
vast army against the Burmans and was in turn offered the hands
of Jai Singha’s daughter Kuranganayami. Kirtichandra by his acts
of impertinence and hauteur irritated the other nobles and a
murderous attempt was made on his life. The Barbarua destroyed
all chronicles which were supposed to contain calumniating refer-
cences to his descent. He irritated the Moamara Mahants on several
occasions, but the Mahants refrained from any act of violence out
of consideration for the benignant monarch.
Rajeswar Singha was succeeded by his brother Lakshmi Singha, 1769-1780. His succession to the throne, though it was in conformity with the will of Rudra Singha, was not a popular one, as he was blackish in hue which originated suspicion about his legitimacy. Kirtichandra acting with his customary high-handedness banished Rajeswar Singha's sons and wives to Namrup, and gave fresh provocation to the Moamara Mahanta by attributing to him illicit behaviour with the exiled consorts of Rajeswar Singha during their halt near the Mahanta's monastery to receive supplies of food-provisions. He further inflicted undeserving punishment on a leading disciple of the Moamara Mahanta, Ragha Morau. The Mahanta and his disciples who were long waiting for an opportunity to strike now raised the standard of revolt, marched against Rangpur, occupied the capital and seized the person of the King and his principal nobles in their retreat near the Sonari river. Nihar Khora's son Ramakanta became Raja and Ragha Barbaru became the de facto ruler. Kirtichandra Barbaru, the Buragohain and the Bargohain were executed by the rebels. Ragha Barbaru admitted into his harem the ex-queen Kuranganayani and a numerous bevy of Ahom damsels. He summoned all the Vaisnava monks and compelled them to accept initiation from the Moamara Mahanta. The royalists were now roused to action, they intrigued with Kuranganayani and killed Ragha in April 1770 followed by massacre of the leading Moran rebels. Lakshmi Singha was restored to his lost throne. He suppressed the Moamaria insurrection with a firm and determined hand, and during the remaining ten years of his reign there was no effective recrudescence of the Moamaria discontent. But the succession of the sons of Rudra Singha to the throne one after the other left in the country a large number of disgruntled and disappointed princes who were the sons and grandsons of the reigning monarchs. Besides, the Moamaria success exposed the vulnerability of the Ahom crown. The princes attempted, though severally, to seize the throne, but their ill-planned and impetuous efforts were easily detected and suppressed.

Lakshmi Singha was succeeded by his son Gaurinath Singha, 1780-1795. He was the only son of his father and shared all the effects of a bad training. He was a libertine; and his cruelties and whims were disgusting to all except his time serving myrmidons. The Moamarias, long held in check, rose again with redoubled fury. Rangpur was occupied by the rebels for a few days but it was recovered through the timely measures of Ghanashyam Buragohain. Ghanashyam died in 1782 and was succeeded by his son Purnananda, who remained in power till the advent of the Burmese in 1817. The Moamaria insurgents now concentrated their attacks in the north bank, and the Ahom commanders sent against them attained but little success. The Moamarias if subdued in one place again appeared at another and the royalist army could not encounter the guerilla methods of the enemy. Gaurinath fled down to Gauhati
and the Buragohain shifted the headquarters to Jorhat. The Manipuri Raja Jai Singha came in person to fight against the rebels but his participation was equally futile and ineffective. In the meantime freebooters from Bengal taking advantage of the internal disruption had entered into Assam and harassed and plundered the defenceless inhabitants. King Gaurinath Singha requested Lord Cornwallis, Governor-General of India, to expel the Burkedadz pillagers from the land and help him in re-occupying the capital. Captain Welsh with a contingent of sepoys reached Gauhati in November 1792, escorted Gaurinath to Upper Assam, subdued the rebels and re-occupied Rangpur. Gaurinath was placed on his ancestral throne, and Captain Welsh returned to Calcutta in July 1794 after having enacted a treaty for the promotion of commercial intercourse between Assam and the East India Company.

Gaurinath Singha was succeeded by Kamaleswar Singha, a descendant of Lechaj Namrupia Raja, brother of Rudra Singha. The zone of rebellion was now shifted to Kamrup, Nowgong and North Lakhimpur; but the insurrections at these three different places were subdued through the timely measures of Purnananda Buragohain. Ahom subjects had sought refuge in the outlying districts of Cachar, Jayantia, Bhutan and Bengal. The Buragohain deputed embassies to these states demanding the repatriation of the Assamese fugitives. The Singphou and Khamtis near Sadiya had frequently entered into the jurisdiction of Assam and carried off a large number of Assamese subjects as captives. An expedition was sent to Sadiya in November 1806. The old chronicle of Srinath Barbarua ends here abruptly and what follows next has been compiled by the translator from published and unpublished sources to bring down the history to the termination of Ahom rule in 1826.

Kamaleswar Singha was succeeded by his brother Chandrakanta Singha, 1811-1816. Chandrakanta was only fourteen years old when he assumed sovereign power. Purnananda Buragohain was all in all but his unlimited powers were viewed with jealousy and suspicion by Chandrakanta's favourites and sycophants of whom Satram Bhutar Putek was the most powerful. Satram organised a conspiracy to kill the Buragohain. The name of Badanchandra Barphukan, the Ahom viceroy of Gauhati, was found among the papers in possession of Satram and his accomplices. Purnananda deputed emissaries to arrest Badanchandra but the wily Barphukan having received previous intelligence of this design fled from Gauhati, proceeded to Calcutta and then to Ava. The Burmese monarch King Bodawpaya granted him an army to enable him to wreak vengeance upon his enemies in Assam. The Barphukan made his appearance on the frontier of Assam with his Burmese hordes in March 1817. The Buragohain died accidentally of fever and his son and successor Ruchinath Buragohain could not offer an effective resistance to the Burmans. Through the instrumentality of Badanchandra, Chandrakanta entered into peace terms with the Burmans
and they retired to their country with presents from the Ahom
sovereign. At the instigation of Dhani Barbarua, Nirbhaynarayan
Bargohain and Numali Rajmao, Badanchandra was murdered one
morning by Rupsing Subedar and Rahman Khan Jamadar.

Chandrakanta was suspected as being instrumental in bringing
the Burmans to Assam by deputing Badanchandra to Burma.
Ruchinath took up the cause of Purandar Singha, a descendant
of Rameswar Gohain, son of Rajeswar Singha. Ruchinath and his
party marched up to Rangpur, deposed Chandrakanta and placed
Purandar Singha on the throne.

The king of Burma regarded the murder of Badanchandra and
the deposition of Chandrakanta as an affront offered to himself and he
deputed a fresh army to punish the enemies of Chandrakanta. The
battle of Phulpanichiga fought between the Burmese army and the
adherents of Purandar Singha resulted in the victory of the invaders.
Purandar Singha fled down to Bengal and Chandrakanta was
placed once more on the throne after which the Burmans left
Assam having perpetrated atrocities upon all those suspected to
have sympathy for Purandar.

Having recovered his throne Chandrakanta made preparations
for effectively countering future Burmese designs in Assam.
This was reported to the Burmese monarch who now despatched an
army to punish Chandrakanta. The Ahom monarch fled to Gauhati
and the Burmans placed Jogenswar Singha on the throne. The
Burmese commander-in-chief was the virtual ruler of Assam and
Jogenswar's elevation to the throne was only a make-believe to
pacify the Assamese people. In the meantime the Burmese had
come into collision with the British in Manipur, Cachar and Jayantia
accompanied by sporadic fightings. The British, aiming at dis-
lodging the Burmans from the commanding position they occupied
up the river Brahmaputra, ordered the marching of troops from
Goalpara towards Gauhati. The Burman resistance to the British
army during the ten months of their conflicts, March 1824 to January
1825, was of no avail. Rangpur, the Assamese capital, was occupied
by the British, and promises were extracted from the Burman
commanders that they would no longer interfere with the affairs
of Assam. By the Treaty of Yandaboo enacted on February 24,
1826, Assam finally passed into the hands of the British; and with
it the supremacy of the Tungkhunia dynasty came to an end.

A Survey of the Period

We shall now refer to the pivotal landmarks round which
revolved the main trend of the events of the Tungkhunia period.
Lalukso Barphukan's bloodless surrender of Western Assam to
the Mogul Fauzdar Nawab Mansur Khan for a consideration of
four lakhs of rupees and a flimsy promise by Sultan Azamara to
make the Barphukan king of Eastern Assam, followed by the
Barphukan's assumption of sovereign power and the elaborate campaign to disqualify all possible rivals to the throne, culminating in the martyrdom of Princes Jaymati, compelled the ministers and nobles to search for a capable prince who would readily suppress such acts of high-handed usurpation and save the country from the yoke of foreign domination. Gadadhar Singha's recovery of Western Assam terminated the long-drawn hostilities between the Moguls and the Ahoms. The monarch's attempt to dissolve the Vaishnava monasteries evinced his Sakti proclivities, and alienated the sympathy of the ancien régime of Vaishnava leaders who had a very vast and powerful following in the country. In Rudra Singha's scheme to conquer Bengal and if possible the rest of Mogul India, was reached the high-water-mark of nationalistic idealism, which vanished with the last breath of that illustrious monarch.

Siva Singha's initiation into Sakti Hinduism threw the Vaishnava monks into the background, and Phuleswari's attempt to humiliate the peace-loving Vaishnava pontiffs deepened their apathy, if not their antipathy, towards the Ahom crown. The hopes of political preferments did not infrequently inspire the adoption of the new creed among the leading officials and nobles. The monarchs became ardent devotees of the elaborate rituals and ceremonies connected with the new faith, and the orthodox Ahom priests viewed this change as the beginning of the end of Ahom supremacy. Adherence to common interests and objects among a people having divergent religious sympathies became a thing of the past. Kirtichandra Barbarua's exclusion of Mohanmala Gohaindeo from his lawful succession to the throne was an extremely unpopular measure as the prince was the people's pet and the ministers' darling. Kirtichandra's support of Lakshmi Singha in his candidature for the throne to the exclusion of the sons of the preceding monarch Rajeswar Singha was an impolitic act as Lakshmi Singha's legitimacy was seriously in question owing to his dark complexion. Kirtichandra's overbearing temper, partially kept in check by the strong hand of Rajeswar Singha, now burst forth into full play during the reign of Lakshmi Singha, Kirtichandra's nominee on the throne. The Barbarua inflicted unwarranted insults on the Moamara Mahanta and one of his chief disciples, which precipitated the insurrection of the Morans long seething underground. The rebels occupied the capital and exercised all the powers of sovereignty. They would have been able to perpetuate their government if they had conducted it on sober and systematic lines rigorously resisting the temptations of the moment. The daring intelligence and pluck of the Manipuri princess Kuranganayani effected Lakshmi Singha's restoration to the throne.

Gaurinath Singha ordered the ruthless massacre of the Moamarias among whom were counted the redoubtable stalwarts of the land. The insurrection was not confined to the disciples of the Moamara Mahanta; many leading potentates had joined the
standard of the mutineers or entertained secret sympathy with their cause. The forces of disruption moved on apace and the gauntlet was taken up by the survivors including amiable matrons and virgins. The appointment of Purnananda Buragohain to the office of the Prime Minister in 1782 brought to the side of the royalists a capable, far-sighted and sagacious statesman-warrior. But it was impossible for him in the beginning to counteract the elements of disorder brought into existence by the rapacity and indiscretion of the nobles of the preceding regime. The King fled to Gauhati from where he moved from place to place in Nowgong where he was received with indifferent courtesy.

The intervention of the Honourable East India Company was instrumental in restoring Gaurinath Singha to his ancestral throne, and it laid the foundation of the commercial relations between Assam and the Company’s traders. The establishment of commercial intercourse with Assam was long solicited by the European merchants of Bengal, but it could not be placed on a sound and secure footing owing to the reluctance of the Assamese to admit foreigners into their land. Assam was now discovered to the British and vice versa to their prolonged and mutual benefit. Assamese troops were trained on the lines of the Company’s army, and the Ahom government purchased ordnances and ammunitions from the British factories at Calcutta.

There was considerable peace during the reign of Gaurinath Singha’s successor Kamaleswar Singha and the latter’s brother Chandrakanta Singha. Purnananda Buragohain’s selection of Satram, the son of a poultry-keeper, to be the companion of the boy-king Chandrakanta, was a blunder of the highest magnitude. Satram uninspired by consideration of gratefulness towards his benefactor poisoned the ears of the young king against the veteran patriot and statesman Purnananda Buragohain. The result was a conspiracy to murder the Premier followed by the despatch of emissaries to arrest Badanchandra Barphukan. The Barphukan’s flight to Calcutta and then to Burma introduced the Burmans to the path and defiles, the wealth and resources of the Brahmaputra Valley which were vigilantly guarded for centuries from the observations of foreigners and aliens. Assam, already weakened by internal jealousies and dissensions, became an easy prey to the first touch of the Burmese spear.

**Extent and Limits of Assam**

After the recovery of Western Assam from the Moguls in July, 1682 during the reign of Gadadhari Singha, the boundaries of Assam remained fixed and unaltered till the occupation of the country by the British. The Assam of those days was practically equal to the Brahmaputra Valley or Assam Proper of the present day, minus the district of Goalpara. It was bounded on the north by the
Bhutan hills, on the west by the Manasha river and the Habraghat Pargana, on the south by the Naga, Khasi, Mikir and Garo hills, and on the east by the Miami, Singphou and Khamti ranges. The total population of Ahom Assam during the reign of Rajesvar Singha before the depredations of the Moamarias and the Burmese was computed at 24,00,000. During these disturbances many were killed, many took shelter in the districts of the Surma Valley and of Bengal, many were carried off as captives by the Singphous and the Khamtis and many more by the Burmese conquerors. It is generally believed that between the death of Rajesvar Singha in 1769 and the occupation of the country by the British in 1825 Assam lost half its population by the above process. The population has been on the increase since 1825 and the total strength of the Assamese-speaking people at the present time is 1,994,326 and the total population of the Assam Valley is 4,655,711, according to the Census of 1931.

Dr. John Peter Wade, who came to Assam in 1792 as Assistant Surgeon to Captain Welsh's detachment, has penned the following lines about the extent and limits of Assam in his Geographical Sketch of Assam, compiled between 1796 and 1802, and the only manuscript copy of which is preserved in the India Office Library, London.—

"The kingdom of Assam is seven hundred miles in length and from sixty to eighty in breadth. In a few places however of Upper Assam where the mountainous confines recede furthest the breadth greatly exceeds this proportion; and it will be within a very moderate calculation to consider the surface as containing about sixty thousand square miles; and extent much superior to that of England which is stated at forty-nine thousand, four hundred and fifty. From this computation may be deducted the numerous rivers, which everywhere intersect the country. I shall not offer a vague conjecture on the sum of his deduction; but it will not be exaggeration to say that the remainder exhibits a highly fertile soil throughout; for even the great number of hills which are interspersed in every part of Assam are susceptible of cultivation, and increase considerably the superficies of the country fit for culture. From this computation of square miles, are excluded all the dependencies and conquered countries in or beyond the mountainous limits which surround Assam in every direction; as well as several provinces of Eastern Bengal, which formerly acknowledged their subjection to the Assamese Government.

"Assam is a valley. It extends between the parallels of 25–45 and 27–30 degrees of North Latitude and from 90–95 to between 98 or 99 degrees of East Longitude. This extent to the Eastward beyond the capital Gargaon is of course conjectural; for it was not my fortune to meet with a single Native who has travelled to the utmost limit of Assam in that quarter. The kingdom is separated by the great stream of the Brahmaputra into three grand divisions called Uttarkol or Uttarpar, Dakhinkol or Dakhinpar and the Majuli or great island. The first denotes the provinces lying on
the northside of Brahmaputra, the second those on the south. The Majuli is a large island in the middle. It is also divided into Upper and Lower Assam; the first includes the country above Kaliabar, where the river diverges into two considerable streams as far as the mountainous confines to the north and south. This division included the whole of Assam at an earlier period; but the lower provinces to the westward having been afterwards annexed by conquest to the dominions of the Swargadeo, became a separate Government under an officer entitled Barra-Phukam with the powers of a viceroy. The distinction of Uttarkol and Dakhinokol were previous to the period in question, applicable only to Upper Assam; and the more learned among the natives affect to confine those appellations even now to the Eastern provinces only.”

THE AHOM SYSTEM OF ADMINISTRATION

Some knowledge of the essential features of the Ahom administration is necessary to read this book with advantage. The Ahom government was a monarchical oligarchy. The king, or Swargadeo, as he was called, was the supreme head of the state; and all honours, titles, offices, decisions, and war-measures, emanated from him. But he had to act according to the advice of the three hereditary councillors of state, the Buragohain, the Bargohain and the Barparagohain. The duty of selecting a king from among the members of the existing princely families was vested in these three nobles, and if united they could dethrone or execute a monarch. A powerful sovereign could override the decisions of the three Gohains, and similarly an astute Gohain could impose his will upon his two colleagues and the vast body of Phukans and Barus. The Barbarus was the head of the executive and the judiciary, but he could not act independently of the three Gohains. Any matter placed before the king by the Barbarus would be considered in the presence of the three Gohains, and if it was one of great moment the Phukans and Barus would also be summoned to express their opinion.

The Barphukan lived at Gaulati as the king’s deputy and administered the territory from Kaliabar to the frontier of Mogul India. He conducted the diplomatic negotiations with Bengal and Bhutan and the chieftains on the Assam frontier. The states of Jayantia, Cachar, Manipur, and Khyrim were in friendly alliance with the Ahom government, though some degree of subordination was accepted by the first two through the usages of centuries. The province of Darrang enjoyed complete autonomy in its internal affairs as well as the other vassal states,—Rani, Beltola, Luki, Barduar, Bholagaon, Mairapur, Pantan, Bangon, Bagduar, Dumaria, Nel, Gobha, Sahara, Dandua, Barepuja, Topakuchia, Khaighoria, Panbari, Sora, Mayang, Dhing, Tetella, Salmara, Garakhia, Baghara and Bharashandha. The frontiers of the kingdom were protected from the inroads of the hill people by several wardens, the Sadiya-khowa
Gohain, the Marangi-khowa Gohain, the Solal Gohain, the Jagiyalia Gohain and the Kajalimukha Gohain, and they were always selected from the families of the three Gohains at the metropolis. The frontier tribesmen were allowed regular blackmail either in the shape of money, articles or servitors.

The representation of the different Ahom families or faids was an important factor in the grant of appointments. The king had to be selected from the royal families, Dihingia, Charingia, Tungkhungia, Namrupia, Samaguria and Parvatia. The members of the different princely dynasties sprang from their common ancestor Sukapha, and their settlement in different places occasioned by the expansion of their numbers led to the existence of the different faids. This was also the case with the different branches of the Buragohain and Bargohain families. The Buragohain clans were Topartulia, Kuoigayan, Baluguria, Langkakia, Moran-gharia and Railungia; and those of the Bargohain were Guimela, Parvatia, Pilinga, Mechaguria, Madurial, Kalugayan, Dihingia, Chatai-alia, Barukial and Miri-Sandikai. The several Barpatra-gohain families were Nagapatra, Kenduguria, Kalugayan and Moran-patra, but they did not all spring from a common ancestor. The Barbarua and the Barphukan were selected from the following families, Dihingia, Lahan, Sandikai, Duara, Ghora-kowarr, Patar, Buragohain, Bakatial and Lukkurakhan. A few Barbaruas were selected from Moran Barpatra, Chengdhara, Charingia-Letao, Kachari, Chiring and Kamti families; and a few Barphukans from Langri, Larmakharu, Chetia, Pichai-chetia and Tarun Duara families. The Ahom priestly families were those of the Doodhais, Mohans, Bailungs and Chirings.

An officer was generally mentioned with reference to his family, as Bakatial Barbarua, Sandikai Barphukan, Kuoigayan Buragohain and Madurial Bargohain. Personal names were used very sparingly and they had to be ascertained by identification with existing lists maintained in state archives and from the genealogical tables of the several families. The author Srinath who was a member of the Duara family and held the office of Barbarua has consistently referred to himself as Duara Barbarua; and Purnananda, the Prime Minister, appears in the chronicle as the Mahamantri Buragohain Danguria of the Kuoigayan family. In paragraph 336 is inserted a full list of the principal officers of the reign of Kamaleswar Singha but not a single personal name has been mentioned anywhere. The total eclipse of the personal names in the more brilliant effulgence of the toponomous official titles has its parallel in Frederick Edwin Smith and James Lyle Mackay being overshadowed by the more popular appellations Lord Birkenhead and Lord Inchcape.

The adult population of Assam was divided into kholis having to render specific services to the state, such as, arrow-making, boat-building, boat-lying, house-building, provision-supplying, fighting, writing, revenue collecting, superintendence of elephants, horses, hawks and forests, etc. Each khoi was placed in charge of a Phukan,
a Rajkhowa or a Barua, who was assisted by a gradation of officers, Hajurikas, Salkias and Boras. An adult male was called a paik, and four paiks constituted a got. One man in a got had to serve the state for three months in a year, and the remaining three paiks looked after the cultivation and other domestic concerns of their absent comrades. In cases of emergency two and even three men were recruited from each got for state purposes, or the got maximum was reduced from four to three paiks. The levy of one man from each got was called the mel, of two the dewal and of three the beowal. The standing army at the capital was a very poor one. In 1809 it consisted of 300 up-country sepoys and 800 native troops. In cases of war or other public occasions the officers-in-charge of the various khels mobilised their respective quotas of men. The vast body of subjects was thus a standing militia and their loyal cooperation did not infrequently depend upon the personal sympathies of the intermediate kheldars or barons. The Chemunor or the higher rank of subjects were exempted from personal service. Up to the year 1772 all Phukanships were confined to the members of the various Ahom families, and the first departure was made in favour of a Kalita Bhuyan as a reward for his leadership in the royalist reaction which ultimately restored the throne to Lakshmi Singha after the temporary overlordship of the Moran rebels. The second batch of non-Ahom Phukans were a few members of the Brahman Kakatia family on whom that unique distinction was conferred as a reward for their loyalty and devotion to the Ahom crown. A large number of Muhammadans were appointed in the several departments of the state, and their principal occupations were the deciphering and interpreting of Persian documents, curving inscriptions on copperplates and other metals, minting of coins, embroidery work, painting with fast colours, carpentry, sword and gun-making and the manufacture of gunpowder. Several Muhammadan religious leaders known as Dewans were granted revenue-free lands, generally known as Pīpāl lands.

The sons, wives and other near relations of a reigning monarch were maintained out of public funds. The estates granted to them were known as mel, each managed by a Phukan or a Barua as the importance of the mel demanded. The Charingia mel, the Tipamia mel, the Namrupia mel, the Saru mel and the Maju mel were generally conferred on the sons, brothers and nephews of the kings and the beneficiaries held the title of Raja. The chief queen was granted the Raidiangia mel, the second queen the Paryatia mel and the other consorts the Purani mel and the Na mel. The daughters, nieces, sisters and daughters-in-law were maintained out of the Gabhauri mel; the queen-mother was entitled to the emoluments of the Khangia mel, the king’s nurse to that of the Kolicchungar mel and the grand-mother to that of Enaigharia mel.

Succession to the throne was rather systematic in the beginning, being based on the law of primogeniture, with occasional departures
in favour of a brother or a nephew. Later on a powerful Cobain or a Barbaras could manoeuvre the support of his colleagues in placing on the throne any prince from the collateral branches and the rivals were disqualified by the mutilation of their limbs. The princes who had no deformity in their body generally enlisted the support of some minister and made a dash for the throne. The problem of the princes was a very acute one, and in the absence of a proper solution the efficiency and internal harmony of the administration were jeopardised to a considerable extent.

**Shifting of Capitals**

The shifting of capitals was a favourite hobby of many oriental monarchs. Even Akbar was not satisfied with Delhi and Agra and in 1569 he removed his capital 23 miles to Fatehpur Sikri. The first Ahom conqueror King Sukapha had stayed for some time at Sologuri, Habung and Simaluguri, after which he fixed his headquarters at Charaideo in 1298. King Sudangpha who had been brought up in a Brahman family shifted his capital in 1403 to Cheregu on the Dihing river in the midst of Hindu surroundings; and Charaideo was relegated since then to the position of the metropolis of Ahom religion. Suklengmung ascended the throne in 1539 after having contrived the death of his father. Cheregu became reminiscent of his unholy patricide and it began to sting Suklengmung's monarchical conscience. He transferred the capital to Gargaon, and encircled it with a ring of walls and ramparts which gave the name to the new city, Gargaon or the city of ramparts. A very auspicious moment was selected for the king's exodus to the new capital. The magnificence and splendour of Gargaon were an amazement to the Mogul invaders. Sulikpha Lora Raja preferred to live at Lechang. Gadachar Singhah first stopped at Barkola and then at Meteka. His son Rudra Singhah founded the city of Rangpur near the site where his mother Jaymati had been tortured to death. The importance of Gargaon was not bedimmed by the ascendancy of Rangpur; it continued to be the capital, and the king and his court frequently visited that hoary city associated with the best days of the Ahoms. Lakshmi Singhah proposed to abandon Gargaon and erect a new city at Kupoukhat, and Changrung Phukan, the royal architect, was asked to collect the necessary building materials; but the Deodhais and Baitungs vehemently opposed his proposal, saying—"Our ancestors had established their capital at Gargaon as they had found it suitable after having very carefully examined the numerous alternative sites. We cannot now advise His Majesty to abandon this old city." During the flight of Gaurinath Singhah and the occupation of Rangpur by the Morans, Purnamanda Buragohain had shifted the headquarters to Jorhat, which continued to be the capital of the Ahoms till the termination of their rule. Notwithstanding these
two rivals of later growth Gargaon figured in the imagination of the people and in their unsophisticated parlance as the premier city in the good old days of Ahom supremacy. The viceregal capital was at Gauhati, and during the occasional occupation of Gauhati by the Moguls it was shifted to Kalibari in the upper rapids of the Brahmaputra.

THE AUTHOR, SRIKANTH DUARBARA BANERJEE

The major portion of the present book represents the work of a very influential potentate of Assam. Srinath Barbarua had served the Ahom government in several capacities, first as a commander of the king’s household troops and then as chief justice. He held the office of Barbarua for full seventeen years from 1800 to 1817. The compilation of the chronicle was commenced in March, 1804. The events are brought down to November 1806. The present manuscript being incomplete we are not in a position to ascertain the actual downward limit of his entire Buranji. Srinath’s brother Haranath Senapati Phukan was a highly distinguished personage of the time. He served in several campaigns and rose ultimately to the rank of the Barphukan. Srinath was a participant and an eye-witness of many of the events he describes in his chronicle and about the rest he had heard from people having direct knowledge of the same. Srinath Barbarua was a strong supporter of the policy of Purmananda Buragohain the Prime Minister, who had to adopt vigilant measures to counteract the grave situation of his country, brought about by the interminable hostilities of the Moamaras. The Premier’s motives were misjudged by a large section of his contemporaries, and nepotism and usurpation of sovereign powers were not infrequently attributed to him. Srinath Barbarua enjoyed the confidence and trust of Purmananda Buragohain during the entire period of that minister’s dictatorship.

Srinath has written his chronicle with dignity, restraint and seriousness which was expected from a man of his eminence and political vision. The author had at his disposal all the papers and correspondences at the state archives; and the habit of shifting evidence which he had acquired in his capacity as the highest judicial officer of the state have been brought to bear upon his marshalling of facts in due order of importance. The result is an Assamese historical classic of the highest importance. The chronicle presents a complete picture of the Ahom court, of the machinery of the Ahom government in relation to both its internal and external affairs, the working of the different branches of administration, the methods of warfare and the engagements of peaceful times. The observant and critical student of history will be able to glean from the pages of the chronicle a full picture of Assam in the days of its prosperity and peace, and also of the first throes of its deadly struggle for existence.

September 1, 1933

S. K. BHUYAN.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Innovation : Salutation to Sri-Krishna! Salutation to Ganesa! Salutation to the Goddess Parvati! This is the Buranji written in saka 1725 under the orders of the Duara Barbarua. Keep it secretly. Do not give it even to your son if you have no confidence in him. Show it to one who is unhostile and well-disposed towards you. Pandits have prohibited the betrayal of princes; and if trust is violated, it amounts to an insult shown to one’s mother. So keep it in confidence; more specially it is an unfathomable Sastra, who ever finds its bottom? Even great sages become victims of confusion in such matters which I have handled with whatever judgment I can command. So Pandits should not at random find fault with this book. If one is bent upon detecting blemishes he will find many. This is the Vamsavali or history of the Swargadeos or Kings of the Tungkhungia Dynasty. This history was caused to be written on Thursday, the twenty second of Phalgun, on the Panchami tithi. 1.

Synopsis : In the month of Sravan of the saka era 1603, Sri-sri Gadadhar Singha became king at Garagram after banishing Lora Raja to Namrup. He had two sons. In the year 1617 King Gadadhar Singha went to heaven. Then his elder son Rudra Singha became king at Garagram in the same month of the same year. His brother was given the Namrupia maitri. In the year 1636 King Rudra Singha died at Gauhati, after a reign of nineteen years. Then in the same month of the same year his eldest son Siva Singha became king at Gauhati. Swargadeo Siva Singha breathed his last on the sixth day of the month of Agchn in the year 1666. He reigned for thirty years. In the same year and month and on the same day Pramatta Singha ascended the throne at
Rangpur. Pramatta Singha went to heaven in the year 1673 after a reign of seven years. Rajeswar Singha's elder brother, the Batgharia Gohain, had an attack of smallpox, and Rajeswar Singha after being king drove away his brother to Namrup. Then in the same year, in the month of Ahin his brother Rajeswar Singha ascended the throne. His younger brother was born at Kalaila, hence he was called Kalsilia Gohaindeo. Rajeswar Singha on ascending the throne conferred on him the Namrupia mel. Swargadeo Rajeswar Singha died at Dewargaon after a reign of nineteen years. In the year 1691 his brother Lakshmi Singha ascended the throne, and died in the year 1702 after a reign of fourteen years. In the year 1702 his son Gaurinath Singha became king. He died at his camp at Jorhat near the Diholi river in the month of Sravan of the year 1717. The length of his reign was fifteen years. After the death of Gaurinath Singha, no other prince being considered worthy of the throne, the Premier Purnananda Buragohain and his colleagues brought the prince Kinaram Gohain as he was considered suitable for the succession. He was the son of Kadam-dighala Gohain, son of Ayusut Gohain, son of the Namrupia Raja Lechai who was the brother of Maharaj Rudra Singha. The Dangarias or the three ministers placed Kinaram on the throne and offered him the usual homage on the twenty-third day of Sravan in the year 1717. Kinaram Gohain after becoming king assumed the name of Swargadeo Kamaleswar Singha. After his death his brother Chandrakanta Singha, the Charing Raja, ascended the throne on the 6th Magh, 1732 ska. During the invasion of Assam by the Burmese, Ruchinath Buragohain and other officers deposed Chandrakanta, and placed on the throne Purandar Singha, son of Brajanath Gohain, a grandson of Rajeswar Singha Swargadeo, on the 11th Phagun, 1739 ska. Having failed to gain victory over the Burmese Purandar Singha left his country, and Alungmingi the Burmese Barghaain made Chandrakanta king for the second time.

In this synopsis of the reigns of the Tungkhungia rulers the abstracts of the reigns of the kings, Kamaleswar, Chandrakanta and Purandar Singha, could not evidently be given by Srinath Barua. They have been compiled from other sources and inserted here by the Editor.
on the 25th Phagun, 1740 saka. Chandrakanta fought with the Burmese, but being defeated he made his escape to Bengal. The Burmese then set up Jogeswar Singha, son of the Tungkhungia prince Baga Kowar, just for the sake of pacifying the people, and they began to rule of their own accord, from the 3rd Chaitra of 1742 saka to the 21st Magh of 1746 saka. This period is called 'Manar Din.' Chandrakanta Singha collected a considerable force and fought with the Burmese at Mah-garh to the north of Jorhat in Jaistha, 1744. But being defeated in the battle he retreated again to Bengal. David Scott took possession of Assam from the Burmese on the 22nd Magh, 1746, from whence commenced the rule of the British. From the 1st Bahag, 1755, Purandar Singha governed Upper Assam or Junior Khanda as a feudatory chief under the British. On the 30th Bhadra, 1760, Purandar Singha was deposed, and the Junior Khanda was amalgamated with the Senior or Namahi Khanda, and thus was constituted the Province of Assam. 2.

CHAPTER II.

THE PERIOD OF MINISTERIAL SUPREMACY. 1

A narrative of the circumstances leading to the ascendancy of the Tungkhungia Dynasty of Ahom Kings, from the death of Chakradhwaj Singha in 1592 saka, to the accession of Gadadhvar Singha in 1603 saka.

King Udayaditya put to death: Swargadeo Chakradhwaj Singha Maharaj died of dropsy on the 15th of Bahag, 1592 saka. He tried his utmost to oust the invaders from the land thinking 'It is better for one to die than to remain under the domination of the Bangals.' After his death his brother, the Charingia Raja, ascended the throne with the name Udayaditya. During his reign Raja Ramsingha

---

1 The present chapter and the four following, dealing with the history of the period 1592-1603, and the reigns of Swargadeo Gadadhvar Singha, Rodra Singha, Siva Singha, and Pramatta Singha, have been compiled by the editor from several old manuscript Assam Buraqias to supplement the chronicle of Srinath Barbaru which unfortunately commences from the reign of Rajenwar Singha.
of Amber, a general of the Emperor Aurangzeb, and a son of Mirza-Raja Jai Singh, was defeated at the battle of Saraighat by Lachit Barphukan, the youngest son of Momai-tamuli Barbarua. On the demise of Lachit Phukan a few months after, his elder brother Laluk Nimati Phukan was appointed Barphukan. During the reign of King Udayaditya, a Bairagi or itinerant Sannyasi of Gakulpur in Brindaban, Paramananda by name, exercised great influence upon the hearts of the King and his subjects by the display of wonder-working feats. The King commanded that the twelve Assamese Thakurs or religious heads should be produced before the Bairagi to be initiated by the latter as he believed that no one among the twelve Mahantas could be as potent as the Bairagi. One Lechai Debera of the Lukhurasan clan, who was a disciple of the Makajan Mahanta, knelt down before the Mahantas and said,—'Only bestow upon me the protection of Your Holiness's feet, and I will do whatever remedy is necessary.' Debera then conspired with Saru-Gohain the brother of the Swargadeo. The King was taken to Charaideo Hill where he was put to death on 1st Aghan, 1594 saka. They also killed Pelan Barbarua of the Charingia family. 3.

King Ramadhwaj put to death: After becoming king Saru-Gohain assumed the name of Ramadhwaj Singha. The Bairagi was also put to death after a good deal of torture. Debera who was hitherto a Hajarika was now appointed Barbarua by Ramadhwaj Raja. This King also suffered from dropsy and his illness took a serious turn. Having seen this the King summoned to his presence Tangachu and other Phukans and said,—'My end is near. I hand over my nephew Kalia Gohain into your hands. You should make him king.' Debera was not invited to take part in the deliberations. 'The Swargadeo has not taken my advice in such a serious matter,' thus thinking Debera remained prepared for action and began to kill men. He further said,—'Why should the King spare me after he recovers his health?' With this fear he used to move about armed with two nako-daos or hook-like swords. The Swargadeo asked Tangachu to put an end to Debera after going out of the King's presence as if he had received an order to that effect from His Majesty. Debera used to carry on amours with a
mistress of the King. One day after having passed some time with Debera she said,—"To-day is the last occasion when I see your face. You will be killed to-morrow by Tangachu Phukan. Thus it has been desired by His Majesty"; thus saying she related the entire plot to her paramour. From that moment Debera became extremely careful. When Tangachu was coming out of the King's audience-chamber with dass concealed in a roll of soft mats Debera fell upon him and cut him into two pieces. He killed other people as well including Phukans, Rajkhowas and Hajarikas. He then requisitioned the services of a physician named Kharmaju who was asked to kill the King by mixing poison with medicine. The Raj or physician accordingly poisoned the King to death on the third day of the month of Aghon, 1596 saka.

The first Tungkhungia King: After this Debera came to know that the Tipam Raja, named Naran Gohain, brother of the deceased king, was marching down from the Charaidoo Hill with the object of becoming king. Having heard this Debera rode on a white pony, pursued the prince and fought with him on the road from the hill. Being defeated the prince fell into the wayside ditch. Debera then said,—"Oh, prince, come near and don't be afraid. Whom shall I appoint king but Your Highness?" Debera had two followers named Ratanpuria and Dakhinpatia. After having brought the prince near and having dressed him in the attire and ornaments of a king, Debera said,—"Well, Ratanpuria and Dakhinpatia, what are you looking at? Make the Gohaindeo king." Saying this Debera put to death the Tipam Raja and fourteen other princes, as well as the Namrupia Raja. Thus the family of Ramadhawaj Singha became extinct in the hands of Debera. Debera then brought a prince from Tungkhung and made him king, but he reigned only for some twelve days or so. The daughter of Momai-tamuli Barbarua was made by Debera the Barkuanri or chief consort

---

1 This first Tungkhungia King is mentioned only in one chronicle, viz., the Buranjii, borrowed by the late Hemchandra Gosvami from the family of Sukumar Mahanta of North Guwahati. The daughter of Momai-tamuli was a consort of Jayadhawaj Singha, Chakradhawaj Singha, the first Tungkhungia prince and of Subhunong Raja.
of the King. The Barbarua then killed whomever he liked and could lay his hands upon by strategem and treachery. 5.

_Samaguria Subhong Raja:_ Debera then put the Tungkhungia King to death and placed a prince of the Samaguria family on the throne. The daughter of Momai-tamuli Barbarua then said to the King,—‘You are a king only in name if Debera is allowed to wield power like this.’ The King at the instance of the Kusani planned to arrest Debera. Having heard this Debera said,—‘You were only a Tamuli-kusani or a consort of an inferior rank of Jayadhwaj, the Bhogoria Raja or fugitive king, and it was I who raised you to the rank of the Barkusani, and you dare to speak like this?’ He then killed the Samaguria King who reigned only for some twenty days. Momaitamuli Barbarua’s daughter, the royal consort, was also killed and her body was placed at the feet of the deceased monarch. 6.

_The second Tungkhungia King:_ Debera then placed on the throne one Gobai Gohain of the Tungkhungia family who was a descendant of the Gargayan Raja, on the 18th Puh, 1596 saka. Thus Debera committed many misdeeds and practically assumed sovereign power. 7.

_Leadership of the Bahgaria Buragohain:_ When Debera was thus acting, the Phukans, the Rajkhowas and the Hazarikas consulted together and said to the Bahgaria Buragohain at Gauhati,—‘Your Lordship is living in flesh and blood. One single man Debera is making and unmaking kings and deposing and killing us as well. Your Lordship should come to our rescue at this critical juncture. We the people have accepted you as our head, and Your Lordship should not disclaim us.’ Saying this the people bowed down to the Buragohain seven times. The Buragohain said in reply,—‘Now that the people have acknowledged me as their leader I am never going to leave them.’ Having left a few officers at Gauhati the Buragohain Dangaria accompanied by Laluk-Sola Barphukan, the son of Momai-tamuli Barbarua, and other Phukans, Baruas, Hajarikas, and Saikiyas, marched to Upper Assam. 8.

_Debera put to death:_ Debera then encountered the Saraighatias or officers of Gauhati in a battle at Bahgara. Being defeated Debera took to his heels, but was subsequently captured. He was
placed in a pig's cage and brought out with his senior wife raised on his head. At the trial before the Borphukan his junior wife was placed on his shoulders. The Buraphukan asked Debera,—"Well, Debera, why did you behave like this?" To this Debera replied,—"Have you not heard that we are all made of the same stuff? I have finished composing my share of the Dassana verses; you shall also do the same." Debera was then killed at Rajahat, being hoed from head to foot by the Haris.

Sujupha Dihingia Raja: The Buragohain and his followers consulted together and killed the Tungkhungia Raja Gobar who had been placed on the throne by Debera. He was first of all removed from Haiyaguri to Bhogbari where he was killed. He ruled for only twenty days. The Phukans offered the crown to the Buragohain, but he said,—"I am a minister and so I cannot be a king." He then searched for princes in the company of his four sons and found one at Dihing which pleased the hearts of the counsellors and ministers. The Buragohain brought from Dihing the Dihingiah prince Arjun a descendant of Swargadeo Pratap Singha, and made him king with the name Sujupha, on the 8th of Magh, 1596 saka. He was then forty years of age.

The Dihingia Raja put to death: At that time the Katakas, the Kakatis, the Dolois, the Baras and the Buruks were all subservient to the Buragohain. When the Buraphukan was returning to Gauhati after having placed the affairs of the capital on a systematic basis, the Dihingia Raja killed all the descendants of the Gargayan Raja. The wife of the Dihingia Raja who was a daughter of one Kekora Sandikai and his four sons said to the King,—"We are kings only in name: the Buragohain is all in all. So we should seize his person." The King did not first accede to the proposal. But a woman of ill repute carried tales and instigated a friction between the Buragohain and His Majesty who with his four sons now resolved to kill the Buragohain. A fight ensued between the two parties. The Swargadeo escaped by Barghat, and his four sons also fled. The Buragohain having remained at Sakbari brought the King and had his eyes plucked out on the night of one Tuesday, and he died on the day following. Some say that the King fearing that the Bura-
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gohain was going to kill him committed suicide by wilfully knocking his head against a stone. While others maintain that during his flight from Gargaon after being defeated by the Buragohain, the Namanials or the officers assigned to Lower Assam chased the King and having captured him they placed the King under the vigilance of Bhatdhara, the brother of Laluk Buraphukum, after which they retired to their respective homes. Bhatdhara is alleged to have beaten the King to death with the end of a gun on the twelfth day of Sravan, 1598. The Buragohain had the three princes brought to Bhoghari where they were put to death; while the eyes of another prince named Kalia Gohain were plucked out. All those who were to be killed were killed; similarly those who were to be preserved were preserved. 11.

Sudaipta Parvatia Raja: After this there ensued a period of anarchy. The counsellors and the ministers were all looking upon the Buragohain as the centre of authority and power. The Buragohain in his turn remained in charge of the state for three fortnights after which he said, — "This is an untoward act on the part of a minister." He then brought from the vicinity of the Burha-raja’s grave at Charnideo Hill a prince to whom the counsellors and ministers bowed down as he was a descendant of the Deka-raja, and with due honour and affection they made him king. He assumed the name Sudaipta. The Saraighatias returned to Saraighat. Thus from the reign of King Udayaditya the monarch became a creature in the hands of his counsellors. 12.

Attempt to kill the King: Then Mecha Barbarua who was a son of the Phukan of the Rangachila family took as his wife a princess, the daughter of one Laho. Having heard this the King asked the Buragohain to enquire saying, — "Is he a descendant of any king that he dares to marry one of our princesses?" An enquiry was made as a result of which the Barbarua was removed from office, and one Chakrapani was appointed in his place. The other people interceded on behalf of the Barbarua and the King did not intend to proceed further against him. Yet the ex-Barbarua being seized with fright fled down to Saraighat. In the month of Bahag, 1600 saka, an assassin struck the King with a sword. The King
did not die, but he lost his left thumb. Blows were inflicted in five places, one on the head, a third on the hand, a fourth on the back and a fifth on the palm. The King escaped as if by fate which had decreed an allotted span of life. The ruffian made his escape having left an axe-like dao in the Marang-ghar or latrine. Being unable to find out the culprit the Buragohain and other nobles and ministers said,—"The ex-Barbarua who was turned out by His Majesty has inflicted these sword-cuts upon the King, or has instigated others to do so. The Sarsaighatias are in league in this affair." Charged with complicity in this crime one Jai Tamuli was put to death as well as other men from Dihing and the brothers and nephews of the Tamuli. The King acted as he was made to do by the councillors. The elder son of the Duara Phukan became Barbarua in place of the younger one.

The Buraphukan solicits foreign aid: The Buraphukan, Bhaidhara, the younger son of Duara, these three went down to Kaliabar. At the council chamber or Dopdar at Sarsaighat the Dekaphukan said, —"The King alone can make or unmake a Phukan. It is highly improper that a Phukan should be dismissed or appointed by a Phukan or a brother officer. I have been dismissed to-day and you will be dismissed to-morrow. But who is he to make and unmake us in this fashion?" This was reported to the Buraphukan at Kaliabar, who with all the members of his family hastened down to Sarsaighat. He discussed the situation with the Sarsaighatias and decided as follows,—"It now transpires that we shall all be undone having placed our reliance upon the Buragohain. It is God alone who has saved us somehow. If we depend upon others' help something disastrous may come upon us, while no harm can proceed from any quarter if we are strong ourselves. The Buraphukan then despatched three men to Nawab Mansur Khan through Baduli who had formerly eaten the bread of the Bungals. The Buraphukan's messengers said to the Nawab,—"The Buraphukan has sent us with this message: "Please arrange the appearance of some two hundred horses on the north and south banks at Sarai, and some twenty boats on the waters, and we shall abandon the garrison of Gauhati and proceed upstream. But I shall have to be
made King of Assam in return." The Nawab directed the Phukan's men to go to Dacca in the company of one of his own men and deliver the message to Azamtara, son of the Padshah. The prince having heard the message replied,—'I have taken this solemn vow that I shall without fail make my maternal uncle the Barphukan King of Assam.' He also promised to pay four lakhs of rupees in return for the evacuation of the stronghold of Gauhati. 14.

Chintamanigaur : About that time the Buraphukan arranged the dismissal of the elder son of the Duara Phukan from his office of Barbarua and procured his flight to Kaliabar. In the meantime some Saraighatias reported to the Buragohain the despatch of emissaries to Bengal by the Buraphukan. The Buragohain having heard this kept the whole thing in his mind. He expressed his opinion diplomatically as follows.—'The Buraphukan is a wise man; why should he act like this? The men who informed my agents at Saraighat must have spoken falsely.' The Buragohain then said to the King,—'The elder son of the Duara Phukan has fled to Saraighat out of fear in connection with the murderous assault on the King. I have also heard many other rumours about the state of affairs there. If we slip from our strongholds at Gauhati and Samdhar there is no other place to rest upon.' Having said so he, in the name of the Swargadeo, raised stavals or a levy consisting of the second man from every got, and employed them in erecting a rampart from the extremity of the hill at Tulasijan to the Dihing. The rampart was named Lalmati, but it became famous as Chintamanigaur. 15.

Surrender of Gauhati proposed : Laluk Buraphukan as well as other Phukans heard this and said,—'We are stationed at Gauhati always prepared to repel the attacks of our enemies. For whom then has the rampart been constructed in the heart of the kingdom? It must be meant for us.' Having said so they deliberated

1 Laluk Barphukan was the maternal uncle of Ramani or Nangchee Gabhara. Laluk was the brother of Ramani's mother who was a daughter of Momani-tamuhi and a consort of Jayadhwaj Singha, who presented her to Aurangzeb's harem in January, 1668 A.D., at the termination of Mir Jumla's invasion. She was married to Sultan Azamtara on May 2nd, 1668, with the name Rahmat Banu Begum.
jointly and decided to negotiate with the Bangals with the object of surrendering Gauhati to them. In the meantime the Buraphukan’s messengers who had been despatched to Mansur Khan returned and said,—"Our mission has been successful. Baduli accompanied by a force is arriving shortly." Thir Saraighatias reported this development to the Buragohain who said,—"It is well and good that I have been informed. If such a juncture actually takes place I shall myself go down to Gauhati as well as other men. Let anybody come, whether he be the Padshah or his son, why should we give up Gauhati?" He then despatched the Khanikar Barua to ascertain the facts. 16.

*Bloodless occupation of Gauhati*: The Bangals conspiring with the Buraphukan came as far as Agiathuti with a view to capture the Buragohain. The Pani-phukan and the Miri-Sandikai Phukan reported all the details of the situation to the Buragohain through the Khanikar Barua, saying,—"Nobody seemed to believe in us though we reported the matter so many times. Now, Baduli has actually come. Let the Buragohain do what he can." The Bangals abstained from entering into Gauhati for three days suspecting that the Assamese might be hiding somewhere in the hills and come upon them unawares. The Buraphukan then assured the Bangals by sending one Kalia of the Buruks who enjoyed the confidence of the Phukan; the Bangals then entered Gauhati. Thus on the 15th of Phagun, 1600 saka, the Buraphukan in a friendly manner surrendered the garrison of Gauhati to the Bangals. He sailed upstream and arrived at Kaliabar where he assumed independence, and began to dismiss and appoint officers. The Pani-phukan was dismissed and one Kari-deka was appointed Phukan in his place; similarly Miri-Sandikai was removed from office and Chetia Rajkhowa was made Phukan, while Dighala Gohain was appointed Buragohain. 17.

*The Bangarvia Buragohain made a captive*: Having heard all this the King ordered the three Dangarias to leave the Chintamanigarh half-constructed and proceed to Gauhati. The three Dangarias of Gargaon sailed down the river and encamped at Biswanath, while the Phukans and Rajkhowas went further down and halted at Duimuni-sila. The Saraighatias also proceeded up and stopped
at the same place on that very day. Laluk Barphukan arrested the Phukans and Hajarikas of Gargaoon. Gidamukali Atan Buragohain Dangaria, the Prime Minister, in view of the dangerous character of the situation, crossed the Brahmputra at Biswanath; he then proceeded further north and stopped at Lejubaj at the residence of one Ramrai Rajkhowa, from where he marched towards the Naga country through Satsayia. But he was captured and brought down from that place. He was afterwards kept in charge of guards under strict vigilance at Duimuni-sila. 18.

The Swargadeo assured: After this the Phukans went up to Gargaoon. The King being afraid fled to the Charnadeo Hill saying,—"I was earning my bread by ploughing land. They brought me here and gave me the title of a king. I do not know anything. If they want to do anything towards me let them come here and do it. They alone will share the sin or virtue as the case may be." Having heard this the Phukans said,—"We are not to be told in this fashion. Many men have been harassed having had to construct a rampart in the heart of the country. So we have come up to search out the people disloyal to His Majesty after having imprisoned the Buragohain. The state of Gauhati is a casket of gold; and the reason which has compelled us to leave such a place must be a grave and serious one. What is the good of fighting with the Bangals in the frontier if we accommodate Bangals or enemies in the interior of the kingdom? If no enquiry be made into the matter then why do we remain at Gauhati away from our wives and women living somehow on coarse rice and diet? We have come up to appraise the rebels and pay our homage to His Majesty. The King should return henceforth to Garagram without the least shadow of suspicion." The Swargadeo being again informed as above came to Garagram where he was saluted by the Phukans. The King in his turn distributed robes and ornaments to them according to their respective ranks. After this the Saraighatias who had gone up to Garagram came back to Kaliabar; while the Gargayans remained at Gargaoon with His Majesty. 19.

King Sudaipha imprisoned: After some time the King said,—"It is curious that one single man, the Buraphukan, has surrendered
the fort at Gauhati, imprisoned the Buragohain, Phukans and others, and he alone dismisses and appoints men at his own sweet will. I am determined to appoint the Duara as Barphukan. Let him put an end to the life of the Buraphukan by some stratagem; and I shall capture his brother here.' The King then raised the son of the Gargayan-Sandikai to the position of a Phukan and sent him down to Kaliabar. Bhatdhara, the brother of the Buraphukan, sent a message to the King in which he proposed to seize his elder brother on condition that he was made Barphukan. The King declared, "I hereby appoint Bhatdhara to the office of the Barphukan. The Burha is forthwith dismissed." The King then imprisoned Marangi Barbana, the brother of the Buraphukan, at Garagram. The Barbana managed to escape and narrated the whole affair to his elder brother at Kaliabar. Having heard this the Barphukan went up to Garagam and imprisoned the Parvata Raja in 1601 saka. 20.

Sulikpha Lora Raja: The Buraphukan then fetched one Saru-Gohain of the Samaguria family, aged only fourteen years, and made him king at Baranaosal on Thursday, the fifth of Aghon, 1601 saka. The new King assumed the name of Sulikpha, and Ratnadhwaj Singha according to the Hindus. The Buraphukan arranged the murder of the Parvata Raja in the hands of the new Swargadeo. Marangi, brother of Laluk Barphukan, was made Barbana, and Bandar of the Lanmakharu family who was Saru-Abhaypuria RAkhowa, was raised to the rank of a Phukan. The Lora Raja first lived at Lechang. The Buraphukan's daughter aged five years became Barkuanri, and the daughter of Bhatdhara his brother, aged twelve years, became Parvata Kuanri. The King then removed his residence from Lechang to Meteka. 21.

The Bahgaria Buragohain put to death: As regards the 'Buragohain who had been imprisoned at Kaliabar, the Buraphukan communicated the King's orders to Khona Gohain who was Chaodang Barua and a member of the Bargohain family and one Banchengia Kamcheung Gohain of the Barpatra clan. The two went down at the instance of the Buraphukan, and murdered the Buragohain with his family in the compound of the Solal Bargohain on the second day of the white moon in Aghon. The Buragohain's elder brother
who was Naobaicha Phukan, his nephew and his son Lankham Deka were also put to death. 22.

The Buraphukan in royal attire: After this Azamtara, the son of the Padshah, despatched to the Buraphukan a letter with an impression of the Sultan's palm and fingers. The purport of the letter was as follows,—"You should send down your King and the three Dangarias as captives to us, as well as other men who are your enemies by which act you will attain prosperity and happiness. More so, because I will appoint you King of Assam. For whom should you fear?" The above letter was brought by the Bangal Kataki Govindaram who was accompanied by our own Kataki, one Madhacharan of Sota and one Jadu. The Buraphukan removed from the royal store-house the canopy used by kings on the occasion of the ceremony of receiving foreign ambassadors. The Buraphukan dressed himself in the attire and ornaments worn by the kings, sat under the royal canopy and thus received the Bangal envoy Govindaram at his own residence in Meteka. 23.

The Buraphukan killed by Bhotai: After this the Bar-deodhai once said to the King,—"We should offer some human sacrifices to the temple at Sadliya, as the miseries of the country have not known any abatement." The King asked the Buraphukan to search for suitable men. A bear had at that time entered into the house of the Buraphukan. One Bhotai of Nagaon who was living with the Buraphukan killed that bear by thrusting his sword. Having seen such courage and pluck on the part of Bhotai, the Buraphukan thought of sacrificing him at the Deoghar of Sadliya. At this the three men who lived with the Buraphukan, Madhav Tamuli, Aghona Kachari and Bhotai consulted together saying,—"If strong and healthy men are annually sacrificed to the goddess then how will it be possible for good Hindus to survive?" Thus saying the three conspired and pierced the Buraphukan to death in his bed, on the night of Tuesday, the tenth day of Aghon, 1602 saka. The three sons of the Buraphukan, Angora, Tholoka and Jagara were also put to death. The King then appointed one Alan Burha of the Dihingia family as Barbarua, and Bandar of the Lannakharus as Baraphukan. 24.
Prince Gadapani, a fugitive: Sri-sri-mat Gadadhur Singha Maharaja, a descendant of Sri-sri-swarga-narayan-deva Maharaja, was born in the village of Tinkkhang where he and his brother passed half the measure of their lives. At that time the Samaguria Lora Raja, Laluki Barphukan, the son of Momai-tamuli Barbaru, and Marangi Barbaru, the youngest son of Momai-tamuli, were managing the affairs of state at Meteka. A search was then instituted for scions of the royal family; and Gadapani being seized with fear deserted his home, his wife and sons. He roamed over hills and forests, towns and villages in his own country as well as in foreign lands situated in the north and the south banks. At this time Laluk Sola Buraphukan was pierced to death by Bhotai Saikia of Nagam; and in his place the King appointed Bandar of the Lammakharu family as Barphukan. After this the Lammakharu Barphukan, the Neog-phukan who was a son of the Gargayan Sandikai, Khamrak Charingia Phukan son of Pelan Barbaru, and Laithepens Bargoahain, proceeded to Kaliabar to fight with the Bangals. 25.

Gadapani at Dakhinpat Satra: Previously to this the prince out of fear for the Buraphukan had kept his two sons in a Naga village. His wife breathed her last with a child in her womb in the midst of punishment and torture. Thus travelling under extreme hardship and difficulty he ultimately obtained the assistance of Silmania Niran, a Bartekela of Rajmai, and of Ramdhon, a member of the Dhanuchocha or bow-makers' clan. Through their instrumentality he gained the support of the Gargayan Sandikai-Phukan and of the Charingia Phukan, the son of Pelan Barbaru. He stayed for some time at the Satra or monastery of Chota Banamali Bapu of Dakhinpat situated at Kalabari in the North Bank. The prince asked the Gosain to acquaint Bandar Barphukan, the grandson of the Lammakharu Chetta, with the details of his project in order to enlist the support of the Phukan; but the Gosain did not

---

1 In another chronicle, we get this reference to the martyred princess Jaymati,—'At that time the Buraphukan, after informing the King, caused the murder of the two brothers of the Bahgarir Gohain at Kalabar. He then instituted a search for royal princes, and killed those whom he could find. Not having found the Burha-raj (Gadapani), he caught hold of his wife and caused her death in the midst of punishment.'
give any encouragement or hope to the prince in his candidature for the throne as it would mean the overthrow of the reigning King, the Samaguria Raja, who was his own disciple. The provisions and necessaries supplied to the prince and the reception meted out to him at the Satra were of the character generally accorded to ordinary individuals. Besides, he was allowed to put up outside the barracks occupied by celibate disciples. During his stay at the Satra the prince witnessed the wealth and splendour of religious practitioners; even Phukans, Rajkhowas, Hajarikas, Saikias and Barnas were selected from among the Bhakats or disciples; the Gosains enjoyed the services of the full quota of functionaries attached to a king’s household, such as goldsmiths, blacksmiths and scavengers; and they also enjoyed all the prerogatives of a sovereign excepting Kekora-dolias or royal sedans and elephants. The prince also noticed the same state of affairs at Aumati and other Sattras. Having failed to receive any support from Chota Banamali Bapu, the prince went of his own accord to Kaliabar, where, he with the help of the Gargayan Sandikal-Phukan and the Charingia Phukan succeeded in winning over Bandar Barphukan to his side by tact and persuasion. 26.

_Godapoli made king at Kaliabar:_ In the meantime Bhatdhara, the brother of Laluk Barphukan, proceeded to Gauhati and asked Musur Khan to give him some men and soldiers with the help of which he promised to extirpate the Ahoms. The Nawab sent Bhatdhara to the court of Sultan Azamtara at Dacca. Bhatdhara made repeated entreaties to the prince who said,—‘All right, remain here for some time, and I will tell you my decision later.’ Bhatdhara remained there accordingly. The Phukans stationed at Kaliabar consulted together and with the object of attacking the Bangals at Gauhati arranged to bring down the Buragohain, the Barbarun, the Phukans and the Hajarikas from Gargaon to Kaliabar. The Barpatra Gohain and Moupia Phukan alone remained with His Majesty at the capital. After the Dangarias, Phukans, Rajkhowas and Hajarikas of Kaliabar and Gargaon had assembled at one place, they deliberated on the problems of the state, saying,—‘How will it be possible for a weak king to protect the
country? Only a strong monarch will be able to do so. Having thus decided, Sri-ari Gadadhar Singha Maharaja, generally known as the Burha-raja of the Tingkhuangia family, was declared king at Kaliabar on Thursday, the 20th of Sravan, 1603 saka, after 18 dandas had elapsed. The party then sailed up the river. Chota Banamali Bapu came up and began to persuade the Barphukan in order to induce the party to return to Kaliabar. The new King, and his adherents proceeded up and reached Gargaon on Thursday, the 27th of the month when four dandas had remained for the expiry of the night. The party encamped on the bank of the Padum-pukhuri or lotus-tank inside the walls of the capital. They subsequently put to death the Sarnaguria boy-king at Namrup after having removed him there on the pretext to making him the Namrupia Raja.

---

1 It is difficult to get in one place a detailed account of the anarchy and disorder that prevailed in the country during the period from the death of Chakradhwaja Singha in 1670 A. D. to the accession of Gadadhar Singha in 1691 A. D. It was during this time that princes of the Tungkuangia clan first sat on the Ahom throne; besides, the history of the period is intimately connected with the events of the subsequent reigns. No account of this disruption of the country is to be found in the chronicle of Srinath Duaa Barbaru. Similarly the history of the reigns of Gadadhar Singha, Rudra Singha, Siva Singha and Pramatta Singha has unfortunately been omitted in the Duaa Barbaru's chronicle which begins only with the reign of Rajeswar Singha. He has, however, given in the preambles the dates of the accession and death of all the Tungkuangia sovereigns up to Swargadeo Gaurinath Singha, 1780-1796 A. D., though his chronicle comes down to 1806 A. D. In order to place before the public a complete chronicle of the Tungkuangia rulers we have inserted in the present volume an account of the period from the death of Chakradhwaja Singha to the end of Pramatta Singha's reign carefully compiled from several ancient chronicles. Passages have been taken bodily from old baranjis and inserted at the appropriate places; not a single sentence has been reproduced here which has not been found in some old chronicle; and we have also refrained from inserting any fact which has been obtained from sources other than ancient Assamite manuscript chronicles.—S. K. B.
CHAPTER III.

SWARGADEO GADADHAR SINGHA.

Accession: In the month of Sravan, 1603 saka, Sri-ari Gadadharsingha Maharaja became king. On Saturday, the twenty-first day of Phagun, the residence of the King situated at Charaideo was struck with lightning. On Sunday the twenty-second, the King ascended the Singari-ghar, and on Monday, at the fourth danda he sat on the lion-seat. On Tuesday, the twenty-fourth, at the tenth danda he ascended the throne. After being placed on the throne he assumed the Ahom name Chao-supatpha, and on the same day he took the Hindu name Gadadhar Singha. The Majumdar wrote that name with a pen of gold, and announced it to all the counsellors and ministers. 28.

Omens: On Wednesday, the twenty-fifth, a cow fastened down a man at Chumpura with her tail. The man was released afterwards by other people. On the sixteenth day of Chaithra some mysterious agent took away Lo Bhandari from his house. On Monday, the twenty-third, two suns appeared in the sky at the fourth danda. In the month of Bahag in the year 1604 the King planted the banyan tree of longevity. 29.

Punishment: Bhatdhara and his son were mutually fed with the flesh extracted from their bodies. The heart of the son was ripped open with an axe and after being extracted it was cooked, and the father was made to eat it. Then he (Bhatdhara) was also executed. Aka Phukan, a relation of theirs, was killed as well. All their relatives were assigned to the Barpata's khet. On Monday the twenty-seventh day of Ashar, 1604, the King was offended with Jabang Buraghain and executed him. The son of the merchant Ahina was also killed. 30.

The Battle of Itakhuli: Then the King consulted the three Dangarias, the Phukans and other officers and commanded them to attack the Bangals at Gauhati. The following officers were members of that war-expedition,—the Gargayan Dangaria, Diliihial Langi Buraghain, Chengkham Solal Gohain, Alun the Dihingia

Mansur Khan's defeat: Kajali was then attacked by our men. The Burragohain, the Solal Gohain and the Barphukan encamped at Kurum. The other Phukans accompanied by the Pani-phukan pitched their camps on the south at the fort of Saund. The Barbarum and the Phukan remained outside Kurum. Hulou Phukan, the grandson of Pikchai Chetia Barphukan, joined them from Bahbari. At the mouth of the Barnadi the Bangals or the invaders came to fight with their war-vessels. Our men also chased them in boats and fell upon the invaders. The invaders not being able to stand in battle left their larger boats and fled away in their canoes. The Barbarum then occupied Itakhuli. The general Mansur Khan Nawab also fled being discomfited in the battle. Two cousins of Raja Ram Singha were found there. Our men chased Mansur Khan up to the Manaña, from whence they returned. Several cannon of brass and other steel guns of large and small dimensions as well as other weapons of war were obtained by our men. They also secured plenty of money, men, horses, camels, bullocks and buffaloes. The spoils obtained in this engagement exceeded the amount captured in any other previous warfare. At that time Nawab Mansur Khan had sent the ambassador Syamsingha who was detained by the Swargadeo, and the messenger died here. This war came to a victorious conclusion in the month of Sravan of the year 1604, saka, 32.

Conspiracy of the nobles: On Wednesday, the fifth day of Puh, a flock of bees hived at the principal door of the palace. On Wednesday, the twenty-sixth, the King excavated a tank at Tingkhbang. On Monday, the twenty-fourth, the Sandikai Neog and the Bihparna Phukan informed Ram-krishnai Katski of the Bahbaria clan that the attitude of Bandar Barphukan, and of the Pani-phukan, the son of the Phul-barum, was unsatisfactory. The Gargayan Sandikai-
Phukan, Khamrak the Charingia Phukan, Chengrai Phukan of the clan of the Dilhial Buragohain, and Khamchin Phukan son of Lechai of the Khentau clan, these four consulted together, and finding that the two Phukans were attempting to rebel against the King, kept them under watch and guard, and communicated the fact to His Majesty. The message was delivered to the King at his hill residence at the time of offering worship to Charnadeo. The King on hearing this commanded that the two Phukans, the Barphukan and the Pani-phukan of Gaulati, should be sent up to Upper Assam. The Barphukan and Pani-phukan were accordingly sent to Gargaon, and the King ordered the three Dangarias to sit at a tribunal to try the offenders. As commanded by the King the Dangarias took the two Phukans to the court in front of the Holong and enquired into the allegations in order to find out the truth. The two Phukans confessed their guilt, and said,—"Seeing the gravity of our offence we deserve to be killed. We are also the servants of the King for the last seven generations. We place ourselves at the mercy of His Majesty." The King hearing of the details accused them of high misdemeanour. The Barpatra-gohain, the Bargohain, the Buragohain, the Barbarua, Moujia Phukan, Hulou Phukan and Tancheng Phukan son of Kirkiria, interceded at the feet of the King on behalf of the accused. On Sunday, the third of Bahag in the year 1605, at the fourth danda, the King accordingly condoned the crimes of the Barphukan and the Pani-phukan; and he only sent them to their respective homes. The Sandikai Neog was appointed Barphukan, and Bheba of the family of Laluki was appointed Phukan, while the post of Pani-phukan was conferred upon Bhakati, son of Dihingia Lakheng Phukan. 33.

Tank at Tingkhang : In the month of Aghon, 1606, the King ploughed at the sacrificial site of the tank at Tingkhang. The King invited to the sacrifice the three Mahajans or religious leaders of Aumiati, Bengena-ati and Katanipar. They organised a religious assembly accompanied by music and recital at the bank of the tank, and the King buried or placed the Nag or the sacred pillar. After the ceremony of consecration the tank was named Rahdoi. In the
month of Chait the principal entrance to the palace was constructed by our men as well as the Bangalis with stones and bricks. On Sunday, the thirteenth day of Jeth in the year 1606, the Bardhak or the big drum was placed on its stand at the Barholong. 

Further conspiracies: After this, Chengrai Phukan, Khamrak Phukan, Khamchin Phukan of Khentau, the Pani-phukan, these four Phukans met together and conspired to rebel against the King. The Barphukan, hearing of this, robbed the four Phukans of their retinue and followers, and imprisoned them under safe custody. A few Gargayans or officers attached to the capital such as the Dililiah Buragohain, the Hulou Phukan and a few other Hajarikias were also parties to this conspiracy. On hearing this the King consulted with the three Dangarias and the Phukans and proceeded to Lower Assam. He stopped at Gajpur for two nights, and then after collecting his men he despatched them to the north and the south to halt at the fort of Samdharra. The King despatched the following by the northern route—the Charing Raja, the Barpatra-gohain, the Barchetia Barbarua, the Duara Phukan; while the Bargohain, the Hulou Phukan and the Naobaicha Phukan proceeded by the southern route, the latter marching by the sands. Then all of them stopped at the Samdharra fort. The King pitched his camp to the east of Samdharra, in the sands to the south of the river Brahmaputra. After remaining there for some time the King proceeded upstream as far as Kaliabar and contrived to bring the Pani-phukan, the brother of the Barbarua, by despatching the following,—Bura-pachani or his senior attendant, Kalia Kataki, one Phicha who was a Tekela-Bara or head of the Tekelas or emissaries of the Bargohain, an Ahom Jakaria or supplier of saltpetre in the service of the Bargohain, and a Diingia boatman of the Barbarua. The Barphukan then arrested the Khamrak Phukan and Chengrai Phukan, and sent them up the river in a boat. The Barphukan proceeded by land and met the King. While the King encamped at Kaliabar on the bank of the Kalang river, he dismissed the Buragohain and sent him home, and appointed Mou Gohain of the Kuoligayan family to the post of Buragohain. In the meantime the two phukans were brought up under proper escort; they were made to
wear iron chains and imprisoned in the Hatisal or royal elephant-stall. The King, out of consideration for the Barbarua, sent his brother the Pani-phukan home and did not kill him. Tancheng, the son of the Barbarua’s uncle, was appointed Pani-phukan. In the month of Agon, 1607, the two Phukans, Khamrak and Chengrai, were killed, and their bodies were placed in a frame on a barge of plantain trees with betel-nut kherichiefs on their rocks, and the barge was floated down the Brahmaputra. The King then proceeded up to Gargam. 35.

The King’s return to Gargam: At that time the King while at Kaliabar allotted the men belonging to the Nanhugia Phukan to the five Phukans including the Barphukan, and from that time only five Phukans served in the establishment at Guhati. The King on hearing that Hulon Phukan had not joined the service of the Barphukan dismissed him from his post and sent him home; and Lehan Rajneog was appointed Dekaphukan in his place. Then the King halted at Kaliabar for a few days more passing his time in amusement and pleasure, and gave the new name Manpur to the encampment at Kaliabar. He then bade adieu to the five Phukans including the Barphukan after having bestowed on them the usual presents. Then the King went up and arrived at Gargam. 35.

Suppression of rebels: In the month of Phagan, 1606, the Barphukan traced out the Namdangia Phukan, and having imprisoned him after being made to put on iron fetters communicated the fact to the King, who despatched the Dola-kakhuria Bara, the Chaodang Bara and the Dadhara Bara to fetch the Namdangia Phukan. The Phukan was first cudgelled and then pressed to death between wooden cylinders at Rajshat on Saturday, on the ninth day of Chait. On the first day of Jeth, 1607, the King gave a feast to his subjects. 37.

Dismissal of the Barbarua: The King was seriously offended with the misdemeanour of the Pani-phukan, the brother of the Barbarua; and desiring to effect the murder of the Pani-phukan, he wanted to dismiss the Barbarua from his post. He also dispersed with the Periatis Aikumari, she being the daughter of the Barbarua. In the morning of the twenty-ninth of Jeth when the hour of the fourth period of the day or noon was announced, the King sat at the court at Lukiukan and posted the Charing Raja at the Chunpora gate with bowmen, shieldmen and musketeers, and the Dilhingia Phukan of the Duara family at the Bardura or the principal gate,
while the Kathalbaria Dola-kakharia Barua was placed in charge of the Meghali gate. Then the King deputed the Chaodang Barua who was a member of the clan of Khamun to the residence of the Barbarua, saying,—"Tell the Barbarua that I have dismissed him home to-day. Take with you a company of men; and see that they remove even the most trifling articles from the official residence of the Barbarua to his home in the country, except the arrows, shields, guns, dars and swords which will be found in the former place. Send to my place the three hundred Kamlis of Dihing allotted to the Barbarua." After this instruction the King despatched with him the Chaodang Barua, the Dolakakharia Bara and the Dadhara Bara. The deputation sent, in accordance with the royal command, the three hundred Kamlis of the Barbarua and the three Saikias to the King under the escort of the Chaodang Barua. The Chaodang Barua communicated this message to the Barbarua,—

"Please come out. The orders of His Majesty should be obeyed.”

Being thus informed the Barbarua was seized with fright and sent this reply to the Chaodang Barua,— "If the King has issued any command regarding what is to be done towards me then please say so and come in. I shall also be careful. Please utter no falsehood; if any false statement is made then you will suffer on the spiritual scale.” Then the Chaodang Barua sent back this message,

"There should be no fear. Nothing is meant for the body. If anything untoward happens then I will suffer on the spiritual ground.” Then the Barbarua came out and enquired about the nature of the royal command relating to himself. Saying so he knelt down on the ground to receive the orders of the King. The Chaodang Barua also did the same, and announced the royal mandate as follows,—"I have dismissed the Barbarua home to-day. I have sent herewith a company of men who will remove all his belongings from the Barbarua's metropolitan residence to his home at Dihing. The military accoutrements in possession of the Barbarua should however be left at the capital.”

Hearing this the Barbarua asked,—"I want to go in for a moment and come back. May I do so?” The Chaodang Barua permitted him to go in but enjoined upon his quick return. The Barbarua went in and after a while came back with a seer of silver and a suit of clothes together with a pair of ear-ornaments which he offered to the Chaodang Barua. The latter accepted the ornaments and the clothes, but he returned the seer of silver. The Barbarua gave to each of the
Chandang Baras a sum of rupees four and a suit of clothes. He then saluted the King from his residence. After this he started for his home at Dihing. No sooner did he reach Chokihat a Chandang Bara ran after him and halted in front of him. The ex-Barbarua was a bit afraid and enquired—"Well, Chandang Bara, what is the matter?" He replied—"The King has desired that you should go home riding on your black pony. You can keep it for your use. You have been asked to mount the pony in my presence." The ex-Barbarua then presented five rupees to the messenger who brought his horse and rode home upon it. On Friday, the thirtieth of Jeth, Lahan Phukan was appointed Barbarua. The Pani-Dihingia Rajkhowa was dismissed from his post, he being the brother of the ex-Barbarua, and the Chandang Barna who was a Khamm was appointed Rajkhowa in his place. The office of the Pani-phukan was taken away from Laokali-khowa and bestowed on the Dola-kakharia Barna of Tingkhang. 38.

The ex-Barbarua's loyalty proved: On the fourth of Bhada, 1607, the King despatched two confidential spies in the name of the Charing Raja. They were supplied with gold earrings and a suit of clothes each, one being sent to the deposed Barbarua and the other to his brother the ex-Pani-phukan. The spy sent to the ex-Barbarua told him as follows,—"The Charing Raja has sent me to you with these presents of earrings and clothes, saying that the Barbarua should act in concert with him to place him on the throne. The deposed Barbarua bound the messenger and sent him to the King with the message,—"I am a disinterested devotee of the King. I am living as it has pleased His Majesty to keep me. The man says that the Charing Raja has sent him meditating the ruin of the King; His Majesty will properly judge it. And the Heavenly King should not try so persistently to kill and destroy me. May I enquire why the King dismissed me home without uttering a word?" 39.

The ex-Pani-phukan's disloyalty proved: When the other messenger communicated the message to the ex-Pani-phukan after handing over to him the present of the earrings and clothes, the latter said,—"All right, I will wear these presents and render all possible help to the prince. He should only exert himself." The two emissaries informed the King of the results of their interviews, whereupon the Swargadeo was convinced of the loyalty of the Barna; whereas he brought the Pani-phukan from home and imprisoned him at the
elephant-stall, saying,—"He formerly conspired my ruin; then and there he should have been executed, but I let him scot-free. Even now there is no alteration in his character." After this the offender was pressed to death at Rajahat on Monday the third day of Ahin.

Miscellaneous events: On Friday, the eighth of Phagun in the same year, the King entered his house at Charanda Hill. On Sunday, the twenty-ninth of Kati, the deposed Maranggi Barbana was brought from his home and executed in recollection of his previous attempt at rebellion. In the month of Puh, 1608, the King proceeded through Tok and encamped in the vicinity of the Dichoi river and caught elephants at Holongapar. In that year he established an encampment at Tokolai. In the month of Puh, 1609, the King despatched the Mou Buragohain of the Kusigayan family with a number of the duolias and constructed the fort of Samdhura. On Saturday, the second of Kati, 1610, at the sixth danda, the foundation of the house at Barkola was laid. In that very month a number of nondescript Bebejias or vagrants of the North Bank were collected and settled at Tokolai. In the Phagun of the same year he retained in their respective positions the celibate disciples living in the Satras or monasteries and removed the married ones. In the Chait of the year 1611, the King fell ill, but he recovered soon after. At the second danda of the night of Friday, the twelfth of Puh, 1612, the King started for Sola, and performed a sacrifice by one hundred and eight Brahmanas at Biswanath. Katayan Bhattacharyya and the Mukalimurr made offerings of til and kaun and blessed the King with the longevity of a hundred Brahmanas. On Wednesday, the ninth of Magh, the King proceeded upstream to Gargaon.

Miri incursions: Then the Miris set fire to the house of the Rup-Sandikai at Sadiya and burnt the children and inmates to death; the Gohain however escaped with his life. The Miris further killed two hundred of our men. On hearing this the King despatched Mouphia Phukan to suppress the Miris. The Phukan accordingly proceeded to the spot, attacked the Miris, and destroyed some of their men. The Phukan brought their heads, as well as a number of women and children belonging to the tribe. He also obtained a large quantity of daas, skeletons and mithans. At the command of the King the Phukan constructed an earthen rampart enclosing the villages inhabited by our men, and entrances were
also constructed. The wall had its terminuses at the Brahmaputra. The Phukan presented all the spoils consisting of men and articles which were obtained in the expedition to the King and saluted at his feet. The Heavenly King said to Bih Gohain,—"Why did you not join and render help to the Rup-Sandikai?" Bih Gohain was executed being charged with this offence. In the month of Sravan, 1609, the King accused Kanu Gohain and dismissed him from his post of Rup-Sandikai, and appointed the Kanri-Deka or the headman of the guild of archers, who belonged to the family of the Miri-Sandikais, to the post of the Rup-Sandikai. 42.

Harbouring of princes: Some time after this, Churagamu, a hereditary bondsman of the Dilhihal Buragohain, complained to the King through his Barha-pachani or steward that the Buragohain was harbouring the prince of Diroi by giving him food and shelter, a fact which was known to the relatives of the Gohain. On hearing this the King arrested the cousins and nephews of the Buragohain and imprisoned them at the elephant-stable and enquired into the matter. He further commanded that the Buragohain should be asked at his residence whether the allegations were true. The Gohain averred that the charges against him were unfounded and pleaded his ignorance of the matter. The King said,—"His relatives have affirmed the allegations which have been supported by the bondsman, and still the Gohain dares to deny the charges. Such a man should never be allowed to live." Saying so the King killed Langi Buragohain at his own residence in the month of Bahag, 1612, as well as his relatives. The following were also executed at Bahgara,—Tanchek Kalia, son of Lating Gohain of the family of the Bargohain, and a few cousins and nephews, two men of Merekatal. Three months after this, two brothers of a prince living at Diroi made their appearance of their own accord and declared as follows,—"We have not been given shelter or food by any one, and no one knows who we are. We get our food by begging from house to house; during the day we live in the woods, and at night we live in the burial-grounds of the Ahoms. Why should others be killed for our sake? Seeing that many men have been killed on our account we have come out and offered surrender of our own accord." The King executed the two princes at Jathipota. 43.

Minor events: In the month of Aghan, 1612, the King personal went to Cheuni and established a settlement there which he
named Laihacha. In Aghon, 1613, a dome was built on the
summit of the hillock in the vicinity of the one sacred to the god
Lakshmi. In the same month elephants were captured at Jarnpung
and brought. On the twentieth day of Ahiin, 1613, the King turned
out Katyayan Bhattacharyya and other Pandits beyond Baligara
with pitchers suspended from their necks, their offence being their
refusal to eat rice on the Ekadasi, or the eleventh phase of the moon,
following the Durga-Puja. On Thursday, the twentieth, a few
kinsmen of the Sola Phukan were traced out, and they were all
killed. On Monday, the seventeenth of Kati, a site was dug out to
construct a dome or temple at Curnaideo. On Tuesday, the twenty-
fifth, the foundation stone was laid. After this the Nagas killed
our men at Mahang. Having received this intelligence the King
despatched the Duara Phukan and the Abhayapuria Bandar Phukan
by the Namchang and Barhat passes respectively. The two Phu-
kans marched to the place, and on the pretence of a pander
succeeded in capturing the Nagas with their Khunbao or headman.
The captives were imprisoned at the Hatissal, and were removed
later on to Langkak where they were all executed. Latha, the
brother of the Khunbao, was appointed Khunbao. The King got
a number of elephants captured at Maibela in the month of Bhada,
1613 sakā. In Phagun of the same year a temple was consecrated
to the gods. A tank was excavated in the vicinity of the temple;
it was also consecrated and named Bhogdoi. Another tank was
dedicated at Langkak and named Sonadoi. 44.

Disasters and omens: Just at that time a panic was caused by
the scare that some mysterious being was going to devour and
destroy men. There were two floods that year in the month of
Srawan within three days of each other. The five lower rungs
of the main ladder of the Holong-ghar were submerged under
water. The two floods were named Saka and Sakini. On the thir-
teenth day of Ashar, 1614, the King uttered religious incantations
on the Brahmaputra and performed sacrifices attended by prayers
and accompanied by the offerings of goats and ducks, where he
implied the gods to bless him with a life consisting of a hundred
years. 45.

Naga expedition: On the twenty-third of Ashar, 1614, the
Nagas of Namchang murdered twenty-three of our men. On
hearing this the King commissioned the Dihingia Phukan of the
Duara family by giving him appropriate presents and the usual
quota of men to suppress the Nagas, and the latter proceeded on
Monday, the twenty-second Bhada, by the Namhunq route. The
ex-Barphukan of the Abhaypuria Chetia family was despatched
with soldiers by the Barduar or the main gate. Then the generals
attacked the Nagas, killed them and compelled them to submission.
The Nagas came and paid their homage at the feet of the King.
Latha Khumbo was put to death on the bank of the Jamuna.
Those whose attitude to the King was found to be pure and loyal
were given presents and sent back to their respective villages. 46.

Naga princesses offered to the King: Soon after there was an in-
surrection of the Nagas near about the Dayung, and the King
despatched Tancheng Phukan, son of the Duara, to this Naga war.
The Phukan searched the houses of the Nagas for two days but could
not find them out. The Nagas then approached the Phukan and
said to him,—“For ages past we have been eating the crumbs
thrown off from the dishes of the King. We have not committed
this misdeed. The Abors have done it. But still as we have been
cornered we shall offer to the King two of our princesses with slaves
and female attendants. The Phukan should intercede on our behalf
at the feet of the King and bring about our salvation.” The Phukan
agreed to the proposal and asked the Nagas to bring their princesses
which they did accordingly. The Phukan delivered the princesses
to the King and also presented the Nagas before His Majesty,
who forgave their crimes and made presents to them. 47.

Repression of monks: In the year 1614 saka, the religious leaders
and disciples of the Thakuria denomination, as well as their brothers
and nephews were taken to Namruk and killed; their names are as
follows:—Jadumani of Bahbari, Jagabandhan of Dagi, his son Satru-
shan, Kanthabhusani, Brahmananda of Sechamukh, Sahadev,
Jaydev, Ramgovinda, Sundarishan of Katanipar, Bijoy of Budbari,
Ratikanta of Lengdi, his son Jaygopal, Binandasyam of Namati,
Sadaykhora Moamaria, Madhau, Baikuntha, his son Raghunandan,
Keho of Gajala and his two brothers. A few children and relations
fled and thus escaped from punishment. 48.

Causes: In 1615 the King seized the persons of the disciples,
and this is the reason of their incarceration.—When the King
during his princehood was wandering as a fugitive over the country
he stayed for a few days at the Kalabari monastery belonging to
Dakhipat. There the prince had an altercation with the Deka-
gosain or the heir-presumptive to the leadership of the Satra, who
uttered abusive terms to the prince. This was remembered by the King. When he was made King by the Phukams at Kaliabar, the aforesaid Deka-gosain left Kalabari and proceeded down-stream to talk to the Phukams with the object of removing him from the kingship. When the King had been stopping at Biswanath on his voyage up, he saw a boat in the river and enquired who was travelling in the boat. The steward of the King intimated that he surmised from the appearance of the vessel that the Deka-gosain of Dakhinpat must be travelling therein. The King ordered his attendant to request the Gosain to confer his blessings upon him. Our men plied their boats towards the Gosain and told him accordingly, but he did not condescend to come. This is one reason. The King had also remembered the image of gold made by Banamall Gosain. 49.

Confiscation and torture: The Bhandari Barua, or officer in charge of the royal store, named Rangacharan Bejdoloi, complained to the King in the following words,—"Why should there be wealth and property in the establishment of a religious devotee? A few grains of rice constitute his only article of necessity, and even this is given to him by his devotees and disciples. If the King permits I can acquire this wealth for His Majesty." The King replied,—"Yes, I have also an umbrage against them. All right, Barua, please arrange for the acquisition of this wealth of theirs by sending chaodangs. I will tell the monks what I should say and do the needful." On receiving this royal command the Bejdoloi instructed Kola Chaodang as to the desire of the King in this matter, and despatched him with Kana-chekerai and Achubulia. They in their turn harassed the Mahajans or religious leaders and extorted their wealth from them by force and torture. The golden image of Dakhinpat was removed and melted, and placed on the turret of the temple at Charaideo as its pitcher. As a punishment for his past offence the eye-balls of Ram Gosain of Dakhinpat were extracted. In the month of Bhadra, 1616, the wealth of the Aumiati Gosain was confiscated and the Gosain banished to Sadiya. The King also ordered that the sacred image of Govinda-Thakur should be thrown into water. However, the original image of Govinda-Thakur was secretly kept concealed, and in its place a replica of the image was thrown into the Brahmaputra at Changinighat. The other Mahajans were removed from their localities, and settled at Namrup, Tokolai and Cheuni. The King despatched Achubulia
and punished the Gosains incarcerated at Namrup on the full-moon of the month of Bhadra. He also extorted money from all the other Medhit and established them at Cheumi. The Satras were also set fire to. This was done through the instrumentality of Rangacharan Bejdoloi Bhandari-Barnia. 50.

Death: In the month of Magh, 1617, the King went to hunt deer near Bardubi, ahead of the Dikhou. The King was witnessing the hunting operations by standing on a rock. He was suddenly seized with a thrill followed by an attack of fever. The King then returned home, but the fever did not leave him. He had besides an abscess on the neck which gave him excruciating pain. The King died of this pain of Tuesday, the fourteenth day of the month of Phagun, 1617, after a reign of fourteen years, eight months and one day. 51.

CHAPTER IV.

SWARGADEO RUDRA SINGHA.

Ascension: In the month of Phagun, 1617, Rudra Singha, the son of Gadadhar Singha, ascended the throne. In the same year and the same month and on the same day King Rudra Singha reinstated the Mahajans or pontiffs in their original places. In the month of Ahin, 1618, the King ascended the Singari-ghar and took the name of Chaco-Sukhrungsha. He distributed presents according to the rank of the recipients. The coronation festivities and amusements continued for seven days. 52.

Earthquake: In the month of Puh, 1618, Bandar Phukan of the Chetia family constructed a fort at Pungdang under the orders of the King which took two months. In the same year there was an earthquake which continued for six months in an abortive fashion, from Phagun to Saon of the following year. The earth was rent asunder at Sadiya, and magor and kavai fish appeared in the breaches. As sands and waters appeared at that place the sides of the hills crumbled down. 53.

Conspiracy: In the month of Bhada, 1619, the Charing Raja, the brother of the King’s father, conspired with some men of Tingk-
hang and attempted to rebel against His Majesty. The Barna of
the Chungi living in the neighbourhood of Changtak was also his
accomplice. The King was then staying at Charinideo Hill engaged
in offering worship. The conspirators designed to murder the King
on his return journey to the capital after witnessing hawk-flights.
Just at the time when the King was starting for the metropolis, a
Dom or a man of the fisherman’s caste who looked after the ducks
of the Charing Raja apprised the King of the plot to assassinate
him. On hearing this the King returned and despatched men to
arrest the Charing Raja and the Chungi Barna, who were accord-
ingly seized and imprisoned. After his return to the capital the
knecamps of the Charing Raja were extracted and the offender
deported to Namrup, while his accomplice the Chungi Barna was
executed. In the month of Bahag of the same year the following
persons in joint consultation concealed a prince by giving him food
and shelter in the house of Lahoi of the village of Papang.—Chenogam
the Hazarikia of the guild of musketeers, Ramjay of the family of
Chaoni, his two nephews, Langu the Deodhai of Nangkum and his
son, Angka of Kakajian who was a supervisor of horses, a Brahman
of Namtial, two men of the clan of Bakara Khanikar the artisan
or image-maker. The King was intimated of this fact by men who
heard it. The King caused the arrest of the prince and of Lahoi
and his son. They were commanded to disclose the names of the
conspirators. The prince as well as Lahoi said,—“All the men
whose names have been mentioned know of this fact. They have
been giving food and shelter.” The King executed the prince
together with the accomplices. The eye balls of the two Deodhais
were extracted. The relatives and children of the accused were
transported to Namrup and settled there. All the members of the
family of the Parvatie Phukan who was the grandson of Lechái,
an archer, were also removed to Namrup. His offence was the
alleged friendship contracted between the bondmen of the Phukan
and Ramjay of which he was aware. 54.

Jayasgar and Jaydul : In the month of Agraahayan, 1619, the
excavation of the tank at Rangpur was completed after forty five
days. The tank was consecrated in the following Phagun by hold-
ing an assembly of the Mahajans, and named Jayasgar. In the
month of Phagun, 1620, the construction of the three dome-shaped
temples on the bank of the tank commenced, and an establishment
was erected to the north of the tank and named Rangpur; and in
Magh, 1622, the three shrines were dedicated. The images of Bishnu, Kesavrai, Siva, Durga, Ganesa and Suryya and others were placed in those temples. The town was also formally occupied sometime after, and it was named Rangpur. 55.

Revolt of Lachai: In the month of Chaitra, 1622, Surnjana Gohaindeo, the younger brother of the King, made an attempt to rebel against him. In this conspiracy the prince acted in concert with the following whom he had met very frequently—the Bhitarual Phukan of the Sandikai family, Bandar Naibaichl Phukan of the Lannakaharni clan, Bahuung Dekaphukan, Chekham Hajarika or chilarch of the Hlaidari or musketeers of Bhadaru, Lachan Bari of the Ghorachowas or guild of oysters. The King was intimated of this conspiracy by Damodar Phukan of Mechaghar belonging to the camp of the refractory Gohain, when His Majesty was putting on his shoes in his palace. The King was satisfied with the evidence against the accused and issued orders for their execution. Desiring to save the lives of the three Phukans, the King had the three Dangarias taken out on the pretext of witnessing the game of cock-fighting. Apprehending the drift of the King's intention the Dangarias interceded on behalf of the Phukans, who were accordingly let off without punishment while a few others of the accomplices were executed including the Ghorachowa Bara and the Hlaidari Hajarika. The Phukans were dismissed from their office and sent to their homes in the country. Surnjana Gohain was deported to Namrup, and a few of his followers were decapitated while others were expelled after having their noses and ears chopped off. Soon after, the King despatched his steward Ghansyam of Ceregua, and had the eye-balls of his rebellious brother extracted. 56.

Importation of foreign costumes: After this the King constructed his royal premises at Rangpur by employing up-country or Bengal architects. A palace called Talatal-ghar with a few stories underground was constructed at Tengabari, as well as a temple for placing the sacred image of Rangnath. A dome was also built for performing the sacrifices connected with the Holi festival. During the celebrations of the ceremony in 1626 the King put on a cloak, turban and shoes, and presented similar robes to his nobles. The three Dangarias, Laithepuna Bargoain of the Madurial family, Darab-dhara Buragohain of Kuoignon, and Kancheng Barpatra-gohain of Kenduguri protested and said,—"Why should
we wear these presents imitating the fashions of the Bangals or foreigners in supersession of our own indigenous costumes?" Saying so they returned the presents. A fresh set of presents were sent by the King which included the Kusmin or the chief item of the national dress. They were worn by the Dangarias. The Buragohain, however, implored the King to give him the cloak, turban and shoes, and His Majesty granted his prayer. It was from that time that the custom of making presents consisting of turbans and cloaks was introduced. 57.

Naga raids: In the month of Aghon, 1623, the King proceeded to Kaliabar. In Puh at Barhat a Jugi merchant of Bandarkhel killed some sixty Nagas who had entered our fort. During the confusion which followed the Nagas also killed a large number of our men at the Leusal or salt-emporium. The King was apprised of this incident of the slaughter of our men by the Nagas when he was staying at Bishwanath on his return journey from Kaliabar. The Heavenly King resumed his journey upstream towards the end of Phagun, and reached Gargaon on the second day of Chaitra. In consultation with the Dangarias and Phukans, the King despatched Basang Phukan of the family of Khimrat Patar, son of Sonapuria Gabharu, to fight with the Nagas. The Phukan proceeded and halted in the plains to the north of the Dilihi opposite to Barhat; from there he sent men to the Naga villages who negotiated and subdued the hillmen. He then came and bowed down to the King who forgave the offence of the Nagas and dismissed them by offering presents to them. A stone bridge was constructed at Namdang. 58.

Synod of Gargaon, saka 1624: In the month of Jeth, 1624, the King promulgated an order to the Medhiks or religious leaders of the Sudra caste to the following effect,—"I have not come across any text in the scriptures authorising a Sudra to offer initiation to a Brahman. Hence no such initiation should be offered. Besides, if any text can be cited which authorises such an initiation, the manuscripts where the relevant passages are to be found, should be brought to me. The preachers should also attend in person. I will investigate into the matter." All the other Medhiks pleaded their ignorance of the matter and declared their intention to carry out the command of the King. But the following five preachers,—Ram of Naroa, Madhavananda Bhattachowa the grandson of Barbhakar, Baregharia Siram, Ramananda grandson of Gopal of Bhavanipur, and Chaturbhuja of Sechamukh,—stated that they
could produce texts proving that a Sudra could initiate a Brahman, and that they should be summoned and questioned on this point. Each of them sent a letter to this purport. The five aforesaid priests were brought within the walls of Gurgaon, as well as numerous Brahms and Pandits. The King consulted them all, and investigated into the subject by opening piles of books; but in no manuscript could any passage be found empowering a Sudra to initiate a Brahman.

"Then the King said,—"There is no passage in these scriptures to support such an initiation. The five Medhis should now proceed to show in which puthis or manuscripts they had found such an authority." The five priests failed to refer to any puthi, nor could they cite any authority. They could not also utter a single word. The Brahms also became furious. The King ordered the five Medhis to be imprisoned in the elephant-stall. The Barusas and the Phukans implored for mercy, and the King said,—"I wanted to execute them but as my officers have begged for mercy I forgive them this time." Then five earthen jars were painted with lime and suspended from the neck of the five Medhis, and the King commanded that they should be sent back and settled as follows,—Sriram Thakur at Katanipar, Chaturbhuj Thakur at Mawamara, Ramchandra of Naros at Koamara, the Bhamokhowa Thakur at Elengi, and Ramananda the grandson of Bhavanipuria Gopal at his own place. The King then issued an order to all the Sudra Medhis to the following effect,—"The Brahmas who are now living in the Satras should no longer be given shelter there. The Brahmas of the neighbouring villages should not also be permitted to visit the Satras. Any violation of this order will be attended by due punishment which will be extended to the Brahmas as well." In the month of Ahin, 1625, the spies informed the King that two Brahmas were seen at Koamara. The King caused the arrest of the Moamaria Medhi and punished him in the open courtyard. The two Brahmas were also given a thrashing, and had their ears and noses clipped. The Brahmas who were formerly disciples of Sudra priests were initiated again by religious preachers of their own castes. On information being received that the Kamalabaria and Madhupuria priests were not offering worship to images, they were also whipped and turned out with pitchers suspended from their necks.

—Expedition against Cachar and Jaintia: Jai Singha, the Kachari
Raja sent an ambassador with diplomatic letters and presents; he came and said,—"Our state extended formerly up to Mahang; I request the Heavenly King to restore to us our old territories." Our King gave an audience to the ambassador, but considering the demand to be an unwarranted one he said,—"How does the servile Kachari venture to make such a proposal?" Then the Bargohain said to our Karakis or ambassadors as follows,—"What are you looking at? Seize him by the neck and turn him out!" Then he was turned out of the Holong-ghan, during which tussle the heads of his necklaces were torn and dropped down. The letter was also torn to pieces. Then the King in consultation with the three Dan-garias as well as other Barunas and Phukans came down to Biswanath where he encamped. From there he despatched by the route through Naga-choki at Marangi the following officers:—Dambedhara Buragohain of the Kuoigayan family, the Barchetia of the Banbaria clan who was the warden of the Marangi frontier. The Gohain was placed in charge of the commissariat to arrange for the supply of rice. The two, viz., the Barchetia and Deka-Barbara, son of Alan Barberua of the Dihingia family, led the expedition being accompanied by Phukans and Rajkhowas. The Pani-phukan of the family of Phul-barua of Saraighat or Gauhati was sent by the Kapili route with the usual quota of Phukans and Rajkhowas. The two contingents proceeded by two separate routes and reached Demera and Maibang. The Kachari Raja fled and escaped into Jayantia. Our men sent a request to the Jayantia Raja to deliver up the Kachari chief, but the Jayantia Raja refused to comply with the demand on the principle that a refugee should not be betrayed. In the meantime the Swargadeo heard that the Barbarua was lying ill at Maibang, and he ordered the return of the army from the expedition. The Barbarua died at the fort at Gelemu during the return of the expedition. Our officers came back to Biswanath and presented the spoils obtained in Kachar to the Swargadeo and saluted him.

A year after, the King came down again and despatched the Gargayans headed by the Barbarua by the Kapili route. The Barphukan and the contingent stationed at Saraighat were sent by the route through Gobha. The two parties arrived at Jayantapur; Ramsingha, chief of Jayantia, offered his submission to the Barbarua, and sent the Kachari Raja to the Swargadeo. The Kachari Raja had previously informed the Barbarua as follows,—"You
should contrive to send the Jayantia Raja to the Swargadeo. If this is not done then the Saru-kowanr or junior prince of Jayantia will come and rescue the chief. It will be difficult for you to escape; besides, they have designed to get you into the capital by a stratagem. I would advise you not to act up to his words.' Hearing this the Barbarua and Barphukan, after mutual deliberation, brought the Jayantia Raja on the pretext of giving him a reception, and subsequently imprisoned him. The Raja said,—'I am going to die like a woman being incapable of offering any defence.' Bijayram Katski said,—'I told you before that the Assamese are unrivalled for their secret diplomacy, and that it is difficult to read their mind. You did not pay any heed to my advice at that time. What can Bijayram do now? An urchin has now fallen into the grip of a veteran; how is it possible for him to escape?' Then the Barus and the Phukans after joint consultation decided to start on the third day to escort the Jayantia Raja to the capital for an audience with the Swargadeo. On that very day the Jayantia Raja was sent by the Gobha route. The Saru-kowanr was also waiting in full preparation, and hearing that the Raja was removed, he came out of his mountain fastnesses, chased the escorters having demolished the fort Sat-koth, but returned to his own village not finding any trace of the Raja. One Barkrishna Thakur, attached to the Devi temple, was despatched with men to fetch the image of Jayanti-Devi. While bringing the image our men were waylaid by the Saru-kowanr of Jayantia who killed the men and rescued the image. Krishna Thakur climbed up a tree, but he was brought down by an arrow-shot and killed. The two Phukans had in the meantime returned with the Jayantia Raja and reached Gobha. On hearing of the destruction of Sat-koth they handed over the custody of the Jayantia Raja to the Dihingia Phukas, and without the permission of the King they pursued the Buragohain Phukan, cleared their paths and ultimately joined their own forces. The passage was obstructed when the fort was destroyed. The Buragohain was deputed formerly to regulate the duties of the men assigned for the supply of provisions. But he came out. The King, aggrieved at hearing the destruction of Sat-koth despatched the Buragohain again to seize the person of the Saru-kowanr of Jayantia. They tried jointly to the best of their ability but no trace could be found of the Saru-kowanr, and it
was accordingly reported to the King. The King ordered all of them to return which they did accordingly. The King returned to Rangpur and amused the Rajas of Jayantia and Kachar by arranging the celebrations connected with Phaku-yatra or the Holi festival. The Rajas of Jayantia and Kachar saluted the Swargadeo by kneeling before him. 60.

Ran Singh dies at Rangpur: The Raja of Jayantia died at the place Jankhana which was allotted to him for his residence, and the Swargadeo arranged for the cremation of his body and the usual funeral obsequies. Two years after the King went down to Sarailtali and placed the Barkowarr or the crown prince on the mamsad of Jayantia. The new Raja agreed to the annual offering of tribute to the Swargadeo. Krishnai Karka of the Babharia family was deputed to escort the new Raja to Jayantia. The Baruas and the Phukans were sent to arrest the Saru-kowarr or the younger prince, but they returned being unsuccessful. 61.

Omara: The stone domes situated at the two doors of Bahgara gate were broken by some mysterious agent at night. The domes of the temple at Tingkhang were also broken as well as those at the subsidiary temple on the Charaideo Hill. The King then went down to the mouth of the Barnadi where he performed the Holi festival, and offered aims and bounties. After offering worship to the god Machaha he went back to Rangpur. 62.

The King at Guhati: With the object of invading Bengal, the Swargadeo went down to Saraighat in the month of Bahag, and pitched his camp near the rampart of Raja Parikshit. A few days after a Changalia Hari, or sweeper who used to work under a khang or platform, entered the house of the dancing girls adjoining the main hall of the King. The sentinels saw him when coming out and said, "Who is there?" There was a great commotion. The King was startled in his sleep, and stood up with his sword and called in Ghanasyam of Cheregua, headman of the attendants, from the gate-house to whom he said,—"Well, Ghanasyam, enquire into what is afoot." He accordingly enquired into the matter after pacifying the hubbub. He was told that the commotion was due to the sudden appearance of a man there. The men then examined the place with torches. There was rain before and footprints were left on the soil. The footmarks indicated a toe detached from the remaining fingers. Enquiries were made as to who was the trespasser, and every one denied. The King, on hearing this, ordered that
the man with parted toes should be found out by an identification of his footmarks. The Pachani-Bara or chief steward investigated into the matter and came upon such a man in the wood, and his footprints bore evidence to his being the culprit. The matter was reported to the King who ordered him to be imprisoned. In the morning, after a prolonged enquiry into the matter, some three of the suspects were killed in the vicinity of the rampart of Raja Parikshit by having their chests ripped open with axes. A few others, who served in the inner chambers of the King's residence were turned out after having their noses and ears clipped, and the Haris or sweepers who had served outside were admitted for inner service. 63.

_Hunting at Dirgheswari:_ While at North Gaulati, the King once started for a deer-hunting excursion to the Dirgheswari Hill. On the way a buffalo issued out of the woods and dispersed the procession of elephants and horses as well as that of the archers and shieldsmen. The brute further rushed through the line of palanquin-bearers and stood between the palanquin of the King and of his two sons. The buffalo had, after killing a man, come alongside the Dhirgheswari Hill from north to south. A deer-slayer pierced him with a spear, and the buffalo ran up to the Dhirgheswari Hill. The King after entering Kailajhowa went out again and ascended the raised platform erected for the purpose of shooting deer, and busied himself in killing deer. Then a large number of monkeys assailed the hunting loft and perched on the royal canopy as well. They could not be driven by any means. The King alighted from the machang and ordered his men to open fire at the monkeys. On the return journey, at the Kanai-barasi-bowa rampart, the elephant Prabalsaing attacked a palanquin-bearer who was on the point of being gored with the tusks, but his body was not penetrated through. The man stood between the tusks. The man being released was running for his life, when the elephant again caught hold of him by a sudden move, snatched away his head-apron and chewed it. The elephant became infuriated and rolled down from the rampart, head downwards, into the ditch. The Buragothain of the Pukhuri-paria family was serving as the Mahut or elephant-driver; he also rolled down but he firmly clung himself to the head of the animal, and managed not to have a fall. The King placed two elephants and a few men in charge of the mad elephant and forbade them to lift him till he came to his senses. Thus saying the King came away. 64.
Invasion of Bengal: Previously to this in the month of Bhada, the King conferred with the following on the subject of the invasion of Dacca or Bengal,—the Bargohain son of Laithepena Gohain, Kuoigayyan Phukan Buragohain, Kenduguria Deka Barpatra-gohain and the Baruas and the Phukant, whom he addressed as follows,—"Well, I intend to invade the territories lying between the boundaries of Dacca and Rangagara. What is your opinion?" The Barpatra-gohain of the Kenduguria family supported the King's proposal and said,—"The King's proposal is reasonable. The territories bordering on the Karatiya are ours. The enemies have got possession of them only on account of our indifference and inaction. The duty of a king is to destroy the enemy, and to recover lost possessions with a view to preserve the ancient boundaries of his kingdom. We have a large fleet and naval soldiers, and abundance of war-materials. If the King orders, the enemy will be crushed and destroyed." The Phukan-Buragohain of the Kuoigayyan family then added,—"The King's proposal is reasonable, and what the Barpatra-gohain says is equally reasonable. The ancestors of our King had, by virtue of their prowess and courage, crossed the boundaries of Rangamati, and washed their swords at the Karatoya-Ganga. They found it inconvenient to fix the boundaries of Assam at the Karatoya, so they made the river Manasha the western limit of Assam and established a garrison at Gauhati." In the reign of Jayadhwaia Singha there was an abundance of provisions and men; and still he acquired the title of 'Bhagania Raja' or the 'Deserting King'; arms and ammunitions, materials and supplies are torpid and impotent; the followers and subordinates of the King are symbols of life and animation; they alone can infuse into the immobile war-provisions a dynamic force. Still we should measure the strength of our own equipments as well as of those of the enemies. We must be prepared for both success and reverse, and our measures should be advanced in full recognition of these factors. At the same time the King's command will be obeyed."

At this the King became angry and said,—"At all times and ages the counsels of the Gohains have been of this character, and then dismissed them from his presence. Then the Baruas and the Phukans said,—"Oh King, you can dispense with the Gohains; command us and we shall attack the territories up to the boundary of Dacca." Then the King cleared all the placed on the two sides of the road from the principal gate to the Lohit or Brahma-
putra and fed his people. The King in order to witness the
amusements of the people on the two sides of the road had erected
a house there. There he sat and all the people blessed him with
longevity. While in that house the King felt unwell and came
back to his camp. From that day his illness grew on space. The
King had previously levelled down a neighbouring hillock in order
to extend his camping grounds. The King had a dream at night
where he was told that his illness was due to his bringing down
the hill made by God. Then the hill was reconstructed and the
old trees and creepers were replanted there. The King distributed
alms and presents, but still his health was not restored. 65.

Death: On the eighth day from the first attack of illness, the
twice-glorious King Rudra Singha died just a prabhar before sunset
on Sunday, the second day of the black moon on the thirteenth of
Bhada, 1636, after a reign of eighteen years and six months. 66.

CHAPTER V.

SWARGADEO SIVA SINGHA

Accession: On the same day when King Rudra Singha died,
the Barjana Gohain, the eldest son of the deceased sovereign, was
placed on a raised platform in the principal court-chamber, where
the three Dangarias and all the Barnas and Phukans knelt down
before him and declared him to be the king. All of them, in fear
of the Patar Barphukan guarded the new monarch throughout
the night, and remained watchful in the Barchora or principal
court-chamber being properly armed. The Bhitarul Phukan of
the Duara family was posted at the principal gate, while the Dihingia
Phukan of the Miri-Sandikai family remained at the river-side
gate. 67.

Return to Rangpur: A few days after, the officers and nobles
conferred about the desirability of going back to Upper Assam;
but one of the three dancing girls who were to accompany the King
became impure, and the royal party had to postpone their departure
for four days more. On Friday the body of the deceased king was
placed in a boat; and Ghanasyam, the head of the royal attendants,
was ordered to press to death the three dancing girls, and their dead
bodies were placed at the feet of the deceased king in the boat. The vessel was sent up in charge of the Phukan Buragohain of the Kuoigayan family, and of Barchetia, son of Japarjal, as well as the two Gohains. The King then imprisoned the Barphukan, and with him he arrived at Rangpur. The body of the deceased king was kept at Chunpora, where the Phukan-Buragohain died in Ahim a fortnight after. In Kati, a mound was raised where the remains of the dead king were buried, and in Aghon the Sradhha ceremony was performed by burning the effigy of the dead king. The heads of the monasteries were invited to attend the Sobah or assembly where alms and religious gifts were distributed. In Phagun the new King entered the Singari-ghar, and sat on the throne when he assumed the name Siva Singha. The festivities connected with the coronation continued for seven days, and the King bestowed presents on the three Dangarias and other nobles according to their rank and dignity. Then in the month of Bahag the King planted the Ae-bar or hanyan tree of longevity.

Phulamari Barkamari: The King had a nurse who was the daughter of one Lakhtakia Koch. She was admitted into the royal chambers. The King had a dancing girl, named Phulmati, daughter of a nat of Chinatali. She was made the Barkamari or chief queen and named Bar-rajia. The King gave her the royal umbrella and permitted her to ride on elephants. Her brother was appointed Barpatra-gohain, and her paternal uncle was raised to the rank of the Tipamia Phukan, while another was made Dhekial Barua. The queen in contravention of the ancient customs of the Aboms introduced the custom of burning the dead. She organised an assembly of the religious preachers of the Thakuria denomination, and made them bow down before the heads of the Auniani and Garamur monasteries. They were asked to offer worship to the gods with the help of images, the Bhagavat and Salagram stone under the priesthood of Bhagavatis and Dewri. Besides, she perpetrated many more insults and misdeeds. This is the most significant dark spot in her career. She caused the images of all the temples including Phulbari to be thrown into the river Luit or Brahmaputra, and she personally conducted the desecration staying in her camp at Sonarajjan. Then she substituted stone and brass images in all these temples. This is another stain on her character. She excavated a tank near Namdang, and erected a temple which was named Gaurisagar. In consequence of
her impious deeds she suffered protracted agonies after which she died. 69.

Drupadi Parvatia Kuvari: The younger sister of the deceased queen had previously been married to the Solal Bargohain of the Miri-Sandikai family, by whom she became the mother of two sons. The King snatched her away from her husband and made her his Parvatia Kuvari. She had a son through the King, who was made Tipam Raja. Of her two sons by her former husband, one was appointed Bargohain and the other Sadiyakhowa Gohain. She excavated a tank near the village inhabited by the Kalanchu-paria Gohains. A temple and other domes were also constructed. They were afterwards dedicated to the gods, and the tank was named Siva-sagar. After this she went with the King to the newly constructed residence in the north of Chinatali, where they amused themselves by killing fish and deer. The Parvatia Ai-Kuanrideo died there of griping pain in the stomach. Her body was taken to Charaideo Hill and a mound was raised over the same. A temple was also erected at the spot at Chinatali where the queen had breathed her last. 70.

A new Bargohain: At this time the young Bargohain of the Railungia family died in the month of Kati. On Sunday, the ninth of Aghon, King Siva Singha went to his residence at Charaideo to perform the ceremony of Khun-mung. He admitted to his chamber the Maut Gohain who was a Bara of the Pukhuriparia clan. The King placed his feet on the head of the new Gohain and blessed him, saying—'I appoint you Gohain. With my blessings you will live up to a ripe old age. You will become very old and your head will touch your knees.' Saying so the King gave him a bunch of betel-nuts and a pair of suits, one of which he was to wear when he listened to his appointment as Bargohain and the other on his return home. The King commanded him to wait at the extremity of the court-chamber. The Majindar was then asked to appoint him Gohain after proper instructions. The Majindar Accordingly announced to him the royal command and appointed him Gohain at the extremity of the court-chamber, saying,—'Gohain, the King has desired me to tell you as follows on his behalf,—'You have been appointed Gohain in consideration of the pleasure which I have received from your satisfactory conduct in the past. If you accord me similar pleasure in future, the bread which you will earn as Gohain will continue down to your descendants'.
The Gohain then replied,—"The King has said that I have been made a Gohain in recognition of my past services. But I do not believe that I have been able to give any satisfaction to His Majesty. God desires nothing but the sincere devotion of His worshippers; and when He becomes pleased He merely displays His own graciousness. Nothing in fact has been done by me; and what the King expects from me in future in the shape of satisfaction is also not to be had from me. God is pleased to ordain the birth of a boy, and gives him proper understanding and knowledge while still in the womb of his mother. If my Lord the King be pleased to train me properly and obtain satisfaction from me then only my bread will be permanent and will filter down to my descendants. Nothing will come out of me alone.' His son was also appointed Lari-Gohain or heir-presumptive to the office of the Buragohain. They were given two horses on which the father and the son were allowed to ride back to their residence. 71.

A new Barkanuri: After this the King married Akari Gabharn and made her the Barkanuri or chief queen in 1661 saka. She was the daughter of the deposed Solai Bargohain, son of Laithepena Bargohain of the Madural family. She was first married to the Barpatra of Kalugaon. 72.

Death: In the month of Push, 1665, there appeared in the sky a comet and it was visible in the sky for three successive months, Push, Magh and Phagun. On Friday, the tenth of Aghon, 1666, when four dandas had remained to complete the night, Maharaj Siva Singha passed away.

The Charing Raja, the Baigaria Gohain, Bhobola Gohain, the Kalsila Gohain,—these four younger brothers were on the bedside of the King. His son the Tipam Raja poured waters of holyunction at the appointed place near the heels and pressed the main toe of the dying King. The following officers and nobles also attended the King at his bedside,—the Buragohain of the Pukhuriparia clan, the Kalugayan Barpatra-gohain, Solai Gohain of the Madural family, his brother Birai Na-Phukan, and his uncle the Katha-sodha Phukan, Rupchandra Barbarua of the Bakatia family, the Bhitraui Phukan of the Lammakhari clan, the Abhaypuria Phukan, son of the Duara Barphukan, and a few other Baruas and Chamaus. The Dihingia Phukan of the Miresandikai family was at the central door. The Hati-Barua and the Dekaphukan were posted at the western projection of the
court-room, while the Rajneog of the Bakatia family was in the centre of the court-chamber.

CHAPTER VI.

SWARGADEO PRAMATTA SINGHA.

Tipam Raja’s bid for the throne: The Kalugayan Barpatra- gohain, the Dihingia Bargoahain and the Dihingia Naobacha Phukan took up the cause of the Tipam Raja, and assembled the attendants and servitors employed in the interior of the royal household in one place, and made up their minds to install the Tipam Raja as king. After King Siva Singha had passed away, the Tipam Raja left his feet and took his bath. He then armed his adherents with swords, shields, spears, arrows and bows, and asking them to remain ready for action he himself waited in full preparedness.

Suppression of “king-making” attendants: At that time the Pukhuriparia Buragohain and the Bakatial Barbarua said to the Tipam Raja,—“We have the brothers and sons of the deceased king entitled to sit on the throne. If you do not become king then who will fill up that exalted office? You have come out prepared with your attendants; is there any fighting going on anywhere? A king is properly installed on the throne if he is appointed by the three Danugas and the Baruas and the Phukans. Can these rascals of slaves ever appoint a king?” The Buragohain asked the Charing Raja to seize the hands of the Tipam Raja, which he did accordingly. The Charing Raja had a sword in his hand. The Tipam Raja asked him to throw off the sword, and he snatched away his hand from the Charing Raja’s grip. The Buragohain advised the Charing Raja not to part with the sword. The Tipam Raja requested his followers to give him a doo, but the Buragohain intercepted and threatened by saying that the man who would give him a doo would have even his son in the womb hacked and quartered. Saying so the Buragohain took out the four brothers of the deceased king as well as the Tipam Raja, but they were confronted at the michang or ante-chamber by the bevy of household attendants. The Buragohain then said to the Barbarua,—“What are
you looking at? Don't you see that we are going to be massacred?" Just at that time Laidham, who was a Changmai-ligira or an attendant of the royal cookshed, gave the Buragohain a sword which he pointed at the miscreants and they dispersed. The Buragohain's party then came out to the gate-house, and there also they were confronted by the rebels, who were also dispersed after some altercation, and the party then reached the courtyard of the palamquin-bearers. Even there, one Naga Ligira, an attendant belonging to the Dihingia family, having placed himself at the head of forty shieldsmen of the Lakhurahs clan, confronted the royalists on the way. He was also disbanded. 75.

Accession of Pramatta Singha: The Buragohain and the Barbarna then received the Charing Raja at the principal court-chamber and said,—'Charing Raja, we hereby appoint you king.' The Buragohain then led the new King to the elevated platform and announced as follows,—"The brother of the deceased sovereign has become king. All the subjects including the Barbas and the Phukans should now offer their homage and kneel down before him.' Then the people assembled knelt down before the newly appointed monarch. 76.

Advice to the new monarch: The Buragohain then counselled the new monarch as follows,—"The great God has conferred on you the position of a sovereign. Your duty will be the protection of the virtuous, and punishment of the wicked, and investigation into the weal and woe of your subjects. Just as a person does not feel heat when sitting below a huge tree, so under the shelter of your elder brother's government you were not tainted by the merits or demerits of the subjects. From to-day you have become the fountain of all their actions, virtuous or wicked. Your Majesty should regulate the acts according to the principle of their inspiring wicked or virtuous deeds. You have three younger brothers. They should also be protected and maintained by you as your own sons. They in their turn should pay homage to you regarding you as their father. They will succeed to the kingly office according to their seniority. You should not reject from your protection the Tipam Raja as well. Your Majesty should love him as your own son." After saying so the Buragohain bathed the body of the deceased king and ascended the royal chamber for laying on the winding-sheet. On Sunday, the twentieth of Magha, the Buragohain removed the body of Siva Singha to Charaideo and buried it there. 77.
Punishment of rebels: On the ground of revolt against established authority, the Kalugayan Barpatra-gohain was dismissed, and the son of the Barpatra-gohain of the Kenduguria family was appointed in his place; and similarly Khamchang Gohain, son of Laithepena Bargoahain, was appointed Bargoahain in place of the Dihingia Bargoahain who had been dismissed. In addition to the above punishments the following were also chained and imprisoned in the elephant-stall,—the Dhekial Barua, and his son the Lari-Gohain, the Tipamia Phukan and the attendants Birah att0u Naga, and a few other shieldsmen. In the month of Phagun, the Snidha ceremony of the deceased king was performed to which all the religious preachers were invited. They sang hymns to the glory of Hari, and alms and presents were distributed to them. In the month of Chaitra the trial of the rebels was taken up; those against whom the charges were light were let off with slight punishments and sent home. The Tipamia Phukan, the Dhekial Barua, his son Naga, and a few other miscreants had their ears and noses clipped and deported to Teji. 78.

Coronation of Pramatta Singha: In the morning of Friday, the third of Ashar, 1667, the King ascended the Singari-ghar. When four dandar or midday had been announced the three Dangarias knelt down before the King and laid earth at the appointed place. Then the King commanded Parmal Mant the elephant-driver to bring the elephant named Mithabagari and to erect a howdah on it. The King rode from Tangkak to bring the image of Chengdeo. At the shrine where the image was placed, the King proceeded from the elephant to the platform and wore the image suspending it from his neck. He came back by Tangkak and sat in the appointed chamber screened from public view. There also the King had the image suspended from his neck. Outside the screen the lion's seat or throne was placed in a north-southerly position. Three wooden seats were also placed with graven images of dragons or unicorns as supports, each leading to the throne, and they were lower on the north than on the south. The three seats were placed on the north of the throne like a series of stairs. They were covered with a sheet of cloth each. The Buragohain caught hold of the eastern supports to the right when the King was ascending the throne. The Bargoahain seized the western supports, the Barpatra and the Barbarua the two southern supports. On the throne again there was placed a raised seat with dragons as supports. The image of
a snake was engraved on the western side of that elevated seat.

The King with the image of Chengdeo hung down from his neck ascended the throne from the south having placed his hand on the head of the Buragohain. He faced the east with his back to the west and leaned against the graven image of the serpent. The Bailung or the Ahom priest uttered benedictory verses or *bakhamu* whereupon nine volleys were fired accompanied by the music of *Bardhak* or drums and other instruments. There were at that time only the three Dangarias, the Barbarua, the Ahom Barua in charge of the royal store and the three Bailungs. The King descended from the throne with his hand placed on the head of the Buragohain. The Deodhais or Ahom priests again uttered benedictory incantations, and the King kept the image of Chengdeo inside the space screened, and came out and sat on a *Nara-pira* or a large wooden seat in the balcony. Then the Baruas or officers employed in the royal store accepted the gifts of betel-nuts, betel leaves, rice, duck-eggs, and clothes presented to the King and made an inventory thereof. The screens were then lifted and the three Dangarias as well as all the Baruas and Phukans knelt down nine times before the image. After this they all came out and the three Dangarias sat in the Chatai court-chamber. They were also treated to a feast in the Holong-ghar. Then, when two *dandas* had remained for the termination of the day, the King came and sat on the throne which had nine steps. There again the Dangarias and the Baruas and the Phukans saluted the King seven times in due order of precedence. The King alighted from the throne and sat down on a *Nara-pira* to the west of the Holong-ghar. He then rose from his seat and pierced to death a white buffalo with his spear, while the three Dangarias killed a black buffalo. The festivities and amusements continued for seven days more attended by the similar slaughter of buffaloes.

On the eighth day the image of Chengdeo was returned to its shrine in the manner in which it was first brought; the King returned therewith in a palanquin. The Dangarias were sitting at the Chatai-chora according to the approved procedure. The King commanded that the ambassadors of Jayantia and Kachar should be invited to witness the festivities held in connection with his coronation. He consulted his three Dangarias, and
the Bargohain and the Barpatra-gohain said,—"Yes, they should be brought to such a function." The Buragohain added,—"The two principalities of Jayantia and Kachar have been recognised and protected by the Heavenly King since the days of his ancestors. The father of Your Majesty in order to punish their untoward attitude invaded their territories, and brought down their chiefs together with their ministers and potentates. Kachar has abided by the terms settled with its ruler at that time, but Jayantia has failed to ratify the terms of the agreement. So its ruler has been imprisoned for fourteen years. Kachar should be invited to send its representative to witness the festivities of the coronation but it is not proper that this privilege should be conferred upon Jayantia. If the consul for Jayantia be shown round the amusements now going on in full swing, then there was no necessity of imprisoning its ruler for fourteen years.' But even in spite of the opposition of the Buragohain the ambassador of Jayantia was taken to the assembly and allowed to witness the functions. The following presents were offered to the King,—a large sheet of embroidered cloth as well as a complete suit of royal apparel with Kummia placed on a sarai, a lime-pot made of five tolas of gold, a pair of earrings with filaments made of three tolas of gold, a pair of kalak made of two tolas of gold, a silver kata weighing twenty-eight tolas, a pair of silver kalak weighing two tolas, two pigs, two pairs of fowls, two pairs of geese, a pair of male and female slaves, two he-buffaloes, a pair of milch cows. On Tuesday which was the fifth day of the ceremony, at the fourth danda at noon the three Dangarias saluted the King from the balcony of the royal palace, and made presents of similar articles. In the month of Magh the King planted the Ao-bar or the banyan tree of longevity. 79.

Embassy from Rani: In the month of Phagun, 1667, the Buragohain received the Rup or ambassador deputed by the Raja of Rani. Vidyanivas Katakia introduced the representative of Rani. The Buragohain then said,—"Vidyanivas, ask the Rani ambassador whether at the time of his departure from his country, the subjects of the Swargadeo living in plains and hills were in enjoyment of peace and plenty. When did he arrive here? Has he encountered any fear or trouble in his journey?" On being thus interrogated by Vidyanivas the Rani ambassador said,—"When we left our territory, the subjects of the Heavenly King living in
plains and hills were all well. We have been absent from our
country for full five fortnights. We have not experienced any fear
or trouble in our journey either in the roads or in the ferries." The
Burungohain again added,—"It is our wish that the subjects of the
Swargadeo living in plains and hills should pass their days in peace
and happiness." The ambassador of Rani then replied,—"We
Mikiri and Garos live in the interiors of hills. The Heavenly King
used to give us the bones of cows looking upon us as insignificant as
shrubs on the way or dogs on the road. But for many years we
have not been blessed with the good grace of the Swargadeo. We
have also been comparatively weakened by the cessation of royal
favour. I have been deputed by my countrymen to win back the
kindness of the Heavenly King. How shall we meet the great
King unless the three Dangarias come to our rescue?" The Burun-
ghain then replied,—"Vidyanivas, tell the ambassador that the
prayer of the wild monkeys even was granted by Lord Ramchandra
as it was made with proper reverence and love." 80.

Temples and edifices: King Pramatta Singha erected the Ran-
ghar at Kangpur. It was made of brick and had two roofs like the
ordinary houses of bamboo and wood. He also caused the gate-
houses of Gargaon to be built of brick. He also erected the temple
at Sukreswar in Gauhati. Besides, in 1673 saka, he raised a temple
at North Gauhati at the place where Rudra Singha had breathed
his last; an image of Siva named Rudreswar was placed in the
temple, and lands and paks were endowed for the maintenance of
the temple on the system of Devatra tenure. Hence the village
was named Rudreswar. Settlement operations were initiated in
Kamrup and arrangements were made for the maintenance of
records of rights. Nothing particular was achieved during the
reign of this King. 81.

Death: King Pramatta Singha breathed his last on the
twenty-ninth day of Aswin in 1673, saka, the tithi being the Navami
or the ninth day of the black fortnight. He ruled for six years,
ten months and five days. 82.
CHAPTER VII.

SWARGADEO RAJESWAR SINGHA.

Accession: On the death of Pramatta Singha his younger brother ascended the throne with the name Rajeswar Singha. Three sons were born to him when he was a prince. The eldest of them was named Kandura Gohain. His younger brother the second prince was given the Charingia mel, while the Saru mel was bestowed on the youngest prince the Sarujana Gohaindeo. Rajeswar Singha on ascending the throne thus gave the three princes the charge of the three mel’s. On Rajeswar Singha’s assumption of the royal office a fourth prince was born to him who was termed Pat-kowarr or the throne-prince. Kandura Gohain died at Gargaon, and a mound was raised on his remains at Bhangari. On the occasion of his accession to the Singari-ghar in 1674 saka, the King invited all the religious preachers and the Rajas of Darrang and celebrated the usual festivities for seven days, and made presents to the three Dangarais and other officers employed in the capital of Gargaon and the viceregal headquarters of Gauhati according to their rank and dignity. In 1675 saka, the King ascended the Pat-ghar. 83.

Royal tour: In the year 1678 the King desired to proceed to Gauhati, and accordingly commanded Kirtichandra Barbarua of the Bakatia family to erect encampments at different places. In obedience to the royal mandate the Barbaruas erected temporary residences for the King at the following places,—one on the bank of the Sonari river, another at Gajpur, one at Dergaon, one at Jatiarang opposite Biswanath, one at Kalabar, one at Sariahtali, one at Bardowa, one at Beki, one at Kalsila, one at Barnadi and one at Hajo. The King halting at these encampments and amusing himself by hunting deer and buffaloes, and catching fish, arrived at Gauhati. The Baphukan escorted him from Lata, and many people were killed in the crowd being trampled on by elephants. In the month of Chaitra, 1679 saka, the King travelled back to Upper Assam halting at his camps, and arrived at Rangpur. 84.

Embassy from Nara: Four Phukans then visited the Ahom court as ambassadors of the Bar-Naras. The old Chiring Phukan received them duly in the residence at Ramanibazar. Bhagi Buragohain of the Kuogayan family entertained them at his house at Bokanagar according to the customary procedure, and also the
Doubhandha Chatai-ala Bargohain at his camp at Chatai-ali. At all these three places the Nara envoys were feasted with buffaloes' heads roasted along with the horns, which were served on mahengas or raised dishes. The King himself received the messengers at the Halong at Gargason; the three Bangariyas as well as the Barbaruna, Phukans, Rajkhowas, Chamua-phukans, Baras and Hazarikias were ordered to attend the function in their turbans, cloaks, clothes and ornaments according to their rank. The Sikkias, Baras, and Pakks of the Kauris were also ordered to appear in ceremonial costumes. The foreign ambassadors were placed at the elephant-stalls near the Barduar. As commanded by the King the officers and men were given three sets of robes of different sorts which had to be worn alternately; and they were expected to make their exits and their entrances in these different costumes with a view to give the impression of numerical superiority. The Nara ambassadors said, —"Yes, the number of men belonging to our Bhai-raja or brother-king is certainly great, yet the grass in the roads has not yet withered." 85.

_Bangali jugglers_: The King brought from Bangal a company of jugglers under an Ostaz named Bahpati who was accompanied by a handful of other female artisans. The Swargadeo arranged for the entertainment at the Ramgarh. This is what they showed,—mangoes were made to appear on tender mango plants having only two blades; dances were performed on the point of a trident, and several other feats were exhibited before the monarch, who became pleased and gave the performers one thousand rupees. 86.

_Murderous attack on Kirtichandra_: At Rangpur, in the month of Kartik, 1685, after passing the day at his town residence, the Barbaruna proceeded to his watch in the evening when the night had advanced one _danda_. As he entered the gate-house, an assassin struck him at his neck with a _das_ from behind; somehow the wind-pipe was not severed. The Tekela-Bara caught hold of the miscreant, and Ram-krishnai, son of Jada Tamuli, clasped round the body of the Barbaruna and with other men he removed the Barbaruna to the guard-house by bandaging his neck with a piece of cloth. His son Choladhara Phukan or the master of the ward-robe, who was then at the store of royal costumes, was informed accordingly. On receiving this news the Phukan being afflicted with grief hurried to the King's quarters, fell prostrate at the feet of the monarch with eyes full of tears, and said,—"An assassin has hacked the King's
servant the Barbarua inside the principal gate: it is inexplicable as to who the miscreant is." The King was mortified and said, "All right, the matter will be properly investigated. I shall institute an enquiry as to who dares to hurt my Barna knowing that I am living in flesh and blood." The Barbarua was guarded that night by a regular bevy of watchmen, and the muzzles of the royal cannon were turned towards the residence of the Barbarua. The Naobaicha Phukan of the Mitri-Sandikai family was seen at his residence at a prohibited hour, and he came to the capital that same night hearing of a murderous fray inside the city-walls without any torch.

**Trial of the conspirators:** At day-break, the murderous criminal was recognised by all; he transpired to be one Ratikanta, a Ganak of Nazira-hat. At the instance of the monarch Ratikanta was asked, "Who are the accomplices at whose instigation you have committed this act?" Ratikanta admitted his guilt and gave out the names of those who had accompanied him—one Barchanua of the Chaudangs, Mani Dhekial Barua of Lukkurakhan, his sister's son the Dayanga Deka of Sandikai family. The last two persons being found guilty in the trial were fettered with iron chains and imprisoned at the Hatidal at the entrance of the Barduar. The Naobaicha Phukan was also accused of having entered the city at a prohibited hour and was imprisoned with fetters. The Gharphalia Barua of the Barukial Bargohain family was going out after discharging his duties at the guard, when he was accosted by the Dhekial Baruras from the place of imprisonment, who said, "I have no hachati or handkerchief on my head. Please send me your hachati." The Gharphalia Barua in his sincerest motives sent his hachati to the prisoner. The Tekelas on guard saw this and communicated the fact to the Barbarua, who reported the same to the King. The Swargadeo having heard this charged the Gharphalia Barua who was the brother-in-law of the Barbarua, of the offence of giving a handkerchief to a prisoner, and removed him from office and drove him away. Barbarua's own elder sister was given in marriage to the Gharphalia Barua. In the trial the Dhekial Barua as well as his nephew were both convicted and pressed to death under wooden cylinders; their dead bodies were placed on a raft, with a hachati on the nephew's shoulders, and were then made to float adrift. In a similar trial Jhabuli and Naobaicha Phukan had their noses and ears cut off, and they were
placed at Nibok. The Barcharma, Mandhaj, was tried to death in oil, and his three accomplices were hewn with axes. Ratikanta Ganak was also torn asunder with axe. The blacksmith who made the mit-dao or dagger with which the Barbarrua was struck had his ears, nose and eyes destroyed. At this time, the Barbarrua obtained the King's permission to arm one man out of every twenty retainers with a club. From that time clubmen were attached to the Barbarrua, who also became entitled to daily guards.

_Jai Singha seeks Swargadeo's protection:_ After this the Miri-Sandikai was appointed Naobaicha Phukan, and his son Khangia Phukan was promoted to the office of Dhekial Phukan. The Barbarrua also recovered from the wounds. Then, the king of Burma having occupied Manipur or the kingdom of the Magalus, the chief of the latter took shelter in the Kachari country from whence he sent word to our Chokial Barua that should the Barbarrua be pleased to lead him, he would take refuge at the feet of the Heavenly King. The Kachari Raja also sent a communication to the same effect. The officer in charge of the Chauki or military outpost reported the matter secretly to the Barbarrua. The Barbarrua placed the matter before the King, saying,—"The Kachari Raja as well as the Manipuri Raja intend to come here to take shelter at the feet of Your Majesty. They have sent words to me accordingly, so I have informed Your Majesty. If Your Majesty orders me, I, your servant, expect to fetch the two chiefs and cause them to pay obeisance with the help of the divine prowess of Your Majesty. Besides, the Kachari and Manipuri Rajas have said that I, your servant, should go and bring them in person, and so I have informed Your Majesty."

On hearing this the King commanded the Barbarrua to escort the two Rajas. The Barbarrua with due submission replied as follows,—"Since Your Majesty has commanded me, your slave, I will go. I pray that Your Majesty might be pleased to confer the title of Dekha-Barbarua on the Choladhara Phukan." The King said,—"All right, the Choladhara Phukan will be made Dekha-Barbarua." The King then permitted the Choladhara Phukan to take his seat at the place reserved for the Barphukan, and conferred on him the title of Dekha-Barbarua. 89.

_The Barbarrua at Raka:_ Then in the month of Aswin, on the Bijaya-Dasami day, the Barbarrua started with a large number of
men, elephants, horses and provisions. He marched forward, and pitched his camp at the military outpost of Raia. The Barbarua despatched Katakis to both the Rajas on a day which marked the passage of five years from the time when the murderous attempt was made on his life. The message ran as follows,—'As requested by both the Rajas I have come to escort them with the knowledge and permission of the Swargadeo. So they should both come without any delay.' Thus being informed by the messengers, Jai Singha, the Raja of Manipur, and his son Juvarat Anupananda, with the Kachari Deka-rama came to the Chauki at Raia in the month of Jeth and held an interview with the Barbarua, who being delighted at the sight of the Rajas signalised the event by firing seven valleys of cannon. He also arranged various festivities and amusements. During the month of Jeth, the Barbarua excavated a canal from the Kaliang to the Lohit to permit the passage of boats and rowers. The Barbarua came out by that canal with the two Rajas, and began to advance upstream. He also came upon an image of Hara-Gauri on a hill which he took with him. At last he reached Rangpur, and halted at Rangnath at the entrance of the Barduar. The Rajas were accommodated at Mataimora. The two Rajas had a retinue of nearly 500 men with them. The Barbarua then sent the following message to the King,—'I your slave, have brought both the Rajas by virtue of Your Majesty's divine grace.' The King having heard this called in the Barbarua to the principal audience-chamber. All the Dangarias, Phukans and others assembled in the gathering. The King summoned the Barbarua and the three Dangarias to the chang. The Barbarua bowed down his head before the King. 90.

Achivement of Kirtichandra: The Swargadeo asked the Barbarua,—'Has the mission for the execution of which you were despatched been fulfilled? What fear and privations did you feel in your travels and sojourn? How many men have you lost? When did you resume your return march and when did you reach this place?' Being thus asked by the King orally, the Barbarua replied,—'Oh King and Lord, by virtue of Your Majesty's sacred power, Jai Singha, the chief of Manipur, as well as Sandhihari Raja, the paramour of the Kachari Raja's mother, have been brought to your presence by me, your slave. An idol of Hara-Gauri has also been brought along with.' The King praised the Barbarua for thus bringing the two Rajas. He allowed the Dangarias to retire
from his presence after giving them the *bata* containing betel-nuts. The King feasted the Barbarua at his dinner. The King ordered the three Dangarias as well as the Phukans and the Barunas to sit at the court from that day wearing their turbans and cloaks. 91.

Reception of Jai Singha: Then the Swargadeo granted an audience to the Kachari and Manipuri Rajas in the Baradura of his palace at Rangpur. The two chiefs bowed down their heads before the Ahom King, and the council too assumed a gala appearance. On that occasion the band headed by Jayananda supplied a musical suite to the accompaniment of *pawaj*, at which the Rajas were exceedingly delighted. The King conferred upon the Barbarua the following marks of distinction,—a single velvet piece for use as carpet, a *japi* or wicker umbrella with a peak made of gold; it was also ordered that musicians would sing and blow their horns in front of the Barbarua as he would pass to and from the principal gate and his town residence. 92.

**Kwanganayani:** The Barbarua then made the following recommendation to the Swargadeo,—"The chief of Manipur has a daughter named Kwanganayani. The Manipuri Raja was descended of old from Babrubahan. He is a Kshatriya and there is no doubt about it. I hope, Your Majesty will marry the princess." Having heard this the King replied,—"Very well. As recommended by the Barbarua, I will marry the princess." The Barbarua then despatched Khangia Phukan, and Ghumuria Daulia Phukan of the Dihingia family to bring the Manipuri Raja's daughter, mother, brother and sons from the Kachari kingdom. They were brought and stationed at Gaurhagar. The Swargadeo then married the princess at the Sonari river by performing the Chaklang ceremony. The Barbarua served as the bride's father and supplied all the necessary articles of marriage. Golden ornaments, dowry and other provisions for food were all supplied from the Barbarua's house. The princess excavated a tank, and made an establishment at the village Mamaimaji in the Sarucharal forest lower down the Dihoi, where the Magalus or Manipuris forming part of the marriage settlement were allowed to live. 93.

**Ravan-badah Bhawana:** A bhawana or dramatic performance enacting *Ravan-badah* or the killing of Ravan, was held for the entertainment of the Manipuri and Kachari Rajas. From that time the Barbarua used to sit against the *fukam* or main pillar in the transept while the Barphukan down to other Phukans sat in the
Bhawana hall. The Deka-Barbarua was the Ostaz or master of the revels in connection with the performance. Seven hundred men took part in that Bhawana, and it was an extraordinary success. The Manipuri and Kachari Rajas were extremely delighted. 94.

Aid to Jai Singha: The Barbarua submitted the following recommendation to the Swargadeo,—“This chief of Manipur has taken refuge with Your Majesty being driven from his kingdom by the Burman king. The Sastras have said that a fugitive should not be denied protection; so, if Your Majesty can contrive to reinstate the Manipuri Raja in his own kingdom, the act will bring in to Your Majesty both fame and piety.” After the Barbarua had thus informed the Swargadeo the latter said,—“Very well, let him bring the Dangarias, and let us discuss with them about the proposal of the Barbarua.” The Dangarias set forth their advice on being consulted regarding the matter. The Swargadeo then made the Manipuri princess his chief queen. The king then took the three Dangarias as well as the Barbarua to his chhng. He asked the Dangarias,—“This Manipuri Raja took shelter in the Kachari kingdom being pursued by the Burmese. Through the instrumentality of our Barua he has come here and sought our protection. What do you say regarding the reinstatement of the Manipuri Raja in his own kingdom? What is your individual opinion in this matter?” Having heard this from the King the Dangarias gave the following reply,—“If Your Majesty can restore the Manipuri Raja to his kingdom, your fame, piety and glory will be resounded in your own land as well as in other regions.”

The King then ordered the Barbarua for the collection of men, provisions, powder and ammunitions as well as the recruitment of dawal soldiers belonging to Gauhati and Gargaon establishments. Receiving the above command of the King the Barbarua humbly submitted as follows,—“The King’s orders can be carried out only by virtue of Your Majesty’s divine prowess. What can be achieved from us alone, Your Majesty’s slaves and servants?” The King then ordered for the presentation of the hata containing betel-nut and leaf to the Dangarias, and he also gave the same to the Barbarua who accepted it in his hachati covering his head. The Barbarua saluted the King and all the counsellors retired from the presence of the sovereign. 95.

Harnath Phukan appointed general: As commanded by the King the Barbarua arranged for men, provisions, powder, munitions,
arms, and weapons and all other requisites for an expedition; he also ordered all the officers of Gargaon and Gauhati to mobilise the army of donal soldiers in the month of Kartik. In Aghon, the King commanded the Sandikai Dekaphukan of the Edabaria branch, and the Bhitarual Phukan of the Lahani family to accompany the expedition. As the aforesaid Dekaphukan fell ill, he was removed from office, and a man from the Gaipuria Hati-Barua family was appointed Dekaphukan. The Bhitarual Phukan also had an attack of diarrhnea; on account of his inability to go he was dismissed, and the Dualia Phukan of the Duara Barphukan's family was presented with a golden sword and appointed commander of the expedition being placed at the head of all. The army consisted of nearly 40,000 men, and included Gargaon and Gauhati recruits consisting of the muls and the donals, as well as the maldogias or men attached to the various mals. To each assortment of soldiers the King attached the respective Dualia Phukans and Rajkhowas.

Farewell to Jai Singha: When all the men were ready, the King bade farewell to the Manipuri Raja at the audience-hall in his residence on the bank of the river Sonai. When the preparations were completed for the march, the Swargadeo asked his three Dangarias and the Phukans to impart necessary instructions to the Raja of Manipur.

The Barpatragohain's parting advice: The Lechangial Barpatragohain Dangaria then addressed the Manipuri Raja,—"Oh, Raja of Manipur, your kingdom was occupied by the Burmese. Being unable to stand in your dominion you took refuge in the Kachari territory, from where you sent your prayer to the Swargadeo through the Barbarua. Our King then sent the Barbarua and brought you from Khasampur, and you placed yourself at the mercy of the Heavenly King. Our monarch, in his turn, has greatly favoured you by despatching a large number of soldiers and attendants charged with the commission to reinstate you in your own kingdom. On reaching your land you should collect your old ministers. If you have received any wrong from any man you should pardon him and accept him again into your good graces, as required by the exigency of the situation. Our King has particularly desired that you should not forget him, after you have regained your kingdom through the favour of God and the Goddess. You should keep yourself acquainted with our safety and welfare by sending to the
King envoys and letters through the Barbarua." Thus was the Manipuri Raja instructed. 98.

Jai Singha's reply: The Bargohain, the Buragohain as well as the Phukan instructed the Raja more or less in the same manner. Being thus advised, the Manipuri Raja made the following reply,—"What you have said to me is wholesome and proper. The saying "My kingdom is gone and I am an exile" has become applicable to me. A householder plants a mango tree, and waters it so that it may grow. If through some mischance, the tree does not bear fruit, the owner may utilise the tree for some other purpose. What service can be rendered by me? Yet, the Barbarua has stepped into the position of a father to me, and the Swargadeo into that of God. If I be restored to my kingdom, the fame and pieties of the King will shine eternally in this earth as the moon and the sun." The words of the Manipuri Raja were listened to by the King as well as by his ministers and advisers. 99.

Advice to the general: The Lechengial Barpattra Dangaria then addressed the Senapati Phukan,—"O, Phukan, you are a member of the Duara family, whose pedigree is ancient and not modern. So His Majesty has specially commanded you to place the Manipuri Raja in his dominion, and has provided you with a large number of soldiers and attendants as well as materials. So you should proceed with the King's army with care so that you and the contingent may not suffer hardship and loss in the journey. After reaching Manipur, you should make the most strenuous effort to consolidate the Manipuri Raja in his kingdom by the adoption of strategic measures, by war or by any other means." The Barbarua also instructed the Phukan in the above manner at the instance of the King. 100.

Harath Phukan's reply: Being thus instructed, the Senapati Phukan then said,—"What the King and the Dangarias have ordered, and the instructions which have been imparted by the Dangarias and by my elder brother the Barbarua, are logical and true. Yet what can be achieved by me alone? What may occur by the favour of God and Goddess as well as by the righteousness and might of the Heavenly King will only take place. And so, what should I beg of you? I pray that the King and the Dangarias will bless me. Then only all our objects will be achieved." On that occasion the King deposed the Barchetia Marangi-khowa of the Japarjal family for not being able to speak. 101.
The Lata-kala Rau: The general, Bhitarunl Phukan, then entered through the mouths of the two rivers in the company of his army, and proceeded through some hills, but having lost his right way ascended up the country, and arrived at a place facing the Charnadeo Hill. Not being able to find out the way to Manipur, the men roamed about in the forest, where for want of food their knee-caps became enlarged. The juice of wild plantains served the purpose of water. The price of rice rose up to one rupee for a quantity contained in the average semi or lime-pot. The provision-suppliers could not reach the army being killed in their march by the Nagas. The army made their march by cutting and clearing the jungle. The Nagas also refused passage to the soldiers and killed a large number of our men, while many more died of fever and dysentery, and others by the bite of snakes and spiders. The Manipuri Raja had previously taken upon his own shoulders the task of conducting the army by showing the correct way, but having entered the forest he also became nonplussed.

Then the officers including the Senapati Phukan conferred together about the situation, and not being able to find the way by any means sent a report to the Swargadeo fully informing him of the facts,—"The Nagas have killed many of our men, and our food-stuff has also fallen short. Many have died of fever and dysentery. We, your slaves, have been compelled to apprise Your Majesty of the situation not being able to find any other solution." This was told to the Barbarun. The Barbarun communicated the news to the King, who ordered the withdrawal of the expedition in the month of Jeth. The army returned in the month of Ashar. Two-thirds of the men and provisions were lost, only a third could come back. At the time of coming out of the forest, the soldiers reached the Manipuri Raja to the other bank having placed him on a raft for crossing the river Baraka. The army returned in the month of Ashar. 102.

Harnath Phukan accused: When the remnant of the force arrived at Rangpur, the King ordered them to stop at the Hatisal in front of the Barduar. Then under orders of the Swargadeo, the Senapati Phukan was charged with the following offence,—"Why has he caused the destruction of so many of my men and such a large quantity of my materials? Why could he not advance by opening his way by killing the handful of Nagas who had offered resistance? Oh, I see, he has neglected in his duties entrusted by me." 103.
Harunath's explanation: Being thus accused the Phukan submitted the following prayer to the King,—'Whatever may be the charge His Majesty has brought against me, I am within it. My forefathers, His Majesty's servants of old, could not escape from similar charges, and how can I avoid them now? The Manipuri Raja promised to conduct us by showing the way, and so we undertook the march. On entering the forest we could not trace the way by any means. Besides, many of our soldiers died of blood dysentery, and our food-provisions also failed. There were no provision-suppliers, and the Nagas did not allow us passage; they used to roll down stones from hill-stops and kill our men by that method. We proceeded one month's journey by clearing the jungle, but could not find out any clue whatsoever. So, I, His Majesty's slave, have been made liable to blame. If I had neglected Your Majesty's commission, having had somebody to show the way, then only, I, his slave, would be guilty of remissness in duty. Besides, if there had been suppliers of food-stuff, such loss of men would not have occurred. Yet, how can I escape from offence against His Majesty? So I, his slave, is within the bounds of punishment.'

This supplication of the Phukan being submitted to the King, His Majesty pardoned his offence and permitted him to go to his residence. After a few days he was allowed to resume his duties at the watch. This expedition was termed Lata-kata Ran or the creeper-cutting expedition. 104.

Death of Rajeswar Singha: Then after a year, in the month of Jaitra, taka 1691, the King Sri Rajeswar Singha passed away at Dewargram. He reigned for nineteen years. 105.

Cremation: The body of the deceased king was conveyed upstream for burial at the Charaideo Hill. The ministers and counsellors consulted together, and arranged for the return of the cortege when it had reached the vicinity of the temple at Gargaon; the body was conveyed down and burnt below the big Simalu tree on the banks of the Lohit adjoining the royal residence at Sonai river. One of the princes, in the company of the Chettipatra Phukan, conveyed the bones to the hill. The Sradha ceremony was performed according to Brahmanical rites. From that time was inaugurated the custom of burning dead bodies, and of performing the Sradha according to Vrahmanical rites. 106.
CHAPTER VIII.

SWARGADEO LAKSHMI SINGHA

Accession: On the twenty-first day of that month of Jaishtha, of the year 1591 saka, the following nobles and ministers jointly deliberated and installed the Namrupia Gohindoe, the younger brother of the deceased monarch as their king at the royal camp at Dewargaon,—the Lechengia Barapragohain, the Burapraghain of the Kunigayen family, the Madurial Barghain, Gundehar Barbauru of the Bakatial family who was also called Kirtichandra after he had brought the Magalus, Dhilpeta Naobaichia Phukan of the house of Diling, Rungrangia Bhitarual Phukan of the Duwa family, Puthao Dekaphukan, the Dihingga Phukan of the Rup-Sandikai family, the Balia Na-Phukan of the Madurial family, the Rajneog of the Bakatia family. The new monarch known previously as Kalsia Gohain now took the name of Lakshmi Singha.

At that time, under orders of the King the Maju-Gohain and the Saru-Gohain were exiled to Namulp where they were maimed. The Pat-kowans was placed at Barkola. Then the King kept with him a son of Pramatia Singha by conferring on him the Tipam set. The King was then brought from Dewargaon to Rangpur. 107.

Spectres of the Moran revolt: In the same year, in obedience to royal orders, the Barbarua sent some men to cut Bardhaks or drums. These men came back and reported to the Barbarua that they could not cut the drums, as the Hati-chungi Morans acting in a heretical and diisloyal manner had made their own Raja and Barbarua and launched a war or rebellion. And Manchoka, the Tikela of the Barbarua, came back and submitted detailed information to the following effect,—"The Hati-chungiis under the Barbarua as well as those under the Phukans have assembled together and recruited devotees or followers; they have made two women Radha and Rukmini, and after holding diabolical conferences they have launched a war of insurrection." Having received this information, the Barbarua reported the matter to the King, who ordered the former to make enquiries. In obedience to the King's command, the Barbarua investigated into the matter, and concluded that it was a mutinous revolt. Bez, the Bara of the Tikela, was despatched at the head of a force consisting of one thousand Bhitarual Chutia Karnis, and one thousand musket-men attached to the Barbarua, commanded by their respective Hajarikas. This con-
tingent marched forward and reached the place where the Morans had made their belligerent preparations. There ensued a provoking altercation between the two parties. 108.

**Triumph of the mutineers:** Our Bez Bara said to the rebels: 'You are common men. Why do you lift your sword against the King? Why are you launching hostilities? Will the King keep you now in safety?' Thus he said many other things to the Morans, who without listening to the prohibition killed a number of men by some stratagem. The Hajarikias died there; and very few men could escape. The Morans robbed our men of their provisions. Bez Bara escaped somehow, and gave all particulars to the Barbarua of what he saw and heard, and concluded by saying,—'the war has assumed a serious character, and it cannot be combated with a small army.' The Barbarua then submitted detailed information to the King 109.

**A fresh contingent under Harnath Phukan:** The King deliberated with his three Dangarias, the Barbarua, and the Phukans and Rajkhowas, and appointed the Bhitarual Phukan of the Duara family as Senapati or commander-in-chief, who was given a detachment of 6,000 men consisting of muls and dowals. Besides an additional force of 8,000 soldiers was placed at his disposal with the respective Hajarikias,—one thousand of the Bajua Dimarugarias, Bajua Kowarr's thousand, Bajua Kowarr's musketeers thousand, two regiments of Bakal, Dhadum's thousand, Bhitarual Chekanatia's thousand, in their muls and dowals. The Dola-kasharia Bara, the Cherlong Bara, the Barbarua's Tekola-Bara, i.e., the informer Bez Bara, Telgej the Chabolkhara Bara, and Anadar the Kalita Bara were also appointed to accompany the expedition. Besides, eight muskaters and twelve horses were given to the army. The Bhitarual Phukan was made general at the head of all. He was presented with a golden kungdaw or sword, and then despatched to the war ahead. It was in the month of Kartik of the year 1691 saka. 110.

**Ahom reverse:** The army proceeded accordingly and encamped on the southern bank of the Diharu. Then they erected a bridge over the Diharu river and crossed it. When they had made preparations to construct a fort in the compound of Manchoka the Morans fell upon them by surprise. Fortunately, only a handful of the King's own troopers fell in that encounter. The army halted there in a stockade being ready for engagement. A few days after the
Morans destroyed the bridge over the Dibaru, and intercepted the movements of our men. The rice-suppliers could not proceed, and our men suffered misery from want of food. They began to eat oteuga or dileumia, dheka or fern, kecha or arum and tender shoots of kaka bamboos. Their knees became enlarged and there was an outbreak of fever and dysentery.

**Moran strategy:** The Morans then held a council. They contrived to call in the three exiled princes, Bagharia Bajana Gohain, brother of Rajeswar Singh, who was driven away by that King; Maju-Gohain and Saru-Gohain, sons of Rajeswar Singh, who were expelled during the reign of Lakshmi Singh. The Morans said to these three princes,—'Come over to our side. When necessary we shall appoint one of you as king. When you become king, you should appoint your Barus and Phukans from among us.' Thus saying the Hati-chungi Morans and the three Gohains interchanged oaths and promises. The Morans reminded the princes,—'For no fault of yours, the Bakatia Baru had previously poisoned the ears of the King against you, and contrived to banish you to Namrup, and caused mutilation of your limbs. So let us proceed to put the Bakatia Barbarus to death.' Having heard this proposal, the three princes became delighted, and accepted the proposal of the Hati-chungi Morans, being unable to foresee the consequences. They placed reliance on the words of the Morans though they knew them to be promises coming from low quarters. The Bagharia Gohain was then placed on the back of an elephant, as well as the Maju-Gohain and Saru-Gohain. Then the princes, in the company of the Morans marched post-haste towards the camp of the Senapati Phukan.

**Mohammala's justification:** Mohammala Bagharia Gohain then addressed the Senapati Phukan as follows,—'Phukan, you are sprung from the Duara family, your line is not of yesterday's growth. Seven generations of your ancestors have paid homage to us. There have been established also bonds of relationship between the two families. Now I alone am entitled to the throne. The Bakatia Barbarus by a diplomatic manoeuvre instigated the King to banish us to Namrup. So we have waged war to exterminate the family of the Bakatia Barbarus. The offices and honours attached to the family of the Dangarias and of other Ahom houses will continue as before; we will not do any harm to the common palkis, not shall we kill any one.' Thus the prince spoke to the Senapati Phukan and others.
Harathi imprisoned by the rebels: To this the Senapati Phukan made the following reply,—'You Gohains are banished princes, how can we take you as king? At present the Heavenly King is sitting on the throne. So we cannot accept you as king.' The Gohains then said,—'If you can, open fire at us from your guns.' Saying so they rushed forward and demolished the fort by their elephants. After getting down from the elephant they seized the Phukan by his hand and took him away with his men. The Phukan was kept under guard in a house built at some distance from the scene. The captives were admitted to the contingent of the Gohains. Of them the three Baras,—Bez, Telgaj and Kalita, were pressed to death between wooden rollers. 114.

Moran regime: The Morans in consultation with the Gohains appointed Raghab as Barbarua; one Khora named Nahar was appointed Deo-Gosain, his two wives being named Radha and Rukmini. Then the Morans secretly administered poison to Satu-Gohain and Maju-Gohain, and thus killed the two Gohains; the Batgharia Gosain was the only survivor. He was also placed under surveillance in a house at some distance. Then Ramananda the son of Khora was made king, though the Morans proclaimed to the people as a make-believe that the son of the Batgharia Gohain was their king. The secret of the Morans was known only to the Morans, and they went on saying falsely that the Batgharia Gohain's son was their king. 115.

Renewed war deliberations: Then the soldiers of the Phukan's garrison came and informed the Barbarua of the capture of the general by the Morans who had been accompanied by the Batgharia and other Gohains. This news was announced in the council, whereupon the persons assembled became dispirited. The Barbarua then went to the King and communicated to him the news at the balcony of the principal house, saying,—'The Batgharia Gohain, the Maju-Gohain and the Saru-Gohain, in the company of the Morans, came and destroyed the Phukan's fort and took him and his men as captives.' Having heard this the King expressed his sorrow and asked the Barbarua of the means to be adopted. The Barbarua advised the King to convene a meeting of the three Dangarias, the Phukan and the Rajkhowas, and deliberate with them so that they might give their own opinions in the matter, and then the King after studying the situation might issue commands to them which would be carried out implicitly.
The King then ordered the Barbaras to summon from Gauhati the Duara Barphukan and the Dihingia Pani-phukan. The Barbaras sent a Katakia or messenger and quickly brought the Barphukan, the Pani-phukan, the two Rajkhowas and the two Rajapowalis or vassal chiefstains of Rani and Luki. The King then convened a meeting of the three Dangaris, the Phukans, the Baruas and asked them their advice. They all gave the following counsel—'Oh King, why should we abandon fighting on the ground that the Bhitarani Phukan has been carried off as captive? Your Majesty has a large number of servants and retainers; whatever order Your Majesty may be pleased to issue to them will be obeyed.' 116.

Appearance of a comet: Then in saka 1691, on the fifth day of Aswin, a star with a tail appeared in the sky, which portended evils. 117.

Fresh encounters with the Morans: The King then ordered the Barbaras to despatch the three Abhaypurias to protect the store of gold and silver in Namrup and fight with the Morans. The Naosalia Phukan's son Jabakial Gohain, the Bar-Abhaypuri Rajkhowa, the Pani-Abhaypuria Rajkhowa of the Kota Barphukan's family, the Saru-Abhaypuria Rajkhowa of the Bargohain's family, marched towards Namrup but they could not reach that place as they had to fight with the Morans at Dighaligahat; and being vanquished in the battle they offered their submission to the Morans.

Then the Gauhatia Dekaphukan, the Ghora Barbara, the two sons of Chikan Bangal, with the dosal recruits from the Phukan's men, halted at the mouth of Timur where they erected a stockade. Then a contingent of 5,000 Changmais under the command of one Mai Barua, a Buruk by caste, proceeded by the Sarish-hat route, but a fight ensued just when they had reached Changmai. The Daulia Phukan, son of the Dihingia Pani-phukan, was despatched by the way through Dhai-ali with the dosals attached to the Pani-phukan. The Barkakati who rose to be Parvatia Barua followed the Dulia Phukan with some men. One Likchan Bara, who was originally a Likchan Ahom by caste, and who afterwards became Bacha Rajkhowa, was sent by the route through Charaideo Hill at the head of his own men. 118.

Moran manoeuvres: Then Ragha Moran came out of the forest with his followers and retainers and obtained the submission of the villages up to the Dihing river. He circulated a false report.
mong all people that the Barjana Gohain's son was the king. Hearing this the people offered their homage. The Morans went a raising devotees and recruits by beating the ground with thick tacks and singing the following song:

"Ashtabhuj, Saptabhuj and Chaturbhuj are our protectors; His sword cuts him, his gun kills him, and Chaturbhuj protects."

This is the song which they went about singing: the villagers, being seized with panic and affright used to offer their submission. The privates of a garrison broke open the fort and made good their escape, while the chiefs surrendered themselves to the enemy.

Previously to this, Bayan Deka, son of the Moamaria Mahajan Chaturbhuj, cunningly raised from his disciples a straw bundle, a split rattan and a split bamboo per man, and he also made each of his disciples bring a turf of earth, with which a high plinth was raised at Khushiapota, where a house was constructed with the materials thus collected. By this contrivance he could also ascertain the numerical strength of his followers. He also designed to become king, and his disciples and followers promised to make him king.

There was a man named Abhay Bhandari in the service of the Barbaras; he had a son named Ambarish. There were also a few attendants serving in the royal palace. They communicated to the Moamaria Mahanta all that we said or did. The Mahanta reported the same to Ragha. These secret communications of the Moamarias were known only to themselves, and not to the Bamurias. 119.

The hermitage of Baro Duallia Paniphukan; The chief weapons of the Morans were tokans or clubs. They had also other weapons, but they had no confidence in them. Then the Moran leader, attended by soldiers armed with tokans stood in front of the Duallia Paniphukan. Ragha Moran then addressed the Pani-phukan,—"Well, Phukan, with whom do you fight?" The son of the Barjana Gohain is now the king. The Bhitaral Phukan has offered his submission to us along with his army. Have you not seen this? So all the people up to Dihing river have also paid their homage to us." The Phukan then replied,—"The Heavenly King is on the throne. Should I offer my submission at the instance of an insectivorous Moran? I am an offspring of the Dihingia family. I have bowed before the Heavenly King with this head of mine, and why should I now accept another as king?" On hearing these
words Ragh Moran rushed with his arms towards the Pa.ai-phukan. In the meantime all the men accompanying the Phukan took to their heels; and some were killed by the enemy. The Phukan stood at his post with his back touching that of his Tamel-kata ligia or attendant to cut betel-nuts.

Ragha then addressed the Phukan,—"Well, Phukan, still there is time for you to submit." To this the Phukan replied,—"I have already told you, Moran, that I will not submit to you." The Phukan had in his hand his bow and arrows, and a sharp sword. The Tamel-kata was armed with a sword and a spear. With these weapons they killed a number of Morans. They were then surrounded by the Morans on all sides, yet they stood undaunted. Then there ensued an arrow-fight. A few Morans perished at the Phukan’s shot. All the arrows that the Phukan had become exhausted by this time, Ragha said again, "Well, Phukan, won’t you surrender even now?" The Phukan replied,—"I have said before that I am not going to offer my submission to you." Then the Phukan was wounded by a spear from behind. The lance pierced him through his breast. The Phukan fell facing the ground whereupon he was hacked. The Tamel-kata was also decapitated.

Chiefs in Upper Assam: The Parvatia Barua who followed the expedition having received intelligence of this reverse came back secretly to the metropolis. Then some fugitives from the Phukan’s camp came and reported the matter to the Barbarua, who communicated it to the King. On hearing this news the Phukan and the Barua’s living in the capital removed their properties in advance to some safe place. Besides, the men who were despatched against the Morans used to submit to the enemy. The Barbarua, realising the frustration of all plans reported to the King,—"I have found that the attitude and feelings of our people have assumed a dangerous shape. Those who are sent to the war submit themselves to the Morans, while others desert the field. So I have informed Your Majesty. If we see that we cannot stay any longer in this place, we shall proceed down to Gauhati after deliberation with Your Majesty." Saying so he secretly arranged boats and boatmen necessary for the journey. The Barbarua further said,—"I have brought the chieftains of Rani, Luki and Topakuchi. I will send them to war, and see what they can do." Then the Barphukan of the Duata family said,—"This chief of Rani is a great warrior. He has previously vanquished the Bangals."
Reverses to Rani and Luki chiefs: The chieftains were then despatched with the Gargayan Deka-phukan along the Dhai-ali route; while the Tangondhara Rajkhowa of the Adabarua section of the Sandikai clan, who had been appointed Dihingia Phukan, proceeded by the Tamuli-bazar route in the company of his retainers. The Lech Angial Barpatra-gohain also proceeded with his men by the Lechang route. Then Ragha Moran encountered the chiefs of Luki, Rani and Topakuchi at the terminus of the Dhai-ali, and there ensued a battle between the two armies. Then Rani and Luki chiefs were vanquished and they left the field. The Morans chased them and killed many of their soldiers. The Barpatra-gohain remained at his own residence. The Phukans returned and joined the King: the other common men retired to their own homes. One or two of the fugitives came to the Barbarua and informed him of all that had happened. The Barbarua communicated the same to the King. 122.

Lakshmi Singha deserts the capital: The Barbarua, in consultation with the King, proceeded down with the intention of going to Gauhati. Then in the year 1691 saka, on the eighth day of Aghon, on Saturday, at the fourth danda, the King and his party reached the Sonai river camp at night. The King could not get the boats that were arranged for him. The King's followers too dispersed in all directions, who also took with them the ornaments of the King. 123.

The King's adherents: Of the King's followers the following accompanied His Majesty,—the Madurai Bargohain, the Kuoiyayan Buragohain, Kirtichandra Barbarua of the Bakatial family, the Rajneog, the Duara Barphukan, the Dihingia Pani Phukan, Jati Rajkhowa of the Buragohain family, the Dekaphukan of the Hati Barua family, the Dihingia Phukan of the Sandikais, the Deka Barbarua, the Dhekial Phukan, the King's mother, the queen and a few dalias or palanquin-bearers. The following did not desert the company of the King,—the Khanikbar Barua, the Habial Barua, the Sandikai Ghora-Barua, the King's son-in-law; the Ligoras, —Kam, Pijali, Laknar, Latha; and Sivanath of Larmakharu family. 124.

Informers of the Morans: Then Ambarish, son of Abhay, his cousins Prasad and Manada sent men to inform Ragha that the King had left the city and proceeded down, and that the Morans should come at once and take possession of the capital. 125.
Lakshmi Singha imprisoned: Having received this news Ragha Moran proceeded with his army and entered the city at midnight on the fourth danda. Their entry was signalised by a salvo of gunfire. In that very night Ragha sent 400 Baratias or adherents who surrounded and captured the King and his followers at the Sonai camp in the early part of the day. The King was seized with fright. In the night when the King deserted the city, the Deka-Barbarua left the company of the King and proceeded down in a fisherman’s boat. But he was seized and detained by the Kaliabaria Gohain of the Chatai-alia family, to whom the Deka-Barbarua was a son-in-law by relationship. Then the Morans seized the persons of the King and his followers and led them up, and kept them under guard at the Jaysagar temple. At the instance of the King the Barbarua had gone from the Sonai camp to the Moamaria Mahanta to pray for their lives. The Mahanta said,—‘All right, if I can I shall protect you.’ The Barbarua was captured there and put in chains with all the members of his family. He was kept under watch in the Hatyal or elephant-stall at the entrance of the Na-duar. The other Phukans, Rajkhowas, Chamua Phukans and Baruas were kept in their respective dwellings. After some days, Ragha Barbarua sent some men who destroyed the stockade of Chikan Bangal at Abhayapur. His two sons and the Ghora-Barbara were also captured. The three were hooked to death near the road at Pataghar. 126.

The Morans occupy Rangpur: Then Ragha Barbarua sent men to Raja Ramananda with the following message,—‘We have occupied Rangpur; and we have seized the King whom we have kept under guard.’ Hearing this Ramananda became delighted, and being accompanied by his father Khora, Radha and Rukmini, the Morans proceeded in hot haste with their army and occupied the capital. Their Baruas and Phukans drove away our Baruas and Phukans from their respective dwellings, and occupied them themselves. They also brought with them the Barjana Gohain bereft of his followers, as well as the Senapati Phukan. All the Phukans and Rajkhowas who had offered their submission to the Morans were now brought with them. After occupying the capital in this manner the Morans fired a volley from their gun. This happened in the month of Aghon, saka 1691. After entering the city Khora assumed the name Deo-Gosain, and he stayed at the Ranganath Doul with Rukuni; Radha remained at the Hara-Gauri Doul.
The Raja resided in the capital. His brother took the name Beliraja. Ragha Barbarua occupied the quarters of the Bakatia Bhabhabua. Ragha Barbarua then said that he would take one hundred wives. Thus saying he brought in the queen, who was the daughter of the Manipuri Raja, as well as the daughters of the Phukans and the Barua. One Khundamars of the Likchan family was Likchan Barua. He used to collect men for the royal council. Ragha Barbarua used to receive all information from him. One Madan of the Kakati Chalija family used to hold diplomatic conversations with foreign envoys when Ragha Barbarua sat at the court. He decided cases by sitting at his court both in the forenoon and in the afternoon. The sons of the Bakatia Barbarua were murdered at the Mah-bhadarer, literally the emporium of pulses. The Raja, Ramananda, brought in the daughter of Tarimna Bhadari Barua and made her his consort. 127.

Appointment of Moran officials: One of the Morans was appointed Bargehain, another Buragohain and a third Barpatra-gohain, thus all the Phukans and Rajkhawas were appointed from among the Morans. One Ligiri Kanai who had his home at Kalugohan was appointed Barphukan and sent down to Gauhati. The six Phukans and fourteen Rajkhawas of Gauhati were appointed from the Morans. Only the old Solal Gohain was retained in his office. One of the Garudhurias became Sadhya-khowa, one of the Kachari-jowa Chetias who was a Moamaria was appointed Marangi-khowa Gohain.

After this the Rangpuria Raja, Ramananda, in deliberation with Ragha, and other Phukans and Rajkhawas, went to the house of the Moamaria Mahajan at Khutiapota, leaving Ragha Barbarua in charge of the capital. The Senapati Phukan effected his escape and fled down to Chilmari after crossing the Manaha. 128.

The Morans harass the Bamunia Mahantas: After this Raja Ramananda proceeded to Khutiapota, where he summoned the Aumiata, the Dakkinpatia, the Garamuria, the Kuruabahia Gosains, and other Bamunia and Thakuria Mahantas. He confined them and exacted money from them as follows,— from the Aumiata Gosain Rs. 8,000; from Dakkinpat Rs. 8,000; from Garamur Rs. 4,000; from Kuruabahi Rs. 4,000. Thus he extorted money from all the Mahantas proportionate to their rank and condition. Besides, the Aumiatal Bagits Bapu was punished by being deprived of his nose, ears and eyes. The Moamaria Mahanta passed a rule
according to which all the common men of the villages were brought in crowds and initiated, each new disciple having had to pay only a bunch of betel-leaves. The work of initiation continued for two months. Then the Mahajan took the kekara-dola or sedan which is the prerogative of kings alone. 129.

Disputes among the Morans: Ragha Barbarua was then taken from Rangpur, and with him were also taken the Swargadeo, the three Dangarias, the Barbarua, the Barphukan, and all others including the Phukans and the Barnas. Then after a few days the Buragohain, the Bargohain, the Barbarua, the Barphukan, the Dekaphukan and the Kathkalia Barna of Luthuri were all murdered at Khutiapota. After this the Moran Raja and Barbarua along with others came up to Rangpur in the month of Chaitra. In the same month, on report being received about the outbreak of hostilities at Gauhati, Rukuni proceeded down to that place. In the sellsame month Ragna Barbarua said to Raja Ramaananda,—'It was I who first occupied the city, captured and imprisoned the King. I am the person who took the lead in all these matters. So the Kekara-dola or royal sedan and the mace should be given to me.' The Raja said that he could not confer upon him these insignias. Being thus accused Ragha became displeased and went up to Chepan 4th Khora. The Raja brought them back by sending emissaries. Previously to this Bayan Deka had thought of becoming Raja, and accordingly he had organised armed hostilities through the eastern Morans by despatching Khora, which resulted in the acquisition of the kingdom. Then he said to them when they had gone to Khutiapota,—'Formerly you promised to make me Raja, but now I see that Ramaananda has been appointed instead, and you do not mean to make me Raja.' Then the Morans including Ragha Barbarua told him that they did not desire to appoint him their Raja. Having heard this Bayan Deka said,—'You have deviated from your promise, and I will see what I can do.' 130.

The Ahoms roused to action: According to this a number of Moamaras under the leadership of Govinda Goanburha went up and stopped at Sagummburi after erecting a stockade. Each of them had a chekani or slender bamboo stick in his hand. Having struck the sticks against each other they went about singing the following song,—'Praja ou, Jaran-rouwa,' literally, 'Oh people, there is something rotten here.' Singing this they advanced with their chekanis.
This happened in the month of Chaitra, 1691 saka. After this, our deposed Dangarias and others said to themselves,—"The Morans had declared formerly that the son of the Barjana Gohain was the Raja, but now we see that a Moran has assumed sovereign power. The Heavenly King has also been removed from the throne; the Mahantas also have been made to pay money under compulsion; the Dangarias, the Barus and the Phukana have been murdered, deposed or expelled. The Morans have set up an independent sway. Since the advent of King Sukapha to this country till now only the members of the royal family have become kings, and not others of inferior blood. Besides, the Barus, the Phukans and the Rajkhowas have been appointed from among the members of the Ahom families. The Heavenly King, as an act of favour occasionally raised others or non-Ahoms to power, yet they could not be independent." Having thus deliberated they resolved to attack the Morans. 

Vow to exterminate the Morans: The following persons participated in the deliberations,—Bailung Gohain, son of the Doulbandha Bargohain; Gohain Hajurika of the Kuoigayan Buragohain family; a member of the Moran Patar family; the two brothers of Bhadrazen of the Bakatial family; their two uncles; one Deka of the Neog-Gohain family of the Lahan clan; Baghun of the Lai-Sandikai family; one Deobilia Pachani of the Buragohain family; Ramkrishnai, son of Jada Tamuli; Rammah, another son of the same; Mohan of the Dafla-dusaria family; one Kekeru Hajatikia, a retainer of the Bargohain, by caste a Kalita; Kahan; Apainta; the families of the three Dangarias; some of their sons and brothers; some tenants and servitors of the same. All these men united together at Bhogbari, where they, by the name of their spiritual leaders, took an oath not to desert each other, nor to betray their secrets. 

Ramkrishnai and Kuranganayani: Thus the royalists conferred for about ten days. Ramkrishnai who was charged with the task of capturing Ragha conspired with the Magalu princess; and she promised to do away with Ragha. She had been taken by Ragha Moran as his wife. Then Ramkrishnai hatched a plan with some Magulus and other men. Kahan and Apainta undertook to kill Khora with the help of a party of men. The rest promised to enter inside the city walls. After deliberating in this manner the men who were entrusted with the task of capturing Ragha, on the San-
Aranii of the month of Baisakha, proceeded and stopped at the inner entrance. Having received this news Ragha surmised that Govinda Gaonburha Senapati of Sagunmuri had come with his Chukani-kobawa soldiers, and accordingly he came out to escort them with a sami with betel-nuts and leaves. The Magalu princess with a sword in her hand followed him with other ladies each armed with a dao. There was not a single male. 133.

Kwanganayani kills Ragha: Ram-krishna then gave the hint by uttering a few words. The Magalu princess, recognising the voice, struck Ragha with a sword just below the calf. Ragha fell down with his face towards the ground. Then Ram-krishna who was also there severed his head. Then the party issued out of Ragha's residence, and approaching the Rangnath temple made a sign by words to be recognised by the men who had been deputed to capture Khora. Having recognised the voice Kahan and Apainta gave a thrust with a spear on the thigh of Khora. Khora was wounded, but he did not fall, and he ran off. He then fell at the entrance of the main gate of the temple. 134.

Murder of Radha: Those very men pierced Radha to death at the Hara-Gauri temple. The men who had killed Ragha now entered the walls of the city by breaking down the main gate with the help of elephants. Then they went in by breaking open the Darika door, where they cut some men, and some Morans as well as some Phukans and Barnas. They set fire to the King's court and also to the houses at the Darika door. Then Raja Ramananda made his escape with his chief consort through a secret passage. She was the daughter of Tarimsa Bhandari Barna, a Koch by caste. 135.

Re-occupation of Rangpur: Then they took down a dola or litter from the Dolaghar, where they placed a pillow erect, and paraded the dola round the Barchara or royal court. The dola-bearers announced by shouting,—The former King of the Tungkhunia family has become king again. The people should not disperse. Then the Kanris and Baruatis became delighted, and the citizens remained in perfect composure. Then the Gohain Hajarika of the Kuoigayan Buragohain family in the company of a large concourse of men proceeded to escort the King from the Bardoul. The King was seized with fright at the sight of the crowd approaching. Then the people explained all that had happened, and that they had vanquished the Morans; they also gave marks of individual identity.
The King then believed it to be true. The royalists placed the King on the sedan, and after bringing the queen-mother, the queen and the prince, placed them under proper guard at the Dolaghar. Then they re-occupied the city on Tuesday, on the Baisakha Sankranti, in 1692 saka, when it was still one prahar of the night. 136.

Death of Khora Moran: On that very night the King issued an order that the Morans should be killed wherever and by whomever they are found, and they should be brought as captives as well. Then this order was proclaimed from all the roads throughout the country by men on horseback. This proclamation being heard the Morans were captured and put to death. Many were yoked in pairs and made over to the Hatisal. Khora was found by the watchmen in a clump of arum plants; he was captured and made over. He was also put to death after various tortures. 137.

New Ahom officers: On that very day the Heavenly King appointed Bhidrasen, son of the Bakatia Rajneog, to the office of the Barbarua. Baisur, the son of the Doujbandha Bargohain was appointed Bargohain. Golain Hajarikia of the Kuoligayan Buragohain family was appointed Buragohain. The office of Barspatra was conferred upon a member of the Moran-Patra family. Baghmu of the Lai-Sandikai family was made Naobaicha Phukan, while the office of Dekaphukan was conferred upon a member of the Lahan family. A member of the Sandikai family was already appointed Dhirigia Phukan. The Na-phukan was selected from the members of the Deobilia branch of the Buragohain family. A member of the Bakatia family was appointed Rajneog. The Barbarua’s brother was appointed Choladhara Phukan. Kekeru Hajarikia, a retainer of the Bargohain, was appointed Bhandari Barua. The old Pani-phukan of the Dihingia family was appointed Barphukan. Mohun of the Dafaladuaria family was created Ghora-Barua. 138.

The Moamaria Mahanjan put to death: In the morning of the next day the King commanded the Prime Minister, the Buragohain of the Kuoligayan family, to capture and bring the Moamaria Mahanta from Khutiapota. The Dangaria too marched with a force day and night to Khutiapota where he acquainted our Kanris and Barratis with the object of his mission in secret. They became delighted and having consulted together surrounded the Morans on all sides. Apprehending a friction the King despatched Ram-
krishnai with some Mañahas along with two princes in the rear. The Buragohain by adopting a stratagem brought out the Mahanta and seized his person. The father and the son were packed in bags and placed on the two sides of an elephant. The Buragohain left Khutiapota while there was one prabar of the day, and marching day and night reached Rangpur on the third prabar on the next day. The captives were then made over to the King, and the Malinjan was asked about his conduct. The Mahajan admitted his guilt. The King finding them guilty got the father and the son executed at the open space in front of the Hatital near the Na-duar.

139.

*The Morans quelled at Gauhati:* The day after the Morans were captured, the King despatched Dhaneswar Barkatoki of the Bahaluria Kataki family to Gauhati in order to arrest Ligiri Kanri, the Moran Barphukan. A few days after, the King also despatched his Barphukan with the same mission. Then Dhaneswar Kataki proceeded to Gauhati in a swift boat by day and night. After reaching Gauhati, he caused the capture of the Moran Phukas and Rajkhwas, by taking them by a stratagem to the Dopdar or the Barphukan's council-chamber. They were then placed in an enclosure with chains under proper watch. 140.

*Rukmini killed at Gauhati:* The Barphukan during his stay at Gauhati killed all the Phukas and Rajkhwas of the Morans. Rukmini was also killed. Dhaneswar Kataki after a march of eight days informed the King of the extirpation of the Morans hearing which His Majesty praised Dhaneswar. 141.

*The image of Hara-Gauri:* Previously to this the Bakatial Barbari had recovered in the Kachari country a stone image of Chamunda which he took with him and placed in the Hara-Gauri temple. A month after the suppression of the Moran revolt, the image was sent back to the Kachari country as it was found to be of an implaceable nature. 142.

*The Chekanikobawa revolt:*—After four days had passed of the month of Baisakha, the King deputies the Bargohain, the Barpatragohain and the Bakatial Dhekial Phukan with a large army to suppress the Chekanikobawa revolt at Sagunmari under the leadership of the commander Govinda Goamburha. The Dangarias marched to the spot and encountered the Morans in an engagement, in which the Barpatra Dangaria lost his life as well as the Dhekial Phukan and numerous soldiers. The Bargohain Dangiaras made
his escape with great difficulty. The fugitives from the battle communicated the news to the Barbarua who conveyed it to the King. This intelligence caused a sensation in the city. It was only then that the three Dangarias personally attended the watch at the capital. Each of the three gates was guarded by eighty young men recruited from the several Ahom families. The guards were supplied with food. The King then deputed the Buragohain and the Barbarua with a large force against the rebels, and also sent with them a detachment of Magalus on ponies. A battle took place soon after their halt, where the Morans being unable to stand fled from the field. The Magalus spurred their horses and chased the fugitives who were killed by the pursuers. The Buragohain and the Barbarua then communicated the news of the victory to the King who was delighted. The other people were also pleased. To signalise the victory drums were beaten in all the roads, and guns were mounted on all sides of the city and fired. Then the Buragohain, who was also the Prime Minister, came back with the Barbarua and related all that had happened to the King, to whom they also made their obeisance. Two days after Govinda Senapati was found at Dihing and captured by Saharias or village watchmen. He was also put to death.

New officers: Then the son of the Moran-Patra Gohain who fell in the battle was appointed to the office of the Barpatra. After this a messenger proceeded to Gauhati under the orders of His Majesty, and he appointed a member of the Labhabaria branch of the Duara family as Pani-phukan. The son-in-law of the King's nurse was created Chetia Phukan, he was Kachari-kumar of a potter by caste. A member of the Dihingia family was appointed Dihingia Phukan. The Dekaphukan was selected from the Miri-Sandikai family. Kahan was appointed Chekera-talia Hazarikia and Apainta was made Hazarikia of Bakal. Mohan was removed from office, and the Burogohain's son was appointed in his place as Dhekial Phukan; the younger princess was also given to him in marriage. The Ghora-Barua of the Sandikai family was made Khargaria Phukan. A member of the Kuoigyan Buragohain family was made Gandhia Barua. He had also married a princess. His elder brother was appointed Bacha Rajkhowa. A member of the Gajpuria Hati-Barua family was appointed Nibukial Rajkhowa. The office of the Nyaya-sodha Phukan of Rangpur was conferred upon a member of the Dihingia family, while the corresponding office for
Gargaon was given to one Lakna of the Bakatia family. Thus the King restored the offices attached to the various families according to their fitness and desert. Previously to this the Solal Gohain had captured the Choladhara Phukan and made him over to the Morans. Being charged with this offence the King had him brought from Kaliabar in a bamboo crate in the position of a man on horseback; on his way he was also subjected to humiliation and disgrace; and he was subsequently dismissed from his Gohairship. Then Barpeta, a member of the Madurial family, who happened to be a relation of the former, was deputed to Kaliabar as Solal Gohain. One Garudharis Gohain who had been appointed Sadiya-khowa Gohain by the Morans was captured and killed.

Renewed hostilities of the Morans: After the occupation of the capital the Morans had engaged a few thousand of our men to erect an encampment at Kundil. On hearing that our Heavenly King had re-occupied the kingdom by defeating the rebels, the Hatichung Morans treacherously murdered those men, though some of them made their escape. After this the Morans renewed their hostilities. The fugitives from Kundil reported the matter to the Barbarua. The Barbarua enquired as to the ringleader under whom the rebels had taken up arms. They replied that the leaders who had killed our men and assumed a hostile attitude were Lephera, Paramananda, Obhota-numia, and Tanganaram. Having heard this the Barbarua reported the matter to the King who ordered the despatch of an expedition against the rebels. The Barbarua provided the Na-phukan with his six thousand retainers as well as the muls and dowats of the Bajua Kowarr; he also despatched the Bakatia Nyay-sodha Phukan with the contingent. The deposed Dualia Phukan, a member of the Kharikata branch of the Duara family, was summoned and provided with a regiment of Lahan and Bacha soldiers; he was then despatched to the war. Further the King commanded them as follows,—“You three should fight in a concerted manner. The rebels have destroyed our stores and villages, and carried away from these our ornaments, and copper and brass articles; you should institute a vigorous search for them.” They were deputed with the above instructions. The expedition set out eight days prior to the completion of Baisakha.

Expiation: The Heavenly King then issued the following command,—“The Morans have violated the sanctity of many
people. And so the Brahmania and Thakuria Gosains including Amjati and Dakhinpat should undergo expiation.' They then underwent the expiation ceremony. 146.

New officers: The King then instituted an inquiry regarding the persons who had accepted office under the Morans. Phiri of the Dhipingia family, the nephew of the Raidangia Phukan of Hatimur who was the Chaodang Barua, were dismissed from their posts and turned out. Khudamara Barbara of Likhau was dismissed and driven away to the settlement of Bacha. Madan, a Kakati Barua, was sent home after being dismissed. At that time the Senapati Phukan of the Duara family was staying at Chilmari as a refugee. He was brought back and reinstated in his former office of Bhitaru Phukan. The houses of those who had accepted office under the Morans were looted, as well as the residence of the Marama Mahanta. The polls were deposited in the royal store-room at Rangpur. The King instituted a census of the articles in the treasury. One Pijali, a Barahi Bebe by caste, who had been the King's attendant before ascending the throne was appointed Khankar Barua. One Kam Ligira was made Tipamia Phukan. His mother was a Ligivi or female attendant; and his father joined the khet of the Bargain of the Miri-Sandikai family. Lakhar, a Ligira of the Barpatra khet, and a Lukhrakahn by caste, was made Senchow Barua. 147.

Intelligence of Moran insurrection: In the month of Kartik, sak 1692, the Phukans engaged in the frontier warfare in the east despatched intelligence of the conduct of the operations to the Barbarsa through Raghunath Kaniki. The Barbarsa asked as to the persons who had launched the warfare. The messenger replied that the same Morans had taken up arms, and that the contest was of a critical nature. The Barbarsa reported the matter to the King who, in consultation with the three Dangarias, deputed the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria with his retainers and other soldiers, having placed him as commander over the Phukans previously despatched. The Dangaria pitched his camp near the woods where he halted. From there he entered the forest with his army and appointed the prince as his junior in command. One Bhilangi, a Brahman of the Dimatuguria regiment, was also entrusted with a command. Just at that time the Morans issued out all on a sudden and killed some of our men including the Nyaya-sodha Phukan. Yet the Dangaria stood ready to face Lephera and
Paramananda in battle. He was then joined by a reinforcement which had been marching in the rear. The Kowar Senapati and the Duara Daulia Phukan were in their company. 148.

Repression of the Morans: Then there ensued a contest with the Morans where Lephera and Paramananda were both killed. The Morans unable to take their stand fled from the field. The Dangaria, seizing an opportunity, halted there by constructing a stockade. From there he attacked the villages of the Holongaguri Morans. Being unable to stand the Morans fled from there as well. The Dangaria threw off a fort at that place wherefrom he destroyed the two villages Sarchakuri and Barchakuri, and captured Obhotanumia. The Morans dispersed and entered the forest. Being starved to death they came out of their own accord and offered their submission. The Dangaria sent the refugees to the King, who numbered nine or ten thousand with their wives and children. The King confined them in an enclosure at Aliakuri and placed them under guard. Those who belonged to khels were restored to their respective units. The Holongaguria Morans were established at Rangdaichong. The Dangaria after a search recovered some of the articles which had been taken by the rebels after destroying the royal stores and emporium; he came back with these and had also Obhotanumia with him. He waited in the courtyard of the temple of Raunath and sent report of his arrival to the King. The King admitted the Dangaria and the two Phukans to his own quarters. The Dangaria knelt down before the King and communicated the details of the war. His Majesty being delighted conferred rewards upon the Dangaria and the two Phukans according to their merits and also gave them a feast. The gold, silver, copper, brass and cloths which were obtained by vanquishing the Morans were presented to the King by the Majiadar. The King directed the articles to be deposited in their respective stores. 149.

The Pani-phukan dies at Gauhati: After this the news of the death of the Pani-phukan was transmitted from Gauhati. Having heard this the King appointed Tangandhara, the Dihingia Phukan of the Sandikais, as Pani-phukan. The Sandikai Dekaphukan was living without an office; he was now appointed Dihingia Phukan. 150.

Kalita Phukan: After this followed a period of amusement including hawk-flight and other pastimes. The King went to Kahmara to watch and participate in hawk flights. He was follo-
ved by the Barbarua at some space. Ramnath Bharali Barua went before the Barbarua on horseback. The Barbarua said to himself,—'Ramnath who is my tenant should not go before me riding on a horse.' Accordingly he informed the King who caused the eyes of Ramnath and his brother to be extracted near the tank at Pajikata. This Ramnath was a sworn friend of the Kalita Phukan. As fate would have it there was a secret misunderstanding between the Kalita Phukan and the Barbarua, and one would not spare the other if there was an opportunity. The Kalita Phukan confidentially informed the King,—'The Barbarua is contemplating a revolt against His Majesty conspiring with the two Nati-Gosains. His Majesty should ascertain the facts after making proper enquiries.' 151.

Harassment of officers: The King then assembled his three Dangarias, and after deposing the Barbarua instituted a trial. Finding the allegations to be true, Bhadracen Deka-Barua, his uncle Neog-phukan, his brother the Choladha Phukan and his uncle Baga Deka were beheaded near Ranghar. One of the Gohins or princes was also killed near Ouguri. The Tipamia Gohain was ordered to be in Baga's village at Bacha. Their houses were searched and their belongings confiscated. On the same day the King asked the three Dangarias as to whom they would like to appoint to the office of Barbarua. This was in the month of Sravan, aka 1699.

The Dangarias nominated the Dihingia Phukan, the Khar-garia Phukan and the Pani-phukan, and asked the King to appoint one of them according to his choice. The King then appointed the Dihingia Phukan of the Adharia branch of the Sandikai family as Barbarua. The Kalita Phukan was appointed Choladha Phukan. After a few months a member of the Labbaria branch of the Duara family was appointed Rajneog Phukan. Nedhai, the son of the Dihingia Phukan of the Miri-Sandikai family, was appointed Dihingia Phukan. After this Ukils or ambassadors of the chief of Jayantia arrived with letters. 152.

Naga Majindar Barua: A Ganak of Nazirahat, named Naga, was appointed Majindar Barua. Bailung Bargohain complained to the King,—'The attitude of my brothers is not satisfactory. This is a matter which concerns the Swargadeo, and hence I cannot refrain from informing Your Majesty. Having known this the King should take steps as the occasion demands.' The King made
an enquiry and found the allegations to be true, and accordingly killed the two elder brothers of the Bargohain, the ex-Naphukan of the Madurial family who had become the Rajkhowa of Bacha having suppressed the Morans, and Naga Gohain who was living as an exile, all these four were put to death at the mouth of the Sariai. The Lechengial Barpatra-gohain and his brother were both cudgelled to death in their residence at Lechang. The two princes, Bapi and Barmura, who had come with the Morans, and a few others were punished or exiled to Namrup. Some forty Magalus were living at Mataimara; all on a sudden they went away by the mouths of the two rivers. Nakua Nyaya-zodha Phukan of the Dihingia family was deputed to bring them back. The Phukan failed in his mission and came back. 153.

_Harmath Phukan Senapati:_ At that time the Kalita Phukan exercised great influence upon the King. The Senapati Phukan also looked upon the Kalita Phukan as his chief stay. The King once ordered the Kalita Phukan and the Naga Majindar to ask the Barbarua to the effect that the Barbarua should submit an account of the men and provisions which had accompanied the Senapati Phukan in his war-expedition. The report was submitted and explained to the King in his chamber, from which he understood from the large amount of men and provisions that the Phukan did not act as he was expected to do. The Phukan was secretly informed of the matter through the Tamuli Ligina, brother of Bhorala. This is one reason. The Kalita Phukan also confidentially communicated the same news through the Patar-Tamuli-kata. One day the Kalita Phukan sent the following message to the Senapati Phukan,—"The King's attitude towards you is not a favourable one; he always speaks of the submission you offered to the Morans. I inform you as a well-wisher. Knowing this, the Phukan should live in retirement for sometime." It was the Senapati Phukan's turn to give watch that day. He stayed away at his residence on the plea of illness; and being accompanied by the Jakayal Deka named Dom-vidya, one Kansfairagi, and a youthful retainer, he made his escape that night, and took shelter at Kaiman in the house of the Dulia Barsa of the Dilhial Buragohain family, taking advantage of an existing relationship. He was found after a search of seven days; he was brought from his shelter and was confined in fetters in the Hatival near the Na-duar in a cage. The King then accused him and ordered him to be made over to the Chaodangi.
This order was communicated by Naga Majindar, the Bura Tamuli Phukan and the Kalita Phukan to the Barbarua, saying that the King had handed over the Senapati Phukan to the Chaodangs; this was also reported to the Chaodang Barua. The Chaodangs then took the Phukan in their custody after removing his chains. The queen-mother, the Pahumaria Na-gosain senior, and the Barbarua detained the culprit and informed the King accordingly, who then pardoned the Phukan and ordered him to be brought back. At the instance of the Barbarua, the Phukan was returned from the Nalammukh and kept in the space in front of the Barduar. The Phukan and the Majindar came from the royal presence and dilated on the offence as follows,—"The King has said that he would have killed the Senapati Phukan but for the intercession of the queen-mother, the Gosain and the Barbarua; and thus his life has been saved." The Phukan then supplicated in the following words,—"My enemies reported to me that the King had contemplated my death on the allegation that I had offered my submission to Raghunath Morun and caused the loss of men and provisions. Having heard this I was seized with fright and so I took shelter elsewhere. The King has presently offered me pardon as the scion of an ancient loyal family. I have been saved by the queen-mother, the Gosain and the venerable Barbarua, who interceded before the King on my behalf." This prayer was offered by the Phukan. The King then made over the Phukan to the Barbarua who informed His Majesty that he would be a surety for the Phukan. The three men who had accompanied the Phukan were deprived of their noses and ears. The Phukan was then settled at Rungrung. Later on he came back to Rangpur by imploiring the King. Sivanath, a Tamuli Ligira of the family of Bandar of the Lammakharu clan, was appointed Bhitarual Phukan. 154.

Lakshmi Singha ascends the Singarighar: Before this, Lakshmi Singha ascended the Singari-ghar at Gargaon, saka 1693, when he assumed the Hindu name Lakshmi Singha, and made gifts and charities. All the nobles and officials of Gargaon and Gauhati, including the three Dangarias, were given presents; all the Mahantas were collected and the festivities continued for seven days. Gifts were made to the Mahantas. A daughter of the principal branch of the Gargayan Sandikai's family was made Barkuanri or chief queen, while the daughter of the Khangia Phukan of the Chatai-alia Bargohain family was created Paryatia Kuanri.
After ascending the Singarighar the King planted the banyan tree of life, when he made gifts to women. 155.

The Kalita Phukan's influence: At this time the King presented the Kalita Phukan with a complete suit of dress, and he became a great favourite of the King. After this a messenger named Dhanrai came from Jayantia. The Barbarans informed the King about receiving the ambassador. The King sent word to the Barbarans that Dhanrai Kataki was a shrewd diplomat, and the Kalita alone would be competent to receive and negotiate with him. As suggested by the King the Barbarans asked the Kalita to receive the Kataki. The Kalita received the envoy at his own residence. The Kalita Phukan being a favourite of the King used to come down from the King's chhau and conduct the diplomatic affairs of the court. Thus enjoying the good graces of His Majesty, the Kalita took from the King a pair of gold bangles studded all over with valuable gems and a pair of earrings, to wear on the occasion of the marriage of the daughter of the Mridangia Bap of Dihing. Having thus received these presents from the King the Kalita Phukan became the most influential. The Dangarias also, on their way to the appointed state meetings, stopped for some time to talk and exchange greetings with the Kalita Phukan. The sons of many Barunas and Phukans danced attendance at the residence of the Kalita with the hope of getting preferments. 156.

Complaint against Kalita Phukan: Having thus acquired influence and prosperity, the Kalita Phukan became blind of his power, and went to the extent of poisoning the mind of the King against the Bargohains. Having heard this as it rolled down from one ear to another ear, the Bailung Bargohain Dangaria conferred jointly with the Kuoigayn Mahamaatri Buragohain and the Barpatra-gobain of the Moran-Patar family. They sought an audience with the King on the ground that they wanted to confer about state affairs. The King ordered the Barbaran to bring them up to his presence. The Barbaran brought the Majindar and also the three Dangarias by despatching messengers. The Barbaran himself sat with the Phukans and the Rajkhowas. The Majindar then informed the King of the presence of the Dangarias, and the King took the three ministers to his chamber. The Bargohain Dangaria who was related to the monarch by the marriage of their children made the following prayer to His Majesty,—"O King, we your subjects are not of one day. We have been your subjects
since King Sukapha came down to this place. So we have ventured to inform Your Majesty of what we have thought. This Kalita Phukan is disparaging and insulting us in an intolerable fashion, and is devising means also for killing us. Besides, he was a servitor attached to my sel, i.e., under my jurisdiction, and so he should not slander us. This Kalita is a voluptuary and a drunkard, and so he should not remain in touch with the King. He is without any caste or creed. Such a man should not remain in the company of Your Majesty. To this the King replied,—‘I did not know the Kalita before. It was you who said that Kalita was a good man, and that he had distinguished himself by subduing the Morans. Further, you recommended him for high distinctions. So I conferred upon him rank and dignity. If the Dangarias now say that he is a wicked person, I will enquire into the matter.’ 157.

The King’s reply: The Dangarias requested the King to send down the Kalita from the royal residence and hand him over to them; they added that if the King could not accommodate their wishes they should be dismissed and turned out from office. The Barpatra Dangaria said,—‘This Kalita has saved us all by suppressing the Morans. My revered colleague, why should you abuse him now like this?’ To this the Barghain replied,—‘Well, Apa, you have become mad.’ The Barpatra then retorted,—‘We three Dangarias are of equal rank and status. So you should not speak in this manner.’ Saying thus the Barpatra paused for some time. The King having heard all this remained silent. Then he said,—‘With reference to the request which the Dangarias have made, I would like to say that they should go to-day, and I will make an enquiry to-morrow.’ Saying so he directed the Majindar to present the baux of betel-nut and leaf, which was done accordingly. The King then gave them leave to depart. The Dangarias halted at the Barhora or council-chamber, from where they called in the Majindar again and asked him to inform the King of their waiting there, and also to request His Majesty to surrender the Kalita to them. The Majindar informed the King accordingly. The King’s mother explained the pros and cons of this action to the monarch, adding,—‘O, my son, as you have been importuned by three Dangarias it is advisable on your part to surrender the Kalita.’ The King sent the following message through the Majindar,—‘The Dangarias should retire to their residence to-day. I will enquire to-morrow, and if I find the Kalita guilty, he will be punished
according to his offence." The Majindar conveyed this message to the Dangarias. The bete war given again at the Barchora, and the King gave them leave to retire. Hearing this the Dangarias retired to their respective residences. 158.

The Kalita seeks forgiveness: The Kalita was also present at the conference held by the Dangarias where they informed the King of their intentions. On the departure of the Dangarias to their houses, the Kalita came out in disguise by the Darika gate, and halted at the watch-house of the Barbarua with the Majindar. The Barbarua in his turn sent the Kalita to his (Barbarua's) residence, where he remained secretly for a week. At the instance of the King the Majindar Barua brought the Kalita Phukan to the Barchora and communicated to him the order that the Phukan should attend the court and remain in his residence on alternate days. The Dangarias discovered on many occasions the Phukan's remissness in the discharge of his duties, and reported the matter frequently to the King. The Kalita Phukan then went to the Dangarias and fell prostrate at their feet; yet they did not offer him any pardon. The Kalita offered his prostration to the Bargoain who remained adamantine. On the subject of the Kalita Phukan the King sent word to the Dangarias to the following effect,—"I have invited the Dangarias to reconsider their attitude towards the Kalita Phukan. I have dismissed him from service, and driven him to his home at Tamlukbari. Let him remain in the north." To this the Dangarias replied,—"If the King has removed the Kalita from his Phukanship, we have no objection to his residing at home." Then in the month of Baishakh, 1694 saka, the King despatched boats and boatmen, as well as two Dolakasharia Baras and two Chaodang Baras as guards and had the Kalita escorted and placed at Tamlukbari. Then the Tamuli Phukan of the Bantam Ahom family was appointed Choladhara Phukan, in which office he acted only for three days. The Bargoain's son who was a Dhekial Barua was made Choladhara Phukan. The aforesaid Tamuli Phukan was appointed Dhekial Phukan. 159.

The Kalita schemes a rebellion: Then the Kalita collected in an independent capacity a large number of men at the place to which he was exiled. He equipped them with weapons, and instituting all the four watches he remained in preparedness for war. He was joined by the sons of several deposed Baruas and Phukans. The King's messengers could not bring any man from their camp, and
the Tekeles or emissaries were captured and detained. Then the Dangarias reported to the King on these high handed activities of the Kalita. 160.

Expedition against the Kalita Phukan: The King ascertained all the facts, and concluding that the Kalita was perpetrating misdeeds, sent an expedition against the Kalita for subduing him, under Nedhai Dihingia Phukan, the Lahan Dekaphukan, the Deobilia Neog-phukan, the Kowam Senapati, the Bargohain’s son Lari-Gohain with the forces under their jurisdiction. This was in the month of Jaistha. They crossed the Dihing at Bandardewaghat. The Murangi-khowa and Solal Gohains proceeded up the Luhit and joined the expedition. They surrounded the Kalita from all sides. The Kalita’s supporters took to their heels. 161.

Death of the Kalita Phukan: The Kalita fled with his son, and entered the Kecharatiparvat. The Kowam Senapati pursued them, and having found them at the mountain fastnesses brought the father and the son yoked together. Then they were both killed on the way by assassins. The King had issued order only to seize the person of the Kalita, and now he was killed by assassins. The expedition returned in Ashar; the King was apprised of all that had happened, and the men bowed down before the sovereign. The King accused the Kowam Senapati saying,—‘How has it been possible for prisoners under arrest to be killed by assassins? The Senapati should find out and capture the culprits.’ On this offence the Kowam Senapati was put in heavy chains, and they were taken off only after four months. 162.

Sadiya expedition: Then the Nakhams with some men came down from the Khamjania Naras to Sadiya, being unable to live any longer under the oppression of their chief. They prayed to the King for some land through the Sadiya-khowa Gohain. The King in consultation with the Dangarias ordered them to be settled in the Malik territory beyond the outskirts of Sadiya. After living there for some time they murdered the Sadiya-khowa Gohain of the Lankekin family. This news was communicated to the King, who despatched the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria attended by the Kowam Senapati. Hearing of the arrival of the Dangaria at Sadiya the Nakhams took to their heels. The Dangaria recommended to the King for the appointment of the son of the deceased Lankekin Sadiya-khowa in the office of his father. The King accepted the proposal. The Dangaria after appointing Lankekin’s son,
as Sadiya-khowa as ordered by the King, returned from the expedition and paid his obeisance to His Majesty by kneeling down at his feet. 163.

_Bereavements in the royal family:_ Than at that time the queen-mother caused a tank to be excavated at Alitakuri. But she died before the tank could be consecrated. Her _Sradha_ ceremony was performed on a profuse and lavish scale, and largesses were distributed to Brahmins. A year after the tank was dedicated by His Majesty; an enclosure was made for Brahmins and another for females, and charities were distributed from there. Almost at that time the Parvatiya queen had an attack of smallpox, as well as her daughter. Both of them were kept at the Devighar, where they both died. 164.

_Internal affairs:_ Than at that time one Krishnapuria of the Lukhurakhun family was made the Parvatiya queen. After this in the month of Aghon, 1595, _saka_, the King began to select a site for excavating a tank at Bhatiapar. After two years the tank was consecrated and gifts were distributed. The artisan employed as superintendent of the operations connected with the excavation of the tank was one Mathan, who was the Barbarua’s _Tamil-kata_, or berel-nut cutter, of the intermediate rank, belonging to the Darikia regiment. The King also constructed a temple afterwards. After this Nakua Nyayasodha Phukan of the Dihingia family died, and a member of the Kharikatia branch of the Duara family was appointed Nyaya-sodha Phukan. In the month of Jaistha the Swargadeo ascended the Patghar. In the year 1695, the King presented to each of the three Dangarias a set of presents consisting of long ear-ornaments of gold, gold bangles, a turban and a cloak, and a frock-coat similar to those used by the Naras. The Barbarua was presented with precious earrings, gold bangles, a turban and a cloak of Karchipit cloth with spotted embroideries. The Phukans were given ear-pendants with suspended filaments, gold bangles, as well as turbans and cloaks. Thus all the officers and nobles stationed at Gargaon and Gauhati were presented according to their rank and position. The King also invited all the Mahantas or religious preachers and held festivities for seven days, and presents were distributed among the Mahantas. The King then deposed Kasi Baraphukan of the Dihingia family and appointed the Dekaphukan of the Lahans to the office of the Bar-phukan. A member of the Tirowal branch of Chiring family was appointed Dekaphukan.
After this in the month of Jaistha, the dress of a female attendant employed in sweeping floors caught fire at the back, the hem of her attire having touched the burning wick of a lamp. The wick stuck to her robes, which she flung aside. The fire dropped at a corner of the portico of the King’s main residence from where it spread to the thatch of the roof. The King retired to the house formerly inhabited by him when he was a prince. The next day a house was constructed near the Barchora to which the King retired. This fire portended disasters. 165.

**Death of Lakshmi Singha** : Then in the year 1699 saka, the dysentery from which the King had been suffering took a serious turn. Then the King’s son was appointed Juvaraj or heirapparent. The Dangarias as well as the Barua and the Phukans were presented with robes consisting of the four requisite pieces. After this the King died a year after, in the month of Puh, in the year 1702 saka. His body was cremated at the Hatikhok-ghat on the bank of the Dikhou. The bones were taken to Charaideo, under the escort of the Dekaphukan of the Chiring family and the Chetia-patra Barua of the Madurai family. 166.

---

**CHAPTER IX.**

**SWARGADEO GAURINATH SINGHA.**

**Accession** : On the day when Lakshmi Singha died, the ministers and nobles placed his son the Juvaraj on the throne. The rites and ceremonies connected with the death of the monarch were performed according to Dassagar, and gifts were also made. Musical recital recounting the praise of Hari was also performed by the Mahantas invited specially for the occasion. It was in this gathering that the Bengena-atia Mahanta was allowed to sit next to the place allotted to the Kuruabahi Gosain. This seat was formerly occupied by the Mahanta of Dihing through the instrumentality of the Baktial Barbarua. Then the Barbarua of the Adabaria family became a great favourite of the King. The King acted as he was advised by that officer. At that time the Rajneog Phukan of the Laphabaria Duaras was removed from office on the receipt of complaints made by the people. The son of the Barbarua was
appointed Neog-phukan. There was an animosity between the Barbarua and the Bargohain since the days of Swargadeo Lakshumi Singha. Having discovered some loopholes the Barbarua out of umbrage reported the matter to the King. The King found out that the attitude of the Bargohain was extremely antagonistic; and so on the Bhishma-ashtami day in the month of Magha, Bailung Bargohain, his sons the Larí-Gohain and the Hati-Barua were beheaded by orders of the King near the Pakighar, literally, a masonry building. His other son the Choladuara Phukan, who was the son-in-law of the former king, was similarly executed outside the gate named Uvanar-chéki. Their belongings were seized and removed to the palace of the King. Then the eldest son of the Barbarua was made Choladhara Phukan. On becoming a Phukan he exercised great influence upon the King. His maternal uncle who was Chetin patar Barua of the Rangpuria branch of the Madurial family was appointed Bargohain. He had adopted a son of the sister of the Puratia queen Krishnapuria; he was now maimed and banished to Barkola along with the queen. By this time the Lahan Barbhukan died at Gauhati. 167.

Adabaria Barbarua deposed: Then the deposed Senapati Phukan of the Duara family was appointed Barbhukan. The Barbarua excavated a tank at the terminus of the Tangchuali; but no water oozed out there though it was twenty cubits deep. At the bottom there sprang up a thick cluster of paddy plants as if they were transplanted there. This was a bad omen. A row of bamboos in front of the Rangpur residence of the Barbarua blossomed with flowers; this was also an evil omen. After this the Barbarua constructed the Singari-ghar. Thus the Barbarua conducted the administration of the country in an independent manner. The King then realised that the Barbarua did everything by ignoring the absolute rights of the sovereign. Thus saying the King deposed the Barbarua. His sons, the Choladhara Phukan and the Neog-phukan were also dismissed from their offices; and the Barbarua was driven with his five sons to his home at Adabari. On that very day the King appointed the Khargharia Phukan of the Sandikai family, who happened to be the husband of his elder sister, to the office of the Barbarua. The deposed Barbarua said to the new one,—"Well, my friend, you have become Barbarua, and what fear can I have now?" He further gave him counsels for his guidance and security. Then:
the new Barbarus kept the deposed Barbarus under guard in front of the Hatisal near the Barduar. In that very night, he was placed on a horse and sent to Adabari with his sons. The articles deposited at the Ranpur residence of the deposed Barbarus were seized and removed to the King's household. This happened in the month of Phagru, saka 1703. In the same month of Phagru, the King was initiated by the second of the three sons of one Ramananda of the Pakumara family, who (Ramananda) was designated as Acharyya or a religious preceptor. The King thenceforward became a very devoted benefactor of the Brahmins. 168.

The King ascends the Singari-ghar : After this, in the month of Baisakh, saka 1704 the Namtial Barbarus caused the King to ascend the Singari-ghar; where he assumed the Hindu name of Gaurimath Singh. He made gifts, and collected the Mahantas, and the festivities lasted for a week. He made presents to the nobles and officers of Gargam and Gauhati including the three Dangarias in order of their rank and dignity. After this he planted an Ao-bar, on which occasion also he distributed gifts and charities. On that very day, the Bar-aideo or the elder sister of the King, was given in marriage to the Namtial Barua; he was allowed to have a red covering for his distinctive mace or Arowan. On his return he deposited the hangings of network at the Charaideo house, and planted a Bas-bar, when also he made gifts and presents. 169.

The Moamarias burn houses : The queen-mother, named Edakhati, had brought up a girl of the Sandikai branch of the Adabaria family. She was now made chief queen at Gargaon. The grand-daughter of the Chatai-alia Douibandha Bagohain was made Parvatia queen. After this the King proceeded to Garagram in the month of Chaitra. After ten days had elapsed in Baisakh, saka 1705, the King came out of Barkola-duar to Nazirahat and amused himself by plying boats. Night approached, and the King entered the city by the Barduar. Some Moamarias with torches in their hands had accompanied the King's torch-bearers, and entering the city by the Darika-duar they set fire to the stalls where dolas or sedanas were kept. The Moamarias inflicted a stroke with a sword on the forehead of the Dola kasharia Barua, named Lephera, who made a hairbreadth escape. The Dhekial Phukan was also wounded. The King was frightened at the sight of the fire; and he arranged to fetch a Makhundi or female elephant named Sarukali,
belonging to the Majindar Barua, from the stall attached to the Gandhi bhandar. With the help of that elephant he caused a breach in the back wall of his residence, after which he entered his old dwelling. He was accompanied by Naga Majindar Barua, the Dudia Barua of the Sandikai family, and a handful of attendants. The queens also entered there with some female attendants. This manoeuvre could not be detected by the Moamarias. They cut some men inside the Durika duar. The citizens began to flee being seized with scare. The Moamarias then came out and set fire to the Barchura, from where the Plukan and Rajkhowas fled away. The Barbarua also went out of his Palighar or guard house. The paiks also fled away. The Morans came out from there and set fire to the Holong-ghar. The Mahamuntri Buragohain Dangaria of the Kuoigayan family heard this from his son the Lari-Gohain; and coming out in the company of the Senapati Plukan of the Duara family, encountered the Morans in a close spear-fight at the entrance of the Barchura. Some Moamarias fell in that affray and also a handful of our own men. Then the Buragohain and the Barphukan with the help of their followers alone drove back the Moamarias; and having entered the city began a search for the King. 170

Moamaria atrocities at Rangpur: The King became somewhat frightened suspecting the approach of the Moamarias. But recognising the Buragohain Dangaria and the Barphukan he became composed. The King gave vent to his sorrow before the two nobles, the Buragohain and the Barphukan, who in their turn expressed similar regret. Then a search was made for the Barbarua who was ultimately recovered; and arrangements were made for strict watch during that night. It was proclaimed by shouting aloud that the King was in the city and that the citizens should not flee. All the main thoroughfares were guarded by the citizens. The Moamarias then set fire to the residence of the Madurial Bargoahair Dangaria. The Bargoahain fled. The Dihingia Plukan of the Miri-Sandikai family was killed by the Morans when he came out of his house, seeing the fire in the residence of the King. His followers deserted him and took to their heels. In the meantime the Moamarias set fire to the house of the Kenduguria Barpatra Dangaria; and the Dangaria fled down to Gauhati in a swift boat. Then the Moamarias marched towards Rangpur by the route through Panchkoli. It was believed that the sons of the deposed Barua of the
Adabaria family were in the company of the Moamarias. The King being unable to ascertain the real fact despatched a Dolakasharia Bara to the deposed Adabaria Barua, with orders to imprison the Barbarua if he was found in his residence, and chain his sons. The emissary found the Barbarua in his house and acted according to the command of the King. On their arrival at Rangpur, the Moamarias met the gate-keeper of the principal entrance. He was asked to open the gate on the pretext that the King and his associates had come there, the residence at Gargaon having caught fire. The porter did not open the gate, but they proceeded to report the matter to the Phukan. In the meantime the Moamarias broke open the gate and entered inside. Having met the Nyaya-sodha Phukan of the Duara family near the Barchora they captured him. The Gharpahaia Barua of the Madurai family fled. One Bakhar Hajarikia of the family of the old Dhekial Phukan was at the Darika-duar; he also fled away. All the female attendants and dancing girls who were found inside were removed by the Moamarias to the Dolaghar or sedan-stall. The Moamarias passed the night within the walls of the city. The next morning they issued out and set fire to the houses of the Nagosair, of the Lammakharu Bhitarum Phukan, and of the Barphukan. The Parvati Bhattacharyyaa Gosain was living in a house on the bank of the Jaysagar tank; and the Moamarias severely abused the Gosain. 171.

The curse of the Parvati Gosain: At this the Gosain cursed them uttering the following words,—"The Moamarias will soon be destroyed." The Moamarias used to shout to the people on the roads that the Opar-Charingia-Raja was the Raja, and that the deposed Barbarua of the Adabaria family was the Barbarua, 172.

Preparations to encounter the Moamarias: After this a wounded Moamaria, who happened to be a member of the Bargohain's family, was caught hold of at Gargaon, from whom all the particulars of the movements and schemes of the Moamarias were obtained. With the object of attacking the Moamarias at Rangpur, the King despatched the Kuoigayan Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria, the Madurai Bargohain Dangaria, the Senapati Barphukan of the Duara family, the Dihingia Naobaica Phukan, the Rajneog Phukan of the Buragohain family, the Chatai-alia Barua, and the Chetiapatar Barua, with a large force and provisions. They accordingly marched onward taking with them all the villagers they could meet
from Chatai-ali. The Buragohain Dangaria, the Barphukan and
the Neog-phukan advanced by the route through Uran-choki;
while the rest consisting of the Baragohain, the Nabaicha Phukan
and the Chietia-patar Barua, proceeded by the road through
Meteka. 173.

Re-occupation of Rangpur: When the Barphukan marching in
the van had reached Ghorasal or the horse-stalls, he was spotted by
the Moamarias two of whom rushed towards him. Seeing this our
men retreated, and were pressed back by elephants. However,
the Nagayan shieldsmen accompanying the Phukan saw the two
men and severed them to pieces. In the meantime, when the Bara-
gohain Dangaria had reached the Nalankh, three Moamarias
dashed out of the Barduar to attack him; one of them was on horse-
back, while the two others were on foot. The Dangaria's followers
speared two of them to death, and the third ran away and entered
the city. The Moamarias receiving the report from the fugitive
fled away by the Na-duar. Then our men, on hearing that the
Moamarias had fled away from the city, proceeded with the army
and occupied the capital. Then the Dangarias, the Phukans and
the Baruas despatched some soldiers on horse to inform the Barbarua
of the re-taking of the city. The Barbarua received the tidings at
four dandas of the night; and being pleased he communicated the
news to the King, who became greatly delighted, as well as other
persons. Guards and watchmen were posted during that night.
Next day at about one and half pleasant the Barbarua sitting in the
court sent the following message to the King,—"His Majesty's
servants, the Dihingia Phukan and the Nyaya-sodha Phukan, have
both perished in the performance of the work of the Heavenly King.
The King may be pleased to allow their sons to succeed to their
fathers' offices." The King appointed the sons of the deceased
officers as Dihingia Phukan and Nyaya-sodha Phukan. 174.

Further preparations: After this the King commanded the Bar-
baruas to exterminate the Moamarias living near the capital; and the
Barbaruas had them arrested in flocks and put them to death. The
next day the King marched up with his forces to Rangpur. On
the day following the King summoned the three Dangarias, the
Barbaruas, the Barphukan, and other Phukans and Rajkhowas, and
solicited their advice in the following terms,—"The Moamarias have
been exercising great power; and the Morans have committed
many misdeeds heretofore. What is your opinion with regard to
the extermination of the Moamarias with their sons and adherents? Hearing this proposal the officers assembled unanimously expressed their wish to annihilate the Moamarias. Having thus consulted an order was promulgated to all at the Barhur on that very day to the effect that the Moamarias should be killed with their sons and friends by whomever and at whatever place they were met. This order was proclaimed in the interior by despatching the Dolaksharia Bara, the Da-dhara Bara and the Tekela-Bara. Having heard this dire command of His Majesty our men captured and killed the Moamarias in all the villages with their sons and wives. Some of them fled into the territories of the Dafa's, the Ilusta, the Kacharis and the Jayantas and thus saved their lives. 175.

The ex-Barbarua's sons punished: At that time the three Dangarias, the Barbarua, the Phukans and the Rajkhowas had to keep watch at the capital during day and night. Next day the King convened a Barma or general council of the three Dangarias, the Barbarua, the Phukans and the Rajkhowas, and said to them,—'It has been reported that the sons of the deposed Adabaria Barbarua came in the company of the Moamarias: the Barbarua should institute an enquiry into this matter and communicate to me his findings.' Having received this order, the Barbarua as well as the three Dangarias and the Barphukan informed the King that the report was true, whereupon the King ordered the eyes of the four sons of the Adabaria Barbarua to be plucked. Then the Dolaksharia Bara accompanied by one Chidai of Kamalabari put out the eyes of the four sons at their Adabari residence. After this in the month of Jaistha the Senapati Phukan of the Duara family made his obisance to the King, and he was sent to Gauhati as Barphukan after the King had administered to him the necessary instructions. 176.

Purnananda made Buragohain: In the month of Ashar the Kuoigayan Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria died, and his son the Lari-Gohain or heir-apparent was appointed Buragohain. After this, Gendhela, the grandson of the Sandikai Pani-phukan, was appointed Choladhara Barua. 177.

The King ascends the Patghar: Then the Barbarus constructed the Patghar by employing the dowats who were raised for the purpose. In Baisakh the King ascended the house, and offered gifts to the officers and nobles of Gargaon and Gauhati, including the three Dangarias, according to their rank and dignity. The King also
made appropriate presents to the Saikias and Baras of the Kauris. The two chiefs of Darang attended the functions; and they were also given presents. All the Mahantas were invited, and with them the King celebrated the festivities lasting for seven days. The Mahantas were offered gifts and presents. This happened in the year 1705, saka. 179.

Naga Majindar's eyes are extracted: After this, Naga Majindar, who was a Ganak of Nazirabat, was charged with an offence by the King; his eyes were extracted at Gargaon, and he was driven home. His belongings were removed to the King's household. A member of the Kayath caste was appointed Majindar Barua. At that time one Brahmacari, who was a great-grandson of the Chatamial Mahanta Basudeva, and who had his home at Naogaon, was living on the bank of Jaysagar. He now intended to rise against the authority of the King. The King having come to know this brought him from his house near Jaysagar and had his eyes put out; after this he was sent to his home at Naogaon. His three accomplices were fried in oil to death. After this the Dhikial Phukan of the Phisi regiment died. The Changmai Barua of the Changmai family was appointed Dhikial Phukan. After this the King went to Adabari, where he met the Barbaras and his four sons at the gate of the residence of the deposed Adabaria Barbaras: the King was moved to great compassion at seeing their deplorable condition. The King spoke to them many words of kindness and sympathy and offered some money and clothes. They also made many prayers and supplications to the King and bowed down at his feet. 179.

Death of Harimath: After this the King returned to Rangpur. The King's stepmother was a daughter of the Naphukial Sandikai family. She was now given the Khangia mel, and proclaimed as Raj-mao or queen-mother. Then a tank was excavated at Naphuk where a temple was also constructed. It was formally consecrated afterwards. After this the Senapati Barphukan of Gauhati died, and the fact was reported to the King. The King then ordered the Barbaras to erect a camp at Sonai river for bathing on the Asoka-ashtami day in the month of Chaitra. As ordered by the King the Barbaras constructed a temporary residence there. His Majesty proceeded to the camp and bathed in the Brahmaputra according to the prescribed rules. During the King's stay in this camp, in 1706 saka, he appointed the Choladhar Phukan of the Sandikai family, named Gendhela, as Barphukan. The new Barphukan
paid his respects to the monarch, and proceeded to Gauhati after he had received necessary instructions from His Majesty. The King's maternal uncle, one Bhadari of the Sandikai family, was appointed Choladhiara Phukan. From the camp at Sonai the King went to the Satra or monastery of the Dakhinpat Gosain, and also to the residence of the Na-gosain of Palumara. Thus after amusing himself the King returned to Rangpur. At this time, the son of the Na-gosain performed within the city-walls a Bhawana or dramatic entertainment, the name of the play being Padmavati-haran. In the meantime some men from the interior of Upper Assam informed the Barbarua that a nondescript band of Hati-chungi Morars had commenced hostilities under the captaincy of one Badal Gaonburha. Having received this intelligence the Barbarua communicated it to the King. 180.

Royal marriage in Hindu rites: Then the King despatched the Na-phukan of the Duara family with his personal force. The Phukan subdued the Morars by diplomacy and stratagem, and returned with Badal and Charal, and knelt down before the King. The King ordered that the two rebels should be put in chains. After this the sentry-house of the Gharphalias at Rangpur was struck by lightning. In saka 1707, the King proceeded to Gargaon. Then in Ashar, the King married according to the regular Brahmanical code, the daughter of one Kalia Deka of the Dihingia family. The King offered presents to the three Dangarias, the Barbarua, the Phukas, the Rajkhowas, the Kakatis, the Dalois, and the Deodhais according to their rank. Presents were also given to the Barphukan and other officers of Gauhati. 181.

The Swargadeo's hunting excursion at Garamur: The King then ordered the Barbarua to erect temporary quarters at Garamur where he proposed to stay for amusements and recreations. The Barbarua in obedience to the King's orders had camps erected by sending Kaliram Bara. Then in the month of Phalgun, 1707 saka, the King arrived at his Garamur camp. There the King amused himself by hunting elephants, tigers, buffaloes and deer. One day the King crossed the Lohit and proceeded to the monastery of the Narwa Mahanta. When the King reached the vicinity of the Satra, the Narwa Ata came out in a festive array, accompanied by singers, drummers and women to welcome and receive His Majesty. The King asked,—'Whose marriage is this?' Saying so he brought the Mahanta to him by sending the son of Bhumuk,
who was a Bahua or comical actor, and Manjay. The two messengers upbraided the Mahanta very severely. The King had heard formerly that a prince had been living secretly in the Satra and for this reason the King now dishonoured the Mahanta severely. On enquiry it transpired that the man was not a prince, but a young Gohain of the Buragohain's family. Three days after the King crossed the Lohit to hunt buffaloes at Jengeraimukh. On the return journey, when the King was in a boat belonging to one Kathamia Naobaicha, there ensued a violent wind, and huge waves agitated the surface of the water. The King unable to cross the river got upon a sand-deposit. The King immediately made a vow to offer the sacrifice of 10,000 buffaloes to the Goddess Kamakhya.

Then when six or seven daudas had elapsed at night the King crossed the river without fear and reached his camp. After four days the King proceeded to Khakandaguri in the North Bank, on reaching which he caused the firing of seven volleys. The villagers came to the King and complained loudly to him that they could not live peacefully on account of the oppression of the Dafala-Bhattachars. The King ordered the Namtial Barbaru of the Sandikai family to enquire into the matter. The Barbaru also asked the complainants to come to him for purposes of enquiry. The King came back to his camp after having thus amused himself. After this the King's step-mother, who was a daughter of the Sandikai family, breathed her last. Her funeral rites were performed according to the Brahmanical code and His Majesty offered presents and charities. Then the King ordered the Na-phukan of the Duara family to square up the disturbances in the North Bank, and despatched him accordingly. 182.

Renewed influence of the Moamaras: When there had remained only a day or two for the expiry of the month of Chaitra, the King left his Garamur camp and halted at his Sonai-nai residence. After celebrating there the Bilu festival he returned to Rangpur in Basakh. The Na-phukan then intimated to the King in Sravan that he had suppressed the hostilities as commanded. Then the Sariah Barua posted at the main entrance to the Dafala hills communicated the following news to the Barbarua through one Sagar Bara,—'At Japaribhita, the Moamaras and the Dafala-Bhattachars have erected houses of cloth or tents, and behaving as rebels they have recruited volunteers. They are parading with fans made of peacock feathers,
and are causing a panic in the country by extortion and plunder. Hearing this the Barbarua informed the King accordingly, who ordered the Barbarua to carefully enquire into the matter. In obedience to the King's order the Barbarua despatched the Bezbara to examine the situation. This officer went to the spot, and saw that the Moamarias acting in concert with the Dafola-Bahatias were perpetrating many misdeeds in the country and had also devastated a couple of villages; he informed the Barbarua of this, who in his turn communicated the news to the King, saying that the Moamarias and the Dafola-Bahatias were causing the dispersion of the people in the country. Having heard this the King summoned the three Dangariyas, the Barbarua, the Phukan and the Rakhhowas, to a Barmel or grand conference, where he said,—“Reports have been received that there is an insurrection at Japaribhita. You should all confer and let me know whether the despatch of an expeditionary force to that place is desirable or not.” 183.

Conflict with the Moamarias in the North Bank: Then the officers assembled had a consultation and submitted the following proposal to the King,—“Since Your Majesty's visit to Garamur, the people of the north have been frequently complaining to you that they are apprehending the necessity of leaving their villages. So it is advisable to give them courage by sending a commander with some soldiers. Yet, whatever Your Majesty may be pleased to command will be carried out.” The officers having thus advised the King, he despatched the Solal Gohain, the Marangi-khowa, the Dihingia Phukan of the Miri Sandikai family and Lephera Chaodang Barua with their own men. The Marangi-khowa was supplied with the Majiu Dayangias; and the Marangis of Naognaon accompanied the Solal Gohain. The three generals crossed the Lohit river and halted after erecting a fort. The Moamarias by a stratagem cajoled them to the bank of the Solmari Bil. The Solal Gohain, on the plea of a severe attack of diabetes, went to Kaliabar after he had informed the King of this.

The Moamarias paid a visit to the Marangi-khowa and the Dihingia Phukan on the pretext of offering them their surrender, saying that their hostility was due to the fact that God had wanted to destroy men. One day the Moamarias came to the Ahom fort with an armed force for the purpose of warfare. Thinking that the advent of the Moamarias was inspired by a motive of war, our men
commanded the soldiers to come out of the fort. The Moamarias
saw this manoeuvre, pursued and attacked our men. Then there
ensued an affray where men from both sides were killed. Then
the Moamarias attacked the King’s army from behind and began
to massacre our men. Being unable to make a stand our men
retreated and fell into quagmires and morasses. The Marangi-khowa
Gohain and the Dihingia Phukan were both killed as well as
other common men, and the remnant in the fort also fled. 184.

*Fresh expedition against the Moamarias:* Having obtained a
large quantity of provisions in this war, the Moamarias continued
hostilities with redoubled strength. Kalin-bhismora, Bidur,
Howlia, Tamai, Parshad and Phosai were the leaders of the Moa-
marias, and there were also numerous other men. Then our fugi-
tives from the war came and reported to the Barbarus of all that
had happened,—‘The Marangi-khowa and the Dihingia Phukan
have both been killed, and their fort has also been demolished.’
The Barbarus communicated the news to the King who became
sad. Other persons also expressed sorrow. At this time the waters
of the tanks and pools in the city were agitated, and the waves
dashed against each other as if there was a naval engagement.
A wild elephant entered the city and went away having crossed the
walls. The image of Kesavrai in the Bardoul began to perspire,
and there occurred also many other evil omens. At these inaus-
quicious signs the three Dangaruras saw the Barbarus and the Phukans
removed their property from their houses. The King then con-
voked a grand meeting of the three Dangaruras, the Barbarus, the
Phukans and the Rajkhowas, according to whose decision the
Duara Na-phukan, the Dihingia Phukan of Gauhati and the Naob-
aiacha Phukan were despatched against the rebels at the head of
their personal contingents. They crossed the Lohit, and the
Na-phukan and the Dihingia Phukan constructed a fort in the
vicinity of the Somdiri river at Phukanhat in the Miri tangan or
sub-division, and they halted there. The Naobaicha Phukan
erected a fort in the compound of Khara and encamped there.

Then at that time there occurred a great flood in the month
of Ashar. The Phukans could not come out of their forts. The
Moamarias nicknamed the Dihingia Phukan as Muga-changia, i. e.,
a reaper of muga silkworms. The Naobaicha Phukan fell ill, and
the news was sent to the King who was also informed of the
critical nature of the war. The King having heard it despatched
the Kenduguria Barpatra Dangaria with his own men. The Dangaria, accompanied by an army composed of the Kowamr Hilaldaris or musketeers, the dowals of the three Abhaypurias and of the Namdayangia and Bacha, crossed the Lohit and erected a stockade where he stayed. Thence he proceeded to the Kharrarbari fort previously constructed by the Naabaicha Phukan. The Dangaria was the commander-in-chief, yet the Phukans did not intend to carry out his orders. The Dangaria gradually advanced, and constructed seven forts on the Garaimari Bil in the vicinity of the Moamarias. He stopped there within gun-shot distance of Jupari-bhuta having gone there through Rani. 185.

The Battle of Garamur: One day, there was an interchange of shots between the two parties, and in Kartik fighting commenced. A large number of soldiers belonging to the army of the three Abhaypurias fell in that battle, and the Dangaria's fort was also beleaguered by the enemy. The news was sent to the King through the Bahbaria Katak Dhireswar, who delivered the message to His Majesty in his palace. The King appreciating the critical nature of the contest despatched the Rajneow Phukan of the Buragphain family with his men. The Phukan crossed the Dihine and stopped at Garamur after erecting a fort there. The King came to know that the Holongaguria Morans who were established at Rangdoichang had rebelled. He brought back the Neog-phukan and sent him to that place. A member of the Leba family held the post of the Jutakia Barua, while one Moi was the Changurung Barua. They were provided with an army of two thousand men and directed to remain at Garamur. In the meantime the chieftains of Rani, Luki and Topakuchi arrived from Gauhati. They were despatched to the war with a Bara of the Barbarua, and they halted at Pahumara. The Moamarias then left the Barpatra Dangaria and the two Phukans in their respective forts; and having crossed the river at Garamur they took in their company one Pitambar, the son of the Moamaria Maharata's daughter, who had been previously established by the King at a place down Auniati Satra under proper guard. Then the Moamarias again crossed the Lohit and attacked Garamur Satra. There ensued a furious contest with the Bhukats or disciples, many of whom perished in the battle. Some Moamarias were also killed. The Gosain or the abbot of Garamur Satra made a narrow escape and reached the King's capital. The Moamarias set fire to the Satra. Having heard this the King despatched to
the war the Mahamantri Buragohain of the Kuaigayan family with his own men. 186.

Death of the chieftains: The Dangaria then halted at the fort erected on the bank of the Sonai river. In the meantime the Barpatra Dangaria retreated with his force, crossed the Lobit and remained at the Dakhinpat Satra. The Gosain of Dakhinpat crossed the Dihing on the day following and proceeded to Rangpur. The day after this the chieftains of Rani, Luki and Topakuchi stopped together at Palumara, and they were attacked by the Moamarias. The chiefs of Rani, Luki and Topakuchi fell in that battle. 187.

Gaurisagar fort: The Jutakia Barua and Moi Barua also perished in that fight. From this time the strength of the Moamarias became redoubled. Then the Barpatra Dangaria after having crossed the Dihing joined the Buragohain Dangaria. The King coming to know this directed the Barpatra Dangaria to garrison his forces at Dikhoumukh, and the Dangaria halted there that night. The next day the Moamarias erected a stockade at Dikhoumukh and halting there during the day crossed the Dihing in the evening; and proceeded to Rangaloicheng to take the Morans settled at that place; and there they halted for the night. On that very day the King appointed a member of the Bahgaria Buragohain family as Dekaphukan of Rangpur and despatched him to the company of the Buragohain. One Gathalu Medhi of the Tepartalia Gohain family was appointed Naobaicha Phukan and sent to join the Buragohain Dangaria. As ordered by the King the following officers halted at the stockade in Gaurisagar,—the Khargharia Phukan, who was a son of the Barbarua; the latter's nephew who was the Dulia Barua; Bhadari Choladhara Phukan of the Sandikai family; the Kathkatia Barua named Gangai; Rammath; Domai Deka; and the Baratcles of the Bakatia family.

Meanwhile Basanta, Gayan and Karekar were reported to have harboured Moamarias in their houses; the three were taken out of the city and hewn to pieces with axes. One Lophera Dolaksharia Barua halted at a fort on the bank of the tank erected by the Magalu or Manipuri princess. In the meantime the King despatched a messenger to bring the Barpatra Dangaria from his garrison at Dikhoumukh. He was now placed at the rampart of the Barduar at Rangpur and charged with the offence of retreating from the North Bank without suppressing the Moamarias, and of
having allowed the Moamarias to follow him. Having heard of these allegations the Dangaria begged the King to accept the following explanation,—"I, a paik or subject of Your Majesty, could not subdue the enemy for inferiority of strength, and I was fortunate that I could make a hairbreadth escape." He offered the above excuse to the King with due submission. The King ordered the Dangaria to proceed to the court, where the following command was delivered to him,—"The Dangaria should again march post-haste with his men and join the Phukans and Barnas who are camping at Gaurisagar, where he should direct them by his advice with a view to attack and extirpate the Morans." 188.

War at Sagunmuri: Having received this order from the King the Dangaria proceeded to his town residence but did not enter the house. He called his mother to the gate-house and bowed down to her there, and then he marched with speed to the Gaurisagar fort. The day after this, the Premier Buragohain Dangaria encountered the Moamarias in a furious battle at the Sagunmuri field near the Sonai river. Some Moamarias perished in the battle; our Dekaphukan was also killed, as well as Bagai, the Tekela-Neog, and other common soldiers also fell in the engagement. Having found it difficult to continue the fight for the absence of a stockade the army retreated to Gaurisagar fort. 189.

War at Bhatiapar: The next day the Moamarias burnt numerous villages. They advanced towards Gaurisagar fort near which they stopped for the night, and set fire to many villages on the morning of the next day. Our people were severely frightened at the sight of the fire. The Dangarias seeing the hostile attitude of the people retreated and joined the King at Rangpur. The Moamarias, having burnt a large number of villages halted that night at Bhatiapar, where they set fire to the residence of the Gahari-chowa Barua or master of the royal piggeries. They stopped there for the night. One Aka Bailung collected a number of villagers in Janji and attacked the enemy at Bhatiapar, where some Morans fell in the battle that ensued. The Moamarias first failed to kill Aka Bailung by any means, but at last they managed to surround him on all sides and speared him to death.

The Moamarias stopped there for three days. Meanwhile there was consternation in the city. Formerly the King had ordered the dismissal of the Dihingla Phukan, the Na-phukan and the Neog-Phukan. At that time a young man belonging to the
Labhabaria branch of the Duara family, who had been serving as Pachani or attendant, was appointed Neog phukan; the younger brother of the Barsatola of the Bakatial family was made Na-phukan; while the Dihingia Phukan was retained in his former office. One Sarudeka of the Dihingia family was made Dekaphukan of Rangpur in place of the former incumbent. On the day of the Moamarias’ arrival at Bhatiapar, the King ordered the Bargohain Dangaria to remain at Ouguri outpost, the Barpata Dangaria at Barduar and the Buragohain Dangaria at Na-duar. The Nyaya-sodha Phukan of the Duara family, the Tamuli Phukan who was a Brahman, were posted at Na-duar, while the Chaungungh Phukan was placed at Pani-duar; and from the time that the war assumed a terrible shape all the young men who were closely related to the three Dangarias, and to the Phukans and Barusas, as well as the descendants of the several Ahom families were recruited, and ordered to remain in charge of the gates in a systematic manner. The King also offered the youths some money. The Mahanta of Dihing sent words to the King that he would extirpate the Moamarias, and the King agreed to this proposal.

Military coupes of the Dihingia Mahanta and his disciples: The Mahanta of Dihing collected all the disciples he could lay his hands on, and imprinted an identification mark of lime on the forehead of each. They were made to take an oath touching the Mahanta’s body that they would not desert the field. The army composed of the disciples was nearly two thousand strong. The Mahanta was despatched with his Bhakat army by the route through Mathadang road; and a contingent of six hundred men composed of Deodhais and Bailungs was sent through Bargohain Pathar. Aka Bailung came through Jengera Pathar at the head of nearly two thousand villagers. The Moamarias went on setting fire to villages, at the sight of which the Dihing disciples advanced with the Na-phukan. At this the Moamarias rushed to encounter them. The Bhakats of Dihing were seized with some and they took to their heels. The Moamarias then dashed towards the Deodhai-Bailung detachment commanded by the Phukan. There ensued a battle in which a large number of Deodhai and Bailung soldiers fell.

Aka Bailung: The Deodhai Phukan and Barus also perished in the engagement. The Deodhais also retreated being defeated. The Moamarias pursued them, and appeared in the royal lands in
front of the Na-duar. Our men then fired the guns from the bastions. The Moamarias hurried back towards the fort of Aka Bailung at Jengerai. Aka rushed forward into the thick of the Moamaria line and cut some of the enemy. Then a number of Moamarias surrounded Aka, clasped round his body and speared him to death. The army under Aka then took to their heels. At that time the Moamarias captured our chief mahut or elephant-driver and released him after having chopped off his hands. On the next day the King despatched the Dekaphukan through a field, the Dihingia Phukan through the Dubariani-ali, and the Naya-Scdha Phukan of Rangpur was sent with the contingent raised from Bacha by the route through Bhatiapar-ali. Thus prepared they all proceeded to war. They fought only some petty skirmishes, and there was no serious encounter on either side. 192.

Succour from Manipur solicited: At dusk they all came to the city. During this period the King used to be at the count-room both during day and night. Then the Moamarias having realised the impossibility of continuing the war by any means on account of their insufficient strength, retracted with their army to the bank of the Sonai river on the pretext of celebrating the Magh Bihu festival. The rural Moamarias who were capable of fighting joined the rebels in large numbers. When the Moamarias had reached the Majuli, the King despatched Ramdeo Bahbaria Katak to bring the Bar-phukan from Gauhati. At that time the King also despatched Bishnuram Bahbaria Katak to the Manipuri Raja's place. Letters were handed over to the envoy, and he was instructed to convey to the Raja an oral message to the following effect,—'The Moamarias have caused disturbances in our country. The Manipuri Raja should now come to help us in recollection of our old friendship; if not, he should send some warlike men.' The envoy was despatched with this mission, and the message was also embodied in the epistle.

On the retreat of the Moamarias to the Sonai river, the Premier Buragohain Dangaria, the Bargohain Dangaria, the Dihingia Phukan, and the Dula-kasharia Barus of the family of Lephara, proceeded to Gaurisagar where they halted after throwing off a stockade. In the meantime the Magh Bihu festival had come to an end, and the Moamarias again proceeded up the country by the road along the bank of the Janji river with the object of resuming war-operations. 193.
Lephera Barua: Then the King sent an army to fall upon the Moamarias at Maskhowa-garh. Our men left the battle and fled. The Moamarias pursued them; and halting at Kakatipar for the night they resumed their march on the next day and encamped on the bank of the tank named Pajikata Pukhuri, situated on the south of the capital. On that day the Moamarias fought a battle with Lephera Barua at Jaysagar, where there was an interchange of guns-shots. The next day the Moamarias marched through the village Chekham; and after having burnt down the village they halted at Alkelur. When there were four dandas of the day, the King posted a large army of cavalry at Uranar-choki, in the residence and compound of the Barbarua, and on the Meteka road. At the sight of our army the Moamarias rushed towards them; and our men, seized with dismay, took to their heels. The Moamarias set fire to the whole area between Meteka and the Pani-duar after which they came out through the shoki or outpost at Pukhurichuk. A detachment of the Moamarias encamped at Jaysagar, while another came out to the Na-duar at eight dandas of the day. The Bargohain Dangaria had encamped at Ouguri-choki. At the Harissal near the Na-duar there was an interchange of arrow shots between the Moamarias and the soldiers of our fort recruited from the upper classes. Then night set in. There was a furious storm and rain that night. 194.

Proposal to go down to Gauhati: The King in the meantime had consulted with the two Dangarias and the Barbarua, saying that it was not advisable to remain there any longer, and that they should go down to Gauhati. The ministers replied,—'O King, the attitude of the people here is hostile and dangerous, and we think it will be better if we go down to Gauhati.' Accordingly, the King appointed the Dihingia Sarudeka as Barbarua, and having made up his mind to go down he started in the middle of the full-moon night by the river-gate, on Friday, the 8th Magh, 1709 saka. Having proceeded to the Barghat at Anguri, he entered into a boat belonging to one Naobaicha Kathania serving under the Choladhara Phukan. The following persons accompanied the King,—the Na-gesain who was the preceptor of the King; the Choladhara Phukan Bhadari and his elder brother named Gangai; Bikai who was the Dulia Barua; the Bhitaru Phukan of the Lammakharu family; his son the Tipamia Rajkhows; the Chiring Phukan; Chiring; his uncle Gopal Tamuliligra; Phapari Tamuli-ligira;
the Dhekial Phukan of the Changmai family, and a number of ligiras or attendants. With these persons the King proceeded down to his camp at Gauhati. On that very night the chief queen and the Parvatiya queen accompanied by some female attendants and dancing girls proceeded up the country, as well as the Bumghohain Dangaria and the Barbarains. The Barpatra-golain entered into a boat at Lochung and proceeded down to Gauhati. The Bumghoain Dangaria remained at the Ogu-i-choki for three days, after which he left the fort at night and fled. The other Phukans and Baruas went to whatever place and direction they liked. 195.

King Gaurinath at Gauhati: The Naphukial Raj-mac fell ill at that time, and stayed away at the capital being unable to go. The messengers who had been despatched before to bring up the Barphukan and the Pani-phukan, now proceeded up with these two officers; on their reaching the Latassi choki, the royal boat made its appearance on the river with the King. The Phukans were slightly frightened, not knowing who were in the boat. Then the King's men in the boat made a sign by waving clothes, and the royal boat in the meantime moved near them. The Barphukan and the Pani-Phukan bowed down to His Majesty. The King and the two Phukans both expressed regrets at their plight. The Barphukan made an enclosure on the spot with the coverings of the boat where the King took his meal. The King had not bathed previously. A camp was erected at Dopdar on the Barphukan's council-chamber where the King was removed on horseback. The Barphukan made his obeisance to the King by offering him ornaments, provisions and other articles worthy of a sovereign. The King then sent Kailman Rajkhowa of the Lambakharu family, and Anandiram Dakar Kataki in a state-boat to fetch the queens. The Barptra Dangaria then joined the King, and was followed a few days later by the Bumghoain Dangaria also. 196.

Affairs at Gauhati: The King then summoned a grand council of the Dangarias, the Barphukan, and other Phukans and Rajkhowas; and in accordance with the decision arrived at, the Pani-phukan and the Dhekial Phukan of the Changmai family were sent out to the war, at the head of an army raised from Rani, Luki, Naogaon and Kharangi and other men. The total strength of the army came up to nearly thirty thousand soldiers. The King exhorted the commanders as follows,—"You have seen the plight into which I have been thrown. Both of you should fight in a
concerted manner; and do all that is necessary for the extirpation of the Moamarias. On receiving this royal command, the Phukan made the following prayer to the King,—"O Heavenly King, what will come out of my endeavours? Some good results may be achieved only through the divine might of Your Majesty. Specially, the forces of Gargaon and Gauhati have not been able to vanquish the Moamarias in war. Still, I, your slave, will kill the Moamarias, or will be killed myself." Thus saying he bowed down to the King, who bade him farewell, and the Phukan started on his expedition. All this took place at Gauhati. 197.

Affairs at Rangpur: Now to turn to the affairs at Rangpur. After the King had gone down, the Moamarias occupied the capital of Rangpur. Then the Saharias and Moamarias all met together, and called in the Mahajan of the Puranimatia Satra by sending messengers. Then staying at Khutiapota for some time, the Puranimatia Mahanta quarrelled with the Na-mati Moamarias, quitted the place with his disciples and retired to his own Satra or monastery. Eight days after the downward journey of the King, the senior queen and the Parvatiya queen went to Lechang and remained there in concealment. At that time Manjay, the son of Nyasodha Phukan of the Bakatia family, was summoned and appointed Barbarua. The Khangia Phukan imparted the necessary instructions of appointment to the Barbarua, and he was then despatched with the three Abhaypurias to attack the Moamarias. With the villagers the contingent numbered some four thousand men, of which, Bhogai, a Dulla or a sedan bearer of the Purani mui, was appointed commander and was led into Gargaon. Then a princes' regiment two thousand strong, also came there and encamped with them after erecting a temporary thatched roof at Pani choki. On the day of the arrival of Manjay Barbarua, a captain of the name of Merkai made his appearance in the south with some thousand men, and just when he was reaching the corner of the Jayaagar tank the Moamarias discovered them and began to slay them. Being unable to hold any longer they fled in all directions. 198.

Bhogai Senapati: At that time the Buragohain Dangaria, his elder brother the Neog-phukan, the Tamuli Phukan who was a Brahman by caste, his brother Khangia Phukan,—all joined the company of Manjay. On reaching Darika the Dihingia Barbarua then fought with the Moamarias at the head of some twenty thousand men. Some Moamarias fell in that engagement. The Moama-
rias being unable to stand any longer retreated and entered the city. The royal army also advanced and garrisoned at Sibsagar. A battle ensued there in which the Moamarias were beaten back, pursued and compelled to cross the Dikhou. The royal party passed one night on the bank of the Dikhou. The next day the Moamarias opened their batteries from the other side of the river, and the Dihingias also replied them with shots from the opposite bank. Just then a band of Moamarias crossed the river by the Hatikholghat and began to slay our men from the rear. The other band attacked from the front, and thus a hand-to-hand fight took place accompanied by bloodshed and slaughter. There was a terrible massacre in the Dihingia regiment. Some Moamarias were also killed. The Dihingias fled away. The deposed Naobaicha Phukan fell in the battle; also the Barbarua. Manjay Barbarua had stayed at Gargaon for eight days. Just at that time the Moamarias who went on setting fire to villages as they advanced, came to Alikukur and there laid siege to the stockade of Senapati Bhogai. A hand-to-hand fight ensued accompanied by a general massacre. The Moamarias began to slay Bhogai's soldiers from behind. Yet the soldiers did not turn their face but they went on assiduously slaying the Moamarias. Then, however, Bhogai's followers took to their heels, and Bhogai too fell in the battle. 199.

Appointment of new commanders: After this the Moamarias set fire to the villages and encircled them as if by a ring of fire. Seeing this Manjay Barbarua left Gargaon and fled to Bakata. His followers searched for treasures buried under the ground by goldsmiths and weavers and fled away after having extracted and acquired them. Manjay then went to the two queens and gave them detailed information. Just after the flight of Manjay, the Moamarias set fire to the capital, and destroyed everything that lay in the tract bounded by Uranar-chowki or one side and Doulguri on the other. Thenceforward the Moamarias began to bring the villages into submission; and the common people on the Ahom side also began to surrender themselves to the Moamarias in small numbers. After this the force from Gauhati advanced and reached Kaliabar. Just at this time the Buragohain Dangaria who was slowly going down with a view to meet the King arrived at Kajiranga. There the Pani-phukan met him and supplied him a fresh re-imbursement of recruits from Nam-Dayang; he then brought back the Buragohain. Then journeying up they all arrived at Dergaon. At this
time the Namtial Barbarua went down to meet the King. Just then he received the news of the advance of the Pani-pukan and of the Buragohain Dangaria. On the other hand, the Pani-phukan hearing that the Barbarua was approaching invited him to the namghar of Bhagati-Bapu and there received him. Then all four gave vent to a great deal of grief at seeing the unfortunate plight of the country and the people. Then the Barbarua said,—"Fighting with these same archers and shieldsmen our Kings had vanquished even the foreigners on numerous occasions, but the very same archers and shieldsmen become demoralised and terrified at the mere sight of the Moamarias and take to their heels. All this has taken place because God and the Goddess have so desired it. Therefore, the Wheel of Time being so powerful nothing can be presaged. So joining with the Buragohain Dangaria you should both go to the war to offer a united front. If you can subdue the Moamarias the Sandikai family will earn enduring fame, virtue and renown." Hearing this the Pani-phukan said,—"You have said what is best. Besides, Swargadeo has bestowed on me these men and has commanded me to do the needful. What can be achieved by me alone? All that will be achieved will be due to the prowess and virtue of the Swargadeo and by the mercy of God and the Goddess." 200.

*Fresh encounters with the Moamarias:* Thus the Barbarua instructed the three officers and said,—"Both of you should carry out the commands of the Dangaria." To the Dhekial Phukan were attached the Bacha and Opur-Dayangia contingent; the Da-dharas or the bearers of the das, and the Dola-kasharias or the attendants of the sedan were also attached to the Dhekial Phukan; the Maji-Dayangias were made over to the Pani-phukan; and the Nam-Dayangias to the Buragohain. Then the Barbarua came to his own residence, and passing there the right he took his journey down to join the King's company. After the departure of the Swargdeo to Gauhati the villagers and the Moamarias made a common cause and burnt down houses and villages. At this time a kauri of the Lukhra-khan family, named Min Senapat, recruited numerous villagers; and killing the Moamarias he obtained three elephants and two horses. With the rebels came the Marams who were established at Rangdoichong. Formerly these Morans once met together and burnt down the houses of several hundred families belonging to the regiment stationed at Dihing.
At this time three thousand men from Bacha assembled together and encountering the enemy beside the stream Charaipanikhati killed a great number of Moamarias. When the Moamarias, unable to hold any longer, were retreating, Min encountered them in the way and seized their horses and elephants. Then the Buragohain Dangaria arranged to bring Min with some men towards the east. At this time the Pani-phukan forcibly wrested away some men from the company of the Dhekial Phukan, arguing that they were his own men from Gauhati. Then the Dhekial Phukan said thus about the Bailung Saikia of the Opar-Dayang,—
'It is he who instigated the Pani-phukan to rob me of my men,' and saying this he cut off the nose of the Bailung. 201.

The stockade at Mitangjan: Then the Buragohain Dangaria, the Dhekial Phukan, Min Senapati, these three crossed the Janji and encamped there in three stockades thrown on the bank of the Mitangjan on the side of the tank of the Parvatia Phukan. Next the Pani-phukan proceeded along the Bar-ali and raised a stockade at Kapaukhat lying on the other side of the Chintamani-garh. On that very day when some four dandas of the night had elapsed, the Moamarias made a surprise attack on our soldiers and slew many of our men. Many others fled during the confusion that ensued. The Pani-phukan also emerged from the stockade and after receding a little he halted again, and on the same night despatched Srinarayan, the son of the Baharia Katacli Bachua, to relate to the Dangaria all that had taken place and to communicate this to him,—
'Either let us be restored to his company, or let the Dangaria himself come to us, then only the King's mission will be accomplished.'

On hearing this the Buragohain Dangaria replied,—'Kataki, tell the Phukan to repair to this place.' Having received this information from the messenger, the Phukan retired and erected a stockade beside the Buragohain's. Next day the Tekela-Bara and the Dola-kasharia Bara were sent to bring back the fugitives. They met the fugitives at Gajpur, Kaklia, Diha and Teck and returned them. At that time the inmates of all the stockades were allowed to come out to have a look at the Moamarias. Just then they espied near the stockade the returning fugitives, and mistaking,—as Fate would have it—their own men to be Moamarias, they were seized with dismay, and a few men were trampled to death. The Brahman Saikia also died by incurring a fall.
During that confusion the Dhekial Phukan's followers recruited from Bacha deserted the stockade and fled away; and the Phukan also accompanied them. The inmates of Mint's stockade also dispersed and went to the villages. The Buragohain Dangaria found on enquiry that the approachers were not Moamarias and that the confusion was caused by the predominance of Fate to which we were subjected. He explained this to his men, and quieted them all. 202.

The stockade at Namdang: After this the Buragohain Dangaria summoned the Dhekial Phukan from the Janji stockade by despatching Bojia, a Kamki of the Dilhial family, and retained the Phukan in his own camp. At that time he ceased the capture of numerous fugitives by deputing the Dola-kasharia Bara and the Da-thara Bara. In the month of Phalgun all the men were collected and the camp was removed from Mitang, and re-erected by the Pani-phukan eastward at Bar-ali, extending as far as the bank of the river Namdang. Five stockades were thrown off at the following places within gun-shot distance from each other,—one near Kumargan under Rupchand Gohain who was the Khargaria Barua, one near Namdang under the Premier Buragohain Dangaria, one at Pukhurichuk under the Gharphalas, one at Alikekuri under the Neog-phukan of Gauhati.

After joint consultation they erected a bridge across the Namdang. The Moamarias crossed the river by that very bridge and attacked our army in the several forts. Our soldiers also followed suit, but our men were defeated. The Rajapowali or chieftain of Luki fought for some time. Some soldiers belonging to the Gharphalas stockade fell in the battle as well as a handful of Moamarias. The remaining soldiers then retired to their respective camps. 203.

Success of princesses: His Majesty had despatched before one Kaliman Rajkhowa to fetch the queens and princesses. He had proceeded to his duties and come upon the chief queen, the Parvatia queen and the King's daughter at Abhayapur. He now conducted them through an out-of-the-way route and managed to escort them secretly with tact which he had to adopt for fear of the Moamarias. There was fear also from the Pat-kowanr. Kaliman Rajkhowa then reported on the arrival of the princesses to the Prime Minister the Buragohain Dangaria, who having received this intimation despatched provisions for the use of the ladies. They were
then sent down to Gauhati to the company of the King under the careful escort of a number of men. With them there also went many Phukans and Barus to join the King.

In the meantime the Prime Minister the Kuoigayan Buragojain Dangaria sent for the ex-Dekaphukan whom he caused to erect a fort at Pepelaghat. The Chaodangs were sent over to the Gharphalia stockade. The two forts at Dayang and Min were extended along the Bar-ali. 204.

*Pat-kowanr*: In the meantime the Pat-kowanr, son of the late King Rajeswar Singha, who had been banished to Namrup, now obtained the support of Japara Gohain and many other Gohains. Being aided by them, as well as by Majjay Barbaru, the Landabi Barphukan, the Barpata-gohain of the Kalugayan family, the Dimayal Bargojain, and the son of Nagamma of the family of the deposed Chaodang Barus. The prince in the company of these leaders, and having collected numerous followers proceeded to Panichoki where he erected stockades at twenty different places and halted there. Japara Gohain remained at a fort near Deobil with his men, near Athkhel and Hudupara. The Moamarias marched thither and attacked them there. Japara Gohain then issued out of his camp and encountered the enemy in an engagement at close quarters. The Moamarias were dispersed with the help of clods and throw sticks. The enemy were pursued and slain. The Moamarias being thus repulsed returned to the capital. Japara Gohain then advanced and halted at Kharikatia-ali after erecting a fort there. The Prime Minister the Buragojain Dangaria proceeded along the Naga-ali above Gaurisagar; while the Pani-phukan, the Deikial Phukan, the Nog-Gohain Phukan halted at Namdang after having raised seven forts at that place. All this took place in the month of Chaitra. 205.

*Death of the Pat-kowanr*: Hostilities then continued from Baisakh, *saka* 1710, accompanied by minor casualties on the Moamarias' side as well as on ours. The Pat-kowanr also continued the contest for three months. In the meantime the Moamarias also were on the point of starvation being unable to move about in quest of food. The Pat-kowanr left a contingent at Panichoki and proceeded to erect a number of stockades at Sibsagar. In the month of Sravan the Moamarias destroyed the forts of the Pat-kowanr, and lay in ambushade at Lechang. The Pat-kowanr was seized there and killed. The soldiers encamped at the forts of
Panichoki dispersed on that night as well as two days after, and proceeded eastward. The fort of Japara Gohain at Kharikatiali was also broken open. The Buragohain Dangaria and the Pani-pluukan continued to halt at the fort of Namdang as b.fore, where they were fighting with the Moamarias till the month of Phalgun. During the selfsame month the King despatched the Barpatra Dangaria and the Bargohain Dangaria from Gauhati at the head of a large reinforcement of men and provisions. 206.

Pahar Senapatia: Previously to this the eastern Gharphalias assembled at Samaguri under one Paliar, one of their own clansmen, whom they had appointed their captain. The Moamarias attacked them whereupon the Gharphalias captured the raiders by a stratagem and after inflicting a severe defeat they acquired three elephants. The Moamarias being beaten came back to the capital. After this the two Dangarias went up to the bank of the Namti river where, in the company of the Barbarua, they threw off five forts at Barahibari, where they were joined by the Gharphalias under their leader Pahar Senapatia. From there they erected forts near the Namti river to the south of Jengerai field. The Barpatra Dangaria left the place with his men with the object of erecting additional forts near the Kharghar. The strength of the army occupying the various forts became greatly diminished.

The Moamarias laid an attack to that place. Being unable to stand all our men took to their heels. The Dangaria had a hairbreadth escape after which he contrived to re-enter the fort which the Moamarias besieged for seven days. Japara Gohain acting in concert with the Gharphalias captured and killed a large number of Moamarias when they were reaping paddy. The Moamarias being thus beaten returned to the capital. The two Dangarias left their respective encampments and withdrew themselves to the fort at Pangera. 207.

Insurrection of the Lakhipurias: In the meantime the two Lakhipuria brothers, adopting un-approved religious rites, made war at Rankham up the river Janji where they had collected a large number of men. They used to capture our men who went out to gather fuel from the forest; these men were incorporated in their army. Then there ensued a battle between the Lakhipuria rebels and the Barpatra Dangaria in the vicinity of Janji. On the first encounter the two armies retired without having inflicted any loss on either side. The Lakhipurias then collected a further rein-
forcement of villagers and waited together after having initiated themselves into an unapproved order. In the meantime the two Dangarias encamped themselves at Balihat. At that time the Moamarias laid siege to the fort of the Buragohain. The Bargohain Dangaria having advanced to take some men from the fort at Balihat halted at the temple at Dergaon. In the meantime the Barpatra Dangaria having exchanged greetings with the Buragohain Dangaria marched upward. The Bargohain Dangaria then left Dergaon and joined the Buragohain at the Namdang fort.

After this the Prime Minister despatched soldiers with instructions to seize the Lakhimpurias, but the two Lakhimpuria brothers escaped. Their leading followers were captured; their hands and feet were lopped off; they were then gagged into holes and thus killed after having allowed people to ease themselves upon them. Some were burnt to death being wrapped up with straw. Some were killed with axes and some were sawn alive. They were put to death with innumerable tortures in the month of Chaitra. 208.

Appearance of famine: Then in the month of Baisakh, saka 1711, on the New Year's Day, the Moamarias besieged the fort of Gaurisagar. The eastern portion of the fort was kept open. Thus they laid siege for two months. Our ration suppliers could not enter the fort, and so our soldiers suffered from all kinds of privations. The price of rice went up to one rupee per lime-pot. One mango cost one rupee. A bundle of arum used to be sold for one rupee or one rupee and eight annas. The sufferings of the people thus knew no bounds, and a large number of men died on that account. During that siege the following nobles died fighting in the fort,—the Madurial Bargohain Dangaria, the Sandikai Panchuk, the Naobaicha Phukan of the Lahan family named Das, the Bacha Rajkhowa of the Likchan family. Other people also perished in the contest in large numbers. The Prime Minister the Buragohain Dangaria seeing no means of salvation consulted with all, saying,—'We will not be able to save ourselves in this place, so we should retreat.' Thus saying they issued out of the fort and withdrew themselves to Taratali, where they halted for somedays and collected followers. All men living in that tract were unnerved after the departure of the King to Guhati. The Buragohain Dangaria, after having collected men at Taratali with great tact and effort and appointed one of them as commander, retreated to
Dichai, where he enlisted all men he could lay his hands on. A fort was erected there which was placed under the command of Japara Gohain and the Parvatia Barua of the Brahman Kakati family. After this the Buragohain Dangaria marched to Kacharihat where he stopped and enlisted three hundred Dayangias, and erected a stockade.

In the meantime one Mukuta of the Chaodangas was captured in the camp of the Gharphalas. The Maharani Buragohain Dangaria accused him of joining the ranks of the Lakhimpurias as an officer and of defying the lawful authority of the land. He was put to various tortures and ultimately killed by being tied to a hook. The Dangaria then entered Bacha and pitched his camp at Rajankhat. From there he despatched Bejia Katak to fetch the three regiments of Bacha, who in their turn replied through Bejia,—

'We cannot go leaving our wives and children, nor can we fight with the Moamarias. Let him go back in the same way as he came. We cannot go.' Having heard this the Buragohain became angry and decided to first attack the Bachas; with this object he constructed a bridge at Kakadanga. The Bachas destroyed the bridge and having united themselves under the leadership of one Jabar Saikia, resolved to seize the Buragohain Dangaria. 209.

Disloyalty of the Bachas: But by the grace of God a portion of the Bacha army came and joined the Dangaria. The Buragohain placed above them a member of his own family who was appointed Bacha Rajkhowa. From there the Prime Minister marched towards Kachajan where he raised a fort and halted. In the meantime the remaining portion of the Bacha army met together near the hills from where they as well as other men with Jabar Saikia and Tiktiki as their leaders joined Japara Gohain at Gajpur. Japara Gohain advanced with these men and halted at the sanghar belonging to the Manipurias of Bacha where he collected an additional reinforcement and began to live in an independent manner. The Bachas also joined the camp of Japara. They brought one hundred and twenty men to the Deogadon camp. Thus the Bachas assumed independent authority. 210.

Japara Gohain: The Buragohain Dangaria, the Prime Minister, entered into diplomatic friendship with Japara Gohain. Japara paid frequent visits to the Dangaria. One day the Premier had him captured by one Akhiranga Bara of Kharangi, the Chaodang Bara and other Baras. Then one Dotasharia of Kamalabar
plucked out the eye of Japara; the other eye of Japara had been extracted before. All the rebels including Jabar Saikia took to their heels. Jabar took shelter in the hills; he was, however, found in his concealment by the Kachari Saikia and he was killed. His sons were strangled to death with the hook. Tiktiki Neog, one of the accomplices, was pressed to death between wooden cylinders with his sons. The belongings of Jabar were confiscated, removed and subsequently distributed among the soldiers. The Prime Minister then left the place and remained in the camp at Chungighat, where a brother of Ghanasyam Kakati was hewn to death with an axe on the accusation that he had sold away his lands. He also executed several individuals by first cutting off their hands and feet, for adopting disloyal and heterodox rites. One Nerai Deka of the Betonia branch of the Sandikai family was appointed Na-phukan and placed at the head of the army raised by Min. 211.

*Stockade at Jorhat:* After this they came away from that place in Magh and encamped at Charaibahi. While staying at that stockade, all parties of village musicians were invited to a celebration lasting for seven days; and in the month of Chaitra the Prime Minister advanced to Dichoi and stayed at Jorhat after raising a fort there.

After that, in the month of Baisakh, saka 1712, the Bacha Rajkhowa, the Gajpuria Rajkhowa of the Barogain family, Taptalou Maju-Dayangia Rajkhowa, Opar-Dayangia Rajkhowa, all these four Rajkhowas with their respective detachments were despatched to encamp at Meleng. A few days after this a member of the Lahian family was appointed Dekaphukan and was ordered to proceed to the Meleng stockade as commander over the four Rajkhowas. During that same month of Baisakh, the four Rajkhowas quitted the stockade leaving behind the Phukan there. They then crossed the Meleng and proceeded to see the Moamarias. Just then the Moamarias made their appearance and attacked the enemy near the bank of the Meleng. But our soldiers could not resist the attack and so they began to retreat. The Moamarias chased them and put the Bacha Rajkhowa and the Dayangia Rajkhowa to death. The fugitives all retired to the Dichoi stockade. The Premier intimated this news to the King by despatching Bejia Katakai. 212.

*Burkendaz sepoyis:* On hearing this the King commanded the Barphukan, the Dihingia Medhi, to march up at the head of four
hundred Burkendaz sepoys. The Barphukan accompanied by the sepoys first made his obeisance to the King at his Dimou camp; and went up and joined the Buragohain at Dichoï. Then in the month of Jeth, the Buragohain took those sepoys with him and marching eastward halted at Teok erecting a fort there. But on account of the rains, the Dangaria again came back to the Dichoï camp. There was another stockade of the Gajpurias on the bank of the Kakila; this was besieged by the Moamarias in the month of Ahin. 213.

Atrocities of the Moamarias: Hearing this the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria despatched the sepoys to the war. The Moamarias having noticed the approach of the sepoys left the stockade, and rushed to encounter the royalists. Many sepoys fell in that engagement. Being unable to hold any longer the sepoys retreated and came back to join the Dangaria. To the west of the Dichoï river, and near the Bar-ali there was another stockade composed of the inhabitants of numerous villages, under the command of a member of that contingent. The commander-in-chief of that fort was the Charingia Raja. The Moamarias then attacked the fort. Our soldiers killed some Moamarias by discharging shots from within the fort. After this the Moamarias again repaired to Rangpur. In this way the Moamarias overran the land repeatedly plundering and devastating the villages; sometimes they rowed upstream along the Kakadonga and the Dhan-siri; and ravaging the villages they carried with them boat-loads of booty. The Buragohain Dangaria recruited soldiers in the villages and had stockades erected by them. Then ensued numerous encounters with the Morans followed by casualties in the camp of the Moamarias as well as in ours. 214.

The Buragohain, a saviour of his country: Thus the Buragohain Dangaria staying at his camp at Dichoï adopted various means for restoring order in the country. He used to feed and clothe men and to send them to fight by giving them presents in the way of encouragement; he also subdued refractory people by threatening them with punishments, such as death by the axe, the saw and the hook. Thus he used to persuade people to fight. Day and night he thought of the best means of restoring peace and order in the country and prayed to God for the same. He devised methods and recalled the gentry who had deserted their country and taken refuge in foreign lands, and deliberating with them he waged war.
with the Moamarias. Thus the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria regulated the affairs of the state by remaining at his encampment near the Dichoi. 215.

Local potentates assume independence: At Japarihina in the North Bank a body of Moamarias appointed one Tati as their chief and ruled over the territory as far as the Lohit river. At Majuli another batch of Moamarias exercised independent authority over the area extending up to the Dihing with Huwaha as their leader. At Rangpur another body of rebels, under the leadership of Pitambar Mahajan, was enjoying independent sway with Bharathi as their chief, and one Sukura as their Barbaras. At Bengmara in the east, the Hati-chungi Morans ruled the territory up to the Dihing with one Sarbananda as their chief and Godha as their Barbaras. The Khamtis ruled over the Sadiya tract with two chieftains, one known as Burha-rajah and the other as Deka-rajah. Thus independent rulers sprang up at various localities. 216.

The Buragohain attempts to save his country: Our Prime Minister, the Buragohain Dangaria, marshalled the Bacha and Dayangi soldiers and procured by some means from Kaliabar fresh supplies of guns and gun-powder, with which he continued fighting with the Morans for some time. The people of Majuli, Abhaypur and Rangpur, as well as the religious leaders of those places deserted the country and took shelter in foreign lands being unable to stand the oppression of the Moamarias. Men were subjected to endless miseries. Half a seer of rice used to be sold for one tola of gold. People died of starvation by scores under trees. They deserted even their wives and children for want of food. With the greatest effort the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria saved the tract of Bacha and Dayang. The fugitives, being thrown into severe want and distress, took shelter at Bacha and Dayang; the Dangaria used to supply food-provisions to the refugees. Some of them were fed, maintained and then despatched to the company of the King. During that period of affliction and misery the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria protected the people like a mother-bird guarding her nestlings under her wings. The Moamarias revolt was also counteracted by him in various ways. Previously to this the Barpatra Dangaria had proceeded to fight in the east and had halted at Bengenabari encampment. In the meantime the Morans proceeded from Bengmara and attacked our forces in the stockade. Our men being unable to defend deserted the
The Barpatra Dangaria perished during this engagement. The Buragohain received this sad intelligence during his stay at Dichoii and communicated the same to His Majesty who expressed sorrow at the loss. 217.

The Manipurahigh-priest in Assam: Now to turn to the events at Gauhati. During the Swargadeo's stay at Gauhati the Bahbaris Kataki, Bisturam, was despatched to bring the Raja of Manipur. He now returned with the Dharmadhi, the spiritual preceptor of the Manipuri Raja, and with a number of Manipuris. The priest as well as his companions were left at Raha-choki, and the four Manipuri envoys Gauranga, Khagendra, Abhimanyu and Nimai were despatched to the presence of the King at Gauhati, with letters and presents. The King having heard of this commanded the Namtial Barbarua to receive the messengers. The Barbarua formally received the four Manipuri envoys at Sukreswar. The messengers were granted an interview with His Majesty. The King ordered them to the following effect,—'These men have been sent by the Raja of Manipur to fight with our enemy the Mosamarias. So they should march up with the Dharmadhi and fight after joining the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria at Dichoii.' Having received this command of the Swargadeo the Manipuris said,—'O Heavenly King, our Manipuri Raja has deputed us with the mandate that we should fight in concert with the Barbarua after having intimated to you our arrival. So we have informed you.' The King then said that the Manipuris should proceed up and join the Buragohain. This command was communicated to the Dharmadhi by the Manipuris who came in the company of our Katakis. The Dharmadhi went down to Gauhati instead of proceeding up. He was received in the customary procedure by Jayanath Barbarua of the Bakatial family at Sukreswar and by the King personally at Nilachal. During the ceremony of reception the Dharmadhi sat on a white blanket before His Majesty. The Dharmadhi was commanded to proceed to Upper Assam to participate in the war. The priest spoke of the Barbarua. The King refused to place the Barbarua as his escort. On the other hand the Dharmadhi was sent up in the company of the Nibukial Rajkhowa of the Hati-Barbarua family who was appointed Na-phukan, and of one Gandhela, a Tamuli-ligira of the Sandikai family now appointed Opar-Dayangia Rajkhowa. This contingent in their journey up plundered our villages and took with them the spoils. 218.
A new Barphukan: Then the Manipurias left the company of our Phukans and Rajkhows and returned all on a sudden to their country by the route through Raha, while our Phukans and Rajkhows proceeded up and joined the Dangaria. In the month of Kartik, 1711 saka, the King intending to march upward halted at the emporium of gold and silver for four months, waiting for an auspicious day for starting. He then retired to the camp in the ancestral residence of the Gajipuria Rajkhowa. The King summoned to that place the Barbarua and the Barphukan and said,—'It is high time that we should return. Phukan, you seem to be in indifferent health and you are incapable of accompanying us on our return journey for which you should not be sorry. I have ordered that the Sologuria Rajkhowa, a brother-in-law of yours, should be appointed Barphukan.' Hearing this the Barphukan dashed out of the place, and mounting a litter at the Bardmar started at once to his residence, where he remained in seclusion being offended with the King. After this the Sologuria Rajkhowa of the Dihingia family was appointed Barphukan and His Majesty's order was announced by the Tipamia Rajkhowa and the Tamuli Phukan. The Kathkhatia Barua was also in the company. The new Barphukan conducted His Majesty to the camp near the Naosai or boatshed. The King then said to the Barbarua and the Barphukan after having brought them to his presence,—'Please procure a detachment of up-country sepoys and escort me back to the camp of the Buragohain Dangaria.' 219.

A new Barbarua: Hearing this the Namtial Barbarua replied, —'I, your servant, can neither arrange for Bangal soldiers, nor can I conduct His Majesty to Upper Assam as long as the Moamarias are alive. The person who will undertake to escort the King should be appointed Barbarua by His Majesty.' Saying this the Barbarua retired to his residence. The King then appointed Jaynath, the son of the Deka-Barbarua of the Bakatia family, to the office of the Barbarua. The appointment was formally announced by the Tipamia Rajkhowa, the Tamuli Phukan and the Kath Majindar. At that time the Gogoi Barphukan of the Sandikai family, being afraid of the consequences of his dismissal fled away from his residence and proceeded upwards. Having heard this the King ordered his belongings to be seized. His house was ransacked and the articles were removed to the King's residence. The Phukan then reached Doggar up the river Janji. 220.
New officers: The Chutia-kanris of Dapgar, seeing the large quantity of articles in possession of the Phukan, killed him. The Buragohain Dangaria heard this at Dichoij; he caused the arrest of the miscreants and put them to death for this crime. The King then appointed the Choladhar Phukan of the Sandikai family to the office of the Naobaicha Phukan and the Chiring Phukan was made Choladhar Phukan; the Tipamia Rajkhowa of the Laman-kharu family was made Khargharia Phukan, while his brother was appointed Seachowa Barua, and his son Tipamia Rajkhowa. The privilege of using a head-cover made of straw was conferred on the Tamuli Phukan, as well as the charge of one thousand San-dharias. Pijou, the brother of the Barbarua, was made Dhekial Phukan, and his brother, named Betmelu, as Hati-barua. One Bijoij Rajkhowa of the Lahan family was appointed Parvatia Phukan.

Haradatta Chaudhuri: After this the Deka-raja of Darang, and Phati a prince of Bhutan, and Haradatta Chaudhuri conspired to rebel against the authority of the King. The Swargadeo despatched soldiers who captured the Deka-raja and he was subsequently pressed to death. His fellow-conspirators took to their heels. The King, the Barbarua and the Barphukan consulted together and procured the services of Burukendaz BangaI sepoys in whose company they proceeded up to the camp at Dikou, from where the King despatched the Dihingia Barphukan with the above sepoys to the Buragohain's camp. The Phukan proceeded accordingly and joined the Buragohain in his camp at Dichoij.

Help solicited from the Manipuri Raja: The King advanced with an escort of sepoys and halted at the Hahchara camp in Nagoon from where he proceeded to Khutarmur. From his camp at the latter place the King despatched in Sravan three envoys one Gauri Kati of the Bahbaria family, one Baneswar of Niraha, and one Krishnabari of Gajipur, with letters and presents to fetch the Raja of Manipur. They proceeded by the route through Raha and arrived at the capital of the Manipuri Raja, who accorded them a reception according to the approved procedure. The Manipuri Burha-raja realised the situation from the letters and from the oral statements of the envoys. They returned in the month of Pous of that very year with the old chief of Manipur accompanied by a detachment of four thousand soldiers. The Manipuri Raja was accommodated in temporary quarters erected near the Swargadeo's.
camp at Khutarmur, and he stayed there. Sometime after the Dhekiyal Phukan of the Bakatial family said one day to the Manipuri Raja,—"His Majesty has commanded the Manipuri Raja to proceed up to join the company of the Buragohain Dangaria." 223.

The Manipuri Raja Jai Singha is offended: Having heard this the Manipuri Raja said,—"How can I go without meeting and exchanging greetings with the Swargadeo?" Thus saying the Raja dashed out of his house, and reached Hatipara beyond Khagarijan. The Swargadeo deputed the Khangaria Phukan, the Tamuli Phukan, and the Dhekiyal Phukan to bring back the offended chief. They proceeded and succeeded in bringing him back. 224.

Men of Nongong harassed by King’s officers: After this the King interviewed the chief of Manipur sitting on his sedan at the entrance of the Barduar and despatched the latter to the company of the Prime Minister the Buragohain in Upper Assam. In the month of Magh the Swargadeo proceeded to battle in the Brahmaputra at Leterimukhi and waited for that occasion in his camp. The men of Naogaon intending to rebel against the King left His Majesty in his camp there and assembled in their respective villages after having destroyed the bridge over the Rupali. The next day the King returned to his Naogaon camp. After this the Nagayans came out with _daos_ and spars in their hands and began to yell round the King’s residence and shouted out in an insolent tone,—"The King should go away from this place. If he does not quit this place, let him replace the present set of Phukans and Barnas including the Barbarua and the Barphukan. We, your slaves, have been compelled to approach Your Majesty having found no other means of redress." During the King’s stay at Naogaon, the Barnas and the Phukans used to remove the betel-nuts and betel-leaves from the trees in the orchards of the Nagayans; they further caused the capture of virgins and distributed them among themselves. Most of them acquired lands and established regular _khats_ or estates. It is for these acts of harassment that the Nagayans supplcicated the King for substitution of the old officers by new ones. The King asked as to whom they wanted to nominate for the offices of the Barbarua and the Barphukan. The Nagayans reiterated their demand saying,—"There are many families from which Barbaruas and Barphukans were selected before; the King should now select such new officers from among these families who are likely to give us protection and safety." 225.
The Dura Barphukan: The King appointed the Na-phukan of the Dura family as Barphukan after having ascertained the intention of the Nagayans. One Bhadari of the Sandikait was made Barbarua. Nine days after this incident the Nagayans prayed for the reinstatement of the old Barbarua and Barphukan who were accordingly restored to their old offices. At this time the King appointed a member of the Barta Mul Patra family as Barapatragohain. 226.

The Bairagi Raja: After this at Panisangal in the North Bank several villages combined in attacking the Moamarias, having appointed one Bairagi or itinerant hermit as their Raja, and one Deka of the Lahans as their Barbarua. This Barbarua proceeded to Biswanath with a number of men. From there he united with the Kharangis of Naogaon with the consent of Helimeli Solal Gohain. He now crossed the river at Kallabazar and proceeded to capture the King in his Naogaon camp. Having heard this the Swargadeo asked the Bakatial Barbarua to despatch some soldiers to encounter the rebels. The Barbarua then deputed some Kharangis of Naogaon to the engagement after having administered oaths to them. Some of the soldiers marched up, but they halted on their way at Michamukkh from where they despatched men to negotiate with the Lahar Barbarua. They became friends with him and admitted him to their company. He now marched with the Kharangis of Naogaon and besieged the King's camp during the night. 227.

The King leaves Naogaon: When there were only two sandas for the termination of the night the King came out with the Barna and the Phukan through the river-gate and proceeded downward. The Laban Barbarua joined the Nagayans with whom he confronted the King in his march, The King then said to one Nathuring Jemadar, 'Well, open fire at the enemy.' The rebels came back out of fear, but they plundered the goods in the residence of the King. On Saturday, the last day of the month of Asharh, 1714 saka, the King moved away from Naogaon and reached the Auniati Satra, where he said to the senior Deka-gosain, 'Well, Deka-Bapu, you should remain in your Satra, and if possible, you should collect our wives and children and give them shelter in your monastery.' Having said this the King abandoned the main road but proceeded along the marshes and ultimately reached the monastery of the Dakhinpat Gosain situated near Kashchari villages. He then
proceeded in a boat in the company of the Dakhinpatia Dekagosain and finally reached Gauhati. 228.

Jai Singha at Dihoi: Then the Baskatia Barbarua entered into the King's camp and having seized the goods of that place went back to Baskata. Now to turn to the affairs at the Dihoi encampment.—In 1713 saka, the Burha-raja of Manipur came with his son Madhuchandra and joined the Prime Minister Buragohain at Dihoi. The Dangaria had some quarters erected for the Manipuri Raja near the Dihoi and supplied him with provisions according to the prevailing custom. The Prime Minister with a view to please the chief of Manipur erected a big shed with a dais where he took his seat under a red canopy. The Marangi-khowa, the Barphukan, the Naobaicha Phukan, the Na-phukan, the Neog-phukan, the Duara Nyaya-sodha Phukan, took their seats in the assembly with due pomp and array according to their respective ranks. Bejia and Kamdeo, the messengers who had accompanied the Manipuri chief, introduced the Raja in that pavilion where he was given a seat under an overhanging canopy. Screens were also set up.

Reception of Jai Singha: After this the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria said to the chief of Manipur,—'O Manipuria Raja, at the time of your departure from Manipur, were the cows and the Brahmanas as well the people of your country enjoying happiness and prosperity?' Hearing this the Raja replied,—'By the grace of God and the Goddess they were all well. We also pray that you may also enjoy bliss and happiness.' The Dangaria questioned the chief regarding the privations he might have experienced during his journey, and the Raja related all the particulars. The Dangaria then said to the Raja,—'The predecessors of our present sovereign had been enjoying the friendship of the former chiefs of Manipur. Our Swargadeo, being unable to withstand the growing influence of the enemy, and in recollection of that time-honoured friendship intimated the facts about the plight of the country to you. If the Raja succeeds in extirpating the enemy then his triumph, virtue, and renown will increase and the old friendship will be further strengthened, specially it is said,—

'The pious are ever the agents
To relieve the virtuous of their calamities;
Of elephants that are stuck fast in the mud,
An elephant is the only extricator.'
Having heard this the Manipuria Raja said,—"O Mahamantri Danṭāria, being informed of the disturbances in the kingdom of the Heavenly King from the lips of your ambassadors I was filled with extreme regret. I came quickly and had an audience with your King at Naogaon where he commanded saying,—'The Raja of Manipur should go up, and by acting in concert with the Prime Minister, the Buragohain Dangaria, should suppress our enemy the Moamarias.' So I have come here at the instance of His Majesty and met you presently. So Dangaria, I shall be able to fight only if you make arrangements for the same.'

At this the Dangaria asked the Raja regarding the numerical position of the army that accompanied him. The Raja informed that he had four hundred men with horses, and another four hundred with guns; while the carriers and labourers would come up to a few thousands. This statement was confirmed by the Marangi-khowa as well as by the Barphukan; but the Naobaicha Phukan of the Lahan family could not say anything. Then the Raja was bidden farewell whereupon he retired to his camp; the Dangaria also entered the fort. The Buragohain Dangaria presented to the Raja of Manipur ornaments and robes as well as a pair of gold bangles worthy of a monarch; he also supplied the Raja with food-provisions, utensils and other necessaries. Similar gifts were made to the Raja's son the Juvaraj.

Jai Singh proceeds to fight: After this the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria appointed men to erect two stockades in the vicinity of the Teok river whereto he marched with the Raja of Manipur in 1713 saka. It was from this camp that the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria despatched the Manipuria Raja with a large force to Rangpur, in the company of the Marangi-khowa Na-phukan, the Opar-Dayangia Rajkhowa of the Sandikais, and the Majiū-Dayanja Rajkhowa. The Raja chased the Moamarias with his army, and halted at some distance down Gaurisagar. In the next morning Madhuchandra Juvaraj marched towards Rangpur with a detachment of warriors, and was followed by the old Raja with his army. The Moamarias, divided into several batches, had been cunningly lying in wait along the road concealing themselves in the woods. When the Deka-raja had reached Ouguri-choki, the Moamarias came out from their coverts in several groups and fell upon the Manipurias.

The Manipuris in action: The Manipuris then fought for some
time but being unable to stand they dispersed in numerous directions. The Moamarias then attacked the Bhrus-raj, who alighted from his litter and mounted a horse named Hoinraj. His followers also mounted their respective ponies. The Bhrus-raj as well as his son fought a long fight on horseback with the Moamarias; but being unable to hold any longer they retreated with their face towards the enemy. A large number of Manipuris fell in the engagement; and the Moamarias seized all the goods of the Raja. The Manipuri Raja met the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria at Took and communicated to him all the particulars. They all then withdrew themselves to the Dichoii camp. The Raja of Manipur returned to his own kingdom by the way through the mouths of the two rivers after having left a force of one thousand soldiers with the Dangaria. After this the Moamarias attacked our men on the other side of the Dichoii, and the Manipuri soldiers were despatched to that engagement. They went out; but instead of going to fight they returned abruptly to their own country by the mouths of the two rivers.

The Moamarias ravage the kingdom: The Moamarias thus devastated the country by acts of plunder and rapine. The Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria enlisted the inhabitants of several villages, caused stockades to be erected by them, and thus protected the locality of Bacha and Dayang. On the North Bank also the Moamarias ravaged the people of all grades including the spiritual leaders, belonging to Majuli, Rangpur and Abhayapur; they devastated their territory and compelled them to desert their homesteads. Hosts of people died for want of food. Those who came to Bacha were given food and raiment by the Dangaria; and some of them were sent up to the company of the King. During the period the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria saved the destitute people just as a mother-bird guards her young ones with her wings. In the meantime the Kenduguria Barpatra Dangaria who had encamped at Bengenabari was seized by the Morans of Bengmara and put to death; and his fort was also destroyed. This sad event was communicated to the King by the Dangaria through some Katakias. Soon after the Moamarias entered by the Dhaniri river and attacked the three stockades at Kacharihat set up by the three Dayangias; and our men took to their heels being unable to stand.

A rampart of earthwork: The Morans killed a large number of our men. The Rajkhowas escaped with great difficulty. In
saka 1713, the Mahamantri Buraghohain Dangaria constructed an earthen rampart at Bacha extending up to the Naga hills, with the Dichoi fort inside its walls; and on the other side, it extended outside the Cheumi-ali and reached the precincts of the Kalioni hills of Marangi. The rampart was strongly barricaded with wooden posts. Soldiers were posted to watch day and night, and it was from here that the war operations against the Moamarias were conducted. At this time the Captain sent two Cheta-bardars or lieutenants to enquire into the condition of the country. They were received by the Buraghohain Dangaria near Tarajan. The above rampart was also penetrated through by the rebels who entered our territory and devastated the land. This time they entered by the Dhanasiri and captured Alain Kakati Bara of the Chaliha family and put him to death. The Moamarias also plundered Marangi during this attack. 234.

Disturbance in the North Bank: After this, the Baskatia Barua came from Baskata with a large force of Miris, Dafalas, and others, and halted at Dergaon. He then went to Dichoi and interviewed the Buraghohain Dangaria to whom he said,—"O Prime Minister, give us a commander. The Baragi commander who led our force has died." As requested the Dangaria made presents to their Barbarua and their Baransepati including a pair of bangles, and said,—"Move at once and collect all the men of the North Bank and remain in preparedness for proceeding to Rangpur. I will give you a commander." Sajny this he despatched them to the north. Sometime after their departure, the Charingia Raja who had been living in a fort to the east of Dichoi holding absolute charge of the same was now despatched to the camp of the Barbarua in the North Bank.

The Charing Raja having crossed over to the north the Baskatias refused to obey him, nor did they join his forces; so he came back to his own fort at Dichoi. The Charing Raja then communicated all the details of the situation in the North Bank to the Mahamantri Buraghohain. After this, the Moamarias broke open the stockade at Jorbari in Dergaon, and put to death on the spot the Na-phukan of the Hati-Barua family, and also the Sologuria-Rajkhowa of the Lahans. The Tekela-Neog and Govinda Maharua Senapati fell in that affray, and a large number of His Majesty's soldiers. 235.

Further Moamaria ravages: The Moamarias penetrated further
into the country and after having devastated Bacha and Dayang they searched for men in the Naga forest and put them to death; from this they returned in the month of Chaitra, saka 1714, and laid siege to the fort at Dichoi which continued for three fortights. Then as luck would have it, in the month of Baisakh the Dichoi was swept over with a heavy flood which inundated its banks. With the waters came a large quantity of fuel and dillenia; and soldiers from inside the fort were sent out to fight with the besiegers, with the result that there were occasionally minor casualties in the Monamarias' camp as well as in ours. The Mahamantri Buraghohain Dangaria tactfully manoeuvred to send out a force one morning; they attacked the Moamarias in the mouth of the Tokolai. There were heavy casualties on the side of the Morans. Being afraid the Moamarias retired to Raungpur after having plundered Bacha and Dayang. Thus the Buraghohain Dangaria encountered the Moamarias with various tactics and protected the country up to the limits of Ladoigarch, by capturing and killing the Morans. 236.

*Internation of the East India Company solicited.* From Nagao the Swargadeo proceeded to Gauliati where he halted for sometime. In the meantime, a few hundred Doms or fishermen of Pakariguri and Chelenghat under the leadership of Hoidahun of the Lukhurakhun family had made a Bairagi their Raja; they now went down to Gauliati and set fire to the King's house at the main gate. The King, seized with fear in apprehension of a battle, crossed the stockade and proceeded down in a boat by the Brahmaputra to Nagarbera. One Raunch Saheb used to live at Bangalhat. The King had despatched to him Bika the Majindar of Gauliati, and Bhaba Katak, with the request to arrange for the deputation of a contingent of sepoys from Calicata. They approached the Barseheb, and now came back with a detachment of seven companies of sepoys, and met the King at Nagarbera. The Swargadeo sent up two companies of sepoys under the command of a Saheb. The Khargharia Phukan and the Kathbarua were also despatched with this force. At that time the Bairagi went on falsely proclaiming around the town to the following effect,—'I am the nephew of the Swargadeo; the citizens should not disperse.' In this way he obtained possession of the city for seven days. At this stage the Saheb arrived with the sepoys. 237.

*Battle between the Bairagi and the Company's troops.* The Bairagi then fell upon the sepoys and the latter opened fire at his army.
Some Doms fell in that engagement. The Bairagi took to his heels being unable to stand. Some twenty Doms were captured as well as Hoidhan and the rest fled away. This intelligence was communicated to the King. Having heard this His Majesty came up to Gauhati with the Captain and put to death the captive Doms, and Hoidhan was strangled to death by the hook. The Bairagi was hacked and subsequently transfixed to a spear. The Swargadeo continued at Gauhati for a couple of months, and offered his obeisance to all the shrines by personally visiting them. During this period the Captain's grocer used to slaughter cows and sell them.

238.

The Captain in Assam: The Swargadeo having heard this prohibited the slaughter of cows and it was accordingly discontinued. The Captain then seized the persons of Jaynath, the Bakatiai Barbaru and the Chiring Choladhara Phukan, and sent them to Calicata after informing the King,—"Why should His Majesty retain with him wicked and untrustworthy ministers?" The Captain further advised the Swargadeo that an elderly personage should be selected for the office of the Barphukan. Having heard this the King dismissed Medhi Barphukan of the Dihingia family, and appointed in his place the Naphukan of the Duara family who was now living in exile. This noble had been previously appointed Barphukan at Nagaon, in which office he had served only for three days. He was known by the name Haliram Phukan; but he died after enjoying office only for a year. There was one Chetti Phukan. He was a Kachari kumar by caste, but he assumed the title Chetti. He implored the Captain to procure him the office. The Captain accordingly advised the King to appoint this Chetti as Barphukan. The Swargadeo being unable to disoblige the Captain appointed his nominee as Barphukan. 239.

Lieutenant Mac Gregor: In the 1716, the Swargadeo, accompanied by the Captain, proceeded upstream and arrived at Kalibar. From there he despatched the two Sahibs, Miltinagar Sahib and the Chota Sahib with a detachment of sepoys to the camp of the Buragohain, who had been fighting with the Moamarias at Dichoii for full seven years. The Dangaria had also been maintaining the celebrations connected with the Durgotsav, the Phalgutsav and other festivals in his place and elsewhere. The Moamarias then attacked the fort of the Dangaria, but fortunately the Sahibs now joined the Mahamantri Buragohain at Dichoii.
The Dangaria engaged the sepoys in the fight and it resulted in his victory. This intelligence was communicated to the Captain by Mihnagar Saheb and the Chota Saheb; and the Dangaria sent a similar message to the Swargadeo through his own men. The Dangaria supplied the two Sahebs with provisions and kept them in due style. 240.

The Buragohain's interview with the Captain: During the Swargadeo's stay at Kaliabar, he reinstated the deposed Bargohain of the Madural family in his former office. At this time the Chetia Barphukan acting in concert with Helmeli Solal Gohain, collected all the princes together with unlawful intentions against His Majesty. Having heard this the Captain dissuaded them from doing so as it implied hostility towards His Majesty. The Captain purchased rice to the value of one thousand rupees and deposited it in two granaries erected for the purpose at Kaliabar. In the meantime intelligence was received from the Dangaria at Dichoai, whereupon the Swargadeo soon proceeded upstream with the Captain by boats and reached the mouth of the Dichoai where they halted. The Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria proceeded to the same place. The King secretly advised the Dangaria to see the Captain first, and the Dangaria went first to the Captain accordingly. The Captain was pleased to see the Dangaria and offered him a chair to sit. The Captain then said,—"I thought the Buragohain to be a Burha or old man; I now see that he is young." The Saheb continued,—"Buragohain, at the instance of our Barsaheb, we have come in the company of the Swargadeo to recover the garrison of Rangpur." The Dangaria then replied,—"Captain Saheb, you have come with a large force of sepoys, and so you shall be able to take possession of Rangpur." Having said so the Dangaria came and offered his obeisance to the King who at the sight of the minister expressed many regrets. The Dangaria gave vent to his sorrow as well. The Dangaria then took leave of the Swargadeo and returned to his camp. 241.

The Captain recovers Rangpur: The next day he joined His Majesty at the Sonai river. From there the King despatched two Sahebs with a detachment of fifty sepoys to re-occupy Rangpur. Some of our soldiers were also sent with this force. The Moamarias fell upon them when they reached the tank of the Madali princess. But the Moamarias were defeated. This news was communicated to the King. The Captain having heard this
proceeded with twelve sepoys and joined the force previously despatched. There was also some fighting at Bhatiapar in which too the Moamarias were discomfited, and they, left Rangpur and dispersed to the east. The Captain then occupied Rangpur and communicated the news to the Swargadeo. The Moamarias fled, crossed over the Dikhon and halted on the other side of that river. Hearing of the flight of the Moamarias the King was delighted which was shared by other people as well. 242.

_The Swargadeo enters Rangpur._ Then the King marched quickly and occupied the capital of Rangpur, on the twenty second day of Chaitra, _saka_ 1715. The Kenduguria Barpatra and the Madurial Bargohain proceeded by land and joined the King a few days after. The Lahan Barbarana came with the Baskatias and joined the King at the Sonai river. The Swargadeo condoned the former offences of the Baskatias and reappointed him Barbarana. The Moamarias having fled were staying in the vicinity of Lechung. From there they brought the Bengamarias and marched with hostile intentions towards Rangpur, and reached Darika. The Captain and the Chota Saheb marched with their sepoys and attacked the rebels. The Moamarias and the Morans rushed at the sepoys and surrounded them from all sides. The sepoys began to fire from within which resulted in the death of a large number of Moamarias. Unable to stand the Moamarias fled away eastward. The Chota Saheb returned with the sepoys to the company of the King. 243.

_The Captain leaves Assam._ In the meantime the Baraheb despatched a letter from Calicata by post asking the Captain not to stay any longer in Assam. He also wrote many other things in that letter. The Captain having received that note resolved to return. The Bangals removed to their boats the articles belonging to the King which were found in the capital of Rangpur. The list of the articles is as follows,—400,000 pieces of gold ornaments, 400,000 pieces of silver ornaments, gold to the value of 20,000,000 rupees; and who will be able to finish counting the quantity of copper, bellmetal, brass, cloths and ornaments taken by them? They also took 2,000 boats, one tusker, one she-elephant, 4,000 guns. With these all the Sahibs proceeded down to Calicata with the sepoys in the month of Jaiysha, 1716 _saka_. Previously to this the King had despatched the Chetia Barphukan to Gauhati, with Kamdeo Kataki of the Dillihiat family. The Mahamantri Barragohain Dangaria of Kuolgaon manipulated the detention of two sepoys
belonging to the Captain's force, named Dina and Phakirchand.

244.

The King at Dichoی: Then the King went to Dichoі in that very month of Jaistha, leaving the following officers at Rangpur,—the Kenduguria Barpatra, Dangaria, the Madurial Bargohain Dangaria, the Baskatia Barua of the Lahans, the Dekaphukan of the Buragoihain family, the Dekaphukan attached to the establishment of Gauhati who was by caste a Lukhurakhun of the Barpatra's kshet, the Dihingia Phukan of the Chayania Gohain family, Manjay Naobaicha Phukan of the Bakatia family, the Rajneog Phukan of the Buragoihain family, the Changrun Phukan of the family of Oankanaria Chetia. The Dangaria erected a camp for the King who lived there. A thousand or so of Moamaria fugitives from war assembled and attacked Rangpur. Our soldiers seeing the inadequacy of their number came out without offering any fight and joined the King at Dichoі. 245.

Assamese troops trained on Company's lines: At this time tigers devoured a large number of men at Dichoі. The Dangaria killed the tigers by blockading them with crossly woven bamboo fencing; and by bringing and slaying wild buffaloes he used to afford amusement to the King. The Captain after reaching Calicata sent back the Bakatial Barbarua and the Chiring Choladhara Phukan to the company of the King, and they met His Majesty at Dichoі. At this time the King celebrated the festivals of Durgotsav and Phalgunotsav. He also went to Titabarhat to survey the condition of the country. The Swargadeo thus resided at Dichoі amusing himself with pastimes and recreations. The Mahamantri Buragoihain Dangaria of Kuoigaon arranged for the training of the soldiers of Bacha and Dayang by the two sepoys, by drilling them with flint guns. For want of regular guns the soldiers had to be instructed with the help of bamboo clubs and shoulder-pieces in their hands. The Dangaria also sent Bejia Kataki and Datta Bairagi with money to Calicata to fetch therefrom guns and gunpowder. The Parvatia queen was living at Gauhati with her daughter. It was from this time that flint guns were introduced in our country. The King conferred upon the Chetia Barphukan the privilege of using a golden knob on his japi or straw umbrella and a canopy, as well as the distinction of sitting in the same row with the Dangarias on a single folded seat cover. 246.

Revolts of the Chetia Barphukan: Having received this distinc-
tion the Phukan became blind of his power, and proceeded to Gauhati, where he procured the services of the Jamadar Hazara Sing Bongal and of some sepoys intending to rebel against the authority of the King. Having lost his senses the Barphukan plotted with Kasdeo Katak of the Dilibhial family, Helimeli Solal Gohain of the Madurai family and Badal Rajkhowa, and fetched one Bapi Gohain of the Tungkhtingia family whom they proclaimed Raja at Gauhati. But the Sandikai Pani-pukan and the Lamakharu Phukan and other Phukans and Rajkhowas of Gauhati declined to accept the impostor as their Raja. The Chetia Barphukan then extorted money from the second in rank of the Padumuria Na-gosains who happen to be the guru of the Swargadeo. The Gosain and the officers of Gauhati communicated the whole affair to the King who consulted with the Dangarias and despatched the following officers to seize the person of the Chetia Barphukan,—The Dekaphukan of the Lukhurakhun family, the Khargaria Phukan of the Lamakharu family, the Brahman Tamuli Phukan, who were also given secret instruction as follows,—"After reaching Gauhati, you should capture the Phukan by fair means or foul, and bring him to my presence." 247.

**Attempts to capture the Barphukan:** The Dekaphukan of the Buragohain family was summoned to the presence of the King who commanded him to proceed to Kalibar with his allotted contingent to capture the Solal Gohain by tact or stratagem. With this commission the King despatched the four officers. The Dekaphukan halted at Kalibar while the three others proceeded to Gauhati. The Barphukan knowing that emissaries had come to arrest him resolved to capture them first. Hearing this the two Phukans decamped, and the Barphukan captured the Tamuli Phukan but spared his life as the latter was a Brahman. He was simply kept in confinement. The Dekaphukan also was turned out of Kalibar by the Solal Gohain. Having heard this the King despatched Dhireswar Kataki of the Bahbaria family to the Phukans and Rajkhowas of Gauhati on the pretence of conveying a message. The officers were commanded to capture and make over the Chetia Phukan, and they all agreed to execute the King's wishes. 248.

**Hazara Sing Bongal:** At this juncture, the second one of the Na-gosains informed Jati Rajkhowa of the Buragohain family by sending men as follows,—"You should promise to pay Hazara Sing Bongal some money if you want to capture the Barphukan." He is
a Bangal and is therefore avaricious; and he alone will be able to seize the person of the Phukan.' The Rajkhowa promised to give the Bangal ten thousand rupees, and had the Barphukan captured and imprisoned by him. This Jati Rajkhowa was placed in the office of the Barphukan by common consent but he continued in that office only for three days. At this stage the son of the Senapati Phukan of the Duara family promised to give Hazara Sing Bangal the sum of sixty thousand rupees according to which the Bangal appointed the son of the Senapati Phukan as Barphukan. The new Barphukan consulted with the Phukans and Rajkhowas of Gauhati and extracted the eyes of the Chetia Barphukan. The Bangal then demanded the payment of the promised sum, and the Barphukan finding no money to pay proceeded to the temples including those of Kamakhya and Madhava, and seized the Koshas and Arghas of gold and other vessels of gold and silver used in worship; these were melted whereby the Bangal was paid the sum of sixty thousand rupees. 249.

Tri al of the Chetia Phukan: In the meantime the Phukans and Rajkhowas of Gauhati despatched Katakis to the King with the following message,—'We, your slaves, have managed to capture the Chetia Phukan and the prince. They are now kept under guard. They will be dealt with according to the command of His Majesty.' The messengers marched day and night in full speed and informed the King accordingly. The King was extremely pleased at the news as well as the Dangarias, the Barua and the Phukans. The Swargadeo then despatched Lambo Dola-sharia Barua of the Lahans to fetch the Chetia Phukan. The Dola-sharia Barua reached Gauhati, and in obedience to the King's order he plucked out the eyes of Kamdeo Kataka and imprinted on his forehead the customary distinctive mark of a Hari. The hukkah-bearer of the Lakhurakhun family was hacked to pieces. The Barphukan, Badal, the Pachani or attendant and the prince were taken up. On reaching Dicho, the Dola-sharia Barua, made over to the King all the accused, the Barphukan being the principal. With them there was also the Lannakharu Dihingia Phukan. The King then ordered that the Phukan should be charged of his misdemeanour and tried near the Dola-sharia gate-house in the presence of the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria of Kuwigao. As commanded by the King the Phukan was brought thither and thus questioned in the presence of the Dangaria,—'The King has
commanded that the Phukan should be asked as follows,—"What have I done to him?" More specially the Phukan is a Kachari-kumar by caste, and I should not have appointed him Phukan. I made him Phukan because the Captain importuned me strongly in his favour. Now why did you set up a bogus Raja, and what did you yourself want to be?" Having heard this the Barphukan admitted all his guilt. 250.

The punishment of the Cheta Phukan: The Swargadeo caused severe abuses to be hurled at the Phukan. He was cut to pieces with a hoe and his head was transfixed to a spear. His attendant had his eyes and knee-caps extracted, after which he was thrown into a field, where he died a few days after. The prince was punished and exiled. Kamdeo Kataki was made a priest of the Haris and had to perform their religious rites. 251.

Jogangiri occupies Gauhati: After this a Bangal named Jogangiri accompanied by some sepoys occupied Gauhati. The Barphukan unable to stand retreated to Kajali. Having heard this the Swargadeo despatched the Marangikhowa Gohain of the Buragohain family, and the Opar-Dayangia Rajkhowa of the Sandikain, named Kalia bhomora, with their personal forces. The King further commanded them as follows,—"The Solal Gohain has repeatedly attempted to rebel against our authority. In violation of our order he turned out the Dekaphukan; so on your way you should first capture the Solal Gohain by stratagem or tact and then proceed to Gauhati. The Marangikhowa and the Opar Dayangia Rajkhowa knelt down before the King and proceeded down to Kaliabar; and encamping at the sandhank belonging to the Akrohi Bhattacharyya they sent Kataks who fetched the Solal Gohain to that place.

Then the Bahbaria Kataki Gauri delivered a false message to the Solal Gohain,—"The Swargadeo has deputed the Marangi-khowa and the Rajkhowa to fight with the Bangals at Gauhati. The Solal Gohain has been commanded to stay at Kaliabar and supply these commanders with men, provisions, gun powder, and rice." Humbled Solal Gohain undertook to carry out this order. He then retired to his camp. The next day the Marangi-khowa and the Rajkhowa proceeded down to Michamuk where they halted for three days, after which they sent the Bahbaria Kataki Rameswar to bring the Solal Gohain to the temple of Madhava at Saubhagi. While travelling to the temple a projecting handle of
the mace belonging to the Solal Gohain gave way. He, however, arrived at Madhava. The Marangi-khowa and the Rajkhowa also reached Madhava in the meantime. According to the command of the King the Bahbaria Kataki Gauri announced the royal mandate effecting the dismissal and arrest of the Gohain. The Dola-shtaria Bara, the Chhadang Bara and the Da-dhara Bara then captured the Gohain. Of his followers those whose arrest was deemed necessary were captured. 252.

**Helimeli Solal Gohain punished:** The Gohain was brought to Michaimukha where he was made to put on iron shackles and impounded. On the next day his eyes were taken out. Of his adherents some were executed. In the meantime Lambo Dola-kasharia Barua of the Lahans arrived at that place. The officers handed over the Gohain to the Barua and continued their journey downwards. The Barua escorted up the Gohain with him and had him cudgelled to death in the vicinity of the Dewar Satra as ordered by the King. His house was plundered and the belongings removed to the royal store. The Marangi khowa and the Rajkhowa on reaching Nagaon fetched the Dualia Gohain of the Madurai family from Kacharipar and appointed him Solal Gohain at the sandbank adjoining the Amiai Satra in obedience to royal orders which were delivered by the Bahbaria Kataki Gauri. The new Gohain was sent up to Kaliabar in the company of Dhireswar Kataki of the Bahbaria family. The others proceeded down to Kajalimukh and halted there in a stockade. 253.

**Recovery of Gauhati by Niamatulla:** In the meantime, the two Kataks, Beja and Dutta who had been despatched to Calicata, came back with Niamat-ulla Subedar with a contingent of sepoys. These soldiers now occupied Gauhati and Hazara Sing Bangal fell in that engagement as well as numerous other Bangals. The Barphukan also went to Gauhati from Kajali. The Marangi-khowa and the Opar-Dayangia Rajkhowa went up and bowed to the King at Dichoi. Then Beja Kataki and Datta Bairagi placed Niamat-ulla Subedar and his force with the Barphukan at Gauhati. With the guns and gunpowder they proceeded up and joined the King at Dichoi. The Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria distributed the guns and powder to the recruits trained at Bacha and Dayang and made them regular soldiers by giving them frock coats and caps. 254.

**Death of Gaurinath Singha:** After this, in the month of Sravan,
saka 1717, the attack of dysentery from which His Majesty had been suffering took a serious turn. Then he summoned the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria of Kuoigaon to his presence and said as follows,—'O Dangaria, I do not deem my physical condition to be so very hopeful this time. So I ask you to protect my kingdom and my subjects. The Baskatia Barbarua has done me severe wrong; and I ask you, if possible, to put an end to his life and thereby remove the anguish of my mind.' On that very day the Dangaria fetched the Barbarua, and after admitting him into his presence had him imprisoned under royal orders. On the following day Swargadeo Gaurinath Singha breathed his last, in the month of Sravan, saka 1717, his reign having lasted for sixteen years including the period of flight. The remains of the deceased king were cremated near the river down the encampment at Dichoii. The bones were removed to Charaideo and a mound erected over them. The Dihingia Phukan of the Miri Sandikai family and the Chetia patar Barua escorted the bones. 255.

Half-anna silver tokens: During the stay of King Gaurinath Singha at Dichoii he was compelled to mint half-anna silver pieces for convenience in giving away charities on account of paucity of cowries. Half-anna pieces were introduced from that time. The funeral obsequies of the deceased monarch were performed according to the Brahmanical code; gifts were made and a festive congregation was held to which the Mahantas were invited and fetched. 256.

CHAPTER X.

SWARGADEO KAMALESWAR SINGHA.

Accession: On the death of Gaurinath Singha, the nobles including the Prime Minister Kuoigayian Buragohain Dangaria, the Bargohain Dangaria of th Madurial family, the Kenduguria Barpatra Dangaria and the Barunas and Phukans conferred together and brought Kamaleswar Singha, son of the Charingia Raja, who was in his turn the grandson of King Rudra Singha's brother named Lechail. He was placed on the throne at the Dichoii camp in the selfsame month of the same year. The name 'Kamaleswar Singha' was sent down to Calicata for being impressed on the coins. 257.
A new Barbara: The Swargadeo after assuming his kingly office at the Dichoi camp held the trial of the Panisalia Barbara in the presence of the Dangarias and accused him of an offence. The guilt being proved the Barbara confessed it. Then the Barbara was cudgelled to death sometime in the month of Sravan. The body was interred in a maidam constructed by the Gharpallas. In the same month of Sravan of the same saka the deposed Bhadari Barbara of the Sandikai family was made Barbara by the King. On that very day the Nyaya sodha Phukan of the Duara family was made Bhitarual Phukan. The former Dulja Barna, a Nara-Kowanr of the Charniga branch, who was living without any office, was now made Naphukan. 258.

Kalishnomora Barphukan: One Bhomora-kalia of the Sandikais was serving as Opar-Dayangia Rajkhowa. He undertook to pay the last unpaid monthly salaries of the Bangal troops; and the King appointed him Barphukan. In that period the Dafalas were ravaging villages in the North Bank; and during the general flight of the people from their homes a large number of His Majesty’s subjects took shelter in foreign lands. The King consulted the Mahamantri Kuoigayan Buragohain Dangaria as a result of which the Swargadeo commanded the Sandikai Barbara and his nephew the Barphukan, to suppress the disturbances and pacify the country. The Tamuli Phukan who was a Brahman was despatched along with them. The Barbara and the Barphukan bowed to the King and proceeded down by boat with a contingent of sepoys. Reaching Kaliabar the Barbara threw off a stockade in the vicinity of Silabandhabhil, from where the Barphukan left for Gauhati. In the meantime the Dandia Bangals of the Lengta denomination murdered the Firinghee merchant Rausch Shaheb at Darang while engaged in a trading excursion, and carried off two of his boats. The Barphukan during his halt at Gauhati captured Haradatta Chaudhuri and put him to death. His son and his brother had their eyes extracted and were then sent up to the presence of the Swargadeo. 259.

Suppression of the Dandia: The Barbara then despatched the Bahbaria Katak Ramdeo to fetch from Gauhati, with the permission of the Barphukan, Niamatulla Subedar along with some sepoys. The Barbara retained the reinforcement with him. By this time the Dandia Bangals had occupied the north bank of Gauhati. Seeing that the two Jamadars Bajusing and Alosing with
their forces had crossed over to the Southern Bank, the Barphukan encountered them on the river bank at Kamakhya in which the Dundias were defeated resulting in the death of a large number of Bangals. Having received this intelligence the King was delighted and presented to the Barphukan a jabli or a wicker hat-umbrella with a peak of gold. The king also conferred upon him the title of Pratap-ballabh, literally, 'one whose friend is valour.' The Sandikai Pani-plukan was removed from office and the King attached the responsibilities of the said post to the Dekaphukan of the Doubcheta family. 260.

Letter to the Kachari Raja: During the Barbarua's halt at Silabandha, the King despatched Phedela the Sitalial Kataki and Lakhiram Bara with letters and presents to Krishnachandra Narayan, the Kachari Raja. The letter ran as follows:—

Hail! To Raja Sri-sri Krishnachandra, Lord of Heramba, one who depends upon the prowess of his own self, gladdened by the drinking of the honey flowing from the two lotus-like feet of the daughter of the Lord of Mountains, adored by the host of the denizens of heaven, including the glorious Parandara, this letter is addressed. We always solicit the welfare of both ourselves and yourself.

This is our special message:—During the disruption of our country our subjects, out of fear for the enemies, deserted the land, and Barmura, the fugitives as well as the Moamarias took refuge in your territories. Now we have recovered possession of our kingdom through the favour of God after suppressing the enemies; and so we desire that in remembrance of your sacred promises of old our subjects who have taken shelter in your land should be sent back to us in the company of Phedela Kataki and Lakhiram Bara. It is only by this action that our old relationship as father and son can be maintained as well as the demands of virtue and religion. If Barmura, the fugitives and the Moamarias are not restored the consequences will be seen with your own eyes. And we are sending the following presents as tokens of the authenticity of our letter which will reach you in due course,—two knives with ivory hafts embroidered with gold; two others with similar hafts inlaid with silver; four knives with brazen handles; twenty
plain knives with hafts of buffalo-horn; four crimson-coloured silk dhutis. Saka 1717, the month of Aghran, the fifth day. 261.

Insurrection of the Dafalas: With this letter and gifts the Katakis left the presence of the Barbarua and proceeded towards Khaspur. During the Barbarua's stay at Silabandha, the Dafala-Bataias and fugitives of the North Bank, having met together, crossed the Brahmaputra at Duimuni-sil and attacked our forces. Having received this news the Barbarua sent out three companies of sepoys to oppose the insurgents. They opened fire on the Dafalas on the river bank, and the Dafalas being unable to stand hastened to get into their boats, and in the consequent scare and confusion many of them fell into the river and were drowned. Many lost their lives by hostile bullets. A few others of the rebels were captured alive; they were subsequently beheaded by the Barbarua and their heads were transfixed to spears near the two celebrated rocks or Duimuni-sil. The Barbarua then communicated the tidings of victory to His Majesty. 262.

Contributions from the Mahantas: The same Kataki was asked to intimate to the King that there was no money for paying the Bangals their pay. The messenger informed the Buragohain Dangaria accordingly, who communicated it to His Majesty. The King became delighted at the news of victory. He then conferred with the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria and directed the latter to pay up the Bangals by raising donations from the Mahantas or spiritual leaders. The Barbarua summoned the Khatais or representatives of the various Mahantas including the four principal pontiffs and caused them to contribute according to the following scale,—rupees 4,000 from every principal monastery; rupees 400 from a Satra of intermediate rank; rupees 100 from each of the minor Satras; and rupees 50 each from still smaller Satras. With the sum thus raised the sepoys were paid their arrear monthly dues. 263.

Letter from the Kochari Raja: Then the King deputed the Dihingia Phukan to the company of the Barbarua; and the Phukan accordingly joined the Barbarua at Kaliabar. After this the Barbarua, the Solai Goha, the Dihingia Phukan, the Tamuli Phukan jointly deliberated as a result of which they crossed the Lohit at Kaliabar and encamped on the Northern Bank in the Dulingial sand-bank. There the Dafalas of the Nadauria and Chaiduaria
kheles offered their submission. In the meantime our Kataki Phedela, accompanied by the two envoys of the Kachari Raja Krishnhecan-
dra Narayan, named Sagarphia and Phela, arrived at the Barbarua’s camp there. The Barbarua made arrangements for the stay of the two Kachari ambassadors and supplied them with provisions and food. They were then formally received in audience by the Bar-
brua where he listened to the contents of their letter.

The following is the text of the letter brought from the Kachari Raja by Sagarphia and Phela:

Hail! to the minister Srijukta Bhadrakanta Barbarua, one who adheres to the path of precedents and customs, one who delights in the science of polity, one whose heart is like that of a black-bee maddened with delight by listlessly drinking the honey flowing from the lotus-like stainless feet of Sri-sri Radha and Govinda, whose abode is situated in the sacred Brindavana, the place of their Rasa or divine sport. Here we pray day and night for your welfare and advancement by the grace of God. May you be blessed with happiness.

Thus runs our message:—From the moment when King Rudra Singha established paternal relationship, attended by all the solemnity of a sacred covenant, by seating Siva Singha Raja on his right thigh, and Tamracwaja Raja on his left, at the holy site of Viswanath, after having rescued Tamracwaja from among his enemies who were no other than his own kith and kin, the uninterrupted friendship between the two kingdoms flowed, as it were, in the majestic pace of the Ganges. We still cherish in our heart the same old feelings of amity, though the condition of our respective kingdoms is not what it was in previous years, which has occasioned slight violation of the friendly terms in which we were placed before. Still amicable relationship should be re-established by interchanging letters by meeting the circumstances of the time; and this is the desire of my heart. Let it be said that some of my subjects living at Dharmapur did what they ought not to have done out of greed for wealth. But my commands became powerful and the old relationship of father and son became riviyed, and the two countries have now become as if they are one. I have not the audacity to discuss the rightness or
wrongness of this action. I am sending herewith my letter. I hope you will place the facts before the Swargadeo and remove any slur which I might have acquired by my vain gloriousness, I being an insect among mortals. This letter is addressed to one who is regarded as the most learned. 264.

Barbarua's reply: Having heard the contents of the epistle the Barbarua said to the Kachari envoys,—'We have understood what your Raja means to say in his letter. Please deliver to us now his oral message.' To this the messengers made the following reply,—'Our chief Raja Krishnachandra Narayan has asked us to say that he cherishes still the old feelings of friendship and goodwill.' The Barbarua then replied,—'Go and tell your Raja that as evidence of his assertion implying his continuance in terms of friendliness, he should take immediate steps to trace out our subjects who have taken shelter in his territories and repatriate them to their own kingdom.' The messengers were then given leave and permitted to return to their country, saka 1717, the month of Palgun, dated the tenth day.

The Barbarua then went up to Viswanath, from where he came down to Gauhati being accompanied by the sepoy detachment under Niamat-ulla Subedar. The Barbarua then proceeded upstream and encamped at the mouth of the Seem. The Swargadeo then directed the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria to proceed towards the south who accordingly set out for Kuriabahi where he halted after having erected a stockade there. The rains then set in and there was no possibility of action with the Dafalas. The Barbarua crossed the river and returned to the South Bank. The Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria marched to Dichoii with the Barbarua where both paid their obeisance to His Majesty. 265.

Phofai Senapati: In saka 1718, a road was constructed from the main entrance of the Dichoii camp to Bacha. At this time the Dafala-Bahattia and fugitives in the North Bank united themselves at Baskata under one Phofai, a Bahattia. They then despatched one Madhuram Bairagi to Bangal to fetch a detachment of Borkandari sepoys. After this they ravaged numerous villages in a spirit of hostility with the aid of these mercenaries. Having received this intelligence the King despatched a messenger to Gauhati to fetch the Dekaphukan with a force of sepoys. On reaching the Bharali in the north the Phukan was attacked by the Bas-
katia sepoys in the vicinity of the Bharari. The Phukan sent out his sepoys to resist the rebels, and the sepoys opened fire accordingly. Then ensued a terrible contest, where the Baskatias being unable to stand took to their heels, after which they assembled again at Baskata. The Phukan then returned to Gauhati at the instance of the Swargadeo.

The King then commanded the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria of the Knoigayan family to quell the disturbances in the North Bank. The Dangaria crossed the Dihing and halted at his camp at Garamur, form where he despatched a force against Phosai Barsenapati and others of the North Bank, and asked them not to take up arms against the King. The rebels did not pay any heed to this order. The Dangaria then crossed the Lohit, on which Phosai Senapati attended by a number of followers entered into the forest with the object of fighting. The Dhekiel Phukan who was the elder brother of the Baskatia Barbarna fled away. The Dangaria after arriving in the North Bank captured Lahar of Lakhimpur and his nephew, both of whom had been living in an unapproved manner. They were then sent up to the King being chained and put in cages. The Swargadeo tried them in which their guilt was proved. They were then hacked into seven pieces, and their heads were transfixed to spears. 266.

*Suppression of Phosai's revolt:* The Dangaria then sent some men with six companies of sepoys to seize the person of Phosai Senapati. The royal army came upon the rebels in the forest. Seeing them Phosai came out and rushed at the King's forces saying, "I will eat them up." The sepoys then fired at the rebel leader. Phosai was struck with a bullet and he lost his life. His followers deserted the field of battle. Some of them were captured by the sepoys and handed over to the Dangaria, who tried them; their crimes being proved they were hooked or pressed to death. The Dhekiel Phukan was eventually found and captured, but he committed suicide on the way by swallowing poison. The other people all came and offered their submission to the Dangaria. The houses of the Barsenapati and of the Dhekiel Phukan were searched and pillaged. On that occasion a large number of buffaloes, cows, ornaments and other articles were recovered and confiscated to the state. After having quieted the Uttaskol, the Burigobain paid his obeisance to the King, and submitted the booty to the royal treasury. 267.
Moamaria insurrection at Chokihat: After this a number of Moamaria fugitives went up and assembled in a body at Chokihat and Soaluguri. The King commanded the Kuogiyan Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria to march against these rebels. The Dangaria provided himself with the necessary quota of men and provisions and saluted the King, after which he proceeded by land and water, and fell upon the Moamarias at Chokihat, where fighting took place with the Moamarias. Being unable to hold their ground the Moamarias fled and dispersed by land and water towards the east. One Pitambar Thakur of the Moamarias was seized in the affray. Many Moamarias being famished offered their submission to the Dangaria who settled them at Khutiapota. Bharathi Raja proceeded up with some of his followers; and he alone could not be found. 268.

Khamti insurrection: Almost at that time the Burha-raja of the Khamtis came down with a large army, and waited with hostile intentions at an encampment at Nibok in the North Bank. The Dangaria then despatched a force who after having vanquished the Burhia-raja in an engagement captured him with his followers. The Dangaria obtained a large quantity of booty by defeating those Moamarias. 269.

Reception of the Munkang ambassador: At that time the chief of Munkang despatched his ambassador Panchamru with letters and presents. He, coming by the route through Mahang, arrived at the Dichoi camp in time. He was kept according to the approved custom being supplied with the necessary provisions and articles. King himself received him in audience at the Ranghar as dictated by the custom of the country. His Majesty sat at the Ranghar wearing a turban and a cloak. The King’s father, the Charing Raja, also sat in the assembly. Two platforms were erected on the two sides of the hall, one of which was occupied by the two Dangarias and the other by the Barbarua and the Phukan. The Swargadeo took his seat being surrounded by the imposing congregation of Katakis, Kakatis, Doloi, Deodhais, Ballungs and other men including the sepoys. Towards evening the Choladhara Phukan of the Chiring family presented the Munkang envoy Panchamru before the court with his letters and gifts. The King then commanded the Choladhara Phukan to make the necessary inquiries. As commanded by the King the Phukan asked the envoy regarding the condition of his Raja’s territories and the object of his
mission: and the Katak communicaed the desired information with respect to their happiness and weal. Having heard the letter the King said,—"The reply to the Raja's queries will be submitted to the messenger at the time of his departure. In the meantime he should wait at his camp." After sitting at the court for sometime the messenger retired to his camp and the King to his place. The presents brought by the ambassador were as follows,—one horse, two pieces of yellow brodcloth, one red brodcloth, one black. The Swargadeo handed over to the Katak the letter and presents, and sent him to the Buragohain in the company of our envoy Ramdeo of the Gharpora family. The Dangaria granted him the usual interview and permitted him to go back to Munkang. 270.

Purnananda restores peace and order: After having re-established peace in the eastern region, the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria came and paid his respects to His Majesty. All the goods obtained during the operations in which he was engaged were made over to the royal store after being embodied in a list. The Dangaria then settled the captive Moamarias at Khutiapota, Dhali, Jankhama and Uttar-Gahpur. The Burha-raja of Khamti was kept under guard near the royal camp to the east of the Dicho. The Khamtis who were his followers were settled at the Tokolai forest to the south of the camp. Those Khamtis were attached to the two Hatimurs, Lebang and Lalim, forming part of the Buragohain's khet. The King conferred upon the Buragohain as marks of distinction,—one silver dish with tripod and three silver cups with gold linings. 271.

Dismissal of officers at the instance of the paiks: After this, complaints were lodged against the Madurai Bargolain by his servitors who thereby caused his dismissal from office. The King then appointed deposed Bargolain of the Madurai family to the vacant office. The newly deposed Bargohain was settled in the vicinity of Kakadonga under the surveillance of twenty Dola-sharias in charge of one Dola-sharia Bara. After this the Barpatra Dangaria of the Kenduguria family was dismissed from office on complaints being made before the King by the constituent members of his khet. He was also made to reside near Kakadonga. The son of the Kenduguria Barpatra Dangaria who had fallen in the eastern campaign was now appointed Barpatra by the King. Manjay Naobaicha Phukan of the Bakatial family was fined and dismissed.
from office, being charged with the offence of destroying royal stores and granaries. The son of the deposed Barpatra was appointed Naobaicha Phukan. 272.

Female jugglers from Bangal: After this the King brought a party of female jugglers from Bangal. The King went to the Ranghar and made the jugglers perform their feats. The following tricks were shown—a dish was placed on a small platform supported by four posts below which there was another dish on a pitcher on the head of a man. A woman stood up on the upper dish with a shield and a sword. The man below went on spinning breadthwise like a top. Another woman, similarly armed with shield and sword, danced on the top of a bamboo post from where she jumped on to the earth, being caught by a man below with his hands. The Swargadeo became pleased with the performance and gave the jugglers a reward of rupees four hundred. They were subsequently taken to the interior of the palace where also they performed their feats. 275.

Death of Kadamlighala: In the month of Bhadra, saka 1721, the Charingia Raja’s mother who was known as ‘Muar-Deuta’ breathed her last. On the twentieth of Aswin, the day when the purificatory rites were performed after the lapse of a month, the King’s father the Charing Raja also passed away. The funeral rites occurring a month after were performed according to the Brahmanical code, where hargenes were distributed, and the Mahantas or religious leaders were brought to perform congregational recital of religious music attended by the usual festivities. The bones were removed to Charaida Hill under the escort of the Dihingia Phukan and the Chetia-patra Barua of the Doijania Bargohain family. 274.

The Darangi Raja pays homage to the Swargadeo: The Swargadeo had been formally crowned before the death of his father the Charingia Raja. The custom demanded that the Rajas of Darang should personally bow before the King at the time of his coronation. According to this custom, Krishnanaran the Darangi Raja, and Hayanaran the Saru-raja of Darang, bowed down to the King during the Phalgutsav festival. The procedure adopted in salutation was as follows,—after His Majesty had taken his seat in the court-chamber, the Dangarias seated themselves in the eastern side of the hall leaning against their respective pillars. The Rajas advanced to the court and took their seats below those of the Dan-
garias in the centre of the hall being permitted to use the distinctive marks assigned to the Dangarias. Then Bhadari Barbarua of the Sandikai family presented the Rajas to the King from their seats. The Rajas bowed down to the Swargadeo seven times at the end of which they resumed their respective seats. The ex-Raja sat on a blanket. The following were the presents offered by the two Rajas at the time of salutation,—forty tolas of gold; two horses, eighty yaktails, eighty pieces sal-cloth; eighty blankets; eighty pieces of cloth each ten cubits long; another set of eighty pieces each twelve cubits long; eighty more pieces each having five colours. When the time came for the court to disperse the King distributed betel-nut and leaf placed in a bata. The Rajas then retired to their camps. 275.

Srinath Barbarua of the Duara family: After this the Sandikai Barbarua died in saka 1722. The Bhitarual Phukan of the Duara family was appointed Barbarua by the Swargadeo, while a member of the Bakatia family was made Bhitarual Phukan. 276.

Moran-Singphou encounter: In 1723 saka, the Swargadeo commanded the Dekaphukan of the Buragohain family to quell disturbances in Upper Assam. The Phukan was provided with five companies of sepoys. He saluted the King after which he marched to Bemara where he surrounded the Moamarias. There ensued an engagement with Moamarias who being unable to stand took to their heels and proceeded eastward to Namrup where they waited in conjunction with the Singphous in the Mataki country. They were besieged again by our army, and there followed a terrible contest with the Morans and Singphous. We lost fifteen sepoys, and our soldiers renewed their attacks with greater vigour. The Morans and the Singphous formed themselves into two separate groups and dispersed in opposite directions. The spoils obtained in this warfare consisted of men, provisions, buffaloes, cows, copper, brass and cloths. The Singphous appeared on this occasion as tame and submissive. The Phukan then came back and bowed to the King. The articles seized in the war were removed to the royal treasury. 277.

The death of Bharathi Raja: Then the King commanded the Dekaphukan to start for the eastern campaign. The Dekaphukan went with six companies of sepoys to chase the Morans; the rebels were attacked near the Dangari. The Morans then deserted their homes and entered into the forest. Looking for the our menm
found them out in that very forest. Our sepoys besieged the Morans. Then Bharathi, the Raja of the Maram, accompanied by five Morans rushed at and attacked the company commanded by Nasipsing, and pierced a sepoy through with a spear. In this opportune moment one Jogising Sepahis fired on; and the ball struck the thigh of Bharathi. Still the chief without turning his face back rushed forward and caught hold of the gun. In the meantime two sepoys pierced Bharathi to death with their bayonets.

Having seen the fall of Bharathi the Morans dispersed into the forest. Our people came out and joined the Phukan near the Dangari. Thirty Morans fell in that battle. Then the Phukan sent by boat the corpse of Bharathi to the King under the charge of the Bahbaria Katak. By order of the King the corpse was transfixed to a spear in the midst of the newly settled Moamaria village at Khuriapota. The Phukan too halted at his encampment by the side of the Dangari. 278.

*Origin of the name 'Bhogdoi*': The Morans were forced by starvation to offer their submission by coming to that camp. Some men, buffaloes, cows, copper and brass were obtained. At that time, Sivanath Nam-Dayangia Rajkhowa, the younger brother of the Kuogayan Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria, was commanded by the King to trace out the fugitives who had taken refuge in the Kachar country. Some sepoys were also given with him. After bowing to the King the Rajkhowa went down by boat and stayed at Raha-choki where he had thrown off a stockade. At that time the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria excavated a canal named 'Bhogdoi' extending from the Dichoi to the Kalioni. During the excavation of that stream the Adhikars or the heads of the religious institutions fed the people with rice and cakes, one khet after another; and the King, the Dangaria and the Barbarua also supplied refreshments to the labourers. The name 'Bhogdoi,' literally food-offering, was thus given to the canal. The king went to see that stream. He was honoured with gifts on a sarai and a latban. The queen-mother also went thereto. Largesses were given on that day to women on the way. 279.

*The embassy from the Deva-Dharma Raja of Bhutan*: In Saka 1723, the Purbaparia Chaundhari Brahman named Pankaj, and the Lekharu of Kharang named Kapchiga, were despatched by the Sandikai Phukan to the presence of the Deva-Dharma Raja, the ruler of Bhutan. The Raja Deva-Dharma then sent with them to
the Swargadeo the four jinkaps or envoys named Jiva, Dindu, Khupa and Barukdewa, with letters and gifts. The Barphukan sent them up to the presence of the Swargadeo. They were kept at Sarba-bandha.

The four jinkaps were received in audience by the Kuoigayan Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria when he was witnessing the flight of the birds from the aviary at Domjan, down Tarajan. The Dangaria rode on an elephant and was attended by an imposing assemblage of elephants, horses, retinue and sepoys. The envoys were introduced by the Jakaichukia Tekela-Bara of the Dangaria’s constituency or mel, The Dangaria then directed Biswambhar Bahbaria Kataki to make the necessary enquiries on his behalf in the native dialect of the ambassadors,—‘Kataki, please ask the messengers Jiva, Dindu, Khupa and Barukdewa, whether at the time of their departure, their lord the Deva-Dharma Raja was in the enjoyment of peace and happiness exercising his protection over his subjects living in the plains as well as in the hills, with his Lemas, Jongpungs, Jadungs, Tanchur-subhas and Gelans.’

Having heard this the jinkaps replied, ‘Our Deva-Dharma Raja was living in happiness by the grace of Kali-Thakurani when we left our country. We are not in a position to say what has transpired in the meantime.’ The Dangaria then said,—‘It is also our desire that the Deva-Dharma Raja should be enjoying prosperity and happiness. Please ask them in which month they left their country. When did they reach Gauhati? How long it was since they arrived at this place? Had they to face any danger or difficulty in their journey?’ Having heard this they said,—‘We started from our country in the month of Pous, and arrived here in Chaitra, and we had no misfortune in our travel.’ Having heard the contents of the letter the Dangaria said,—‘I have understood what the Deva-Dharma Raja communicates in his letter. Please tell us now what he has communicated through you orally.’ The messengers then stated,—‘The Deva-Dharma Raja has commanded us to say that seven hundred Gelans had previously solicited the permission of the Swargadeo to settle in the area bounded by the Gohain-Kamala Ali, for the purpose of rearing betel-nut trees and leaves, for earning their livelihood. The permission was granted by the Swargadeo and the Gelans accordingly settled at the place prayed for. But the people living
on the other side of the road have transgressed the line of demarcation, and have captured our men after crossing that road. Our King solicits the favour of the Swargadeo’s protecting the former boundaries.’ To this the Dangaria replied,—‘All right, the messengers will be given a reply to the message of their Raja communicate in his letter and also orally at the time of their departure. If they are fortunate they may be favoured with the opportunity of personally paying their respects at the feet of the Swargadeo.’ The messengers were allowed leave to retire to their camps, after which they were presented with the customary offering of flowers and sandal-paste. The Dangaria also went to his camp. The following were the gifts brought for the Dangaria,—One than or long piece of gomchung or China silk; one than of Kilmij; four pieces of dwaraka cloth; one piece of white sandal-wood; one piece of red sandal-wood; four chamar of musk-deer. 280.

The Bhutan envoys at the royal court: The four jinkaps were presented to the Swargadeo by the Choladhara Phukan of the Chiring family in the front portico of the Barchora during the Durgotsav celebrations. The King then directed the Majindar Barua, who was a Ganak by caste, to put the necessary questions on behalf of His Majesty, and he said,—‘I have been commanded by His Majesty to enquire of Jiva, Dindu, Khupa and Burukdewa, whether at the time of their departure the Deva-Dharma Raja was living in peace and prosperity, by protecting his subjects along with his Lemas, Jongpungs, Jadungs, Tangchur-subhas and Gelans.’ Having heard this the messengers replied,—‘At the time of our departure the Deva-Dharma Raja was living in peace and plenty through the favour of Kali-Thakurani. We cannot say what has transpired in the meantime.’ The King then said,—‘It is also our desire that the Deva-Dharma Raja should live in happiness and prosperity.’ He directed to further enquire as follows,—‘In which month did they leave their country? When did they reach Gauhati? How long it was since they arrived at this place?’ Having heard this they said,—‘We started from our country in the month of Pous; in the month of Phalgun we reached the place in the jurisdiction of the Barpani Raja of Gauhati, and we arrived here in the month of Chaitra. We did not experience any danger or fright in our journey.’ The Majindar then read out the letter, after which the King said,—‘I have understood the purport of the message as communicated by the Raja.
in his letter. Please tell me now what he intends to inform in his oral message.' Having heard this the messengers said,—
'The true intent of the Raja's message is what he has communicated in his epistle. But in addition to this he has directed us to say that seven hundred Gelans had previously prayed for and obtained permission from the Swargadeo through the Barpani Raja to settle in the area bordering on the Gohain-Kamala Ali, for the purpose of taking betel-nut and leaf, by singing religious songs. But the subjects of the Swargadeo have now violated the boundary line, ravaged the villages and committed many oppressions. Our Raja prays for the restitution and protection of the old limits.' After the messengers had submitted their prayer the King said,—The Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria will communicate his reply to this prayer at the time of the messengers' departure. They should now wait at their camp.' After this they were given flowers and sandal-paste and allowed to retire. They continued in the court for some time and then retired to their camp. 281.

Presents from the Bhutan Raja to the Swargadeo: The following articles were sent as presents by the Deva-Dharma Raja to the Swargadeo,—one silver pot containing smaller caskets inside; one steel sword; a sheath to match the above, with silver linings; occasionally interspersed with gold and set with precious stones; one waist-belt of kocha cloth; one red frock-coat of kuchi; one red than of gomchung-mechi; three pieces of red dwaraka for wearing on the body; one white piece; one piece of red gomchung; one piece of black gomchung; one piece of light-red gomchung; another piece of Feringhee gomchung of light-red colour; one satranj; one namdang; with four broad laces; one piece of kilmij cloth; one dinka blanket; twelve khulu blankets; fifteen red blankets; nine pipranga blankets; sixty yaktailes from Kariapar; one black mithan; two toka gumuni cows; one horse; two red Tangon ponies; one blackish piebald pony harnessed with saddles, bridles, and other fittings. From Tangchur-subha,—one piebald pony; one piece of golden red gomchung; two pieces of red dwaraka; one blanket; one soft red blanket; one blanket for sitting; one dinge-kheh or Chinese blanket; one rug made of furs, but so smooth that one would think it is not made of furs at all having stripes like those of a tiger; three whitish straw-coloured yaktailes. From Jadung, one Tangana pony; one piece of namdang cloth. From the two
messengers Jiva and Dindu,—two pieces of golden gomchhang cloth; nine blankets; one red piece of dwaraika. From Khupa and Burukdewa,—three pieces of namdong; four blankets. For the recreation of the Bhutanese ambassadors a pair of Bana-prasti Bangals danced in mid-air with lights on their backs; while another pair walked on a rope with a stick with buffalo-horns fastened at its lower end. They also exhibited numerous other feats for amusement. 282.

Joint insurrection of the Kacharis and the Moamarias: The Rajkhowa staying at Raha-choki fetched one Saranamati of the Kacharis as well as the Laskars and asked them to produce our fugitives. They were then put under watch and guard. In the meantime, the Kacharis, the Moamarias and the fugitives, accompanied by a person who was given out to be a prince, assembled in one place with motives of revolt. One day the Rajkhowa despatched a contingent of his army, who crossed the Kalang, and dispersed the rebels who had assembled at Jamunamukh. The so-called prince, and the Barbarua of the Dibhingia family as well as a number of fugitives were captured; the prince, the Barbarua and Saranamati were sent under Durga Kataki of the Bahbaria family, and the Tekela-Bara Gunai of Candahar-choki, to the presence of the Swargadeo accompanied by the escort of a force of sepoys. After a journey of two days the Barbarua effected his escape at night from Bharaligaon. The prince and Saranamati were made over to the King at his Dichoï camp. In the trial that followed it was found that the so-called prince was an imposter, and he was beheaded, while Saranamati was kept in confinement. The Kacharis, the Moamarias and the fugitives managed to assemble again taking with them a son of the Barmura Gohain. Apprehending a conflict the Rajkhowa reported the matter to the King, who accordingly ordered the Dekaphukan of Gauhati to march to the outpost at Raha in the company of a number of sepoys. The Phukan after his arrival at Raha-choki collected men for united action. The Moamarias then issued out of the route through Potani and burnt a number of villages of the men of Nagaon. The Phukan gave the Nagayans a contingent of sepoys, and arranged for the erection of a stockade at Potani, where they were afterwards attacked by the Morans. The Nagayans came out of their camp and joined the Moamarias; and they also killed some sepoys. The latter came back and joined the camp of the Phukan and the Rajkhowa. The Moa-
marias became powerful again. After this our Phukan, Rajkhowa and the Rohial Barua, came out one day with their army; and after having crossed the Kalang and the Kapili they attacked the Moamarias who also resisted by a counter-attack. There ensued a severe contest between the two parties. There being no stockade our men could not continue their stand, and so they had to disperse. 283.

Victory of the rebels: In this engagement we lost the Dualia Rajkhowa of Ghiladhari, the Rohial Barua of the Duara family, the Nagayan Hajarika named Ranjay, the Kharangi Hajarikia named Chengkali, the Bahbaria Katali named Gauri, 240 sepoys, and 300 other men. Being defeated in this battle, the Dekaphukan went to Gauhati, and the Rajkhowa joined His Majesty. After this the Moamarias came out and compelled the people to offer submission to them in the area bounded by the Kajali, the Brahmaputra and the mouth of the Micha river. Dhireswar, the Katali of the Bahbaria family, came from Upper Assam to report to the King the particulars of the war. 284.

Fresh army despatched to suppress the Kacharis: Having received the intelligence of our defeat in the Kachari war, the King commanded the Katali Dhireswar to bring up the Dekaphukan and the Captain. The Katali proceeding in a boat by day and night came back with the Captain Gohain and three companies of sepoys. Before the arrival of the Captain, the King sent down the Bacha Rajkhowa of the Buragohain family with three companies of sepoys to proceed down-stream and continue the fight. The Tekela-neog was also given in his company. The Bacha Rajkhowa proceeded down and erected a stockade at Michamukh and halted there. In the meantime the Captain Gohain joined the King who despatched the said Captain Gohain to war with three companies of sepoys; Hao-Sagar Bara was also sent with 400 Baskatias whose weapons consisted of datt, spears, bows and arrows. Dhireswar Katali was also allowed to accompany them. 285.

The Bhogdoi canal: The Captain proceeded down by boat and joined the Bacha Rajkhowa at Naogaon. At this time, the Dekaphukan paid his obeisance to His Majesty after having posted a small force at Namchang consisting of the three Abhayapuria units together with thirty sepoys. The articles seized by him were made over to the King accompanied by a descriptive list. The Kuoglayan Buragohain Dangaria then excavated a canal from the Dichoi to
the Kalioni, during which the Adhikars or religious heads supplied refreshments to the labourers, from which the canal was known as Bhogdoi. 286.

Fresh hostilities with the Moamarias: Then the Captain and the Bacha Rajkhowa halted at their camp above Khagarijan in the north bank of the Kalang. The Kacharis, the Nagayans, the fugitives and the Moamarias attended by a regular force and accompanied by the bogus prince, made their appearance near the encampment of the royalists. The Moamarias having crossed the Kalang had set fire to the villages during their march. Our men also issued out with the sepoys and the Baskatias and fell upon the Moamarias. The Bangals had with them Dhireswar Katak and Jagannath Baragi, while the Baskatias had Sagar-Bara Hao. Then ensued a severe contest with the Moamarias. 287.

Victory of the royalists: During this engagement the Bajupuri Bangals hurled a missile of fire at the sight of which the Moamarias fled in terror and dismay. The Baskatias pursued them and cut them off. The entire force took to their heels and entered again the Kachari country. Our men halted at the camp at Raha-choki. The Moamarias lost in this war one Hanumanta, a Bar-joga-dhari or one who was renowned for his staunch yoga austerities, and 120 other men. Dhireswar Bahbanja Katak was despatched to the capital to communicate the news of this victory to the King. The Katak delivered the message to His Majesty in his palace, who on hearing it became delighted and rewarded the messenger with presents. 288.

Fresh preparations: The Swargadeo sent hack Saranamati to the Raha-choki camp under the escort of one Hahchowa Tekela-Bara. After this, the King placed at the disposal of the Dekaphukan of the Buragohain family five companies of sepoys, and commanded him to proceed to the Kachari-Moamaria war. The Phukan saluted the King, and proceeded down by land and water to Raha-chokei where he joined the Captain and the Bacha Rajkhowa, and halted there by erecting a big stockade. Anticipating a severe engagement the King commanded the transfer of a portion of the army stationed at Gauhati to the main theatre of war. Messengers were despatched and they brought up the soldiers. The two Rajas of Darang with their two thousand soldiers of the Chutia-kowan unit, the bearded Brahmachari with five companies of sepoys, the Dekaphukan who had deserted the army before, and the chief
Tamol-kata of the Barphukan, they all came up to Jagi-choki and halted at the camp erected by them. In the meantime the Solal Gohain died at Kaliabar; and the Dekaphukan was placed in charge of the Solals till the appointment of a new Gohain. As commanded by the King, the Dekaphukan assembled the Solals, the Chai-duarias, the Deuries, the Ghiladharias, the Samdharias, the Nagayans, the Kharangis, the Panchrajias and the Satrajias, and remained ready for action with this large force. 289.

Reception of Jayantia Katakis: Previously to this the Namdangia Rajkhowa had, at the instance of His Majesty, despatched the Jayantia envoy Ramchandra to the Jayantia-chieftain Ram Singha. He now came back with an epistle and presents from the chief of Jayantia. The Phukan sent the messenger Ramchandra to the presence of the Swargadeo. The Kataki was placed down Sarbagbandha where he was supplied with provisions and other necessaries. The ambassador was received at the official residence of the Barbarua of the Duara family, in the presence of a large assembly of Katakis, Kakatis, Dolois, Deodhais, Baras, Barucks and sepoys, attended by elephants and horses. The officers were attired in turbans and cloaks. An elevated place was also constructed for the occasion. In the evening the envoy was received according to the customary procedure. He was introduced by the Namdangia Bara named Nartam. The envoy placed the letter on a sarai and sat on a plaintain leaf at the end of the court. The seat was given to him owing to his insistent request, specially as he was a Brahman. The Barbarua directed the Bahbaria Kataki Jaydeo to put the usual questions in the following words,—"Kataki, ask Ramchandra, whether his lord Ram Singha was enjoying peace and happiness at the time of his departure, ruling over his cows and Brahmans, Baras, Barucks, and his subjects living in the plains as well as in the hills." On hearing this the envoy replied,—"At the time of our departure from Jayantiaiapur, our chief was in happiness and safety ruling over his territories and people. We do not know what has happened afterwards."

The Barbarua then replied, 'It is our desire that your chief should be in the enjoyment of peace and prosperity.' He ordered fresh queries to be made on the following lines,—'In what month did he leave his nativeland? When did he reach the outpost of Jagi? How many days have elapsed since his arrival here? Did he encounter any fright or trouble in his journey?" Hearing this
the messenger replied,—'We started from Jayantiapur in the month of Phalgun and reached Jagi-choki in Baisakh and arrived at this place in the month of Jai Ashtha. We did not encounter any fear or trouble on our way.' The Majindar Barua then read aloud the letter on hearing which the Barbarua said,—'We have understood what the chief has communicated through the letter. Now please let him say what message has been conveyed orally.' The messenger then said,—'The message is nothing but what has been communicated in the letter. Yet the Raja has asked us to say that he has been continuing in the same old terms of friendship which had been established long before, and that he has not forgotten them in his heart.' The Barbarua said,—'The Raja has expressed his desire for the enhancement of our mutual friendship. This desire is also shared by me. Further message will be delivered to the envoy at the time of his departure. If he is fortunate he may also be blessed with the sight of His Majesty's feet. Let him now retire to his camp.' The Kataki was then allowed leave after being offered flowers and sandal-paste. He then returned to his quarters after waiting at the court for sometime more. The Barbarua then caused the distribution of betel-nut and leaf to the Katakis and Kakails of the court in an earthen pot. These officers had also been offered seats. Some articles of food were sent to the Jayantia envoy on that day. 290.

Letter from the Jayantia chief: The following letter from the Jayantia chief to the Swargadeo was brought by the aforesaid envoy Ramchandra:

Hail! To the glorious Swargadeo, King and Paramount Sovereign, who like a black-bee drinks the honey-drops flowing gently from the lotus-feet of his tutelary deity, illumined by the sun-like effulgence emitted by the jewels set amidst the Mandara flowers on the heads of gods led by Brahma and Indra, here shines the epistle despatched by the Lord of Jayantipur, who is gladdened by the all-absorbing adoration of the feet of his own deity, one who is blessed with abundant prosperity and wealth, one who is a sun to the lilies in the shape of his enemies, but who shines in the company of his lotus-like powerful allies, one who has suppressed the misery of the indigent. First of all we solicit your uninterrupted prosperity.

Thus runs our message: I have received your news from
your confidential letter. What you have said regarding our old friendship is just and proper. I have been highly delighted to receive intelligence of the suppression of your powerful enemies. Besides, you have written that Jayantia-pur is Rangpur, and Rangpur is Jayantiapur, and that both are one and the same. I am not unconscious of our indissoluble friendship. As fate decreed, no interchange of embassies could take place on account of the disturbances near Raha. A number of Garos who are my subjects conspired in secret and caused the disruption. The frontier chiefs have now become submissive being placed out of the line of mutual communication. After a short while those not yet quelled would be brought to submission by the grace of the Goddess. We shall see the termination of their hostility in some way or other. I communicate to you this news as we are inseparable in friendship. You have also written about the fugitives and I shall see to the necessary arrangements for bringing them round. I am now attempting to open up the ways which will lead to the removal of the disturbances in my territories. I have heard from others that you have transgressed the boundaries and taken away some men who were sheltered in my territories. Yet I have not done anything in the way of reprisal or retaliation in remembrance of our old friendship. These acts are not justifiable. I write again that nothing is impossible if the Goddess is favourably disposed. I wish that messages and embassies should come and go as before which will lead to the increase of our friendly relations. The rest you will learn from the lips of Ramchandra and Bhudev. Saka 1723, the month of Magh. Here ends the epistle. I end the following presents as tokens of the genuineness of this letter,—One scarlet-coloured sari, one than of white cloth, four nutmegs, and some quantity of cloves."

On that occasion a letter only was brought to the Swargadeo. The Barbaria gave two pieces of taq or broadcloth and two rugs, with which the envoy paid his respects to the Swargadeo. 291.

Moamarias rescrits: After this the Dekaphukan, with the object of capturing the Kacharis and the Moamarias, crossed the Kalang river and entered the Kachari territory where he halted after
erecting a stockade. He continued his advance after having sent Dhireswar Kataki of the Bahbaria family by the route through Jagi at the head of a Gauhati contingent. The Kacharis then expressed their intention to expatriate our fugitives by the Moamarias being powerful withstood this proposal. The Moamarias attacked the Phukan when he arrived at Chang-choki, where the insurgents were routed with the loss of some men. The news of this battle was communicated to the King by Dhireswar Bahbaria Kataki whom the Phukan had despatched for the purpose. The Kataki informed the Barbarua. The King admitted the messenger to his chamber and asked him the details of the campaign. His Majesty became pleased to receive intelligence of the victory of the royalist force. The Phukan in the meantime searched for the Moamarias as far as Barthal. He set fire to the villages and captured some Kachari Laskurs, Kacharis, Moamarias and fugitives whom he brought out after which he halted at his fort at Raha-choki. The detachment which had proceeded through Jagi now returned with four frontier chieftains or Raja-powalis as captives, and they now halted at the stockade at Jagi-choki. Some of the Moamarias and refugees escaped into Khaspur and Jayantiapur. The Barmura Gohain could not also be found. 292.

Punishment of Nagayan rebels: At that time the Phukan charged seven Saikias of Nagaon and four Raja-powalis of Satrajia and Pachrajia grades with the offence of being in league with the Moamarias, and put them to death by pressing them between wooden cylinders or by looking them like fish. He also caught some elephants there. In the meantime, Doloi Rupai and Hari Ligira, envoys of Raja Ram Singha of Jayantia, reached the Phukan's camp, who sent them up to the presence of His Majesty, and they in time arrived at the Dichoel encampment. They were kept at Sarbaibandha where they were supplied with provisions. The Duara Barbarua had, before the arrival of these envoys, received Ramchandra at his residence and given him leave after delivering to him the message as stated above. 293.

Barbarua's message to Jayanta: The Barbarua said,—'Jaydeo, tell Ramchandra that I have allowed him leave to-day to go back to his own country. He will rest at his camp to-day and start for Jayantiapur tomorrow. We have given a written reply to the message sent by the Raja in his letter. The Raja will know our reply by looking at out letter; besides, his Kataki will also tell him
orally as follows,—"The Raja always informed us of his continued friendship. The Moamarias had previously set fire to the Singari-ghar and raised the standard of revolt. His Majesty commanded that the Moamarias should be captured and put to death in all places. Out of fear for death the Moamarias escaped into the territories of the Raja after having looted the money and treasures from the villages and stores belonging to His Majesty. At that juncture our men stationed at the chokis or outposts warned the Raja's subjects saying that the Moamarias should not be given shelter as they were hostile to the Swargadeo and that they had removed large quantities of articles by destroying His Majesty's emporiums. Some of the Jayantia Raja's subjects ignored this warning and harboured the rebels coveting the goods in their possession. They further said that they were prepared to face any complication that might arise therefrom. Thus were the fugitives sheltered. Now, many of our men have taken shelter in the Raja's country owing to the disturbed condition of our kingdom and the scarcity of food-grains. The Moamarias, the fugitives and the Kacharis united themselves and raised an insurrection near Raha and destroyed a large number of His Majesty's subjects as well as provisions. The Jayantia Raja might have heard of the consequences which have been experienced by the Kacharis after our victory in that war. They have also been witnessed by those present here. If the Raja be intent upon the progressive advancement of our mutual friendship then he should send back the Moamarias and our other subjects who had taken refuge in his territories. They should be sent back with our envoys Jaydeo and Jay Bara after they are safely escorted to Jagi-choki.'

Having heard this Ramchandra Katak said, 'We shall tell our Raja all that we have been commanded to say. Things will happen according to the wishes of the Raja. The four frontier Raja-powalis who have been detained at Raha-choki should be released and handed over to us.' After the Jayantia envoy had thus informed the Barbarua, the latter said,—'All right, I permit the four Raja-powalis to accompany the messenger; and we also have deputed our own Katakis Jaydeo and Jay Bara with a letter and presents to the Raja. Ramchandra should proceed to his country and arrange the speedy return of our messengers after they are granted audience with the Raja.' He was then allowed to retire to his camp. 294.
The Barbarus's letter to the Jayantia Raja: The following is the text of the letter addressed by the Duara Barbarus to the Jayantia Raja Ram Singha and sent in the custody of our messengers Jaydeo and Jay Bara.

Hail! To Ram Singha, whose abode is the intense delight in the unctuous honey flowing gently from the lotus-feet of Sri-Govinda, which are worshipped by the host of the adorables headed by the glorious Indra, one whose body is embraced by the nymph of polity, one who is Lord of Jayantipur, resplendent with glory resembling the foam oozing out of the exude of the tree of Indra, which has been humiliated by the Monarch's distribution of largesses.

Hail! Here shines the epistle of the glorious Barbarus, the peak of ministers, and the protector of the bridge of traditions, one whose intelligence is inspired by Vrishaspati himself, one whose heart is fully devoted to the feet of the glorious Visweswar. We who solicit your uninterrupted welfare are in enjoyment of prosperity.

Thus runs our special message:—The letter which you despatched to the Swargadeo with Ramchandra Kataki has reached our hands. Receiving the news through this letter and also through the oral message His Majesty has become greatly pleased. The King granted personal interview to your envoy as a special favour, and the envoy has learnt all that was told in the conversation which followed. You have, besides, written about the safe continuance of our old friendly terms which had recently assumed a different shape. Now measures should be adopted which will lead to the safeguarding of your friendly relations with His Majesty. You have also said that you are extremely delighted to hear of the suppression of our powerful enemies. It is meet and proper for a trusted ally to desire for the welfare of his friend. Your representative has further said that the amicable relations between the two countries should never be lost sight of; this message of yours is certainly true. You have further stated that you have put a stop to the obstructions of the route by some Garos of Narthang which were caused by God and Goddess as it were, and that the settlement of this matter is nearing completion and that you intend to see the
termination of these disloyal activities within a short time. You have also assured us of your indissoluble friendship. We are perfectly aware of all these matters. We shall both be immune from future troubles and our friendship will increase henceforward leading to the interchange of embassies between the two territories, if the Raja will kindly complete his task of subduing the unruly elements in his state and remove all obstructions now impeding the route to Raha, by living in the previously trodden path of righteousness. His promise of enduring friendliness will then come to fruition. As to your promise to settle up the matter relating to our fugitive subjects, this is only just that you should do as you have said. But actions have belied this statement. At the time when we were engaged in the suppression of the Mayamarias, many of our subjects took shelter in the frontiers of the Raja’s territory. Our men warned the Raja’s subjects against harbouring and feeding the refugees pointing out to the possibilities of complications emanating from hostile quarters which may lead to the destruction of the friendly relations existing between the two states. Still then the Raja-powalis of the place, the borderers and the Garos, out of greed for their goods, sheltered the fugitives on their own responsibility, saying,—’Nothing untoward will take place, and if anything unexpected happens, we will shoulder the blame.’ Now the Raja-powalis of the frontiers, the Garos and the Kacharlis have all united with the Mayamarias and committed misdeeds, from the nature of which we imagine they are themselves incapable of these daring acts. We have rather been surprised as we hold that these ordinary people could not perpetrate these acts if they were not secretly aided by some powerful ally behind the scene. His Majesty will deal with the party at whose instigation these acts have been committed, according to the exigency of the situation. We expect that the Raja will command his subjects in those places where our fugitives and Mayamarias have taken shelter, to release and repatriate the refugees, in recollection of our old friendship. If instead of acting in consonance with our desire he deviates from the sacred
obligations of the past and refrains from carrying out his expressions of friendship the consequences will be patent to him in no time. Later on it will be beyond his power to retain our subjects and the Mayamarias, and so we are writing this in time. The Raja has further written that he has received a report alleging the transgression of his territories by His Majesty’s subjects and the removal of the Raja’s people, adding that this procedure which is in contravention of old terms is certainly objectionable. What the Raja has said is warranted. You should know for certain that we are acting up to the terms of our old covenant; if we had violated them, so many of our subjects would not have remained there so long. We have received the Mayamarias and the refugees which have been sent back by your officers under your command. These officers and the Raja-powalis have gone back after making promises to send the remainder as well. They have not as yet fulfilled their promises, nor are we in a position to recover them by violating the territorial limits; and so we expect that you will not pay heed to the machinations of wicked people. Now we hope that you will see to the speedy restoration of the fugitives. If you do not return them listening to the counsel of wicked people, His Majesty is the best judge of the consequences thereof, and not I. I send herewith some tokens testifying to the genuineness of this epistle, and I hope they will reach your hands. You will be apprised of further messages from our envoys Jaydeo Katak and our Tekela-Bara Sri Jaydas and your Ramchandra Katak and others. We hope you will delight us by sending us the news of your welfare after you have received our message. Saka 1725, dated Magh 28. 295.

Articles presented to the Jayantia Raja: The following is an inventory of the articles presented,—one kerchief with a tuft of gold in the centre; one pair of cloth with embroidered borders breadth-wise and lengthwise spotted with flowers and stripes woven into the texture; one cheleng or single sheet with decorated fringes; one waist-cloth made of the same stuff; one sheet of white broadcloth; one frock-coat made of satin; one silk dhuti; four knives with gilt handles, six knives with brass hafts, and six plain ones. 296.
Articles presented to the Jayantia envoys: The following articles were presented to the envoys,—to Ramchandra Katak, a turban made of yellow-coloured stuff; one cloak of greenish colour; and also two-fold pieces, one piece of patuka or head-wear, earrings, and a pair of bangles worked with gold in three places; he was also given as his pocket money thirty rupees and one gold mohar. His two fellow envoys of the junior rank were presented with cloaks, turbans, two-fold sheets and girdles all made of cotton; they were also given earrings. The same set of articles were also presented to a Garo. The above three were given rupees thirty-six for their joint expenses. The following were the presents given to our Katak Jaydeo,—one yellow-coloured turban; one cloak used by bridegrooms in Lower Assam; one two-fold piece made of yellow texture; one piece of cotton patuka; plain bangles; earrings; and for his expenses twenty-four rupees and one gold mohar. The two junior Katakis were given dhuti, chilengs, turbans, earrings and rupees twenty-four. The Tekela-Bara was given a reddish turban, one two-fold sheet, one cotton cloak, one ksa or ear-ornament and twenty rupees for expenses. The Bar-tekela was given a dhuti, a chileng, turban, earring, and rupees twenty-four for all the Tekelas. The Chokia Bara, or the officer attached to the frontier outpost, was given rupees eight. After offering these presents and money they were despatched to the court of Ram Singha, Raja of Jayantia. 297.

Leave to Jayantia envoys: The four Raja-powalis of Khala, Gobha, Nei and Sahari, who were detained as captives under watch and guard were taken in their company from Raha. In the meantime the Jayantia Raja had despatched his ambassadors, Doloi Rupai and Hari Ligira, with letter and presents to the charge of Ramchandra Katak. They were formally received by the Duara Barbarua in his official residence after they had been kept for sometime being supplied with provisions and necessaries. They were now granted leave to depart. They now returned post-haste and went to Jayantia in the company of Ramchandra. 298.

Return of the Bhutia envoys: After this the Dekaplukan halted at Raha-choki, while the Captain, the Bacha Rajkhowa and others joined the King. The Prime Minister Buragohain Dangaria of the Kuoigayan family sailed up the Bhogdoi in his barge and escorted the Bhutia envoys whom he subsequently granted leave to depart after having delivered to them the following message:—"Well,
Jiva, Dindu, Khupa and Burukdewa, I now grant you permission to return to your country. You should stay at your camp this night and start homeward to-morrow. We have given our reply in our epistle to the message communicated by Raja Deva-Dharma in his letter. The Raja will know everything from our letter; and in reply to his verbal message we would like to say that the Nawab of Barpani stationed at Gauhati has been commanded to square up the matter. I have sent our Kataki Anai of the Haramia family to speak to the Barphukan along with you. He will proceed to Gauhati with the foreign envoys. After interviewing the Barphukan they will then start on their journey to their own kingdom. Having thus bidden them farewell with these words the Premier Buragohain Dangaria retired to his residence. 299.

**Presents to the Bhutanese envoys:** The following articles were presented to the messengers,—to Jiva, one yellow turban, one cloak of white patuka, one two-fold piece of yellow colour, one girdle, one earring containing two and a half tolas of gold, one pair of bangles with gold work in three places. The same presents were also given to Dindu. The following presents were made to Khupa and Burukdewa each,—one turban of yellow colour, one cotton cloak, one sheet of yellow-coloured two-fold piece, one cotton patuka, one pair of earrings made of one and a half tola of gold, a pair of silver bangles measuring ten tolas. The same set were given to Burukdewa. For their expenses Jiva was given thirty rupees and two gold mohars; the same to Dindu. Khupa was given rupees twenty and one gold mohar; the same to Burukdewa. Letters and presents to Raja Deva-Dharma were handed over to the messengers. It was in the month of Sravan, saka 1724, that the Bhutia envoys departed from the headquarters at Dichoil or Jorhat. The Haramia Kataki Anai was attached to the envoys to escort them as far as Gauhati. 300.

**Presents to Raja Deva-Dharma of Bhutan:** The following articles were presented by the Swargadeo to Raja Deva-Dharma:—one lime-pot made of five tolas of gold with jewelled inset; one receptacle for tabacco made of four tolas of gold; one peak of three tolas of gold used in japis, along with a sunshade; one Abam-jara or casket made of one hundred and six and a half tolas of gold; one silver betel-pot weighing seventy-two and one-fourth tolas; one silver khadabaz weighing thirty-four tolas; one silver cup pinned on a conical support weighing twenty-seven tolas; one copper sarai inlaid with silver; one plain brass dish with support; one knife set
with gems; fifteen knives with ivory handles inlaid with brass; fifteen knives with handles of buffalo-horn inlaid with silver; two fans made of peacock feathers; one ivory box; four bags of poppy seeds and four wreaths of ivory. Of cloths,—one turban made of very fine texture; one cheleng with embroider is in the four margins; one satin cloak made of lajang stuff of the colour of the leaves of sugarcane; one cotton girdle with embroidered lines; one dhuti of fine silk; one japi with gold points and flowered at places. In another set were given one cotton kerchief, one embroidered pattah; one pair of double-folded cloth with embroideries running through the length and breadth; one piece of hassaal or loin-cloth; one piece of embroidered tangali or girdle; one silk dhuti; one satin frock-coat of the colour of sugarcane leaves; one flowered cotton napkin. The following articles were presented on behalf of the Buragobain Dangaria,—one turban sixteen cubits long made of bara-aria or very fine yarn; one large double sheet embroidered on the corners and lengthwise, lined with stripes woven at regular intervals; one bostaa; one embroidered tangali; one spotted napkin; one silk dhuti; one satin frock-coat with sewn flower-work at intervals; three knives with ivory handles and the blunt portion inlaid with brass; four knives with plain horn handles; one japi made of palm leaves with a silver point and embroidered trimmings; two ivory wreaths; two ivory pots of poppy seeds; and one ivory box.

Paninmur Khabar or plot: In the month of Phalgun, 1724 Saka, one Jabar of Lakshimpur assumed a hostile attitude towards the King, and putting himself at the head of some followers attempted to rebel against the authority of His Majesty. His accomplices in this plot were the following,—the Dola-sharia Barua of the Miriti-Sandikai family; the Chaodang Barua of the house of Lephera belonging to the Chaodang khet; the Tipamia Phukan of the Moran-Barua family; his brother Oja-ligira or head attendant; one Bakali who was a Jaradhara Barua of the Jaradhara khet; one Khuti-khowa who was a Changmai or cook of the Changmai khet; his son; one Halowa who was an Oja-ligira or chief servant attached to the temple of Hara-Gauri; one Kalita Hazarika; one Lurum who was a ligira or attendant of the Malakhu-bacha brigade; the Hazarika of Khaman; one Lebang who was a Hatimuria; one Kataki Bara; one Krishma who was a Likchan Bara of the Barbarua’s khet, and five hundred other men.
There was one Panimua belonging to the Gaj puria khol. Being
reckless of the consequences he proceeded to set fire to the residence
of the Swargadeo. He was captured and being interrogated he
confessed everything. He also delivered a written document con-
taining particulars of the conspiracy. The rebels as mentioned in
the document were captured, and were subsequently put to death
by being pressed or hooked. Some were let off after their eyes
had been extracted, or their noses or ears chopped off, according
to the nature of their guilt. Among the rebels there was one
Brahman Mahanta or religious head of Katanipar named
Sunanda. He was turned out of the state having been placed
on the back of an ass accompanied by the downpour of liquor
upon his head. In that connection the King commanded the
Duara Barbarua to summon the Medhis living in villages as
representatives of Mahantas, in order to urge upon them to remain
aloof from all disloyal activities. The Barbarua accordingly called
in all the Medhis and asked them to surrender all the rebels that
would be found among them, saying,—"If any rebel is found
amongst you you will have to pay one hundred rupees." The Medhis
also undertook to act accordingly. The names of all the Medhis
were taken down. 302.

**Envoy of the Kashari Raja:** After this, during the stay of the
Dekaphukan at Raha, in the month of Baisakh, 1724 saka, Chenak-
humdang, the envoy of the Kashari Raja Krishnachandra Narayan,
arrived at the camp with letters and presents. The Phukan erected
a big house at the stockade at Raha where the Ukil or envoy was
formally received in the midst of a large assembly. The
Phukan listened to the contents of the letter addressed to him.
Then in the month of Jai stha the Phukan sailed upstream and
paid his obeisance to the Swargadeo at the Dichoi encampment.
He sent to the royal residence the goods seized during the war after
having drawn up a descriptive list of the articles. He also took
with him the envoy Chenakhumdang. Besides he took the follow-
ing captives in war,—one person known as Baragi Raja, one Bar-
phetia Khumdang of Kashari, and his four sons who were Laskars.
These were kept at Sarbaibandha. The Ukil Chenakhumdang
was also given quarters at Sarbaibandha where he was supplied
with provisions and necessaries. 303.

**Reception of the Kashari envoy:** Then in the year 1725 saka,
at the court attached to the official residence of the Duara Barbarua,
the Kachari ambassador Chenakhumdang was introduced by the Halchowa Bara in the midst of a gorgeous assemblage of Katakis, Kakatis, Dolois, Deodhais, the Majindar Barua and three companies of sepoys, attended by elephants and horses, where the officers appeared wearing turbans and cloaks. An elevated ground or dais was also constructed for the purpose. The Katakí sat on the ground after having placed his letter on a sarai. The Barbarua then directed the Dilliha, Katakí Narayan to put the usual questions.—'Ask the envoy Chenakhumdang whether at the time of his departure from Khaspuri Raja Krishnachandra Narayan was in the enjoyment of peace and prosperity, protecting cows and Brahmanas, Baras and Bariks and his subjects living in the plains and hills.' The Katakí resumed his seat after making the above queries when the Kachari envoy replied,—'At the time of our departure our Raja was living in health and happiness ruling over his state.' After the above message was conveyed the Barbarua said,—'It is equally our desire that the Raja should live in peace and happiness. But may I ask in which month did they leave their own country, and when again they reached Raha-choki? How long ago have they arrived at this place? Did they encounter any fright or trouble during their journey?'

On hearing this the envoy replied,—'We started from our country in the month of Phalgun, '24 saka. In Chaitra of the same year we reached the outpost at Raha. We waited there for some time after which we had interviews with the Dekaphukan; we sailed upstream with the Phukan and arrived here in Jaishtha of the year '25 saka. We have not met with any danger in our travel.' After they had thus replied the Majindar Barua read out the letter, hearing which the Barbarua said,—'Well, tell the messenger Chenakhumdang that we have learnt what his chief has communicated in the letter; now let him say what the Raja has communicated to us in his oral message.' Having heard this the envoy replied,—'The oral message is materially the same as that transmitted by our Raja in his epistle. In addition to this the Raja informs that he is not forgetful of the old friendship; he has further made the request that the war-captives, Barphetia Khumdang and the four Laskars, should be released and sent back with us.' The Barbarua replied,—'All right, the reply to the Raja's message will be delivered at the time of the envoy's departure. If he is fortunate he may also have a sight of His
Majesty's feet. Let him wait at his camp for the present.' Saying this he caused the presentation of flower and sandal-paste, betel-nut and leaf to the envoy. At that time the Barbarua accused Barphetia Khumdang and the four Laskars, who were captured in war, and said,—'The Raja has intimated that he is continuing the old terms of friendship; then with whose permission have these men taken up arms against us? Why do they not restore our fugitives who have taken shelter in their territory? Let these men answer these questions.' Being thus asked the captives admitted their guilt. They were then sent to their camp in the company of Chenakhumdang. The Barbarua then caused the distribution of betel-nut and leaf to the Katakis and Kakatis in earthen pots. 304.

Kashari Raja's letter to the Barbarua. The following is the text of the letter brought by Chenakhumdang to the name of the Duara Deka-Barbarua,—

'Hail! To Srijut Barbarua, endowed with a liberal disposition, who is like a black-bee having his heart gladdened by drinking at the stream of honey dropping from the two lotus-feet of the glorious daughter of the Lord of Mountains, one who is like a Panchanan among the exterminators of his elephant-like foes, one who with the blessings of the Bramhans has shattered the banner of the enemy. We, through the favour of your friendship and goodwill, which is ever an object of solicitude on our part, are in enjoyment of prosperity and happiness.

Here runs our special message: We have learnt everything from your epistle despatched with Sarnamati who is an intelligent man. You have made references to Barmuria Gohain and other fugitives in your letter. During the unsettled state of the Swargadeo's country he introduced himself as a descendant of His Majesty's family. We were not aware of the real facts and so we kept him after arranging for his livelihood here. After this, during the visit of Jai Singha Raja of Manipur to your country he was found to be on friendly terms with the Manipuri prince Juvaraj Anupananda. As an offshoot of this relationship he was taken to Manipur as soon as he made a request in a letter. But somehow or other he suddenly entered into a conspiracy against the authority of the Swargadeo, having
intrigued with the subjects of this country, the Purania Bhakats or Moamarias and other common people. On receiving intelligence of his intention we deputed Sri Phergakhunglang to arrest and bring him to our presence. Having heard this he insulted our Sri Phergakhunglang and killed Natun Laskar and some other people. But he was ultimately defeated in action; and having had to starve for want of food he left his country and took shelter in a foreign land. *Saka 1725, Jaistha.* 305.

The Barbarua’s oral instructions: (One folio is missing here, and what follows next is the conclusion of the Duara Barbarua’s oral instructions delivered to the Kachari messengers for communication to Raja Krishnahendra Narayan.) ‘...Our sepoys forces were destroyed, our provisions were looted and squandered and we were put to serious annoyance and discomfort. Chenakhumdang has an accurate recollection of all that took place. But subsequently, through the power of His Majesty, Barmura was defeated in an engagement and put to flight. The Raja procured the flight of Barmura by employing his men, and then gave him shelter in the Raja’s own country. Yet we are wrongly informed that Barmura is at large outside the Raja’s territory. We have been subjected to these gross miscarriages and misrepresentations. The remedy is in our hands, but we have refrained from adopting counter-measures in remembrance of our sacred promises. We have also desisted from inflicting punishments on the captive Laskars proportional to their crime. The Raja remembering all that is needful should send out to Raha under the escort of his own men and in the custody of our Katakias,—Barmura, our fugitive subjects, and the Moamarias together with their children and relations. Then the imprisoned Laskars will be released, and our old friendly relations will be maintained. If acting contrary to our expectations the Raja continues indulging in false statements he will know the consequences which the Swargadeo will mete out to him.’

Being thus instructed the messengers were given leave to depart. The Laskars captured during the war were sent with them to Raha-choki, to be detained there under proper watch. 306.

Barbarua’s letter to Raja Krishnahendra: The following is the text of the letter addressed by the Deka-Barbarua of the Duara
family to the Kachari Raja Krishnachandra Narayan, conveyed by Dhireswar Kataki of the Bahbaria family.—

Hail! To Sri-Sri Raja Krishnachandra, whose heart like a black-bee has been tinted by the potlens of the feet-like lotus of the Goddess (Sakti), adored by the host of the adorables headed by Brahma, here shines the epistle of the glorious Barbarua, a chief minister, sprung from the Duara family, who is an ocean of all good qualities, and whose chakors-like heart has been enlightened by tasting the beams of the full moons in the nails of the feet of Sri-Gopala.

Here runs our special message: We have received your message communicated in your letter through Sri-Chenakhumdang. The letter which you have sent to the Swargadeo along with the customary tribute of horses and elephants has been delivered at the feet of His Majesty, and Sri-Chenakhumdang has also been granted an audience with the King. You will know of the conversation that took place on that occasion from the lips of Sri-Chenakhumdang. You have written in your letter,—‘About Barmura Gohain and other fugitives, I first sent the news in a letter through our Kataki Phedela.’ You also referred to the matter in your letter conveyed by the Kataki Phelai, Sagarpha and Phedela and in the oral message delivered by them:—‘During the disturbed condition of the Swargadee’s country Barmura Gohain visited our place, and not knowing the real facts we kept him here and provided him with means of livelihood. In the meantime, Aunpananda son of the Manipuri Raja, being friends with him took him away to Manipur having given him a written assurance. If ever he returns to Khaspur he will be seized and sent back.’ This was written in a letter and also transmitted in your oral message. Now you have acted contrary to these assurances and written in your letter,—‘Barmura Gohain, after his return from Manipur conspired with the Puranias Bhakats of this place and other common men, and raised the standard of revolt against the Swargadeo. Hearing this we despatched Phergakhumdang to seize the person of the Gohain and bring him to us. Coming to know this he insulted Phergakhumdang, and
killed many of our men including Natua Laskar. Afterwards, meeting reverses in fight and being pressed for food he deserted this territory. The above statement which you have made concealing your own guilt is unworthy of you. We know very well how Barmura killed Natua Laskar and others, and how he took to his heels after his defeat in the battle. We forbear to mention in a letter the wrong which you have perpetrated against the Swargadeo, when being oblivious of your former promises, and severing the relations of a father and a son and the sacred assurances made to the Swargadeo, you organised a confederacy of Barmura who is the son of a maid-servant, with the Moamarias, the fugitives and the Kacharis, and instigated them to wage war against our forces. Yet, remaining in our old relations of a father and a son as bound by ancient promises we do not intend to avenge the wrong done to us. If you are intent upon respecting the old and sacred terms, you should act in a manner which will lead to the repatriation, at an early date, of Barmura, the refugees and the Moamarias with their wives and children. If you do not pay any heed to these demands, what the gods will direct will certainly take place and you will understand it. 'You will know the real situation if you properly enquire in consultation with Srijut Barasaheb of Caticata. The wheel of fate is really very powerful, and its movement can never be checked by anybody.' With reference to what you have said as reproduced above every corporeal being is subject to fate. What is decreed by fate is the only thing that happens; and man has no hand in its operation. Still the man walking in the path of righteousness is never deserted by virtue. If you admit your guilt the father-and-son relationship which was established by the Swargadeo in that sacred place is no longer maintained. 'So the Swargadeo is in the position of our father. If the son commits some offence against his father, it is desirable for the father to forgive the transgression.' You have written like this, and we on our part have not taken your guilt seriously into our heart. If we had done so, vengeance would have been inevitably accorded by His Majesty. So it is evident that we have continued in the
terms of the sacred promises of old and in the old relationship of a father and a son and have never done anything in contravention of the laws of righteousness. If you desert the sacred ordinance of virtue, virtue will as well cease to protect you. So you should act in a manner that will lead to the preservation and continuance of our old friendship. Saka, Chaitra, 307.

Presented to the envoys deputed to the Kachari court: The following articles were presented,—two pairs of silk dhusis, two knives with gilt handles and two with silver hafts. The letter placed in their hands by the Kuolgayam Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria was the same as the one reproduced above. The articles presented were,—one turban of fine linen, one pair of double sheets with embroideries on all four borders and stripes and flowers, one cloak of malmal, one embroidered waistband and one silk dhusi. The following amounts were also paid to them in cash for their expenses,—to Chenakhumdang, one gold mohar, and thirty-two rupees; to the two Kataks of the middle rank, thirty-two rupees; forty rupees were given in all to the Sarkar, the hostler, the elephant-driver and to the letter-carrier, at the rate of ten rupees each; while a sum of rupees fifty-two was given to the thirteen attendants, at the rate of rupees four per head. Our chief Kataki Dhireswar was given one gold mohar and twenty-eight rupees; and two Majalas Kataks were given twelve rupees each, making altogether a sum of rupees twenty-four; the Hahchowa Bara was given sixteen rupees; the four Tekelas were given a sum of rupees sixteen in all, at the rate of rupees four per head; the Chokail Bara was given six rupees, and the Bartekela seven rupees. Other presents were also given:—To Chenakhum, one pair of earrings made of two tolas of gold, one pair of silver bangles of twelve tolas inlaid with gold, one double embroidered piece, one turban made of fine linen, one head-wear, one cloak of atlas or green texture, one waist-band or girdle; to the two Majalas Kataks, two pairs of earrings each made of two tolas of gold, two big turbans, two pieces of black wrappers, two cloaks made of cotton manufactured at Marangi. The Sarkar, the elephant-driver, the hostler and the letter-carrier were given four pairs of earrings each made of three-fourth tola of gold, four turbans, four tengehols, four cloaks, and four girdles. The thirteen carriers were given thirteen turbans and thirteen cheleens; the Hahchowa Tekala-Bara was given a pair of gold earrings, one turban, one
cloak, one patuka, one barkapor with black borders; the four Tekelas were given four turbans, and four chalongs; the Chokial Bara was given one black barkapor, one turban, another spotted turban; our Barkataki Dhibeswar was given one pair of earring made of one and one-fourth tola of gold; one pair of bangles made of twelve tolas of silver; one embroidered doubled piece; one coloured turban, one cloak used by Dhekeri bridgerooms and one cotton patuka. The Majalia Katakis were given two yellow-coloured plain pieces, two coloured turbans, two bhunis or dhuttis. The Bartekela was given a pair of earring made of three-fourth tola of gold, one piece of black barkapor, one spotted piece and one coloured turban. 308.

Kanak Sing punished: At that time the Duara Barbarua tried Kanak Sing in open court and found him guilty of ravaging villages with rebellious intentions. He also admitted his guilt. Then Kanak Sing was blown off by a cannon-shot. His two followers who were Bengals were settled at Amguri-khat, their names being enlisted in regular records. 309.

Kamaleswar Singha at Auniati: After this, on Thursday the sixteenth of Chaitra, 1726 saka, His Majesty proceeded to Auniati to bow down before the image of Govinda-Thakur, being accompanied by the Kuoigayan Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria, the Barpatra Dangaria, the Duara Barbarua, as well as other Phukans and Rajkhowas. The Bargohain could not join the royal party being laid up with loss of eyesight. The Gosain made the following gifts to the Swargadeo,—two sets of copper and brass vessels, and three sets of dress, twelve rupees and two gold mohars, all placed in a sami. The King returned these articles to the Gosain. His Majesty presented two gold mohars and thirty rupees; the Buragohain Dangaria gave twelve rupees, the Barpatra Dangaria ten rupees, and the Barbarua eight rupees, according to their respective rank and distinction. The Gosain entertained his visitors with refreshments; and supplied food articles for His Majesty's meals. 310.

The King's reception by the Duara Barbarua: The King retired to his camp in the evening. On the twenty-fourth of Chaitra the King paid a visit to Dakshinpat. On that day the Duara Barbarua received the King in the vicinity of Darika-tuar, and offered him for ride an elephant, named Tilak, duly decorated and caparisoned. The elephant was attired with the following ornaments,—six pairs of silver bangles inlaid with gold were put on the tusks, eighty-nine
silver knives were inserted on the borders of a velvet cushion; sixty-six mirrors; three tufts of white chowries with silver handles; one silver girdle; one pair of silver bridles; one silver goad with tufts of velvet at four places; one pair of *rupurs* or tinkling bells made of bell-metal; two *chal-ghuwar* or bells; one pair of *talacha* or sheet-cover, one of them being an embroidered cushion with *kingkhap* background. On that occasion the King presented to the Barbarua gifts worthy of his rank and position. 311.

The King at Dakshinpat: The Swargadeo then crossed the Dihing and paid his adoration to the image of Jadavrai. The Gosain presented to the King two sets of copper and brass utensils; and he also gave him three sets of cloth, twelve rupees and two gold mohars, all placed in a *serai*. The King returned these gifts, and presented to the Gosain two gold mohars and sixty rupees; the Buragohain gave twelve rupees; the Barpatra Dangaria ten rupees; the Barbarua eight rupees; thus all according to their rank and position. The Swargadeo retraced his steps and reached Khajikhowa. Provisions and foodstuffs were all supplied by the Gosain, and the followers of the Swargadeo were given a sumptuous refreshment. The arrangements for food and amusements at Dakshinpat were more splendid than at Auniati. The King retired to his camp in the evening. 312.

The Dekaphukan’s victory over the Morans: In the month of Magh of the same '26 saka, the Dekaphukan of the Buragohain family was despatched to suppress the Moamaria disturbances in Upper Assam. He was attended by the Bhiturnal Phukan, the Captain Gohain, the Bacha Rajkhowa, Hao-sagar Bara of Mechaghar, five companies of sepoys, consisting of men recruited from the three Dayangias and the three Abhaypurias; the soldiery allotted to the two Phukans consisted of one regiment of Chutia-kanrias, one regiment of Kamalabarias, one regiment of Moran-kanrias, one regiment of Chekeratalias, one regiment of Bhitarual or household retainers, one regiment of Khargharias. The Phukan departed having paid his homage to the King, crossed the Dibru, pursued and fell upon the Morans at Bhutiating. The Morans took to their heels and concealed themselves at Holongaguri. The rains then set in a heavy form; and nearly one thousand Morans died of fever, dysentery and scarcity of food. The Morans having starved for want of food came and offered their submission. The Phukan crossed the Dibru with these Morans and settled them at Ghilamara, where he
posted one company of sepoys to watch the captives. In the month of Bhadra, saka 1727, the Phukan came and saluted His Majesty. An inventory was made of the articles seized, and then they were made over to the royal household. 313.

Return of the envoys to Jayantia:—On the twenty-ninth of Aswin, 1727 saka, our Bahbaria Katak Jaydeo and Jay Bara who were deputed to Jayantia, returned. They also brought with them the Jayantia Katakis Ramchandra and Sarkar Hari. Ramchandra Katak was encamped at Sarbaibandha where he was supplied with provisions and necessaries. The Jayantia Raja presented the following articles to Jaydeo Katak,—one pair of gold bangles, two pairs of earrings. The two Majalis Katakis were each given a pair of silver bangles and gold pendants. Jay Bara was given a pair of gold earrings and a pair of silver bangles. The Katak was also given a cloak and a turban, one doubled piece, and one waist-band; the Majali Kataki was presented with a dham, one cotton wrapper and a turban; the Bara was given a cloak, a cheleng of single sheet and a turban. The Barkeela, the Chokial Bara and the minor Tekelas were also presented proportionate to their rank and dignity. The Katak was also given one gold mohar and 40 rupees. The two Majali Katakis were given 40 rupees, and the Bara 30 rupees. The Barkeela, the Chokial Bara and the ordinary Tekelas received cash presents proportionately. 314.

The King rides on a Chandra-chilimi horse: In the same '27 saka on Monday the 22nd of Aswin, on the occasion of Bijaya-Dasami, the Duara Barbarua received His Majesty at the extremity of the Dolasharia-chora with a horse of the species Chandra-chilimi, i.e., brown ponies, which was gaily decorated and harnessed. The King riding on that horse proceeded from there to the Barchora or royal court. 315.

Punishment of the Darangi chief: In the selfsame saka '27, on Thursday, the 2nd of Kartik, the Majindar Barua told the Duara Barbarua at the instance of the King at the Biali-mel or evening conference,—'His Majesty has deposed Krishnanarayan the Bar- raja of Darang and Haynarayan the Saru-raja, after having found them guilty. Their sedans and maces are to be taken away from them and deposited at Hatital.' Then in the presence of the Barbarua, Ramdeo Katak of the Bahbaria family was despatched with an order to carry out the above instructions. The Katak was accompanied by Mitha, a Kukura-chowa Bara, and Haripada, a
Tekela-Bara. The Kataki proceeded to the encampment of the two Rajas at the spot where the Kalioni branches off. The chiefs were brought together and made to sit on a mat. The Kataki then accused them of grave charges and deposed them with the following words,—"Thus stands the command of His Majesty, according to which we have been instructed by the Barbarua to accuse the two Rajas of Darang as follows,—In days gone by the Darangi Raja Balinarayan sought refuge with the Swargadeo who placed the fugitive as head of the province of Darang. His descendants have been enjoying the lordship of Darang uptill now. Taking advantage of the disruption of our country Hangesnarayan proceeded to Gauhati; and in spite of the presence of his own uncle he attempted to assume hostilities. The Swargadeo pardoned him and placed his son on the throne. The son also in his turn joined the rebel forces of the Baragi and roamed about with hostile intentions. His services were, however, procured for the operations against the Kacharis; but he refrained from taking any part; on the other hand he entered into a league with Barmura and returned to his own territory. For these reasons the King has deposed the two Rajas." Having deposed them with these words he took from them one hundred and twenty rupees as perquisite. Then the Kukura-chowa Bara and the Tekela-Bara took from the Rajas the dolar or sedans, the aruns or maces, their princely ornaments as well as their retinues, which were all kept at Hatasil in front of the Na-daur. After this, on Sunday the 5th of Kartik, according to royal command issued at the time of supper, the Majindar Barua, the Tamuli Phukan, the Khargharia Phukan and the Naosalia Phukan came out and despatched a messenger to fetch the Darangi prince Samudranarayan from Sarbaibandha. They then appointed Samudranarayan as the Raja of Darang on both sides of the portico of the Barchora, somewhat towards the west. 316.

Counsel to the Darangi Raja: Having been appointed Raja, Samudranarayan sat on a piece of cloth. The Majindar and the Phukans took their seats in due order and precedence, while the Majindar communicated the following advice to the newly appointed chief,—"I have been commanded by His Majesty to tell the Raja that the position which has now been conferred upon the chief as a token of royal favour is not due to any services rendered in recent times. During the time of the Swargadeo's predecessors the ancestors of the Raja had offered their homages to our kings in
an earnest fashion. The present honour has been bestowed on the chief looking upon him as a descendant of the long line of loyal adherents of the Swargadeo. If the chief continues loyal to the throne the rank and honour now conferred upon him will increase during the regime of his descendants. The chief has witnessed and has also heard of the consequences following upon dereliction of duties. The King also desires that the chief will look into the weal and woe of His Majesty’s subjects residing in the Raja’s territories instead of indulging in personal gratification. The Swargadeo has also received reports of people who have deserted their original homes during the disturbances in the country, and of the Bhutias transgressing our boundaries and occupation of a portion of our territories; His Majesty desires that the chief on his return to his own country will restore them all to their former places. If he fails in any attempt he will devise means to carry out the royal mandate in consultation and communication with the Barphukan and the Barbarua. 317.

The Darangi Raja’s reply: Having heard this the Raja replied,'Nothing untoward will happen to me if I can with a pure heart carry out the instructions of His Majesty which have accompanied the favour now conferred upon me. Still we are in the position of matter whereas the Swargadeo is spirit, and we should act as guided by him. At the same time I would say that we shall be useful only if we are properly trained and instructed and our manifold offences pardoned.' Having thus offered his submission he took his seat on the embroidered carpet, a few steps further from the post which is occupied by the Bacha Rajkhowa. Then a sum of rupees three hundred was placed in the hands of the Barbarua for distribution as largesses to the Kataks and others in the assembly. The Raja then retired to his camp being conducted to the spot on a pony belonging to the royal stable. 318.

Reception of the Munkang snaoy: On Tuesday, the fourteenth of Kartik, ‘27 saka, there was an assembly at a big pavilion erected near the Ranghar. A dais was constructed there of earth which was covered by a mat, over which was placed a piece of asat or velvet. On the cloth was placed a Narapira or wooden seat which was draped by an embroidered cushion with pillows; the legs were decorated with pieces of yellow-coloured mica. On the dais overhang two layers of white canopy. Then in the evening the Kataks, the Kakatis, the Doloids, the Deodais, the Bailungs, the Chamas,
the Baruas, the Phukans, the Baras, the Buruks, the Kanris, the Barunatis or shieldsmen and the five companies of sepoys, with elephants, horses and cannon, took their seats in order being attired in their turbans and cloaks.

Just then the Ahom ambassador presented Hing-mungkang, Hing-lipmunghia and Hing-ha, the three envoys who brought letters and presents from the Nati-Raja of Munkang and his consort. They lowered the letters from their necks and after having placed them on the sarai took their seats on leaves of plantain at the extremity of the court. The Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria of the Kuoligayan family directed the Ahom Kataki to put the usual questions in the diplomatic style, whereupon the Kataki resumed his seat and asked,—"Well, Hing-mungkang, Hing-lipmunghia and Hing-ha, the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria desires me to ask you if at the time of your departure, the Nati-Raja of Munkang with his consort, had been enjoying peace and happiness with his ministers and counsellors, having duly administered his territories and subjects." Having heard this they said,—"Yes, he was in peace and plenty. We are not aware if anything has transpired in the meantime." Thus informed the Dangaria said,—"It is also our desire that the Raja should live in prosperity and happiness. But, may I know when the envoy started from their country, and when they reached Sadiya, how long ago they reached this place and if they encountered any fright or danger in their journey?" Having heard this they said,—"We left our country in the Phalgun of '26, and reached Sadiya in the Baisakh of Saka '27. From there we came to this place in the company of the Ahom Kataki in the month of Ashar. Through the mercy of God we did not face any danger on our way." 319.

Munkang affairs: The Chiring Phukan then read the letter whereupon the Dangaria said,—"We have understood what the Raja has communicated in his letter; now, tell us what he has transmitted orally." Having heard this they said,—"The purport of our message is what the Raja has recorded in the letter. Still we have been instructed to say,—"The King of Burma has detained me in his territories after having defeated me in battle. It is also surmised that the Raja has fled from that kingdom and he is now living as a fugitive in China. It is also reported that a chief minister of Munglungia is governing the country and people as lord having indented a large number of up-country sepoys. Now, in accordance
with our old relationship we pray you should place with us some soldiers and regain for us the country of Munkang." The Buragohain then said,—"The envoys will receive a reply to their chief's message at the time of their departure. If they are fortunate they may also have an opportunity of paying their respects to His Majesty. Let them go and stay at their camp for the present." They were then granted leave after being presented with flowers and sandal paste. The Dangaria too retired to his residence in the stockade.

On the twenty-sixth of Kartik, the Barpatra Dangaria similarly received the Munkang envoys in the audience-hall of his residence. The Dangaria gave the Katakas two loads of rice, four hens, one pig and some quantity of salt and oil. The Buragohain Dangaria of the Madurial family received the Munkang envoys at the inner court of his residence and gave them two loads of rice, four hens, one pig and some quantity of salt and oil. As the Buragohain Dangaria could not see properly with his eyes, he had to receive the envoys in his inner apartments.

_Maju Aideo's marriage:_ On Tuesday, the nineteenth of Aghan of the same _saka_, the younger sister of the Swargadeo was married to the second son of the Kuoigayan Buragohain Dangaria according to the _Chaklang_ rites. In that marriage the purificatory water was raised for nine consecutive days, and singers and musicians were brought from all monasteries and villages. On the day of handing over the bride to her husband the Dangarias, the Barbarua and the Phukans sat in the audience-chamber. The Buragohain Dangaria made presents to the Chamuas, Batuas and Phukans, and to selected Katakas, Kakatis and tenants.

_The King hunts buffaloes:_ On the fourth day of Pous of the same _saka_ the King proceeded to the mouth of the Dilisiri to hunt buffaloes. The elephants flung out a buffalo from the stockade. The buffalo in its turn made good his escape after having killed three men. Having hunted buffaloes the King retired to his camp in the evening.

_The King receives the Munkang envoys:_ After this in the evening of Friday, the fourteenth of Pous, the King received the Katakas of Munkang at Ranghar. Two temporary sheds were erected near Ranghar, which were covered with cloth. The two Dangarias sat on one platform, while on the other were seated the Barbarua, the Phukans, the Rajkhowas, the Katakas, the Kakatis, the Doloiis, the Deodhais and the Bailungs. The Munkangia Katakas were allowed to sit in a pavilion on the lawn. The Chiring Phukan presented
the Katakas to the assembly and gave them a silver sarai for placing their letter which they had brought in a casket tied down to their neck. They then placed the letter on the sarai, and after having bowed down seven times they took their seat in their allotted shed. The King directed the Chirring Phukan to put the usual questions in the diplomatic style. The Phukan enquired of them of the welfare of their Raja and communicated the same to His Majesty. The Chirring Phukan read aloud the letter to the King, whereupon the Swargadeo said,—"Tell them that the reply to the Raja's message will be delivered to them at the time of their departure. For the present they should wait at their camp." After this flowers and sandal-paste were given to the envoys, who after sitting in the assembly for some time retired to their camp. The King also returned to his palace. On the occasion of the reception of the envoys the Ranghar was draped with cloth on the fringes of which were suspended silver hangings. A piece of banat or velvet was spread over the platform. The King, attired in his turban and cloak, had sat on the platform under an overhanging canopy. The others in the assembly had also worn their turbans and cloaks. The gathering was a gorgeous and magnificent one. 323.

Juggleries and entertainments: A variety of amusements were arranged for the entertainment of the Munkang Katakas,—scintillators and wheels of light were displayed, and guns were fired from under water, as well as other fire-works. Sheep came out and knocked their heads against each other. There was also the blossoming of Aparajita flowers. They also arranged to have a tiger killed by an elephant. No sooner did the elephant place his head in the proper position the tiger as well as the elephant broke open the net and escaped. The tiger mauled a sepoy, whereupon the other sepoys assembled together, and pierced and hacked the tiger to death with their bayonets and swords. A Neog of the Dayangia clan fell down while bringing a torch for burning the whiskers of the tiger and died. 324.

Presents from Munkang: The following articles were brought by the Munkang Katakas as presents for the Swargadeo,—two pairs of bangles made of seventy-nine tolas of gold with stones inset; ten sheets of jara-pata made of sixteen tolas of gold; two pairs of embroidered footwear made of black velvet which had twelve stones inset; one piece of silk cloth eighteen cubits long, with a mixture of three colours, green, white and crimson, with embroideries sewn
lengthwise, but plain at the ends; one piece of bi-coloured silk cloth coloured red and white, seventeen cubits long with embroideries sewn lengthwise; one piece coloured red, white and green, six cubits long, with embroideries inserted lengthwise; another piece, six cubits long, coloured red, white and green, with black patches inserted here and there; one black mahmal piece thirteen cubits long; another piece eleven cubits in length; one cotton sheet thirty cubits long; another piece twenty-seven cubits in length; four cups made of glass; two pairs of jangphai earrings; one piece of dukharia; another broken at the end; two musks; one piece of vermilion; eight packets of needles in two hollows of kaka bamboo; one red chowri; one white chowri; two big dishes inlaid with gold; one earthen pot or bhabuki containing a peculiar glue or paste known as Ahom-atha, and some more quantity in the hollow of a bamboo; two hundred sheets of paper; two cane chests coated with Ahom glue containing the cloths brought by the envoys; two horses with their saddles and bridles. 325.

The King's hunting excursions: After this the men of Bacha were engaged in opposing the advance of a powerful elephant in Panibebejia. The King proceeded to witness it on Tuesday, the twenty-fifth of Pous, being accompanied by the Buragohain Dangaria, the Barpatra Dangaria, the Duara Barbarua, the Marangikhowa, the Bhitarual Phukan and the Dihingia Phukan. Being blind the Bargohain Dangaria remained at his own residence. The Swargadeo returned to his camp in the evening. On the twenty-seventh of Pous, the King went to Khutiapota to hunt buffaloes. The Moamarias captured twelve young buffaloes alive. The King returned to his residence at eve. 326.

Death of the Darangi Raja: On Tuesday, the first of Phalgun of the same saka, the deposed chief Krishnanarayan Bar-raja of Durang breathed his last at his camp situated at the mouth of the Kalioni. The remains of the Raja were cremated on the bank of the river Brahmaputra. 327.

Royal camp at Bacha: In the same year, on the twenty-eighth day of Magh, the Swargadeo paid a visit to the Angurikhat, where he witnessed the fighting of buffaloes and the flight of hawks; after this he retired to his camp. On Saturday, the twentieth of Phalgun of the same saka, the King went to the small camp at Jabar in Bacha, where he used to live during his princehood. He had erected a residence there after he assumed sovereignty. He now went to see
that place. On that occasion the King gave a feast to the Dangarias, the Barua and Phukans, and returned to his camp in the evening. He had also visited that place once before in 1723 saka. 328.

Rukmini-haran Bhasana: After this on the eighteenth Phalgun, 1727 saka, the Baregharia Mahanta, at the instance of the King, enacted the play Rukmini-haran on the model of the Ankia drama, lasting for four days, near the Dolasharia-chora. The two brothers of the Mahanta sat on that occasion on a plantain leaf in the eastern corner. They displayed one cobra, one bear, and a pair of elephants. The other parts were also properly acted. The Swargadeo presented forty rupees, the Buragohain Dangaria thirty rupees, the Barbarua eight rupees, and the Phukans and the Rajkhowas also gave according to their rank and position. The Mahanta then stood up and offered blessings to the Swargadeo. The Buragohain Dangaria and the Barbarua were also blessed. 329.

Presents to Samudranarayan: After twenty-eight days had elapsed of the year '27 saka, the Dilihial Katakia named Narayan, and the Barbarua's Bara named Agni, were deputed at the command of the King, and offered the following presents to the Darangi Raja at his camp at Sarbaibandha,—one pair of earrings made of two-and-a-half tolas of gold; one pair of bangles of twelve tolas; a limespot of three tolas; one casket for tooth-pickers made of two tolas; one betel-nut of two tolas; one napkin; one scarlet-coloured turban and cloak; one waist-band; one piece of golden lace; one large sheet of flowered cloth. The Raja presented to the Katakia carrying the presents, ten rupees, and two blankets. The Majalia Katakia was given five rupees and two blankets; and the Bara, five rupees and two blankets. As commanded by the King, Narayan Katakia invited the Raja to pay his respects to His Majesty on the following day. 330.

Fresh counsel to Darangi Raja: In the early morning of the next day, Samudranarayan, the Raja of Darang, was fetched by Narayan Katakia to the presence of the King at the audience-hall attached to the temple where Phalgutsav was celebrated. After having knelt down to His Majesty, the Raja took his seat with all the dignity of a Dangaria, a little further down the place reserved for the Dangarias below the central rafter of the roof. Narayan Katakia placed some flowers and sandal-paste on a dish and gave them to the Raja. The Jalbheri Phukan took in his lap the flower offerings of the Swargadeo and distributed them to the Buragohain
Dangaria, the Barpatra Dangaria, the Barbarua, the Darangi Raja and the Phukans in the order of precedence. The Duara Barbarua then introduced the Raja saying,—‘Samudranarayan, the Raja of Darang, has presented himself at the feet of the King and knelt down before His Majesty,’ The articles presented were,—one sari containing velvet pieces ; two plain sheets of cloth ; one wagtall with the handle inlaid with gold and silver ; one langar or anchor ; twenty blankets ; twenty chamars or chowries of latka deer. The Raja knelt down before His Majesty seven times, each time standing up from his seat; after this he resumed his seat. As commanded by the King the Majindar addressed the Raja in the diplomatic style,—‘His Majesty has permitted the Darangi Raja to return to his own territories, I have been further instructed by the King to tell him that all necessary advice had been imparted to the Raja on the day of appointment. If the Raja remembers the counsel and acts accordingly his honour and prestige will be ever on the increase during the days of his sons and grandsons. The Raja has witnessed with his own eyes the consequences meted out to those who violate the commands of His Majesty. The Swargadeo has further desired me to say that he has received reports of his subjects of Darang migrating to other territories, and of the Bhutias’ occupation of some portion of His Majesty’s dominions by transgressing the old boundaries. The Buragohain Dangaria and the Barbarua deputed men to trace the fugitives and having procured their return settled them in Darang. It is desired that the Raja should make a search for them and restore them to their former places, and push back the Bhutias to their original limits. If the Raja fails in any attempt he will try to effect his object in consultation with the Phukan who is the governor of the place, the Rajmantri Buragohain Dangaria and the Barbarua.’

Having heard this the Raja submitted,—‘What will not be gained by me if I succeed in carrying out the royal command communicated to me by the Majindar? Still, what can be expected to come out of me alone? I shall be useful only if the Swargadeo trains me up on proper lines.’ The above prayer of the Raja was communicated to the Swargadeo by the Majindar. Similar counsel was imparted to the Raja by the Maharantri Buragohain Dangaria and the Barbarua. The Katak Narayan handed over betel-nut and leaf to the Raja in a bata. The Raja bowed to the King and retired to his camp. 331.
Akruragaman Bhawana: After this, on the third day of Chaitra of the same year, the Nannatia Mahanta of Dihing, arranged the enactment of the play Akruragaman lasting for three days under the command of the King. The performance took place near the Dolasharia-chora. The Mahanta sat on a plantain leaf. There was no Bahun or comic character, and the parts were not well executed. The Swargadeo gave forty rupees, the Buragohain Dangaria thirty rupees, the Barbarua ten rupees, and the rest gave ten or eight rupees according to their rank and position. 332.

Jayantia Kataki at the Swargadeo's court: In the evening of Monday, the fourteenth of Phalgun of the year '27 saka, the Deka-Barbarua of the Duara family sat in the parlour of his town residence attired in a cloak and turban. There was a gorgeous assemblage of persons consisting of the Katakis, the Kakatis, the Dolois, the Deodhais, the court Pandits, the Buragis, the Baras, the Buruks, elephants and horses as well as three companies of sepoys. Jay Bara of Namdang introduced Ramchandra Kataki and Hari Sarkar who came with messages and presents from the Jayantia Raja Ram Singha. Ramchandra Kataki took his seat after having placed the letter on a sari. The Barbarua then directed Biswambhar Kataki of the Babbaria family to make the usual enquiries in the diplomatic language,—'Well, Biswambhar Kataki, ask Ramchandra if at the time of his departure Raja Ram Singha was enjoying peace and happiness by offering protection to cows and Brahman, the Baras and the Baruks, as well as his subjects in the plains and the hills.' The Kataki returned to his seat and put the questions, to which they replied,—'When we came, the Raja was in the enjoyment of health and peace.' Having received this reply the Barbarua said,—'It is also our desire that their lord should be enjoying health and happiness. But may I know when they left their country, when they reached the outpost at Jagi, when they reached this place, and whether they encountered any danger or fright in their journey?' Being thus interrogated by the Kataki they said,—'In the month of Baisakh, '26 saka, we left Jayantipur, and reached Jagi-choki in Sravan of the same year. We proceeded up from there in Bhadra and reached this place on the twenty-eighth of Aswin. Owing to the mercy of Jayanti Thakurani we did not meet any fright or danger on our way.'

The Kataki reported the conversation to the Barbaura who said,—'Well Kataki, please tell them that we shall understand
what their Raja has intimated in his letter; now let them say what the Raja has commanded them to tell orally.' The Kataki asked them accordingly and they said,—"The drift of the Raja's message is the same as that communicated in his letter. Yet the Raja's verbal message runs to the effect that he is acting according to the old terms and promises of friendship." This was reported to the Barbarua who said,—'Well Kataki, tell them, they have said that their Raja is acting in accordance with the old terms of friendship; but how shall we know it? Specially, this very Ramchandra Kataki assured us in his last visit that acting up to the advice of his chief he would expatriate the Moamarias and the fugitives on his way back, as well our subjects taking shelter in Jayantipur, in the custody of the Kataki Bara. We despatched with him Jaydeo Kataki and Jay Bara with letters and presents. He also took away on his own responsibility the chieftains who were detained as captives here. But subsequent acts belied all expectations. Besides, from the way in which the Raja greeted our Kataki Bara and others by causing them to sit in the reception ceremony in a manner unapproved by former preceidents, has he been able to make us realise by his action that he still remembers the old friendship? From this we have realised that in the court of the Raja there is no person who has witnessed old forms and understands old traditions." Biswambhar Kataki asked the Jayantia envoys about this charge and they said,—"Yes, we are to blame for not being able to act up to the promises we made before'. The Kataki reported this to the Barbarua who asked the Majindar to read the letter. The bag containing the letter was taken off and the superscription examined, when it transpired that the letter was addressed to the Kuoligayan Mahamantri Dangaria by the general of the Jayantia Raja. 333.

Offence of the Jayantia Kataki: The Majindar instead of reading the letter reported the matter to the Barbarua who asked a messenger to inform Ramchandra Kataki,—"This letter is evidently addressed to the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria. Why has he brought this letter in such an irregular way?" Ramchandra then said,—"No, the letter is addressed to the Barbarua," whereon the Barbarua showed the address to the Kataki. Having seen this, Ramchandra Kataki admitted the irregularity, saying,—"Yes, this letter was meant for the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria; through mistake we delivered it here. 'The Barbarua's letter is in
our camp, and we shall send it to-morrow with Jaydeo Kataki. Please return the present letter.' The letter was not returned, and the Barbarua said,—'Well, Biswambhar Kataki, you should arraign Ramchandra Kataki and tell him.—'His Raja Ram Singha following the old terms of friendship desires the progressive growth of fresh relations of mutual goodwill. How can friendship be on the increase in the company of such men? Oh, the Raja seeks the friendship of sovereigns by associating with men who do not know where and to whom they are to deliver one's letters. Now I understand, it is on account of these associates of the Raja that our Katak Bara came back without being accorded the customary reception and honour at his court.' Being thus accused Ramchandra said,—'We are Brahmans, we do not know the friendship and procedures of Rajas and chiefs. The Katakis here are properly trained and tutored from ancient times, but we are not so trained. So we are to blame.' Thus saying they apportioned the blame to themselves.

This was reported to the Barbarua who said,—'Tell Katak Ramchandra that in view of the unapproved manner in which he has acted he deserves severe punishment. As he is a Brahman we have let him off with mere abuses which are surely his due. So for the present he should await at his camp.' He was then offered flowers and sandal-paste and allowed to go. Biswambhar Katak having accused Ramchandra as above sent him to the camp. Ramchandra said,—'Please return this letter to-morrow; the letter addressed to the Barbarua is in our hands and we shall deliver it to-morrow.' They then retired to their camp. The Barbarua returned the letter on the following day, and brought from the camp the letter addressed to himself by deputing Jaydeo Katak. The letter was examined, but it was also found defective, and the matter was reported to His Majesty. The Swargadeo ordered Ramchandra Katak to be sent back and turned out of the frontier outpost with his letters and presents. As commanded by the King, Biswambhar Katak took him out of his camp, and made him over to Jay Bara for expelling him beyond the choki or Jagi outpost. The Bara led him off. On the way he prayed for permission to remain at the choki instead of being sent back to his own country; he further gave assurance that he would despatch men to the Raja and submit letters and articles in the customary fashion. To this prayer the King replied,—'All right,
as they have implored, let a Bara belonging to the Barbarua’s service escort him to the choki and keep him there.’ The Barbarua then deputed Jay Bara as escort who kept the Jayantia embassy at Jagi-choki under proper guard. 334.

Kusai, the hero: The Parvati Aikuanrideo, consort of King Gaurinath Singha, had adopted Ketaki as her ligiri or handmaiden. She was a daughter of Ramnath who was a doloi or clan-chief in the territories of the Panchrajias. He was a Chutia by caste. A son was begotten of her through Bahjengani, the Dulia-Barua of the Khangia clan. The ex-queen treated this boy with affection as if he was her own son. During the reign of Kamaleswar Singha, the ex-queen attached the boy to the Lahan khel after having informed the Swargadeo of her desire. The boy was called ‘Birabar Kusai,’ or Kusai the great hero. This order was communicated to the Duara Barua by the Majindar Barua in court. 335.

The officials of Kamaleswar Singha’s reign:—The persons named below were the officers and ministers of the reign of Swargadeo Kamaleswar Singha:

Buragohain Dangaria of the Kuoigayan family, Prime Minister;
Dola-sharia Barua, brother of the above;
Marangi-khowa, nephew of the Premier;
Rajneog Phukan, son of the Premier’s uncle;
Pani-phukan, distantly related to the Premier as grandfather;
Bacha Rajkhowa;
Nam-Dayangia Rajkhowa;
Captain Gohain of the Mou-gohain family;
Bhitaruil Phukan of the Dilhial family;
Chetia-patar Barua of the Jabakial family;
Gharphalia Barua;
Nyaya-sodha Phukan of Rangpur, a member of the Langke-kia family;
Dekaphukan of the Kuoigayan family;
Barpatra Dangaria of the Kenduguria family;
Naobaicha Phukan;
Bargohain Dangaria, a nephew of the Solal Gohain of the Madurial family;
Gharphalia Barua;
Chetia-patar Barua of the Doijania family;
Solal Gohain of the Barukial family, with his khel at Panguadhara;
Barbaru, a member of the Kharikatia branch of the Duara family; he was previously Bhitaral Phukan; before that he was Nyaya-sodha Phukan;
Tarua Diingia Rajkhowa, in charge of mal of the Haisharias;
Doabaja Rajkhowa;
Barphukan, a member of the Edabaria branch of the Sandikai family;
Nyaya-sodha Phukan of the Betania branch;
Opar-Dayangia Rajkhowa;
Majin-Dayangia Rajkhowa;
Dulia-Barua of the Naphukia branch;
Ghiladuria Rajkhowa;
Raidangia Phukan;
Na-phukan of the Diingia family;
Pani-Diingia Rajkhowa;
Dhekial Phukan of the Lahan family;
Sologuria Rajkhowa;
Chetia Phukan;
Diingia Phukan, a Miri-Sandikai by caste;
Nibukial Rajkhowa, a Kukura-chowa by caste;
Dekaphukan, a member of the Buragohain family;
Gandhia Barua;
Khargaria Phukan of the Lanmakharu clan;
Senchowa Barua;
Pani-Abhaypuria Rajkhowa;
Tipamia Phukan, of the Chetia-patar khol;
Diiingia Phukan of Gauhati;
Choladhara Phukan of the Chiring family;
Chiring Phukan;
Naosalia Phukan;
Ghora-Barua of the Bakatia family;
Sologuria Rajkhowa of the same family;
Kathkatia Barua;
Saru-Abhaypuria Rajkhowa of the family of the Barphukan of the Patar clan;
Tipamia Rajkhowa of the Moran-Barua family;
Dola-sharia Barua of the Kamantan family;
Chaodang Barua, a Chaodang by caste;
Chaodang Barua, a Phisi by caste;
Raidangia Barua, a Sonowal Kachari by caste;
Majiu-melia Bhandari Barua, brother of the above; 
Tamuli Phukan of the Brahman Kakati family; 
Jalbhari Phukan, brother of the above; 
Malia Barua, son of the same; 
Khangia Phukan, nephew of the same; 
Parvatia Phukan, nephew of the same; 
Barbhandari Barua, son of Sulpani; 
Bhandari Barua, grandson of the Doloi, a Brahman by caste; 
Khangia Barua of Dewargaon; 
Gabharu-melia Barua, a bezo or physician; 
Purani-melia Barua of the family of Rasendra; 
Kalichangar Melar Barua; 
Gajpuria Rajkhowa, a Pakhimaria by caste; 
Dikhoumukha Rajkhowa, a Tangchu by caste; 
Na-melia Barua, a Gayan by caste; 
Khanikar Barua, a Barahi by caste; 
Changrun Phukan, Okanimaria Cheta by caste; 
Tipamia Barua, a Hindu-Solal by caste; 
Majindar Barua, a Ganak by caste; 
Gajpuria Barua, brother of the above; 
Dekaphukan of the Gauhati establishment, a Lukhumakhun by caste. 396.

The King’s visit to Rangpur: On Tuesday, the fourteenth of Sivan, 1728 saal, the King proceeded to Rangpur starting from his quarters at Dichoï. The King went out of his residence on that day and boarded a boat on the river Bhogdoi; he went through the rapids in the marshes at Kalipathar; and through Sukatipota at the breach of Chitamani-gar and Mitang; he alighted from the boat at Gaurisagar, travelled by land and reached Rangpur. Quarters were erected for the residence of the King near the Barcoh. The Swargadeo halted at the camp, and went round the town of Rangpur on the next day. He visited Rangnathar Douli, the Bardoul, Majudoul and the Devighar of Jayasagar, where he offered his worship; from there he proceeded by boat to Kalugaon where he hunted buffaloes after which he returned to his camp in the evening. He also visited the temples at Rudrasagar, Gaurisagar and Sibsagar. The King went out one day to Kuoligaon to hunt buffaloes at Chakala-pathar. He also hunted buffaloes at Bhatiapar. Sepoys were posted to guard his gate. The King was accom-
panied by the Butagohain Dangaria, the Barpatra Dangaria, the Barbarua of the Duara family, the Bhitarual Phukan, as well as others consisting of Chamuas, Baruas, Phukans, Kakatis, Kakatis, Dolois, Doodhais and Bailungs. Another set of officers were left behind at Dichoil. After amusing himself by hunting buffaloes and deer for twelve days, the King returned to the Dichoil camp by boat through Alamukh and the deep marshes. 337.

Abetha Chaliha punished: In the same month of Sravan, one Abetha, a Khangia Kakati of the Kakati-Chaliha family, went out of his quarters early in the morning, entered the Dola-ghar or palanquin-stall and sat for a time on the kekora-dola or sedan belonging to the queen-mother. The watchman having seen him at this position seized his person and reported the matter to the King, who commanded him to be bound down with iron chains, and asked the Duara Barbarua to try the accused. The Barbarua framed charges against the accused and tried him in the court. He pleaded, —'What shall I say? What I have done is beyond the limits of the four evils,—temptation, illusion, desire and wrath. It was mere ill-luck that made me act in this way.' His ears and nose were lopped off, and his eyes extracted, after which he was sent to his residence. 338.

The Bargohain's dismissal: On the fifth of Kartik of the same year, the King ordered the deposal of the Bargohain Dangaria of the Chataialia family on account of his blindness, and the function was to take place at his own quarters. The Majindar Barua instructed the Bahbaria Kaktaki Biswambhar in the court in the presence of the Duara Barbarua. Mitha, a Kukura-chowa Bara, was also deputed to bring back the Dola and the Arwan. The Kaktaki went to the spot, brought out the Golahin to the Tamuli-chora or ante-chamber, seated him on a mat and dismissed him. He took a perquisite of rupees one hundred. The Kukura-chowa Bara accepted money from the four Hajarikias for bringing the Dola and the Arwan. On the same day the grandson of Laithepena Bargohain of the Madurial family, who had been dismissed from the office of the Chetia-patar Barua, was now appointed Bargohain at the inner portico of the Barchora towards the east. The Majindar Barua announced the command of the King by standing and gave him a cloth to sit, where he received the usual counsel. The officer then occupied his allotted seat. The Barpatra Dangaria, the Barbarua and the Phukans attended the ceremony on that occasion.
The new Bargohain Dangaria offered rupees one hundred for distribution as presents. The money was distributed by the Barbarua to all the persons concerned. The Katakis obtained rupees twenty-four, and the court Pandits rupees twelve, and so forth, according to their rank and position. 339.

Return of Dhireswar Kataki: After this, in the month of Kartik, Dhireswar Kataki of the Bahbaria family returned from the Kachari country with letters and presents. No letter was sent with him by the Kachari Raja, to the address of the Barbarua. Only two letters were sent, one addressed to the Buragohain Dangaria and the other to the King. The Kachari Raja gave the following presents to Dhireswar Kataki,—gamkharus or bangles made of gold, earrings; a cloak and turban of ordinary cotton, waist-band, a pair of bakhapors or double sheet, and for his expenses forty rupees and a tola of gold. Kinaram the Tekela-Bara was given a pair of silver bangles, gold earrings, a cloak and a turban, a waist-band, one double sheet of fine texture, and rupees twenty for his expenses as well as half a tola of gold. The two Majalia Katakis were given bangles, earrings, dhutis and single sheets; the Bartekela was also awarded presents in the same manner; the three received for their expenses thirty rupees and half a tola of gold. The Chokial Baras received single sheets, turbans, and earrings, and 20 rupees twenty for expenses. 340.

A new Dihingia Phukan: In the meantime the Dihingia Phukan of the Lamakharu family, who was attached to the establishment at Gauhati, was living in inimical terms with the Burphukan. The Phukan adopted a female hawker selling pulses as his wife. Having heard this the King deputed a Kataki to bring the Phukan, who was then dismissed and sent to his residence on account of this offence. His brother who was serving as Bartamuli was appointed Dihingia Phukan and despatched to Gauhati. 341.

Expedition to the Eastern Frontier: After this, on the fifth of Aghran, 1728 saka, the Swargadeo conferred with the three Dangarias, the Barbarua and the Phukans and commanded the occupation of Sadiya in the east and restoration of peace and order in the country after subduing the Khumtis, the Singphous and the Moamarias. In order to proceed with the expedition the Duara Dekabazar, at the instance of the King raised a fleet, taking one, two or three big boats, according to the position and resources of the persons concerned, from the three Dangarias, the Faruas, the
Phukans, the Meldagia Baruas and Phukans the religious heads including the abots of Auniati and Dakhinpat Satras. The following were then despatched to the war,—the Marangi-khowa who was a member of the Buragohain's family, Captain Bacha Rajkhowa, the Na-pukan of the Dihingia family, the Opar-Dayangia Rajkhowa and Majiu-Dayangia Rajkhowa of the Sandikai family, the Saru-Abhaypuria Rajkhowa of the Khim-patar's family, the Pani-Abhaypuria Rajkhowa of the Lanmakharu family, Hao Bara of Meragarh. The above commanders accompanied by Kauris, shieldsmen, five companies of sepoys, Katakas, Kakatis, Dolois, Deodhais, Bailungs and Dolasharia Baras, proceeded to the mouth of the Pachala-khowa river and encamped on the sands. On the sixteenth day of Aghon, the Mahamantri Buragohain Dangaria of the Kuoigayan family proceeded to the same spot and having halted there for a couple of days issued the necessary instructions. He divided the army into three detachments and despatched them by the river, by the North Bank as well as the South Bank. The Prime Minister then came back and joined the King. The Bacha Rajkhowa and Hao Bara proceeded by the North Bank; the Marangi-khowa by the South Bank; Captain Na-pukan by the river Lohit. Having sailed up in this way the northern division joined Captain Na-pukan at the extremity of the rocky river-banks. The two armies now proceeded up the river and having reached the vicinity of Sadiya encamped in a body facing the Khamantis. The Marangi-khowa also crossed the Dibrú river and halted with his army. The Na-pukan was appointed commander-in-chief of the entire force. The Senapati Phukan acting jointly with Captain Bacha Rajkhowa procured the submission of the Abors and the Miris and brought them over to their camps. The Abors were then despatched towards Kundil........ (Here ends the present manuscript of the chronicle of Srinath Duara Farua with the events of the year 1728 saka, or 1806 A.D.)

1 The old Assamese chronicle Tungkhungia Buranji constituting paragraphs 1 to 342, pp. 1–192 of this book, ends abruptly in the events of the year 1806 A.D. For the benefit of readers who might not have access to histories of Assam we here append the present supplement narrating the circumstances leading to the termination of Ahom rule in Assam in 1826, and the consequent downfall of the dynasty of Tungkhungia rulers. This portion, paragraphs 343 to 377, has been compiled by the translator from existing materials, published and unpublished. The dates have been mentioned here according to the Christian era in place of the Saka era used in the old chronicle.—S. K. B.
Purnananda Buragohain's influence: Kamaleswar Singha was a mere baby when sovereign powers were conferred on him by the Ahom nobles chiefly through the instrumentality of Purnananda Buragohain Dangaria. The King's father Kadam-dighala Gohain held the titular rank of Charing Raja; and his mother Numali Rajmao exercised considerable influence in the deliberations of the state. On account of the depleted finances of the government the ceremony of coronation at the Singarighar, which usually cost four lacs of rupees, was postponed till the return of better days. The King was, however, endowed with the Ahom name Shengphua. The King being a mere child the actual reins of government were wielded by Purnananda Buragohain. He strengthened his hold upon the King and the government by marrying Kamaleswar's sister Majiu Aideo to his son Lari Gohain and by appointing his nearest relatives to positions of trust and responsibility. All officials high or low were appointed on his nomination, and no one could spend a single rupee from the royal exchequer without the Premier's express permission. Purnananda exercised such unbounded influence in the state that the period is still designated as the 'Days of Buragohain Dangaria'. His motives were misunderstood; and autocracy, nepotism and usurpation of sovereign power were not infrequently attributed to him. 343.

Remodelling of the Ahom army: The Buragohain despatched an embassy, consisting of Baloram Khangia Phukan, Bhudhar Chaiiha Changkakati, Madhuram Bara, Govindaram Sarma Khound and Tanusyam Sarma Khound under the leadership of his son the Dhekial Phukan to the Governor-General of British India and requested the latter to supply a quota of well-trained sepoys and a quantity of arms and weapons. The Ahom envoys made over to the Governor-General 2,000 gold mohurs and 10,000 silver rupees as presents from the Ahom government to substantiate the request. The supplies solicited by Purnananda Buragohain were readily granted; and with their help the Ahom army was organised on up-do-date lines. The army was divided into eighteen companies of one hundred soldiers each. One Chandra Gohain, a relation of Purnananda, was appointed Captain, and he was subsequently raised to the rank of a Major and then a Colonel. The commander had under him a gradation of Subedars and Jamadars. Detachments of the new force were garrisoned at Gauhati, Jorhat, Sadiya and Mahang. 344.
Proposal to convert Assam into a feudatory state: The Ahom viceroy of Lower Assam, Kalia-bhooma Barphukan, was a farsighted statesman and a capable general. He had suppressed the insurrection of the Dundias and of the Kamrup potentate Haradatta Chaudhuri of Jikeri. King Kamaleswar Singha rewarded the Barphukan’s gallantry by conferring on him the title of Pratap-ballabh, together with the lands of Haradatta which had been confiscated to the state. Pratap-ballabh Barphukan realized that the association of the East India Company was the only possible remedy for countering the grave situation into which his country had been plunged. He submitted formal proposals to the Prime Minister requesting him to negotiate with the East India Company to extend to Assam the protection of the Company’s arms. Purnananda had firm faith in his own powers, and thought that he would be able to restore his country to peace and orderly government without the intervention of any exterior power. The Barphukan’s proposals were shelved as being pessimistic and premature. 345.

Peace and order restored: Purnananda Buragohain partly succeeded in his peace efforts. Through his sleepless vigilance Jorhat was made immune from Moamaria depredations, and he instituted all possible measures to stamp out the germs of anarchy and disorder. The Kacharis living on the banks of the Dhansiri river flouted the authority of the Ahom government. They rose in a body and suddenly attacked our soldiers from the rear. In the open encounter that ensued the Kacharis were repulsed. The insurrection of the Khamtis was also tactfully subdued. 346.

Panimua’s conspiracy: The conspiracy of Panimua reveals the weaker points in the dictatorship of Purnananda Buragohain. Panimua was a member of the Ratikhowa sect, or the fraternity of night-worshippers whose creed sanctioned participation in indiscriminate food and in bacchanalian revelry. He misrepresented the actions of the Prime Minister and collected a number of followers with the avowed object of killing the Buragohain and the King. The conspirators armed themselves with an old rusted cannon which they mounted in the shrubberies in front of the Buragohain’s compound. The Premier used to go out with an armed retinue of 240 men. They saw smoke coming out of the bushes and came upon the light-hearted conspirators in a fit of drunkenness. Panimua with reeling steps divulged the object of the junto who were immediately arrested and imprisoned. Panimua committed
more mischiefs from within the prison bars than what he had done from without. Whoever had incurred his displeasure or wrath in the past was mentioned by him as his accomplice; and Purnananda ordered Srinath Barbaru, the chief justice, to inflict the death sentence on every such man. This indiscriminate execution would have gone on indefinitely but for the timely intervention and warning of Sibnath Dolakharbia Barua, the brother of Purnananda Buragohain. Paninua and his immediate accomplices were executed. This took place in the year 1803 A.D. 347.

Moamria and Kachari disturbances in Neongon: The Kacharis made common cause with the Matak rebels and burnt down peaceful villages on the banks of the Kapili river. Haripad Dekaphukan conducted the operations against the insurgents from his headquarters at Narikalguri and Chang-choki. The insurrection was suppressed but the rebels appeared again at Bebejia and Khagarijan. They were aided by the Lalungs and the local militia. The Bacha Rajkhowa marched against the rebels, and halted at a fort erected at Birah-Bebejia. The rebels burnt down the villages Pathari, Potani-sijia and Bheleuguri. The Dekaphukan who had been absent from the scene of war now joined the royalist force. The Ahom army then marched to Tetelikhana and afterwards to Dabaka, from whence they proceeded to a fort on the bank of the Jamuna river. In the meantime the Matak had advanced from Barthal to the village Demura. A quarrel then ensued between the Matak and the Kacharis, precipitated by the refusal of the latter to join the ranks of the Matak. The Dekaphukan seized this opportunity, and escorted the Kacharis to Birah-Bebejia near the Kalang river where they were properly established. This was followed by an unexpected encounter with a separate wing of the combined forces at the mouth of the Kalang river where the rebels were repulsed with heavy casualties. The Dekaphukan and his lieutenants, the Bacha Rajkhowa and Captain Gohain, then returned with their army to Jorhat. The Kachari wars came to an end in 1805 A.D. and peace reigned in the kingdom for the years 1805 to 1807, except some minor inroads of the Nagas which were readily suppressed, and four Naga Chautangs or headmen came to Barthat with tributes and offered their allegiance to the Ahom monarch. 348.

Works of public utility: The period of stability and peace allowed the King and his minister to turn their attention towards
the fulfilling of the civic and religious obligations of the state. Temples were erected at Chatrakar and Kamakhya at Gauhati with the usual endowments of lands and paiks for their perpetual maintenance. Jorhat having now assumed the position of a full-fledged metropolis several approach-roads were constructed connecting the city with the interior villages. New buildings were erected at Jorhat. Operations for catching elephants were instituted in a village at a distance of six miles east of Jorhat. One hundred and twenty elephants were captured and the village was thenceforth known as Hatigarh. The King and the Buragohain were patrons of letters, and Srikantha Suryya-bipra translated under their auspices, the Lanka-kanda of the Ramayana into beautiful Assamese verse—a fact unfortunately symbolising the last phase of Ahom supremacy.

Death of Kamaleswar Singha: In January 1811, there broke out a severe epidemic of small-pox in Jorhat and the neighbouring villages. The people were seized with a dire panic, and they refrained from visiting the houses of their friends, relatives and neighbours. The young King Kamaleswar Singha died of this disease. He was only sixteen years old at the time of his death.

CHAPTER XI.
SWARGADEO CHANDRAKANTA SINGHA.
First time, 1811-1818 A.D.

Accession: Kamaleswar Singha was succeeded by his brother Chandrakanta Singha who was then only fourteen years old being born in 1797 A.D. His father Kadam-dighala Charing Raja had died in 1799, and Chandrakanta held the rank of Charing Raja before he ascended the throne. Purmananda Buragohain continued to act as the de facto ruler of the country. Though some section of his contemporaries misjudged his motives, sober history has acclaimed him as an astute politician, a farsighted statesman and a selfless patriot, 'protecting the people like a mother-bird guarding the nestlings under her wings.' The Prime Minister
exercised the strictest vigilance in the management of the state finance, and the expensive Singarighar ceremony was withheld as in the case of Kamaleswar Singha. The Ahom priests conferred on Chandrakanta Singha the title of Sudingpha. 351.

Conspiracy against Purnananda Buragohain: Chandrakanta Singha had a companion named Satram, the son of a royal poultry-keeper. Satram was of the same age as the King, but he was unrivalled in his precocity and cunning. The King was granted his expenses from the royal treasury in a restricted manner owing to the impoverished condition of the state. Satram, subsequently raised to the rank of Charringia Phukan, realised that as long as Purnananda exercised absolute control over state affairs and specially over the royal exchequer his association and intimacy with the monarch would be of little advantage to him. He misinterpreted Purnananda's motives and actions and gradually poisoned the ears of the young King. His campaign of calumnia
tion was extended to other quarters as well. Badanchandra, the Ahom viceroy at Gauhati, was made to believe that Purnananda was his arch-enemy, and that the Premier was planning and maturing schemes at the headquarters to effect the undoing of the Barphukan. Badanchandra's daughter Pijou Gabhari, who had been married to Oreshanath Dhekial Phukan, a son of the Prime Minister, was also made a party to this belief. Satram with several other miscreants launched a regular conspiracy to kill the Prime Minister which was detected and the conspirators duly punished. This was in June 1814. Chandrakanta's own attitude towards the Premier, greatly influenced by the misrepresentations of his unscrupulous associates, was not a friendly one, though he dared not speak out his mind as he owed his succession to Purnananda and it would be difficult for him to win over the nobility and the army against the interests of the powerful Prime Minister. The young King flouted Purnananda's opposition to his marriage with Padmavati, the daughter of a Bhakat or disciple of the Bengesa-attia Satra, and thus violated the time-honoured custom according to which royal partners had to be selected from the principal Ahom families. 352.

Badanchandra's flight to Burma: Badanchandra's mind being poisoned against Purnananda through the machinations of Satram he had ceased to send to the Prime Minister his customary greetings and epistles. Purnananda deputed three trusted Brahman officials,
the Tamuli Phukan, the Khangia Phukan and the Jalbhalli Phukan, on a mission of peace to Badanchandra, to remove any misunderstanding which might have arisen between the Premier and the viceroy, and re-establish their mutual good-will and friendship. The Barphukan's agents at the metropolis despatched a swift courier to Badanchandra attributing hostile motives to the deputation, and they also contrived the simultaneous despatch of a confirmatory epistle from Pijou Gahhari. The Barphukan readily believed in his friends' warning, and escaped from the viceregal headquarters at midnight on September 26, 1815, before the messengers of the Prime Minister could deliver their conciliatory overtures. Badanchandra proceeded to Calcutta, interviewed the British Governor-General and solicited from him a contingent of sepoys to restore, as he alleged, the King Chandrakanta Singha to power and influence which had been usurped by Purnananda. In the official documents of the government of the East India Company Purnananda had been continuously described as a sensible and patriotic statesman and a trusted friend of the British. The Governor-General accordingly refused to accede to Badanchandra's request. The disappointed Barphukan then proceeded to Burma and made similar prayers to the Burmese sovereign Bodawpaya. 353.

Bodawpaya, King of Burma, 1782-1819: Alaungpaya, a petty landlord, worked his way to the throne of Burma in 1752, and founded a dynasty of his own, known as the Alaungpaya Dynasty, which came to an end with King Thibaw in 1885. Alaungpaya was succeeded by his sons Naungdawgyi 1760-1763, Hainbyushin 1763-1776, Singu 1776-1782, and Bodawpaya 1782-1819. The reign of King Bodawpaya roughly corresponds with the Prime Ministership of Purnananda Buragohain. One of the first acts of his reign was the moving of the capital in 1783 from Ava to Amarapura on astrological grounds. The older capital Ava, at a distance of six miles from the new one, had been selected in 1765 in preference to Shwebo. In 1823 King Bagyidaw again transferred the capital to Ava. The sons of Alaungpaya effected the territorial expansion of Burma. The Burmese army had penetrated into Siam, Manipur, annexed neighbouring tracts and had even waged wars with the Imperial Majesty of China. So when Bodawpaya ascen-
ed the throne in 1782, followed by a most ruthless massacre of his rivals with their wives and servants, Burma had attained the zenith of her power and prestige. Bodawpaya was a capable monarch and a strict disciplinarian. He annexed Arrakan in 1785, despatched several expeditions against China and schemed to conquer China and India. He was a patron of literature and religion. He collected the inscriptions of Burma as part of a revenue inquest, despatched priests to Bodh-Gaya, received Ceylonese monks with great cordiality and deputed Burmese monks to Ceylon. With better organisation discipline and introspection he could have become one of the great sovereigns of the world. 354.

First Burmese invasion: King Bodawpaya considered himself to be an unparalleled and invincible sovereign, and any entreaty made to him was looked upon as a compliment to his omnipotence and majesty. Any scheme of aggrandisement was readily welcomed by the Burman monarch; but his suspicious temperament was responsible for the detention of Badanchandra for full sixteen months at the court of Amarapura before he announced his final decision on the prayers of the fugitive Assamese viceroy. King Bodawpaya ultimately convinced himself that Badanchandra was of noble extraction and that he was a gallant fighter and capable of properly conducting and utilising the aid that might be placed at his disposal. His Assamese consort Rangili Mepaya, sprung from the same Duara family as Badanchandra, played an important part in securing for the fugitive the solicited help from the Burmese monarch. Badanchandra Barphukan, accompanied by this Burmese force which was strengthened by reinforcements from the territories through which he passed, appeared on the gates of Assam in March 1817. The Burman army was commanded by Born Senapati and Kamini Phukan. Ultimatums were despatched to the Ahom court from theBarphukan’s encampment at Meleng in which the Burmese avowed their intention to place on the throne one Garbhe Sing Raja whom they described as the son of Gaurinath Singha, born during that monarch’s flight from the capital which was obviously a *ruse de guerre*. Puranandra had in the meantime breathed his last and the feeble opposition offered to the invaders at Ghaladhari was easily repulsed. 355.

Murder of Badanchandra: Badanchandra triumphantly entered the capital Jorhat, interviewed Chandrakanta and offered to run the affairs of the state in his capacity as Mantri-Phukan. Ruchinath
Buragohain, son and successor of Purnananda, had fled down to Gauhati leaving the young King to the mercy of Badanchandra and his Burman allies. The King had no alternative but to acquiesce in Badanchandra's proposal. Friendly overtures were also made to Chandrakanta from the Burmese camp. Chandrakanta offered Hemo or Bhamo Aideo, sister of Jogeswar Singha, as a present to the Burmese harem, and the Burmans peacefully retired to their kingdom. Badanchandra now in possession of the supreme executive power wreaked vengeance upon his old enemies. He robbed the house of Purnananda Buragohain and confiscated his belongings to the state. His own uncle Srinath Barbarua, a supporter of the policy of the deceased Buragohain, was dismissed from office. The Queen-mother Numali Rajmoo, however, found in Badanchandra a poor substitute of the great statesman Purnananda Buragohain to whom she was personally attached for raising her two sons to the throne. She intrigued with Dhani Barbarua and Nirbhaynarayan Bargeohain to destroy the Barphukan. Rupsing Subedar and Rahman Khan Jamadar\(^1\) were appointed to carry out their purpose into execution. The two assassins approached the Barphukan one morning when he was rubbing his hands with clay after performing his ablutions on the riverside. When questioned as to the object of their visit, the two sepoys replied that it was customary for servants to come to pay respects to their masters and to persons of authority and eminence. Thus disarmed of all suspicion the Barphukan continued busy in the water when Rupsing dealt him a cut over the neck with his sabre which fell him to the ground. The Jamadar followed up the stroke and the minister breathed his last imprecating curses on the King, his country and the assassins. 356.

**Chandrakanta deposed**: Chandrakanta's peace with the Burmans, his support of Badanchandra and his refusal to go down to Gauhati at the approach of the Burman army, had raised the suspicion of Ruchinath Buragohain as being mainly responsible for the attempts made previously against his father Purnananda followed by the visit of the Burman troops. Ruchinath took up the cause of Brajanath Gohain, son of Bijoy Barmura, grandson of Ratneswar.

---

\(^1\) Rupsing was hitherto regarded as the only hero in the episode of Badanchandra's murder. Col. White writing in 1834, sixteen years after the occurrence, mentions an associate of Rupsing Subedar, named Rahman Khan, which has been confirmed by Maniram Dewan writing in 1836.
Saru-gohain, and great-grandson of Rajeswar Singha. Brajanath who had shared with his father Barmura Gohain the vicissitudes of a wanderer’s life among the mountain fastnesses of Cachar and Manipur had been aspiring for the throne since 1809 when he visited Calcutta soliciting assistance to accomplish his ambition. Being now assured of the support of Ruchinath Buragohain he repeated his overtures to the British Governor-General, but having failed in his mission he returned to Gauhati where he dressed up a native sepoy with the full regimentals of a Firinghee Captain as a make-believe to win more recruits to his side. Ruchinath and his party then proceeded up to Jorhat. Chandrakanta fled to Rangpur, and the resistance offered by Luku Dekaphukan, on his behalf, was easily repulsed. The victors succeeded in bringing over the royal troops to their interests. They then triumphantly entered Jorhat on February 17, 1818. On assurance of allegiance and fealty Chandrakanta was led to Jorhat where he was deprived of power and banished to Taratali, an unhealthy place. Ruchinath and his followers had hesitated to place Brajanath on the throne as he had been previously disqualified for the succession by the mutilation of one of his ears. They had already sent for Brajanath’s son Purandar, then only ten years old, who had been left behind at Silmari in Bengal. Purandar arrived in time and was acclaimed as sovereign, and a few days after Biswanath Marangikhowa Gohain effected the slicing off of Chandrakanta’s right ear. Brajanath had already struck coins in his name in anticipation of his succession, which bear the dates 1739 and curiously enough 1840 sakas: and after the installation of his young son on the throne he exercised the virtual powers of a sovereign in his capacity as Juvaraj. 357.

CHAPTER XII.

SWARGADEO PURANDAR SINGHA.

Independent King, 1818–1819 A.D.

Bodawpaya’s Assamese consorts: The Assamese consorts of King Bodawpaya exercised considerable influence in shaping the policy of their royal partner permanently affecting the destiny of their motherland. Bodawpaya had 122 children and 208 grandchildren
and his seraglio was a crowded and magnificent one. Two Assamese ladies graced his harem. The first was Rangili,\(^1\) sister of the father of Baram Barua of the famous Ahom Duara family. The Singphou in concert with the Moran rebels had imported troops from Burma and ravaged a number of villages in the eastern part of Assam. To placate the Singphou leader Bichanong, Purmananda Buragohain had presented to him Rangili, together with numerous slaves and attendants. Bichanong in his turn palmed off Rangili to King Bodawpaya with the object of strengthening his friendship with the Burmese monarch. Attended by a proper retinue Rangili arrived at the Burmese capital on June 17, 1797. Captain Cox gives in his diary a vivid description of the preparations made to receive this new recruit to the Burman harem. June 26 was fixed as the date of her formal entrance into the royal palace. The shops were gaily decorated, the roads were swept by armies of sweepers, cannon were mounted at regular intervals, and the procession started towards the palace amidst unprecedented pomp and splendour. Queen Rangili became a favourite of the King, and though she was described in the Singphou despatches as an Assamese princess, her fair rivals soon came to know of her non-royal origin, and made capital out of this fact, and so when Badanchandra of the Duara family made his appearance at the Burmese capital in 1815, she described him as her kinsman, and the success of Badanchandra at Bodawpaya’s court was mainly due to Rangili’s anxiety to impress her royal partner and his other queens with the nobility of her descent and relationship. Bodawpaya’s second Assamese consort was Hemo Aideo. She was the sister of Jogenwar Singha, and at the suggestion of Badanchandra after his return to Assam with the Burman force, Chandrakanta had presented her to King Bodawpaya describing her as his own daughter. The Burmese King allotted for her maintenance a few villages near Bhamo, mainly inhabited by Assamese fugitives. She had great influence with the Burmese monarch, and she was partly responsible for the second Burmese expedition to Assam, the object of which was to reinstate Chandrakanta on the throne and avenge the murder of the Barphukan. 358.

\(^1\) For further information about Rangili and Hemo Aideo, see Srijit Benuddar Sarma’s article published in the *Bashi*, Vol. XV, pp. 492–6, and Rai Bahadur Anandachandra Agarwala’s account of the Assamese fugitives in *Buru, Loba*, Vol. 1, pp. 131–5, as well as Prof. S. K. Bhuyan’s edition of *Barphukanar Git* and *Asomar Padha-Buranji*.
Second Burmese invasion: The news of Chandrakanta’s deposition and the murder of Badanchandra reached the Burmese court in due time. The Burmese monarch interpreted the subversion of his allies as gross impertinence on the part of Purandar Singha and his supporters. He despatched a fresh army under Kiamingi Bargohain, also known as Alungmingi. One Gogoi-Senapati was sent at the head of the Ahom force to encounter the invaders. A battle ensued at Phujpanichiga near the Janji river on February 17, 1819, where the Burmese army gained a decisive victory. The triumphant Burmans now searched for Chandrakanta, led him from his retreat and properly installed him on the throne. Purandar Singha and his adherents left the capital and fled down to Bengal. Not having met the real culprits responsible for the humiliation of Chandrakanta, the Burmese committed atrocities upon all people who were suspected of having sympathy for Purandar Singha or Ruchinath Buragohain. One Momai Barua, an Assamese noble who had risen to eminence in the court of Burma, had guided the Burmans during their second invasion of Assam. He interceded on behalf of the hapless Assamese subjects and procured from the Burmese general an order for the stay of the atrocities. Like Rangili, Hemo Aideo became an important figure in the seraglio of the Burmese monarch. It is believed that it was she who urged upon her royal paramount the urgency of despatching an expeditionary force to Assam to avenge the humiliation to which her brother Chandrakanta had been subjected in the hands of Ruchinath Buragohain. 359.

CHAPTER XIII.

SWARGADEO CHANDRAKANTA SINGHA.

Second time, 1819–1821 A.D.

Bagyidaw, King of Burma, 1819–1837: King Bodawpaya had died in the meantime, and he was succeeded by his grandson Bagyidaw. The new monarch was a finished gentleman having charming and dignified manners. But living in the midst of sycophants he failed at times to measure accurately his strength or that of his adversaries. With absolute ignorance of international affairs King Bagyidaw attributed to himself omnipotence and invincibility; in
his opinion, which was confirmed by Mingimaha Bandula, the English were mere traders and they could be easily subdued by his Assamese levies, and his redoubtable Burman commanders might rest in peace behind the shadow of the Golden Throne. Bandula appeared to him a veritable Afrasiyab and his war-strategy was superior to that of the greatest English general. The success of the British in India was attributed to the incompetency of the Hindus; but the Burmans were not Hindus, and consequently the British army would experience different results when they would have to deal with the stalwart Burmans. The Burman Majesty proposed to replenish his impoverished coffers caused by a future war with the British by the plunder of Calcutta; and the surplus provisions and ammunitions would enable him to undertake an expedition against Siam. The Burmans had conquered the Chins, the Singphous, the Manipurs and the Assamese; and after such a series of triumphs their victory over the British was a foregone conclusion. After the conquest of Calcutta King Bagyidaw proposed to march to England, the occupation of which would be signalised by the installation of his son as viceroy of all the British dominions. King Bagyidaw was nurtured in such beliefs which were strengthened by the continued victories of the Burmese in Assam. Having too great confidence in the prowess of himself and his commanders King Bagyidaw failed to realise the primary fact that though his armies succeeded in their contest with the tribes of the neighbouring countries, more or less sprung from kindred origins, their present enemy the British were of different extraction and mettle, whose war-methods and strategy the Burmese monarch nor his flatterers ever cared to fathom and effectively counteract. Their chief resort was violence and barbarism which were ineffective before subtler organisations. The Burmese policy towards the British was one of wanton aggressiveness untempered by political exigency and foresight. The Burmese atrocities in Assam which had been held in check by the iron hand of King Bodawpaya now relapsed into prominence during the reign of his weak-kneed grandson. 360.

*Third Burmese invasion*: The Burmese general returned to Amarapura leaving express directions to his commanders to refrain from molesting the Assamese subjects. Momai Barua was left behind in Assam along with two other commanders, Sajati Phukan and Mingimaha Tilowa Bajuphaya. Having suspected a possible
manoeuvre on the part of Ruchinath Buragohain and Brajanath to reinstate Purandar Singha on the throne, Momai Barua marched at the head of a large Burman force towards Nowgong. Taking advantage of Momai’s absence the two Burmese commanders killed a number of Ahom officials and nobles on allegations of secret sympathy for Purandar Singha. Chandrakanta did not approve of these high-handed actions of his Burmese friends and proposed to shake off their cowering predominance once for all. Taking advantage of the return of the Burmese commanders to their country Chandrakanta despatched Patalang Barbarua to erect a line of fortifications near Dighalighat or Jaypur which lay in the route of the Burmese march to Assam. Chandrakanta adopted other measures to undo the effects of the Burmese ravages. Chandrakanta’s efforts to rehabilitate himself reached the ears of the Burmese monarch and a fresh army was despatched to Assam under the two old experienced commanders Mingimaha Tilowa Baju and Sajati Phukan on the pretext of handing over some presents to Chandrakanta. The Burman force approached the borders of Assam in March 1821, and witnessed the preparations made at Jaypur. Patalang Barbarua was killed without any provocation and his wife Majiu Aideo who happened to be the sister of Chandrakanta was outraged in an inconceivably inhuman manner. The soldiers stationed at Jaypur deserted the garrison and all hope of thwarting the march of the Burmans into Assam was now dashed to pieces. Chandrakanta apprehended the bursting of a terrible storm. Seeing no hope of success with the Burmans he left the capital and fled down to Gauhati. He had however despatched a force under Kali-bar Buragohain to encounter the invaders; but the panic-stricken and dastardly Ahom soldiers were easily vanquished by the Burmese army. 361.

**Burmans become masters of Assam:** The Burmans now triumphantly entered the capital. Chandrakanta received repeated invitations from the Burmese general to come up to Jorhat and accept the presents which had been sent to him by the Burmese monarch. Chandrakanta read through the secret motives behind the offer of friendship; he fled further down and took shelter in Bengal. The Burmese general Tilowa Baju marched towards Gauhati and found himself the unopposed master of the Brahmaputra Valley. 362.
CHAPTER XIV

SWARGADEO JOGESWAR SINGHA.

_Burmese rule in Assam, 1821-1825 A.D._

_Jogeswar Singha, a puppet king:_ The news of the Burmese triumphs in Assam was duly transmitted to Amarapura. The Burmese monarch issued orders to his army in Assam to place on the throne Jogeswar Singha, the brother of Hemo Mepaya, his Assamese consort inherited from his grandfather Bodawpaya along with the succession. The appointment of Jogeswar Singha, which took place in November 1821, had evidently a double advantage; it would enhance the prestige of the Assamese queen of the King of Burma, and would also placate the Assamese subjects who would naturally appreciate a native ruler being set up in their country. Jogeswar Singha had no vestige of any sovereign power; and the Burmese general was all in all in Assam. 363.

_Chandrakanta’s patriotic coups:_ Chandrakanta utilised his residence in Bengal by collecting an army of 2,000 men, mostly Sikhs and Hindustanis, for the repulsion of the Burman invaders. He marched up and successfully encountered the Burman army at Hadirachoki and Gauhati. He proceeded further up and pitched his tent at Mah-garh. Mingimaha Bandula the redoubtable general had now joined the Burmese forces in Assam. He led the Burmese van in the battle of Mah-garh where Chandrakanta is reported to have displayed unusual vigour and courage. But his half-hearted mercenaries could not stand the dash and fury of the Burmans, who were now confirmed in the undisputed possession of the land. The battle of Mah-garh took place on Baisakh 6, 1744 saka, April 19, 1822 A.D. Chandrakanta fled to Goalpara but returned some time after to the capital of Assam where he was given a pension by the Burmese, but his position was nothing better than that of a state prisoner. Mingimaha Bandula was ordered back to Burma to attend to more pressing needs at home. 364.

---

1 Bandula, also called Maung Yit, 'wielded an almost magical influence over his men. His mere presence inspired confidence and was worth a corps...... At the outbreak of the First Burmese War Bandula commanded the Burmese army in Arrakan which contemplated the invasion of Bengal, and caused no small anxiety in Calcutta'.—Major C. M. Enriques, in _Journal of the Burma Research Society, Vol. XI_, Part 3
Burma reign of terror: The last attempt to repulse the Burmese was made by Hao Sagar-Bara of North Lakshimpur with his Baskatia soldiers but without any success. The Burmese made some attempt to establish a systematic government in Assam; but as it was based on motives of exploitation it had no far-reaching effect in securing peace and order in the country. The Burmese fortune-hunters knew very well that their occupation of Assam was bound to be abortive and short-lived and so they made the best use of their stay by the gratification of their animal appetites. Virgins were deflowered before their parents and wives before their husbands; infants served as throw-sticks to drop down mangoes from trees; all property and belongings had to be surrendered unconditionally and spontaneously on pain of mutilation or death; and rights and records of property were thrown into wells and rivers to efface any titles thereto. The sword and all other instruments of lust were used without any scruple or restraint. The Burmans avowed that "their oppressions were committed out of set policy, and the Burmese prided themselves on it, saying though at home they were a mild people, when invading foreign countries they deliberately gave way to all their passions, plundering and murdering without control so that foreigners should learn not to provoke them".¹ 365.

CHAPTER XV.

BRITISH OCCUPATION OF ASSAM

Anglo-Burmese relations:—The British relations with Burma were far from satisfactory. The oak forests of England were depleted by the protracted naval warfare with France, and the British had to build their merchant ships with Burma teak. The French were surveying the possibility of attacking the English through Burma. Besides, the consolidation of Burmese hold in Arrakan was itself a menace to the safety of the British in India. These problems necessitated the despatch of British embassies to Burma. Captain Symes was sent in 1795, Captain Cox in 1797, Captain Symes again in 1802, and Captain Canning in 1803, 1809 and 1811.

¹ G.E. Harvey’s History of Burma, pp. 298–299, to which I am also indebted for the facts of Burmese history.
The English envoys were treated with scant courtesy. They were subjected to humiliation, delay and caprice, which, though tolerated by the myrmidons of an oriental autocrat, were appalling to the business-like instincts of the westerners. The ambassadors were despatched by the Governor-General of India, and the Burmese monarch insisted on the despatch of accredited representatives of his peer His Britannic Majesty who alone would be entitled to the consideration of the Golden Throne. 366.

British proposal to dislodge Burmese from Assam: In 1821 the Burmese forces strengthened their hold in Manipur and Assam. Purandar Singha and Chandrakanta Singha both fled to British territories, and the Burmese ruled over the land with Jogeswar Singh as their nominee on the throne. The two Assamese royal fugitives in their turn organised, though separately, counter-measures against the Burmese from their safe retreat in Bengal with the connivance of British officials who regarded their attitude as morally justifiable as the sole object of the activities of the two Ahom princes was to put an end to the barbarities committed upon the innocent civil population of Assam. This was alleged by the Burmese as an act of gross misdemeanour on the part of the British, and ultimatums were despatched demanding the extradition of Chandrakanta and Purandar Singha. The Burmese had received further provocation from the British in the opposition offered by the latter in their intrigues in Manipur, Cachar and Jayantia. Mingimaha Nand Kroden, commander-in-chief of the Burmese forces in Assam, sent repeated warnings to David Scott,1 Agent to the Governor-General on the North-East Frontier, against British counteraction of Burmese designs. The island of Shapuree on the estuary of the Naaf river had long been under the British, being administered by the Collector of Chittagong. In September 1825, the Burmese had forcibly taken possession of the island after massacring the British garrison stationed there; and the attempt made by the British to re-occupy Shapuree met with little success. The Government of India realised that an open rupture with

---

1 On November 14, 1823, David Scott was appointed Agent to the Governor-General on the North-East Frontier in addition to his post as Civil Commissioner of Rungpoor, on a consolidated pay of Rs. 35,000 per year, the terms of his appointment being:—"He should exercise a general control and superintendence over our political relations and intercourse with the petty states in that quarter, including Sikkhim, Bootan, Tibet, Cooch Behar, Bijnee Assam, Cachar, Manipur and sjutia, and other independent states"—Governor-General’s minute to the Board.
Burma was imminent. The Burmese maintained a powerful flotilla at Gauhati, and unless they were dislodged from their commanding position they could at any time sail down the river Brahmaputra and attack the British territories which commenced down from Goalpara. It was therefore proposed by David Scott that British troops should advance to Gauhati and occupy the country between Gauhati and Goalpara as a measure of defensive policy against the Burmese. ‘The object of the expedition into Assam would be to operate a diversion and to expel the Burmese from the commanding position which they occupied at the upper part of the Brahmaputra’. Boats, men and provisions were collected at Goalpara, and a depot was formed at Dacca for field equipments.

The First Burmese War: However provoking might be the activities of the Burmans they had not yet aggressively entered into British territories in Assam. In January 1824, they crossed the Cachar frontier and fired the first shot at Bitarmpur near Badarpur in Cachar. Major Newton completely defeated the Burmese force in the battle that followed. On the completion of the preparations for the advance of British troops from Goalpara, the Governor-General made a formal declaration of war against Burma on March 5, 1824. The circumstances leading to the war, as narrated in the declaration, can be summarised as follows: The relations of peace and friendship between the Hon'ble East India Company and the State of Ava have been strained by the latter's acts of provocation and aggression, placing the two countries on the brink of hostilities averted only by the moderation and forbearance of the British power. The Burmans elated by their conquest of Assam have offered studied insult, menace and defiance to the British power. The Burmans have laid a false claim to the island of Shapur, their official communications have been singularly beastful, assuming and insolent. The Burman interference in Cachar, Manipur andJayantia have been unwarranted. The officers and crew of the Company's armed vessel 'Sophia' have been released but no apology or explanation of their detention has been offered. For their wanton violation of the relations of friendship, the Governor-General in Council has ordered the advance of the force assembled at Goalpara into the territory of Assam to dislodge the enemy.

1 Secretary G. W. Swinton's letter to Captain Davidson, February 20, 1824.
from their commanding position which they occupy at the head of the Brahmaputra; but is ready even yet to listen to pacific overtures on the part of His Burmese Majesty. 368.

Asam passes into British hands: A week after the declaration of war the British troops under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel Macmorine moved from Goalpara and arrived at Gauhati unopposed on March 28, 1824. The Burmans retired to Maramukh in Upper Assam. The Burmese, encouraged by the long haltage of the British army at Gauhati, marched back to Kaliabar, from where they were repulsed. The Burmese then retired to Rangaligarh, and Colonel Richards established his headquarters at Kaliabar. On the failure of supplies during the rains Colonel Richards's force was compelled to return to Gauhati. The Burmese re-occupied Kaliabar, Raha and Nowgong, and this time they perpetrated their atrocities with redoubled cruelty. The people of Nowgong fled to the Surma Valley, and some to the British territory in Goalpara. Dabaka and the Kapill Valley were practically depopulated. In October 1824, the British resumed their operations against the Burmese. The enemy were repulsed from their strongholds in Kaliabar, Raha, Nowgong and Maramukh. The Burmese retreated to Jorbar, but dissensions arose amongst their commanders whereupon they fell back upon the old capital Rangpur. Colonel Richards and Lieutenant Brooke succeeded by the end of January 1825 in repulsing the Burmese from Rangpur, and they extorted an undertaking from their generals Sham Phukan and Nebaru Phukan that they would renounce all hostilities against the British and would peaceably return to Burma. In June 1825, the Burmese leagued with the Singphous, but Captain Neufville suppressed the hostilities and procured the release of six thousand Assamese captives who had been carried off by the Singphous and their Burman allies. Colonel Innes effected the expulsion of the Burmese from Cachar, and Captain Pemberton similarly ousted them from Manipur. The Burmese had also met with reverses in the war waged in Burma. Captain Marryatt, the famous English novelist, had taken part in the naval engagements near Rangoon. The Burmese were now cleared out of Assam, and by Article II of the Treaty of Yandaboo, enacted on February 24, 1826, it was agreed that ‘His Majesty the King of Ava renounces all claims, and will abstain from all future interferences with the principality of Assam, and its dependencies,
and also with the contiguous petty states of Cachar and Jaintea," 369.

End of Ahom authority in Assam: The Treaty of Yandabo marked the termination of Ahom rule in Assam. David Scott, with his characteristic judgment and sobriety, devoted his entire energy towards the restoration of peace and orderly government to a country which had been devastated by the depredations of the Burmese preceded by internecine feuds and dissensions. The British Government did not first contemplate the permanent annexation of any part of Assam; but it was also realised that any eventual withdrawal of the British army would be invariably followed by the recurrence of the internal disturbances to which the country had succumbed. After seven years of correspondence with the British headquarters at Calcutta on the subject of handing over a part of the country to an Assamese prince and retaining the other part under direct British control, it was decided to appoint Purandar Singha as a protected prince in charge of Upper Assam on a stipulated tribute of Rs. 50,000. This proposal originally initiated by David Scott was given effect to in April 1833 by his successor Mr. T. C. Robertson, as Scott had died in 1831 at Cherrapunji as a result of strenuous work in a very inclement climate. Purandar Singha began well, but within three years he defaulted in his payments. Captain Jenkins, Mr. Robertson’s successor in the Commissionership of Assam, locally investigated into the administration of Purandar Singha and found it a hot-bed of corruption and misfeasance. Purandar Singha having thus proved a failure, his country was placed in September 1838 under direct British control. With the deposal of Purandar Singha and the annexation of Upper Assam to the territories of the East India Company all vestiges of Ahom authority in Assam came to an end after a practically uninterrupted sway of 610 years, 1228 to 1838 A.D., 370.

The Tungkhungia Dynasty: With the downfall of the Ahoms in Assam the Tungkhungia Dynasty also came to an end. They governed the country for 145 years, 1681 to 1826, and five years more if we take into consideration Purandar Singha’s administration of Upper Assam as a feudatory prince, 1833 to 1838. Little more than a hundred years have elapsed since the Tungkhungia rulers resigned their sceptre of authority and the passage of a century has not been able to efface their names and their actions from the recollections of the Assamese people. Titles conferred by the
Tungkhungia sovereigns on their officers and nobles are used by
the descendants of the latter with zeal and pride: and land grants
and endowments issued under their seal and authority are still en-
joyed by the beneficiaries, and almost in all cases the conditions
of the grants as imposed by the original donors are rigidly carried
out as far as present day circumstances permit. The temples,
edifices and roads erected by them are still fulfilling the functions
for which they were made. During all these decades of epoch
making changes, the stories of their exploits and misfortunes have
been deeply rooted in the memory of men on account of the wide
circulation which they have gained in the country. In popular
traditions the name Tungkhungia is associated with imperiousness
and majesty. The vainglorious gaseconades of a braggart are still
snubbed with the retort,—'Oh, look at him, His Highness has
sprung from the Tungkhungia race!'—371.

Purandar Singha's descendants: After the resumption of his
territories Purandar Singha continued to live at Jorhat. In Octo-
ber 1838 a pension of Rs. 1,000 per month was granted to him but
he declined to accept it as he hoped for the eventual restitution
of his state as a result of his petition to the Governor General. He
died at Jorhat on October 1, 1846. He had married a daughter
of Purnananda Buragohain, and Kameswar Singha was born of
this union. In 1847 Kameswar Singha was permitted by the
Government to use the title of Raja, and he died five years after on
June 10, 1852, leaving behind three widows, Rani Lakhipriya,
Padmabari Kuanri and Madhavi Maju Kuanri, as well as a con-
cubine named Rupavati Khatania. Kandarpeswar Singha, Kames-
war's son through Lakhipriya, was born in 1840. In 1848 the title
of Charing Raja was conferred on Kandarpeswar. During the
Sepoy Mutiny Kandarpeswar Singha was suspected of disloyal
manoeuvres. He was placed under arrest as well as his agent
Maniram Dewan Barhbandar Barua who was then in Calcutta
petitioning the Governor General for the restoration of the govern-
ment of a part of the country to Kandarpeswar as Maniram had
previously done on behalf of Ghanakanita Singha Juvaraj. As a
result of the trial the Charing Raja was sent to Alipur and then to
Burdwan to be detained there as a state prisoner. Maniram was
executed on February 26, 1858. Kandarpeswar was afterwards
released and granted a pension and he died at Guahati. His two
sons, Kumudeswar and Nareswar, through his wife Rani Kamala-
priya, had died during their father's lifetime, and his daughter Troilokyeswari Aideo survived her father. 372.

Chandrakanta Singha's descendants: The unfortunate monarch Chandrakanta Singha was granted a pension of Rs. 500 per month and certain Khats or estates in Upper Assam of the Annual value of Rs. 408-14-0. He lived first at Kaliabar and later on at Gauhati amidst the splendour which could be commanded by a sainciant prince. Through his wife Padmavati Kumari he had two sons and one daughter, Gianakanta Singha Juwaraj, Hemakanta Singha Gohain and Devajani Aideo. Rani Madamvika was the mother of Lambodar Gohain. Chandrakanta's third wife Nirmilla Kumari was issueless. He had also a number of concubines mostly recruited from Hajo. Chandrakanta visited Calcutta in 1837 and submitted a memorial to the Governor General for the restoration of his kingdom. He died in 1839 soon after his return to Gauhati. Hemakanta Gohain, who had been enjoying a pension of Rs. 100, had died on July 3, 1857, leaving two widows, Basundhari and Chandrakaha, the first a sister of the Buragehain, and the second a daughter of Bapuram Barphukan. Devajani Aideo was married to Chakradhar Gohain, grandson of Bailung Bargohain. Gianakanta Juwaraj died at Gauhati on September 10, 1858, leaving behind his widow Padmarekha, and a young son Kesavkanta then aged ten years. Rani Padmarekha applied to Colonel Jenkins, Commissioner of Assam, for the grant of the Sradda expenses. Colonel Jenkins sanctioned a sum of Rs. 1,500, justifying his action by saying that all the royal property of the Rajas was carried off by Purandar Singha's branch of the family, and that Chandrakanta's branch only obtained their personal jewels. Kesavkanta continued to live at Gauhati where he died in 1894 leaving behind his widow Rani Mahendri and her two step-daughters. Rani Mahendri died at Gauhati in 1923, and the two daughters of Juwaraj Kesavkanta, Mrs. Lahnityakumari Bargohain and Mrs. Prafullabala Chaudhuri are still living. Pensions to the members of the Ahom royal families have ceased with the death of Rani Mahendri Devi. 373.

Jogeswar Singha's descendants: Jogeswar Singha had died at Jogighopa in 1825. He was descended from Janbar Gohain Charing Raja, the younger uterine brother of Gadadhar Singha. His sister Hemo Aideo became the consort of King Bodawpaya of Burma. He had one more sister Sauravati Aideo, and three brothers, Mantan Charing Raja, Bihuram Tipam Raja and Dhaniram
Gohain. Bhurum, also known as Biswanath, accompanied his sister Hemo Aideo to Burma, and became the governor of Mogaung and ultimately a chief minister of the Burmese monarch. Dhaniram also sought refuge in Burma together with his mother. In May 1838 Bhurum deputed his nephew Singman Gohain to the British authorities in Upper Assam with the message that he was prepared to return to his nativeland with the 40,000 Assamese fugitives then residing in Burma. Hemo Aideo was accompanied by a large retinue consisting of ladies and attendants. Her fair companions, or Aideos as they are called in Assamese, were established in a village to the north west of Mandalay, and the place is still known as Ayadaw or the City of Aideos. In the Burmese records the two brothers of Jogeswar Singha who went to Burma with their sister figure as Tabangacha and Malomin, the Burmese forms of Tangkeswar and Malo which are very common Assamese names. Tabangacha had five sons, Maung Gyi, Maung Mitha, Maung Lat, Maung Gale and Maung Soo, all of whom rose to prominence and power. Of his three daughters Madaya Mepaya became the consort of King Mindon, 1853-78. Malomin ordinarily resided at the capital with his mother and sister. Tangkeswar and Malo were no other than Bhurum and Dhaniram, and it is not unusual for members of the Assamese gentry to have a plurality of names. The descendants of the Assamese fugitives in Burma can still be seen in Mogaung, Mahaung, Ywathit, Kyangale Lwisan and Nankaiktaw. Jogeswar Singha left a son named Dambarudhar Singha Juvaraj, and a daughter named Padmavati. Dambarudhar's descendants are still living at Holangapar. 374.

Pensions to Ahom nobles: The Ahom princes and nobles whose fortunes were undermined by the change of government were granted pensions and allowances in cash, as well as lands and lichkows for their maintenance. In some cases the expenses of their pilgrimages, Sraddhas and other ceremonies were met by the new government. The following are some of the lords and ladies who solicited or obtained aid from the British Government: Krishnaram and Tilakchandra, descendants of Jogeswar Singha; Baga Gohain Charing Raja who lived under the protection of Chandrakanta Singha; Trilochan Dekaphukan, son of Purmananda Buragohain; Manjur Gohain, Srimat Gohain, Durga Gohain, Nareswar Gohain.

1 In 1853 the pensions payable to various Ahom noble families still exceeded Rs. 12,000 a month.—Gait's History of Assam, 2nd ed., p. 306-9.
Namrupia Gohain and Narayan gohain, all descendants of the royal family; Khargeswar Charing Raja, brother of Chandrakanta; Narahari Rajkhowa who died on October 15, 1836; Jajna Charingia Barua; Chakradhar Gohain, grandson of Ballung Bargohain and son-in-law of Chandrakanta Singh; and Pado-kowar Sing Gohain; Thakur Gohain, grandson of Rajeswar Singh; Rupahi Aideo was granted in 1852 a pension of Rs. 600 per year; Devajani Aideo, daughter of Chandrakanta Singh and wife of Chakradhar Gohain, a pension of Rs. 600 per year in 1846; Narayani Aideo, daughter of Jayanti Aideo who was the only child of King Gaurinath Singh; Jayanti was married to Dambarudhar Chokadhar Phukan and she died at Calcutta; Narayani had lived with Jumardan Barbarua till her marriage with Dhenudhar Chandra Prabhu Phukan; Narayani was granted a pension in 1848 of Rs. 240 per year; Taravati Aideo, sister of Jogeswar Singh, Rs. 120 per year from 1850; Sarupahi Aideo, Rs. 120 per year from 1852; Madhavi Maju-kumar, the second consort of Raja Kameswar Singh; Padmahari Kuanri, grand-daughter of the Barbarua and wife of Kameswar Singh; Rupavati Khatunia, concubine of Kameswar Singh; Ranndini, aunt of Chandrakanta Singh being the sister of his mother Numali Rajmao, Rs. 240 per year from 1841; Keteki Gabbaru, wife of Narahari Rajkhowa, brother of Chandrakanta Singh’s Parvati Queen Padmavati, Rs. 96 per year from 1848; Rani Madamvika, widow of Chandrakanta Singh and mother of Lambodar Singh, Rs. 480 per year from 1839; Rupanta Aideo, Chandrakanta’s niece and wife of Bhukatram Gohain, Rs. 48 per year; Rani Padmarickha, widow of Chakrakanta Singh Juvaraj; Basundhari and Chandradhara, widows of Hemakanta Gohain; Rani Lakhipriya, widow of Kameswar Singh and mother of Kandarpeswar Singh; Rani Kamalapriya, widow of Kandarpeswar Singh; Maharani Chandradhara, the Parvati Queen of Maharaja Purandar Singh, she was a Manipuri princess; Kumudini Aideo, daughter of Narceswar Gohain, the third son of Bhubaneshwar Tipam Raja; Banduli Barkani, widow of Kamaleswar Singh, 1840; Padmavati, daughter of Jogeswar Singh; Radhiakanti, widow of Kaliabomora Barphukan; Rupeswari Aideo and Malati Phukanani and Saru Aideo; Annapurna, daughter of Pado-kowar Sing; Koorwa Aideo, sister of Chandrakanta Singh and wife of Lambodar Barphukan, head of the Civil Panchayat in Upper Assam; and Luturi Aideo, niece of Purandar Singh. 375.
Grants of paiks:—In 1828 Captain Neufville, in charge of the administration of Upper Assam, made allotments of likhows or servitors on the following: Bhagi Bargehain, 10 likhows; Khorasole Barpatra-gohain, 10; Pijali Barpatra-gohain, 10; Dandeswar Barpatra-gohain, 10; Ani Barpatra-gohain, 2; Dhanjoy Bargohain, 20; Buria Bargohain, 10; Solal Peta Bargohain, 10; Janardan Barbarua, 10; Khamti Barbarua, 10; Radhanath Barbarua, 10; Bailung Barua, 16; a Bidhipathak Brahmans, 3; Ghanasyam Muktiar, 4; Jajna Sarma Charingia Barua, 4; Bapuram Khangia Phukan, 4; Lokenath Jalbheri Phukan, 4; Durgaram Barkakati, 2; Prabhakar Pandit, 2; Chandrakantnar Namrupia Gohain, 10; Ugrasen Gohain Rajkumar, 4; Bailung Bargohain’s son, 2; Mukalimuria Gosain, 4; Lambodar Daroga, 10; Sangalu Kataki, 5; Bhagia Hazarika, 10; Hoki Gohain, 10; and Pijou Dihingia Phukan, 10; mother of Jogeswar Singha, 40; Majiu Aideo, sister of Chandrakanta Singha, 10; and the widow of Kamaleswar Singha, 4 likhows. 376.

Majiu Aideo:—Majiu Aideo who had played an important part in history lived at Gauhati with her younger brother Chandrakanta. She had been first married in November 1805 to Lari Gohain, a son of the Prime Minister Purmananda Buragohain, and her marriage symbolising the union of the Kuoigayan Buragohain family with the house of Tungkhung was celebrated with great pomp and grandeur. She quarrelled with her husband, parted with him and became the wife of Oreshanath Dhekial Phukan, another son of Purmananda. Pijou Gabharu, daughter of Badanchanda, had thus a powerful rival in this new wife of her husband. Majiu Aideo was a cunning and capable woman, and her royal brother Chandrakanta conferred on her the management of the Naosalia Khel or the guild of boat-builders—the first instance of a lady being formally entrusted with such responsibilities of state. It was believed in certain quarters that the letter of warning to Badanchandra, purported to have been despatched by Pijou Gabharu, was in reality the handiwork of Majiu Aideo, who intended thereby to place her rival in her husband’s disfavour, presumably for the offence of div ulging the Phukan’s official secrets. The letter contained the official seal of the Dhekial Phukan, and Badanchandra entertained no suspicion regarding its authenticity. As a result of the transference of the allegiance and support of Ruchinath Buragohain and his brothers from Chandrakanta to Purandar, Majiu
Aideo was wrested back from the Buragohain family, and afterwards married to Patalang Barbarua, the builder of the fort of Jaypur. Majiu Aideo proceeded to Jaypur, perhaps to help her husband in the affairs of the Dighalighat dockyard with her experience gained as the superintendent of the boat-builders. After Patalang's murder by the Burmese she was subjected to very severe assaults in the hands of the lustful invaders. She escaped to Jorhat, and related to Chandrakanta all that had happened at Jaypur. It was she who pointed out to Chandrakanta the secret motive lying behind the invitation to receive the presents which the Burmans had brought for him from the court of Amarapura. She shared the subsequent vicissitudes of Chandrakanta and after 1826 she lived for some time in Nowgong on a pension from the British Government at the rate of Rs. 600 per year, and the grant of 10 lakhs, and then joined her brother at Guwahati. Besides her pension, she was also entrusted by the new Administration with the management of a kheel in Nadiar in order to contribute to her comfort and respectability. But the complaints preferred by the people of her oppression caused her removal from the charge. In 1853 when Judge A. J. Moffatt Mills visited Assam she was still in the enjoyment of her pension from the British Government.

1 The facts about Majiu Aideo have been collected from Tragdnagia Barasi, paragraph 321 ante; Gunabhiram Barua's Assam Barasi, 4th edition, p. 178 ante.; Assam Padya Barasi, pp. 168-169, 294; and Colonel White's Manuscript Notes. Two sons of Burmanadia became her successive husbands but their names are conflicting in the different sources. Besides Lari Gobain and Oreshamath, Biswanath Marangi-Khowa Gobain and Jagannath Naosalia Phukan are also mentioned in this connection.
C. DETAILED TABLE OF JAMBAR GOHAIN’S LINE.

GOBAR RAJA,
January 1675, 20 days.

Bauli Gabharu

GADADHAR SINGHA

Jambar Gohain Charing Raja

Sriram

Langal

Padmanath

Pirika

Bagakowanr

Tipam Raja

Bhagi Gohain

Bhog Gohain

Taravati Aideo

Sarupahi

AIDEO

JOGESWAR SINGHA

Mantun Charing
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Bihuram,
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Biswa Nath

Tipan Raja

Dambarudhar Singh Juvara

Padmavati Aideo

Krishnaram

Usha

AIDEO

daughter

Tilak

Amra

AIDEO

Frabha

AIDEO

Umar Sing

Kumar Sing

Jaychand

Maung

Gyl

Maung

Mitha

Maung

Lat

Maung

Gale

Maung

Son

Madaya Mepaya,

Queen of King

Mindon of Burma.

* Names with asterisks denote living persons.
D. DETAILED TABLE OF LECHAI GOHAIN NAMRUPIA RAJA'S LINE.

KING GADADHAR SINGHA

RUDRA SINGHA

Ekadah

Balia

Bhatar Gohain

Phuguna

Basanta

Kadamdhala

Khoraph Sihn

Kalina

Dhupal

Sakhi Gohain

Ayurusut

Bhakatram,

Kerkun

Khoraph Sihn

Kalina

Dhupal

Sakhi Gohain

Bhakatram,

Kelkeli

Kadhinghala

Khoraph Sihn

Kalina

Dhupal

Sakhi Gohain

Bhakatram,

Krishnaram

Heramba

Tamradhawaj

Bhakatram,

Ugrasen

Bhakatram,

Bhadravan

KAMALESWAR SINGHA

Majiu Aideo

CHANDRAKANTA SINGHA

Ghanakanta Singh Jaivaraj

Hemakanta

Devajani Aideo

Kesavkanta Singh Jaivaraj

Devadatta

Rai Sahib Lilasen

Lakshmi Gohain

Pani Gobain

Mrs. Laubhityakumari Barghain*

Mrs. Prasudhulal Gohain*

Mrs. Prasudhulal Gohain*

Mrs. Prasudhulal Gohain*

son*

Sarbananda, B.A., S.D.C.*

* Names with asterisks denote living persons.
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28. BHUYAN, PROF. S. K. Tungkhungia Buranji, English translation of No. 27, with a supplement bringing down the history to the end of Ahom rule in 1826, Genealogical Tables, Bibliography, Glossary, and Index. Published by the Oxford University Press for the D.H.A.S. 1st edition, 1933.


30. BARUA, RAJ SAIHBIN GOLAPCHANDRA. Ahom Buranji, English translation of an Ahom chronicle with the original Ahom text. Published by the Government of Assam. 1st edition, 1930.

NOTE.—Of the above books Nos. 9, 11, 17-20 and 23-27 are in Assamese. Nos. 17 and 23-27 have introductions both in English and Assamese; and No. 25, viz., Asamar Padya-Buranji, has, besides, a detailed synopsis in English.

OTHER BOOKS AND ARTICLES.—In the above bibliography I have mentioned only the general books on the history of Ahom rule in Assam with special reference to that of the Kings of the Tungkhungia dynasty. The D.H.A.S. has collected a large number of contemporary manuscript chronicles or buranjis, a list of which has been inserted in its Bulletins, Nos. I and II. There are, besides, numerous articles and papers published from time to time in English and Assamese journals written, among others, by the following: Captain J. B. Neufville, Lieutenant Wilcox, Captain S. O. Hannay, William Robinson, Major-General Francis Jenkins, Maniram Dewan, J. M. Foster, Rai Bahadur Ganabhiram Barua, Srijut Ratneswar Mahanta, Sir Edward Cait, Lieutenant-Colonel P. R. T. Gurdon, Srijut Hemchandra Goswami, Srijut Sonaram Choudhuri, Srijut Hiteswar Barbarua, Srijut Benudhar Sarma, Srijut Suryakumar Bhuyan and Srijut Khetradhar Bargaon. A full bibliography is under compilation by the D.H.A.S. A complete list of books and articles dealing with the history of British beginnings in Assam has been inserted in ‘Early British Relations with Assam,’ pp. 57-65.

DR. WADE’S ‘MEMOIR OF THE REIGN OF GOWRINATH SINGHA.’—Dr. Wade’s monograph on Gaurinath Singha has been included in the present bibliography though it has not seen the light of day, with
the hope that some one living in Europe will resume its search in the numerous libraries and archives. All our efforts to trace this book have failed. The book would be a precious document as Dr. Wade came into personal contact with King Gaurinath Singh during Captain Welsh's expedition to Assam which lasted from November 1792 to July 1794, as he was the Assistant Surgeon attached to the detachment. Dr. Wade wrote about this book in his dedicatory epistle addressed to Lt.-Col. Kirkpatrick, prefixed to his Account of Assam,—"The curious and interesting circumstances relating to Assam are exhibited, at some length, in the continuation of the history, containing the reign of the late Monarch Surgedeo Gourinath Singh. I have compiled the memoir of his reign from authentic documents, and despatched the book to Europe for publication in April 1796, with the approbation of Lord Teignmouth; but I have not as yet received any account of it, and not having retained a copy I am deprived of the pleasure of sending it to you."—Kishenganj Bengal, March 20, 1800. He repeated his regret in a similar dedication in his Geographical Sketch of Assam, dated July 4, 1802,—"I regret the Europe Press has not yet enabled me to offer you a copy of the history of Maharaja Gourinath Singh Surgedeo, late monarch of Assam." Wade died at Calcutta on October 14, 1802. Full information about Wade's historical works has been embodied in my paper An Early Historian of the East India Company, read at the Gwalior Session of the Indian Historical Records Commission, 1929, subsequently published in its proceedings, and also in Bengal : Past and Present for January to March, 1930, pp. 32-42.

A few stray leaves embodying a portion of Wade's history of Gaurinath Singh were found in the India Office manuscript of his Geographical Sketch of Assam. They refer to the contest between the Moamaria rebels and the Manipuri allies of the Ahoms led by the old Raja Jai Singha in person and his son Juvaraj Madhuchandra, and can be read with advantage as an elaboration of paragraphs 231-2 of the present book Tungkungia Buraaj. The account, though fragmentary, offers us evidence of Wade's style and treatment, and is important in the light of the subsequent history of Assam. The piece is reproduced below.—

Jai Singha against the Moamarias.—The Moamarias had received accurate intelligence of the designs and route of the Rajah's army. On either side of the road a luxuriant vegetation of several years had covered the country with lofty grass and reeds impenetrable to the eye of the travellers. The Moamarias had fixed the vicinity of the road with cannon which had been conveyed from Rungpore, and
not improbably from Zoopath. The young Prince, by design or accident, passed unmolested, entered Gurgown where he defeated a body of Moamarias, repaired to Rungpoo, forced his way into the fortresses, and massacred the Moamarias of every age and sex. But his triumph and cruelty were checked by the news which he received from his enemies that the concealed batteries had been opened on his father's army, and that a great number of his men had perished. The victorious Prince returned and experienced a similar fate. One hundred of his party fell a sacrifice to the well-directed fire of the Moamaria cannon, and in this unfortunate occasion the Rajah lost seven hundred of his bravest warriors. He was now perfectly convinced of the Gohain's perfidy, and after passing one night in his entrenchments near Zoopath during which the Moamarias approached and excelled in his defeat, he led the remains of his army by the nearest route over the hills to the southward of the capital into the country of Choisari, uttering his execrations on the treacherous Gohain as the secret author of the depression of his people.

Jal Singh at the Kachari capital.—The unfortunate Prince experienced a more hospitable reception from the people of Choisari in the vicinity of which he established his residence, for the King of Burma had taken possession of his country and his capital, either previous to his arrival in Assam or during his absence in that country. It was not to be expected that the Boora-Gohain would believe the alliance and forces of Krishna-Sunder, the Choisari Rajah, capable of preventing the restoration of tranquillity through the British influence, supposed to be inimical to his personal independence. He did not wish to deter, though he would not dare to oppose the Government of Bengal, in their timely exertions to re-establish order throughout this ill-fated country. Krishna-Sunder, however, had hitherto rejected his equally vain and interested offers, and is satisfied to rule this little colony of his emigrant subjects in the peaceful security of Choisari.

Wade's prophetic remarks.—Before we take our final leave of the Moamarias we may venture to prophesy that the more name of the British Government will, at any time, prove sufficient to repress the overt resistance of the Boora-Gohain or the Moamarias, although every kind of secret counteraction may be expected from those who derive advantage from the destruction and devastation of the country. The miserable band of cowardly and undisciplined peasants amounting perhaps to six or seven hundred men, armed with awkward weapons, which they dare not and cannot use, the small body of unwilling and unpaid burkeendees not exceeding the number of sixty or seventy Bengal subjects which form his mighty army, would scarce venture to oppose a single company of sepoys armed with the name of Swargadeo. It is necessary to distinguish between the man and his title. Gowrinath is a tyrant they fear; but every rank of subjects holds the race and the lawful authority of Swargadeo in a degree of veneration, scarcely to be paralleled in history. The Boora-Gohain himself affects to rule his districts in the name of Swargadeo, and we may freely believe that the meanest peasant would be gratified by Swargadeo's restoration to his throne and capital if he were promised a permanent protection against the tyranny of Gowrinath and his ministers. In a former part of this narrative we have observed the extreme dislike of the people of Bora-Doyung to the Boora-Gohain. The character of the man authorises us to believe that his government cannot be more popular among the inhabitants who reside nearest his person.* If he might dare to oppose, he must assuredly experience a general defection of all, except his personal adherents and connections. But we cannot possibly suppose the Gohain to be destitute of common sense or...

* Look at this picture and that. The inner opinion about Purmananda Burungohain Dangaria depicted him as 'an able minister whose administration was productive of much comfort to the people. He endeavoured to repair the damages of which the country had sustained in point of population, raised a body of soldiers dressed in the English uniform and employed a large number of sepoys of Upper Hindostan.'—Lt.-Col. Adam White's Manuscript Notes. 1834.
APPENDIX III

GLOSSARY OF VERNACULAR TERMS.

[Note.—The Glossary explains the vernacular terms occurring in the body of the text. Many words have been explained along with the translation and those necessitating fuller treatment have been reserved for the Glossary. A large mass of information on the machinery of the Ahom government, and the religious, social and political institution of the age has been compressed in the Glossary; and the explanations and notes inserted therein will help the reader in going through other Buranjis or old Assamese chronicles, and even histories and treatises on Assam written on new lines. The figures refer to the number of the paragraphs where the words occur.—S. K. B.]

Acharyya paragraph 168, a teacher of the Vedas, and of rituals and morals; secondarily, any teacher, preceptor or religious guide.

Adhikar 279, 296, the head of an Assamese Vaisnava Satsa or monastery.

Aghon Aghran Agrahayan the eighth month of the Hindu year, generally corresponding to November 16 to December 15.

Ahin Aswin the sixth month of the Hindu year, generally corresponding to September 16 to October 15.

Ahom etha 325, a very tenacious glue used in pasting up the sticks of wicker baskets and boxes to make them water-tight.

Ahom-jara 391, an ornamental receptacle or casket of superior metal used for holding precious or sacred articles, generally kept by the bed-side of princes and nobles.

Ankia Nat 309, 329, a dramatic piece written on the lines of the dramas of Sankardev and Madhabdev which had been distinguished by the use of Ankur or painted scenes. A post-Sankarian drama could be called an Ankia Nat or drama even though it does not use painted scenes. An Assamese Ankia Nat is distinct from the type of Sanskrit drama called Arka or Utskritanka.

Ao-bar 68, 79, 169, literally the banyan tree assuring the longevity of a monarch, the planting of which constituted a distinct ceremony during the coronation days.

Aparajita 324, a species of flowering creeper bearing dark-blue blossoms.

Argha 249, a small vessel, generally of copper, but also of gold and silver, according to the position of the worshipper, in which water is offered to an image or deity.

Arwan 169, 316, 339, the Ahom race or insignia of authority which could be used only by the King, the Barogohain, the Bargohain and the Barpatra-gohain and the three frontier wardens, viz., Sadiya-khowa, Marangi-khowa and Solai Gohains. It was circular in shape and made of wicker-work covered with an embroidered cotton or silk case. Some distinction was maintained between the Arwan of a monarch and that of his Gohains. The Ahom royal colour was white.

Ashar Asar, the third month of the Hindu year, generally corresponding to June 16 to July 15.
Asokashtami day, 180, the eighth day of the light half of the month of Chitra, when bathing in the Brahmaputra river is enjoined.

Atlas 308, Indian sati occasionally wrought with threads of gold and silver.

Bahag Baisakh Chaitra the first month of the Hindu year, generally corresponding to April 14 to May 15.

Bahasa 286, a tenant of a land-owner who was bound to render personal service to his overlord, his services being permanently attached to and thus transferable with the land.

Balah 182, a buffoon, a clown, a jester, who commonly appears in a serious dramatic performance to supply comic relief. He may also amuse audiences with humorous skits independently.

Bailung 79, 138, 191, 201, ... , an Ahom priest mainly engaged in astrological calculations. The Bailungs claim descent from Puja-jii.

Barangi Basaragi 227, 257, 258, an itinerant sannyasi; a member of a religious sect having no fixed habitation; an Assamese khel founded by King Rudra Singha, the members of which were deported to other parts of India to study local customs, dresses, etc., as well as political movements and designs.

Bakham 79, an Ahom word meaning the recital of benedictory verses on an auspicious occasion, also the name of an Ahom god.

Bamuni Mahanta 129, the head of a Satra founded on the principles of the Brahman Vaisnavas and his immediate apostles.

Banaprasati 262, a hermit or anchorite in the third stage of life having passed through the stages of a student and a householder and abandoned his house and family for an ascetic life in the woods.

Banat 319, 323, a fine kind of woollen fulled cloth; broadcloth.

Bangal 14, 16, 17, ..., a term applied by the Assamese to a stranger, an outsider, a foreigner or an alien; any non-Assamese.

Bar-aideo 169, the eldest daughter of an Ahom king.

Bara 71, 85, 108, ..., an officer of the Ahom government entrusted with the command and supervision of twenty palkis, also known as Khwa Bara.

Barnaunia 301, a cotton yarn of very fine texture.

Barahi 356, an aboriginal tribe of Assam, a branch of the Kachari, whose political authority in Upper Assam was supplanted by the Ahoms. The Barahias generally served as cooks and physicians in the royal household.

Baratiyas 126, literally, adherents or observers of a brah or religious vow; usually applied to Moslem insurgents who had promised before their spiritual leader to avenge the insults and wrongs perpetrated on their community, the actual wording of their vow being, "I shall kill or I shall die, and thereby repay my debt to my Guru!"

Barbara 33, 35, ..., the Ahom officer who was the head of the executive wielded control over all judicial, revenue and even military functions.

Barchetla 60, 68, the officer in charge of a unit of Chetias who were Ahoms of high standing in society.

Barchora 67, 92, ..., the council-chamber of the Ahom king, where the sovereign used to preside over state deliberations in the company of his ministers and officers.

Bar-Decdba 24, the head of the Deodhais or Ahom priests.

Barhadak 34, 79, 108, the great state drum; one of the numerous fixed symbols of Ahom royalty, supposed to be handed over by Indra to his grandsons Khuming and Khunla. It is prohibited from being beaten except on the day of the sovereign's inauguration.

Barcuar 38, 46, 85, ..., the principal gate of the royal enclosure containing the palace and the secretariat; the name of a vassal state in Kamrup.

Baregharia Mahantas 329, heads of the twenty-four monasteries founded on the principles of Sandardev and Madhavdev, under the inspiration of their grandsons and apostles. Purushottam Thakur and Chatura-bhuj Thakur. There are two sets of Baregharia Mahantas, viz. Bar-barejaniais and Saru-barejanias.
Glossary

Bargohain 33, 35, 43, ... one of the three cabinet ministers. The descendants of Thao-mang-kanangan Bargohain, who was Sukapha’s assistant in the conquest of Assam, enjoyed the office of Bargohain. As a matter of convention the Bargohain was regarded in early days as being mainly concerned with war affairs. The title Bargohain is also applied to the commander-in-chief of the army of a neighbouring tribe, e.g. Bargohain Raja of Jayunta, Alungimi Bargohain of Burma. The Ahoms Bargohain’s political jurisdiction extended as a matter of convention over the area from the south of the Dikhul river to Kalibhar where his clansmen were expected to live and settle. A relative of the Bargohain lived at Kalibhar as Solal Gohain.

Barkapor 308, 340, a large coarsely-woven, heavy cloth, worn double, serving the purpose of a wrapper or a shawl for wear in the winter. Size varies from 15 x 23 ft. to 27 x 44 ft.

Barkuani 68, 72, 155, the consort of an Ahom monarch, whose children were entitled for succession. Either the Paravati Kunari or the Raisingla Kunari could be raised to the rank of a Barkuani. This Barkuani was an inseparable partner of the monarch in the ceremonies connected with his enthronement.

Barmel 178, 183, a state meeting attended by the king and his full quota of officers.

Barnaosal 21, the principal royal dockyard situated at Rangpur; others being Sakhuri Nacsal at Garson, Saralhari Nacsal at Majuli, Norgob Nacsal at Dampong, Dighalihat Nacsal at Jaypur.

Barpani Raja 281, literally, the Raja of Barpani or the land of large waters; this title was uniformly applied to the Barphukans or Ahom viceroy of Gauhati by frontier tribesmen to whom the Brahmaputra offered a marvellous contrast to their petty hill streams.

Barpatra-ghohain Dungaria 27, 33, 35, ... one of the three cabinet ministers. The office was created in the reign of the Dihingla Raja, A.D. 1497-1539, and first conferred on the prince Kaistong. A member of the Barpatra’s family was generally appointed as Marangi-dhowa Gohain to control the relations with the Nagas, Kacharis and Mikirs.

Barphukan 32, 33, 35, ... the Ahom viceroy posted at Gauhati; entrusted with the civil and military administration of the area from Kalibhar to Manalika.

Bar-raja 69, 306, title applied to King Siva Singha’s three queens, Phuleswar, Ambika and Sarbeswar, who actually wielded sovereign authority during the period of their husband’s disability on astrological grounds.

Barsahob 237, 241, 244, title uniformly applied in the Assamese documents of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries to the Governor-Generals of British India.

Barsatola 188, 190, the head of the Satolas, or officers appointed by the Adhikar of Dihing Satra for collecting tithes from his disciples.

Bartamuli 341, head of the Tamulis or attendants appointed to look after the supply of betel-nuts; his duties extended to other spheres as well.

Bartekela 26, 297, 308, ... head of the Tekelas or missaries of the king and his officers.

Barua 40, 50, 54, ... an officer of the Ahom government of a high rank, being the head of a department or满意 or sa which had no Phukan, or the deputy or second officer of a department which was presided over by a Phukan. The title of Barua found among the inhabitants of Chittagong is of different origin, and does not imply that its holder is an Assamese.

Baruati 156, 199, 319, a shieldman.

Baruk Buruk 17, 290, 304, a petty officer generally entrusted as a courtier, errand-man, or punisher.

Baswal 301, ‘A cloth worn over the waist-cloth by officers of the Assam Raja extending from the waist to the knee and tied to the waist with a cloth girdle.’—Hema-Kosha.
Bata 79, 91, 95, ...., 'A tray with a foot, lower than a saha, on which betel-nuts are kept for use, or offerings are made to the gods or anything is presented to a respectable person.'—Hemacandra. It is made of wood, gold or silver, but generally of brass or bell-metal.

Bac-bar 169, a banian tree planted on road-side for shelter and shade to passers-by, constituting a distinct ceremony during the coronation days.

Bebejia 41, 348, an Ahom subject whose name does not appear in the records as belonging to any definite unit or mela; the Bebejias were, from time to time, grouped under new units which were named Bebejia khels, or distributed among the existing units to fill up vacancies or raise their strength.

Bez 106, 114, 336, a Vaidya or physician; also used in the sense of a barber in the district of Kaipur on account of the practice of a crude form of surgery by barbers.

Bh subdivi 325, an earthen pot with a lid.

Bhadra Bhadra the fifth month of the Hindu year generally corresponding to August 16 to September 15.

Bhagavat 69, one of the eighteen Puranas, in twelve cantos, dealing with the glorification of Sri-Krishna, a cardinal book of Vaishnavism.

Bhagavati Bhagari 69, a reader and interpreter of the Bhagavat Puran, attached to a Satra.

Bhai-raj 85, literally a brother king, a term applied by the Shan chiefs to the Ahom Rajah and viceroy, to designate their mutual relationship on the assumption of their common origin.

Bhakat 191, a disciple resident in a monastery or a Satra having specific functions to render to the institution or to the Adhikar.

Bhundari 119, 125, a store-keeper; an officer in charge of a royal chander or store; variant Bhunuli.

Bhawana 94, 189, a dramatic performance conducted on indigenous Assamese lines with Sutradhar, Gayans and Rayans, and almost universally with a Bahuru.

Bhismakhtami day 157, the eighth day of the bright half of the moon in the month of Magh when there is a festival sacred to Bhima, the great Kaurava warrior.

Bittarual Phukan 56, 67, 78, ...., the Ahom commander in charge of the household troops keeping guard over the royal palace and its precincts.

Bkumi 308, a dhuhi.

Bhali-nem 316, Ahom royal banquet held at night, which presumably served as a political dinner.

Bihi 183, the last day of Aswin, Poush and Chaltra, which are regarded as festive occasions by the Assamese people of all denominations, marked by interchange of presents and offering of refreshments. The three Bihus are respectively called Kati Bihi, Magh Bihi and Bahah Bihi.

Bijaya-Dasami day 98, 318, the tenth day of the white moon immediately following the three days of Saradia Durga Puja. This day is marked by the immersion of the Durga image in tanks, pools or rivers.

Brahmanas Gosain 146, see Bamumia Mahanta.

Buragobain 32, 33, 35, ...., one of the three cabinet ministers or Dangarais. The first Buragobain Thon-mung-kling-lung-mang-rai assisted the first Ahom prince Sukapha in planting his supremacy in Assam; and his descendants by right of joint conquest enjoyed the office of Buragobain till the termination of Ahom rule. The Buragobain was regarded, as a matter of convention, the seniormost member of the cabinet, and his relatives were appointed as frontier wardens at Sadiya and Kajali. The Buragobain was supposed to be the lord over the area extending from the north of the Dikhu river to Sadiya, and his clansmen usually settled in this area.

Bura-pachani 35, 48, head of the pachanis or attendants of a superior order.
Burkendaz, an armed retainer; up-country stalwarts and fortune-hunters who constantly pillaged Assamese villages during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.

Chabukkhara, 110, a man in charge of the whip and other instruments of punishment.

Chaitra, Chait, the twelfth month of the Hindu year generally corresponding to March 16 to April 13.


Chal-ghuguras, 311, tinkling bells forming part of the decorations of an elephant.

Chamus, an Ahom subject of a higher stature than the Kari Patka. The Chamus were holders of office, or were employed as goldsmiths and artisans, and were ordinarily exempted from manual service. They were also called Agaikan Chamus.

Chandra-chilimi, 315, a species of horse generally brown in colour.

Changmai, 302, a cook; an Ahom khel, the members of which served ordinarily as cooks.

Chaptalia Hari, 63, a Hari or scavenger who worked under the platforms in the residences of Ahom princes and nobles.

Chaoang, 336, an Ahom clan, the members of which were appointed to inflict punishments on criminals including sentences of death.

Charlingia Meil, 83, the estate of the Charling Raja consisting of the lands, offices, paiks, etc.

Charling Raja, 2, 3, 35, an Ahom title conferred on the nearest male relative of the reigning king. It is equivalent to a dukedom, and in course of time the title was conferred on the heir presumptive to the throne.

Chatni-chora, 79, a court chamber where cane nuts were spread (?).

Chekini, 131, a slender bamboo birch or stick.

Cheleng, 296, 297, a sheet of cloth used as a wrapper, worn single, usual size being 9 ft. by 3 ft.

Chengdeo, 79, the tutelary image of the Ahom kings; its possession implied uninterrupted prosperity and power. It is believed to be 'a jewel set in a cylinder.' Purandar Singh is reported to have sold it at Calcutta during his period of flight. Also called Chau-aing, meaning a precious stone. Some similarity was established between the Ahom Chengdeo and the Hindu Salagram.

Choki, 191, Chouki, a frontier outpost, or entrance to a town, duly fortified and garrisoned.

Choladhara Phukan, 177, the officer in charge of the store containing the regalia, consisting of the royal cloaks or shals. This Phukan had also the portfolio of commerce, and international affairs.

Chota-bardar, 234, a bearer or a messenger holding a junior rank.

Chota Sahib, 240, 243, a European officer who is junior in command or authority in military or civil functions.

Da-dera Bara, 37, 38, 175, the Bara in charge of twenty soldiers or guards armed with daws or swords.

Dafala-Babtian, 182, 183, Assamese subjects inhabiting the villages on the outskirts of the Dufia hills, whose services were made over to the Dafatas as blackmail. They were first assigned by Gadadhurt Singh and formed into a distinct clan consisting of Ahoms. They gradually adopted the manners, customs and costumes of the Dafatas and could not be readily distinguished from their masters.

Dakhshinkuli, the part of Assam lying on the south bank of the river Brahmaputra.

Danda, 28, 29, 33, a division of time equivalent to twenty-four minutes. A day of twenty-four hours is divided into sixty dandas.

Dangaria, 31, 33, a title applied to the three cabinet ministers, the Buragohain, the Bargohain and the Burpatra-gohain. Its use was strictly
confined to three, though now it is applied to any man of responsibility. From Dungar, large or great. The title Dangrika, meaning a Mahamayya or chief minister, appears in old South-India inscriptions.

Dansagar, 167, a Sraaddha ceremony in which sixteen sets of sixteen articles are given away in charity. Dansagar Sraaddha is the grandest of all post-funeral religious rites.

Dao, 33, 44, 75, ....... a cutting instrument, shorter than a sword, with crooked or straight ends, with sharp edge on one or both sides, halfs generally made of wood.

Deka-Barbarin, 60, 89, 94, ....... the heir-presumptive to the office of the Barbarin.

Deka-gosain, 49, 228, a Gosain or pontiff who is nominated for succession to the office of Adhikar, more usually called Deka-Adhikar; a senior pontiff of a Satra having chances of succession to the Deka-Adhikarship. The Deka-gosain may be the Deka-Adhikar, or a Gosain junior in rank to the Deka-Adhikar.

Dekaphukan, 14, 56, 73, ....... the title originated from a king's appointment of a favourite of his to the command of six thousand chosen youths or Dekas. There were two holders of this title, one at Rangpur and the other at Gauhati; the latter exercised jurisdiction over Nowgong.

Deodrai, 94, 79, 181, ....... literally the nurse of the gods: an Ahom priest who offered worship to the deities of the Ahom pantheon in strictly orthodox form. The gods worshipped were Phu-te-na-te, Longdon, Kaotham, Lengbin, Longbin, Pah, etc. The Deodrai claim descent from Longdu, the Ahom Vrishiapati. Charni-dow was the Jerusalem of the Ahoms, and the important worship were performed at the shrine there.

Deurias, 69, 289, Brahman priests attached to a temple or a Satra with specific duties; the priestly caste of the Chutias and of several animistic tribes of Assam.

Devatra, Devottar, 81, the tenure applied to lands granted rent-free for the support of a temple.

Dheksa, III, a species of edible fern.

Dhuti, 261, a waist-cloth; a single unsewn piece worn round the waist by men; also called Charia and Bumi.

Dinga-khele, 282, Chinese or Manipuri silk (?).

Dola, 117, 316, 389, the Assamese litter, sedan or palanquin, having no wooden cover, and containing only an oval-shaped hollow boat-like seat with a curved or straight ridge-pole.

Dola-kharias, 37, 90, 119, ...... attendants who walked on either side of a dola as guard to an occupant of distinction.

Dola-sharia, 211, 272, attendants who walked at same distance of the dola either in the rear or in the van.

Dolasharia-chora, 315, 329, the open hall in front of the stalls for the dolas.

Dolois, 181, 270, 290, ...... an astrologer of the Daivalna caste attached to the establishment of a king or an officer; the superintendent of a temple; a headman of the Jyantia and Khari tribes, etc.

Dopnar, 14, 140, 186, ...... the council-chamber, Darbar-musafir, and loosely the secretariat of the Barphukan of Gauhati. From Duffer, Arabic-Hindi, an office, and Dufferdar, a minister of great power and importance.

Dowals, 95, 96; ....... the levy of workers and soldiers for civil and military purposes, consisting of every second man in a unit or got of four and sometimes three paks or subjects.

Dualias, 41, same as Dowals: refers also to the officers in command of a Dowal levy; now applied to a junior in rank, as Dualia Lax or Lieutenant-Governor.

Dukharia, 325, an ear-croissant (?).

Dulla, 190, the bearer of a dola or sedan.

Durgotsav, 240, 246, 281, the Sakta festival connected with the worship of Durga or the goddess of power, generally held in September or October.
DWARAKA, 280, 282, a kind of cloth manufactured at Dwarka, the city of Sri-Krishna. Dwarka cloths were imported to Assam from Bhutan (?) .

EKADASI, 44, the eleventh day of a lunar fortnight dark or bright a day particularly sacred to Vishnu, when fasting is practised by many Hindus, specially widows.

Gabbaru, 72, the daughters, daughters-in-law, sisters and nieces of Ahom kings and the wives of his principal nobles, now applied to grown-up girls before their marriage.

Gamkharus, 340, bracelets worn by men.

Ganak, 68, 153, 173, a man of the Dalvajna caste. Gosaik literally means a calculator, and hence a man who calculates the future with the help of astrological or astronomical data.

Gandhi-bhandar, 170, the record-store or archives of the Ahom sovereigns, where diplomatic letters, tratiras, records of titles, manuscripts, etc., were preserved, and the contents protected from pests by the fumigation of Gosaik or sulphur.

Gaonhurlia, 131, 133, the headman of an Assamese village; a collector of titles on behalf of the Mayamara Satra.

Gayan, 168, 336, a man appointed to lead or participate in the recital or singing of hymns or devotional songs to the accompaniment of music.

Gelan, 280, 271, a Tibetan or Bhutanese monk or priest.

Gharphatias, 100, 203, 207, members of a khul first formed by Rudra Singhia by selecting the robust men of each family. He thus raised an army of 40,000 men.

Ghora-Barua, 133, 144, the superintendent of ostlers, the officer in charge of royal ponies, stables and fodder, etc.

Ghora-chowan, 36, royal jockeys or horse-riders. They were employed as cavalry fighters, and as messengers on horseback during war and peace, from Ghora-chowar or Ghora-chowar.

Ghorasul, 176, royal stable.

Gohain, 42, 43, 50, a title applied only to the Baragobain, Bargobain and Barparta-gohain Dangarias and the wardens of the frontier, during the period of their office, and the sons of kings and other princes of the Ahom blood royal.

Gomchong, 280, a fine and glossy variety of Chinese silk or brocade spotted and flowered with figures.

Gosun, 49, 154, 171, a generic title applied to persons and objects of reverence; a religious instructor; the head of a Satra; a sacred image; a god.

Guru, 247, a preceptor.

Hahial Barua, 124, the Barua or the Ahom officer in charge of forests and forest revenues.

Hachati, 88, 95, a small piece of cloth used for holding betel-nuts, betel-leaves, lime-pot, knife, etc.; it is generally of muga silk, but occasionally of cotton.

Hajariha, Hajriha, 31, 32, 54, 85, an officer in charge of one thousand men, employed in civil or military operations; a chirmarch.

Hari, 63, 231, scavengers.

Hati-Barua, 73, 167, 221, superintendent of elephants.

Hati-chungin, a member of a unit of subjects employed in catching and training wild elephants. They had to supply their quota of elephants to the government in due time and order.

Hatimur, 147, 271, a unit of retainers allotted to the Baragobain, Bargobain and Barpatra-gohain, usually consisting of one thousand men. Each of the first two Gohains had five Hatimur, while the Barpatra had ten.

Hatisal, 55, 44, 86, the stable or pilkhana for elephants; used also as a prison.

Hengdan, 110, a straight sword, used by the Shans; the royal sabre, an indispensable item of an Ahom king's insignias.

Hilladaris, 56, musketeers, constituted as a distinct khul.
Holi, 57, 60, 62, the Phalguna festival, 'a sort of carnival held in honour of Krishna and the milkmaids, in which passers-by are chaffed and pelled with red powder, or drenched with yellow liquids from squirts.'—Hobson-Jobson.

Holong-ghar, 33, 45, 60,......, the house made of Holong wood used in the coronation of an Ahom king. The monarch accompanied by his queen 'sits on a stage made of bamboos, under which is placed one of each species of animal that can be procured, such as a man, an elephant, a horse, a cow, a deer, a hog, a fowl, a duck, a snake, an insect, a fish, etc. The water from nine tirthas or holy places, is poured over the king and the queen, and falls on the animals.'—Martin's Eastern India, Vol. III, p. 311.

Jeth, Jaittha, the second month of the Hindu year, generally corresponding to May 16 to June 15.

Jakharia, 33, an Ahom subject whose duty was to collect or assist in the manufacture of saltpetre for state purposes.

Jalbhari Phukan, 331, 336, 333, the Phukan in charge of the men working with royal nets for catching fish, deer, tiger, buffaloes, birds, etc.

Jangphai, 325, amber.

Japi, 92, 246, 260,......, a hat made of wicker-work.

Jara-pata, 325, a piece of woolen with Inces, or having embroidered stripes (?).

Jinkaps, 230, 231, Bhutanese priests or nobles.

Jugi, 58, a mendicant or Sannyasi devoted to the practice of Yoga: a man of Jugi caste whose profession is weaving and extraction of yarn.

Juvaraj, 165, 167, 230, a crown-prince; an heir-apparent; appointed during a king's lifetime to succeed him on the throne.

Kaka, 111, 325, a species of bamboo generally found on hills, with joints at long intervals.

Kakati, 181, 290, 304,......, a writer, a scribe, a surveyor, or an accountant. There were several families of Kakatis employed on state duties.—Gargayana, Namtial, Duara, Chandha, Bangal, Gajpura, Tukarin, Aboypura, Solgoria, Tiro, Manipuria and Bania.

Karchipil, 165, a kind of cloth having embroidery of gold thread, with various kinds of flowers and natural objects portrayed both in the border and in the body of the cloth.

Karli, 38, 85, 130,......, the lowest order of Assamese subjects who had to render personal service to the state, so called because they went to war as archers or bow-men, with Kar or arrows.

Kati, Kartik, the seventh month of the Hindu year, generally corresponding to October 16 to November 15.

Katakis, 60, 90, 116......, Envoys of the Ahom government, deputed within the province and to foreign courts. The Katakis were first Ahoms, but were afterwards Brahmins as well from the reign of Pratap Singh, A. D. 1603-1641. There were several families of Brahmas Katakis.—Kalia, Kaupatia, Krujalai, Sitalai, Ghandi, Baharia, Boka, Uriya, Nirah Patra-kalai, Dhillal, Rama-kandali, Mahab-kandali, Sagar-kandali, Bar-kandali, Chota-kandali, Birina, Chaturbhuj, Gadadhar, Ekaiah, Thakuri, Barguru, Haramai. The Ahom Katak families were,—Chiring, Chengel, Naga, Bakarial, Baghgu, Ramu and Lailngia.

Kalak, 79, an ornament (?).

Katha-sodha Phukan, 78, the Phukan whose duty was to put questions in the court on behalf of the king. Perhaps a nickname of a presen, and not a title.

Kath Majindar, 229, a Majindar of the Kath or Kayastha caste.

Kawai, 33, a kind of fish, an anhara.

Kuru, 297, an ear-ornament.

Khadaban, 301, a handy receptacle for water (7).

Kharghar, 207, the royal arsenal or emporium of ammunitions, gun-powder, guns and ordinances.
Khargharis, 227, 313, men employed under the Khargharia Phukan.
Khatakrit, 263, an accredited representative of an Adhikar or Mahanta: a favourite, a medium.
Khat, 225, an estate consisting of lands and retainers.
Khel, 147, 149, a division or unit of Assamese subjects having to perform specific services to the state, presided over by a Phukan or a Bara, and commanded by the usual gradation of officers, viz. Rajkhowas, Hajarikas, Salikas, Baras, etc.; an association or fraternity of men having some common social object.
Khuul, 282, a kind of blanket (?).
Khubi, 44, a Naga chieftain or headman.
Kilmilj, 280, 282, a kind of cloth of scarlet or crimson colour (?).
Klingkhan, 311, gold brocade, damasked silk, originally imported from China.
Koch, 35, a Hindu caste into which all converts to Hinduism from the different animistic tribes are admitted on conversion. They rank as a regular Sadra caste.
Kocha, 282, a muslin of a close texture, as mentioned in Ams-dhawri (?).
Kosha, 249, a small boat-shaped vessel for holding sacramental water for offering to gods at a Hindu worship; used along with Arga.
Kowal-Hiladari, a unit of Ahom musketeers consisting of princes first created by Khora Raja, 1552-1603. The King selected the handsomest youths of the land, gave them a feast and affiliated them to his own family. These newly made princes were provided with gold-mounted guns, and formed into a distinct regiment employed mainly in the protection of the Raja's palace and enclosures; the capital and its environs. There were two divisions,—Bajna Hiladari-kowans and Bhitaraul Hiladari-kowans.
Kuchi, 282, a kind of cloth (?).
Kukura-chowa, 336, a royal poultry-keeper. His duties included the determination of fowls or Khi-chang-mung as to their fitness for purposes of divination by Ahom priests.
Kummin, 57, 79, the magnificent costume of the Ahoms, consisting of a turban and a long coat, while Kume denotes the benar and the magali.
Lalim, 271, the name of a Hatimur or unit of one thousand retainers forming part of the paik allotment to the Burugohain.
Laljang, 301, a kind of cloth (?).
Langar, 331, an anchor.
Lankuri, 44, a god of the Ahom pantheon; also a god worshipped by several animistic tribes of Assam, parallel to Mahadeva.
Lari-Gohain, 71, 78, the eldest son of, or heir-presumptive to the office of the Burugohain, Burugohain or Barpathra-gohain.
Laskar, 283, 303, 306, a soldier or a camp-follower; a headman of the Kacharis.
Latha, 331, a kind of musk-deer.
Lekharu, 290, a writer, a scribe, an accountant.
Lema, 280, 281, a Buddhist priest of Bhutan or Tibet; a Lama.
Ligira, 147, a male attendant or servant employed in the household of a prince or a noble; feminint, Ligiri.
Lo, 29, iron.
Lon-sal, 58, an emporium or repository of salt.
Maghlu, Magalu, Maglou, 89, 93, 107, a term uniformly applied in old Assamese records to the people and country of Manipur; also Mezhli.
Magha, the tenth month of the Hindu year, generally corresponding to January 16 to February 15.
Magur, 33, a kind of fish.
Mahajan, 34, 50, 52, a religious preacher; the head of a Satra; a trader, a money-lender.
Mah-bhandar, 127, a store or emporium of pulses.
Mahalia, 308, 314, of the intermediate rank.
Majindar, 29, 71, 149, an accountant, a secretary, also Majindur.
Majindar Barua, 153, 159, an officer with functions resembling those of a king's Private Secretary. He announced royal orders, despatched.
envoys to foreign courts, drafted diplomatic epistles, and generally served as an intermediary between the king and his principal officers and nobles.

Matak, 277, an old division of Upper Assam roughly comprising the whole of the Lakhimpur district on the south bank; also applied to the people of this area. The origin of this name is controversial. Some say Matak means a sturdy, robust man, with mangre human qualities; while others maintain that the Matak were so called as in their religious attitude, influenced by their spiritual leader the Mayamara Satradhikar, they were all of one opinion, \textit{ek mat or mat ek}.

Medhi, 59, 59, the head of a Satra; an officer appointed by a Satradhikar (except Dihing and Mayamara Mahantas) to collect tributes.

Mehenga, 85, a raised dish with a tripod, used by princes and nobles, also called Mahlang; an altar of plantain trees and bamboo for the performance of Ahom worship by Doulais, and also a receptacle of bamboo for offerings in such worship.

Mel, 85, 96, an estate consisting of lands and paiks, duly administered by officers of the government, for the maintenance of the king’s children, wives and other near relatives: a conference, meeting or trial; a royal banquet.

Meldagia Barua, 342, a Barua serving in one of the various 	extit{mel}, viz. Klitungia, Kadungia, Parvania, Purani-mel, Na-mel, Mahi-mel, Kaliagharia, Golharmul, Kalicheng, Charingia, Tipamia, Namrupia, Amurjia, Sarumelia, Majucelia.

Meldagia, 96, men forming part of the paik allotment of the various 	extit{mel}.

Mit-dao, 85, a straight dao, used by some hill tribes, e.g. Duflas, Khamtia, etc.

Maomaria, 59, 119, 128, disciples of the Maaumara or Mayamara Satra, who rose in arms against the Ahom government.

Morans, 109, 111, 112, one of the original tribes who lived in Assam before the advent of the Ahoms; they were disciples of the Mayamara Satra, took up arms against the Ahom government to avenge insults and humiliations.

Mul, 96, 110, 145, a levy of men consisting of the first man of every got or unit of four or three paiks.

Nag, 34, a sacred pillar planted in the centre of a newly excavated tank.

Namdang, 202, a kind of cloth (?).

Namghar, 200, 210, literally a house of prayer, a hall of congregation for the Hindu residents of a village where Bhawanas or dramatic performances of the older fashion and other religious and even secular functions are held.

Naobaicha Phukan, 22, 35, the Phukan in charge of boatsmen.

Nao-sal, 219, a deckyard: a repository of boats. See Barassat.

Nara-pira, 97, 319, a raised wooden seat, in vogue among the Naras, from whom the Assamese possibly got the pattern.

Nat, 69, a Hindu cast devoted to music and dancing.

Napurs, 311, small tinkling bells.

Nyaya-sotha Phukan, 144, 148, literally, the inquirer of truth, the officer of the Ahom government who presided over judicial matters; chief justice.

Oja-ligita, 302, the head of the servants in attendance upon a king.

Ostar, 86, 94, an expert artificer: a teacher of any of the arts and crafts; a superintendent of any branch of engineering.

Outeega, 111, dilettia.

Puchani, 190, 250, an attendant of a higher order.

Paiks, 85, 113, an enrolled adult subject of the Ahom government having specific duties to render to the state.

Pakighar, 167, a masonry building built of brick or stone.

Palighar, 170, guard-house in the immediate vicinity of the royal palace, a waiting house for officers having duties at the court or the royal enclosures.

Panchami tithi, 1, the fifth day of either the light half or dark half of a lunar month.
Pandit, 44, 59, 333, a scholar, a man learned in the scriptures, philosophy, literature or religion.

Pani-duar, 190, 194, a sluice-gate: the gate or door opening towards a stream or canal.

Pani-phukan, literally the Water-phukan, the Ahom officer exercising judicial, revenue and military jurisdiction over the North Bank of Kamrup. He served under the Barphukan with headquarters at Aswakanta in North Gaubati.

Parvatia Kuanri, 36, 70, 153, ..., one of the principal queens of an Ahom monarch, whose sons were entitled to succession. Kurangunayi, wife of Rajeskar Singha was the first Parvatia Kuanri, so called as she was the daughter of the Manipur Raja, whose kingdom lay in the midst of Pines or hills.

Parvatia Phukan, 54, 202, ..., the officer in charge of the estate allotted to the Parvatia Queen for her maintenance.

Pasouj, 22, or Khal, a kind of drum of a longish shape generally used in Assam for religious and semi-religious functions.

Patting, 301, a kind of cloth (?).

Patghar, 83, 126, ..., literally, a throne or timber house; the house with timber platform where the first ceremony connected with the coronation of a king is performed. "The Raja and his queen first enter the Patghar, where some water is poured on them from a shell called Dokhyianaborte Songkhoo, the mouth of which is turned the way contrary to that of the shell, which is usually sounded by the Hindus, in order to attract a little notice from the Gods." —Martin's Eastern India, Vol. III, p. 611. The term is also applied to the Singarighar where the king formally sits on the Pat or throne.

Patuka, 297, 300, ..., spotted cloth for headwear; a waist-belt (?).

Phagun, Phalgun, the eleventh month of the Hindu year, generally corresponding to February 16 to March 15.

Phaku-yatra, 60, see Hall.

Phalgatsav, 240, 246, ..., see Hall.

Phukan, 31, 32, 33, ..., the head or superintendent of a Ahol or a mel, whose strength ranged up to 6,000 men, according to the importance of the unit. A word of Ahom origin. Some departments or units had only a Barua, and no Phukan at the head.

Phul-baran, 33, 60, the superintendent of the royal flower gardens.

Pipranga, 282, a blanket of reddish-brown colour resembling the skin of some ants (?).

Prahar, 60, 136, ..., one-eighth part of a day; one prahar is equal to three hours.

Puh, Push, Poush, the ninth month of the Hindu year, generally corresponding to December 16 to January 15.

Purania Bhakti, 198, an appellation of the disciples of the Mayamura Satra, so called because its founder Aniruddha Dev preferred to walk by an old approach-road to the house of his host Gopaldev, in preference to the new road constructed by the latter for the use of his guest.

Purani-mel, 198, literally the old mel, a name applied to the estate for the maintenance of the Purani-melina queen, who was third in rank among the royal consorts, the first two being the Raidangia Kuanri and Parvatia Kuanri.

Puthi, 39, a manuscript: loosely applied to any book, printed or handwritten.

Raidangia Phukan, 147, 336, the officer in charge of the Raidangia mel or estate allotted for the maintenance of the chief queen of an Ahom sovereign.

Rajkhowa, 31, 38, 60, ..., an officer having jurisdiction over a prescribed area or unit of paks, in command of three thousand men. "The Rajkhowas attend the court of justice, and are employed as umpires to settle disputes, and to superintend any public work for the king." —Martin's Eastern India, Vol. III, p. 614.
Rajmantri, 331, or Prime Minister, a title applied to the head of the council of the three Gohains. The Rajmantri enjoyed the services of an additional allotment of paisa, viz., one thousand men of Jakaichuk.

Raj-mao, 180, queen-mother.

Rasa, 264, the dance or sport practised by Krishna and the Gopis.

Sabah, 68, a congregation of people for religious or semi-religious purposes, marked by the chanting of hymns and singing of chapters of the scriptures.

Sagar-Bara, 183, 287, a title applied to the administrator of the Majuli area in Upper Assam; literally means an Ocean-Bara, on account of the numerous characteristic of the streams of Majuli and its constant exposure to floods and inundations.

Saharias, 143, 198, men belonging to a district, or ecclesiastical unit organized for the realization of tithis, a city or a group of villages; in Dairang it meant an officer employed on administrative and revenue work.

Satia, a commander of one hundred paisa.

Saka, 45, the Hindu era founded in 78 A.D. by Kanhlalika Sakaditya, also known as Satialihin.

Saka-Sakini, 45, a female demon attendant on Durga; the name applied to a flood in Assam in A.D. 1691, for its ravaging character.

Sulagram, 69, a black stone which contains a fossil ammonite and is chiefly found near the village Sula - grams on the river Gandaki; this stone is sacred to and is worshipped by the Vaishnavas and supposed to be pervaded by the presence of Vishnu.

Sankranti, 133, the passage of the sun to a new sign or position: the last day of a Hindu month.

Sarai, 79, 279, 290, a platter or tray mounted on a rounded and tapering pedestal, usually higher than a sahe, a receptacle for offering articles to persons and objects of reverence, generally made of wood or brass. In matters of precedence the Sarai stands higher than the Bata.

Sari, 291, a single sheet of cloth constituting the main item of dress of a woman in some parts of India, specially Bengal. It is wrapped round the body and then thrown over the head.

Saru-mel, the estate for the maintenance of the Sarumelia Raja.

Sastra, 93, a scripture; any book of religion or reverence.

Satin, 301, a closely-woven silk with a lustreous and unbroken surface, sometimes figured.

Satra, 41, 49, 50, an Assamese Vaishnava monastery, consisting of the Adhikar, barracks for his Bhakata, a small image of Vishnu or of one of his incarnations, the Bhagam or any allied scripture, a wooden throne-like dais, chamar, canopy, a big circular drum or daba, and a namghar.

Satranj, 282, a carpet or floor-cover of coarse texture.

Sawan, Sravan, the fourth month of the Hindu year, generally corresponding to July 16 to August 15.

Senapati, 110, the commander of an army.

Simalu, 106, a silk-cotton tree, lofty and thorny with red flowers, Salmalia Malabarica.

Singari-ghar, a house of Singari wood where the formal enthronement of an Ahom king takes place. There he receives the homage of his nobles, officials, subjects, and feudatory chiefs, accompanied by the exchange of ceremonial presents. A king who has not performed the ceremony of ascending the Singari-ghar was called a Suling Raja, and was not regarded as a full-fledged sovereign.

Sraddha, 68, 78, a ceremony in honour and for the benefit of dead relatives observed with great strictness at various fixed periods, constituting an act of reverential homage to dead relatives.

Sudra, 59, a man of the fourth of the four original classes or castes among the Hindus.

Swargadeo, 32, 40, 50, literally the God of heaven, a title adopted by and applied uniformly to the Ahom sovereigns of Assam; a shortened
form of Swarga-marayan-dev, the progenitors of the family of the Ahom monarchs, who was born of Indra, through a mortal mother. The title is also attributed to the fact that the first princes Krunalung and Krunal, grandsons of Indra, came down from heaven to rule this earth in 558 A.D. This heaven of the Ahoms is possibly China, and the Ahom word for heaven is Chão. In contemporary Mogul documents the Ahom kings appeared as Swangi-raja or Swangi-maharaja. Swargadeo is a title of Brahmani- cal origin, the Ahom equivalent being Chaopha, Chào, a god or king and also, heaven.

Talacha, 311, a sheet of cloth spread over a mattress or a quilt.

Tamol-kata, 289, a personal attendant of a noble whose chief function was to maintain a constant supply of betol-nut, but it extended to other duties as well.

Tamuli-chora, 339, an ante-chamber, prior to the general hall of audience.

Tamuli-ligira, 154, 218, a ligira of a higher rank in attendance upon the king.

He supplied betol-nut to the king in a golden hata.

Tamuli Phukan, 159, 190, . . . . . . . . . . , the superintendent of the royal parks or orchards.

Tangali, 301, a cloth belt, a girdle a waist-hand, used by men only, usual size 4 yds. X 6 inches, having the two ends embroidered with ornaments of silk or gold wire, or red cotton thread.

Tangani, 185, a definite area, or a number of villages grouped together for administrative purposes; a piece of sugarcane.

Taoban, 279, a vase or receptacle for water (?).

Tekela, 35, 88, . . . . . . , an emissary or a messenger attached to the staff of an Ahom officer despatched for the execution of public duties. In Kamrup such a man was called a Sura, and in Bengal a Fada or a Pan.

Temí, 102, a lime-pot.

Tengchol, 308, a seraf (?).

Tlan, 280, 282, . . . . . . , a long piece of cloth.

Thakuria, 48, 68, pertaining to a Sutra founded by Sankardev’s successors Parameshottam Thakur and Chaturbhuj Thakur; a revenue officer in Kamrup with some amount of administrative and judicial authority.

Til-kusa, 41, sesame seeds and blades of the sacred grass, paśa cornusoides, constituting the essential ingredients of a Hindu worship.

Tithi, 82, a lunar day: anniversary of an early Vaishnava reformer, e.g. Sankardev, Madhabdev, Damodardev, Gopaldev, etc.

Toke gurumi, 282, a species of cow mainly imported from Bhutan (?).

Ukil, 152, 303, an envoy, a representative of a foreign court.

Uttarkol, 267, the country lying on the north bank of the Brahmaputra.
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[Note.—The figures against the entries refer to the paragraph numbers, and not to the page numbers; and this somewhat novel system has been adopted to obviate alterations in future editions of the book. The Index has been made complete and exhaustive; and every proper name, whether it be the name of a person, place, office or institution, has been inserted here to present a full pageantry of the times of the Tungkhugas. Future compilers of encyclopaedias and national biographies will find in this Index a ready-made nucleus for expansion and elaboration; and the possession of accurate information on each one of the entries in the Glossary and the Index will provide a suitable stimulus to students of Assam history.—S. K. B.]

Abetha Chalika Kakati, paragraph 338.
Abhay Bhandari, 119, 125.
Abhaypur, 126, 204, 217, 233; Abhaypuria men, 118, 185-6, 196, 286, 313; Abhaypuria Bandar Phukan, 44; Abhaypuria Chetia family 46; Abhaypuria Phukan, 75.
Abhimanyu, Manipuri envoy, 218.
Abora, 47, 242.
Achabulla, oppressor of Gosains, 50.
Adabari, 160, 176, 179; Adabaria Barua, 171; Adabaria Baruas, 176, 179; Adabaria family, 96, 152, 169-172, 336; Adabaria Sandikai clan, 122.
Aghona Kachari, 25.
Agathuri Hill, 17.
Agni, Baruas' Bara, 330.
Ahina, 30.
Ahom, 28, 43, 69, 200; Barua, 79; court, 85; houses, 115; families, 143, 190; fort, 148; Kataki, 313, 325.
Alamukhi, 337.
Aka Bailung, 160, 192.
Aka Phukan, 30.
Akari Gabhbaru, see Sarenwari, queen regnant.
Akhranga Barua, 211.
Akruhi Bhattacharyya, 252.
Akrurisanma Bhowan, 335.
Alan Burha Barua, 24, 31, 38, 60.
Alan Kakati Barua, 234.
Alumbaya Dynasty of Burma, 354.
Allakhari, 148, 164, 194, 199, 203, 337.
Aungming, Burmese general, 2, 359.
Ambarish, 119, 125.
Ambir, Rajput Raja, of 3.
Ambika Devi, queen regnant of Siva Singha, 70.
Ambir-khat, 193, 309, 320.
Anadar Kalita Barua, 110.
Anaz Kataki, 299.
Anandiram Dakar Kataki, 196.
Angka of Kakajara, 54.
Angora, Sola Burphukan's son, 24.
Ani Daraptra-gokula, 276.
Annapurna, 375.
Anupandita, Fuvaraj of Manipur, 90, 305, 307.
Apanta, a royal title, 132-134, 144.
Ashtabhati, Marama Mahanta, 119.
Assam, 2, 14-23, 65, 244, 363, 367; Assamese, 17.
Assam, Lower, 11, 31, 33, 297.
Assam, Uppor, 2, 5, 33, 68, 84, 187, 218, 220, 225, 277, 284, 313, 369, 370, 373.
Athan Bahgaria Buragolaha, 8-22.
Athish, 205.
Assiati, Gosain, 50, 69, 123, 342; Bagia Bapu, 129; Satra, 26, 35, 148, 186, 220, 253.
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Bar-rajus, Siva Singha's queens regnant, Phulerwari, Amvika and Sarveswari Devi, 69, 316.

Barshob, Governor-General of British India, 237, 241, 244.

Barompani, 235.

Bartamuli Patra family, 226.

Barukinal Bargohain, 86, 336.

Bar-yogadhar, 286.

Basang Phukan, 58.

Basa, pro-Mosamaria, 188.


Basundhari, Hemakanta's wife, 373, 374.

Batharia Golhain, see Morom突出.

Bayan Deka of Mayamara Satra, 119, 130.

Bejia Kataki, 203, 209, 212, 229, 246, 254.

Bekhi, camp, 84.

Beli-raj, 127.

Bengal, 2, 15, 63, 359.

Bengena-atia Mahanta, 167 ; B. Satra, 34, 352.

Bengenabari, 217, 233.

Bengmara, Moron stronghold, 216-7, 233, 277 men of, 243.

Betania branch, 211, 336.

Betmela Hati-Baru, 221.

Bex Bara, 109-10, 103.

Bhaha Kataki, 237.

Bhabanipur, 59 ; Gopal of, 59.

Bhadari Barbaru, 180, 226, 258, 264, 275.

Bhadari Cholodhara Phukan, 188, 195.

Bhadaru, 56.

Bhadrasen Deka-Barua, 132, 139, 152.

Bhaghi Bargohain, 376.

Bisgi Buragohain, 86.

Biskati Pani-phukan, 33.

Bhaktramp Golhain, 375.

Bhano, 358.

Bharaligaon, 263.

Bharari river, 266.

Bharathi Raja of Moran, 216, 258, 270.

Bhandhara, 11, 14, 20-1, 27, 30.

Bhutiaspar, 165, 190, 242, 337 ; B. Ali, 192.

Bheba Phukan, 33.

Bhitaraul, Chokeratadia regiment, 110 ; B. Kanris, 108.

Bhobala Golhain, Rajeswar Singha, 73.

Bhogal Senapati, 198-9.

Bhogari, 10-1, 83, 132.

Bhogani canal, 44, 279, 286, 299, 337.

Bhoreia, 154.

Bhotei Deka Saikia of Nowgong, 24-5.

Bhot, or Bhutan, 175, 282.

Bhutanwar Tipam Raja, 375.

Bhutdey, Jayanta envoy, 291.

Bhundar Chalilu Changkakati, 344.

Bhumuk Bura, 182.

Bhurun, Bhutin, Bhots, 175, 222, 282, 299, 300, 317, 331.

Bhutia-ting, 343.

Bichangong Singphou, 356.

Bidhipathak Brahman, 376.

Bidur, 185.

Bib Golhain, 42.

Bibhangi, 148.

Bihor Gwalior, 33.

Bihor Patra Phukan, 33.

Bihuram Golhain, Tipam Raja, 374.

Bijay of Bodbari, 46.

Bijayram Kataki, 60.

Bijal Rajkhowa, 221.

Bikai Dula Barua, 193.

Bika Majumadar, 237.

Bikampur, battle, 368.

Bimandalasam of Namati, 46.

Binandini, Chmaparakanta's aunt, 375.

Birabhar Kunsi, 335.

Birah Lingira, 76.

Birah-Bebejia, in Nowgong, 340.

Birai Na-phukan, 73.

Bishur, god, 35.

Bisturam Eshbaria Kataki, also Bishuram, 193, 218, 280, 333-4, 339.

Biswanath, 40, 41, 49, 50, 60, 84, 227, 264, 283.

Biswanath Golhain, see Bihuram.

Biswanath Marangkhon Golhain, 337.

Bokanagar, 85.

Born Senapati, Burmese general, 335.

Brahma, god, 307.

Brahmacari, 179, 289.

Brahmananda of Sechanukh, 48.

Brahmaputra river, 35, 42, 45, 50, 180, 223, 237, 262, 284, 327, 367.

Brajamith Gohain, 2, 257, 361.

Brindabarn, 3, 264.

British, 2, 344, 353.

Brooke, Lieutenant, 369.

Budh Pana Satra, 38.

Chaurai, 54.
Chao-Sukhrungpha, see Rushu Singha.
Chao-Supatpha, see Godadhar Singha.
Charabuti, 212.
Charaideo, centre of Ahom worship, 9, 5, 19, 28, 33, 41, 44, 50, 51, 77, 105, 169, 255; Ch. hill, 41, 54, 62, 70, 102, 106, 110, 274.
Charai-pakhati, stream, 201.
Chari, insurgent, 181.
Charing, Barua, 376; family, 3; Ch. phukan, 25, 26, 31, 33, 34, 35, 31, 37, 59, 73, 75, 214, 235, 247, 274, 343, 372.
Chatrai-sali, 35, 173; Chintai-sali Bargarh family, 155; Barua, 173; Doul-banda Bargarhain, 170; family, 126, 339.
Chatarnal Mahanta, 179.
Chatrakar temple, 349.
Chaturbhuj, Moomana Mahanta, 179.
Chaturbhuj, of Sochamukh, 59.
Chautang, a tribal chief, 348.
Cherrapunji, 370.
Chayanika Gohain, 245.
Chekani-Kobowa, 133, 148.
Chekernataia, 144, 315.
Chekham, 56, 194.
Chekthag, 237.
Chenakhurandang, Kachari envoy, 303, 306.
Chengkali Kharanji Hajarika, 284.
Chengkham Solai Gohain, 31.
Chengrai Phukan, 31, 33, 35.
Cheogam Hiloaldari Hajarika, 54.
Chepam, 130.
Chereguia, 56, 63.
Chetia, 239; Ch. Barphukan, 32, 241, 244, 247, 249; family, 53, 260; Chetia-patra Barua, 166, 167, 173, 255, 274; Chetia-patra phukan, 106; Chetia Phukan, 144, 239, 248, 250, 336; Chetia Rajkhowa, 17, 50, 54, 50, 181, 124.
Cheumari, 94, 95.
Cheniali, 349.
Chidai Kamalabasta, 176.
Chikan Bengali, 118, 126.
Chillamuri, or Silamari in Bengal, 128, 147, 357.
China, 320, 354; Chinese, 282.
Chinatali, 69-70.
Chins, 360.
Chintamani-garhi, 15, 18, 202, 337.
Chiring, 195, 270, 281; Choludhara Phukan, 239, 246; family, 165-6,
Dibangia, 10-11, 33, 35, 283; boatmen, 55; Barbarus, 31, 199; Barhoian, 74, 78; Barphukan, 222; family, 24, 60, 73, 93, 120, 158, 144, 147, 153, 163, 181, 190, 203, 219, 239, 336, 342; Lakheng Phukan, 39; Nasbacha Phukan, 74, 173; Pani-phukan, 110, 124; Phukan, 38, 40, 60, 67, 73, 107, 122, 124, 138, 144, 150, 152, 171, 174, 184-5, 190, 192-3, 245, 255, 264, 274, 326, 336, 341; regiment, 199; Sarodeka, 195.

Dikhou river, 119-20.

Dikhoumahk, 188; Dikhosumkhin. Rajkhowa, 336.

Dilhial, 304; Buragoian, 31, 33, 35, 42; Buragoian family, 154; family, 205, 244, 247, 336; Kataki, 330; Langi Buragoian, 31.

Dilsiri river, 322.

Dimaraguria regiment, 148.

Dimyiall Barghian, 205.

Dinou camp, 213.

Dina Sepoy, 244.

Dindu, Bhutanese envoy, 280-82, 299-300.

Dirgahswari Hill, 64.

Diroi, 43.

Doabajia Rajkhowa, 336.

Doiriamia, Barghian, 274; family, 336.

Doloi Rupa, Jyantia envoy, 293, 299.

Dom, 34, 237-8.

Domai Deka, 188.

Domjan, 280.

Dom-vidya, 154.

Doperdar, Barnphukan’s council chamber, 14, 140, 195.

Dopgur, near Janji, 220-1.

Doubauntha Barghian, 85, 132, 135.

Dougburi, 200.

Drapsad, see Ambika Dev.

Duallia, Gobain, 253; Phukan, 96; Rajkhowa, 284.

Duran, 20, 30, 47, 276, 284, 290; Barbarus, Seinath, the historian, 293, 295, 298, 302, 304, 306, 309-11, 315-16, 326, 331, 338-9, 356; Barnphukan, 73, 96, 116, 124; Durus Bazra, 335; Deka-Barnphukan, 303, 342; Dusaa Phukan, 149; family, 38, 46, 67, 96, 100, 107, 113, 121, 134-5, 147, 152, 165, 168, 170-1, 173, 176, 181-2, 190, 226, 259, 249, 258, 297, 333, 336-7, 355, 358; Na-phukan, 185; Naya-sudha Phukan, 229; Phukan, 13, 15, 35, 44, 110, 120, 145.

Dubarieni-si, 192.

Dumusani-si, 18, 202.

Dulga, Barua, 154, 170, 188, 199, 252, 335-6; Phukan, 118.

Duningual, 264.

Dundia Bangal, 259-60, 345.

Durga, image, 55; Pujas, 44; Durgutai, 240, 246, 281.

Durga Gohain, 375.

Durgaram Barkukati, 376.

East India Company, 235-34, 345.

Edlabaria, see Adlabaria.

Edkhahl, Queen-mother, 170.

Elenci, 59.


Es-, discharged or retired, Barbarus, 38-9; Barnphukan, 46; Dekaphukan, 204; Na-phukan, 153; Pani-phukan, 38-40.

Firinghee, 259, 357.

France, 360.

Gabhuh-melina Barua, 336.

Gadachhar Singha, King, 2, 25, 27-8, 51-2, 374.

Gahari-chowha Barua, 190.

Gajala Sattru, 48.

Gajur, 35, 84, 202, 210, 223.

Gajuringa, Barua, 336; Hari-Barua family, 96, 144; Khel, 302; Rajkhowa, 212, 219, 330; men, 213.

Gandhis Barua, 144, 330.

Ganna, god, 1, 55.

Gasail Kath-katia Barua, 188, 195.

Ganges river, 264.

Garagram, see Gorgom.

Garaimari-bil, 185.

Garamur, 69, 129, 182, 184, 185, 266; camp, 183; Gosain, 129; Satra, 186.

Garha Sing Raja, pretender, 355.


Gargam, Dagraria, 31; Dekaphukan, 122; men and officers, 10, 35, 60; Raja Sukhawalmung, 7, 11; Sandikai, 25; Sandikai family, 153; Phukan, 26, 33.

Garo, 69, 291, 205, 297.

Gurudharma, 128; Gobain, 144.

Guthu Modbi, 188.

Gaurangga, Manipuri envoy, 218.

Gauri Kataki, 223, 252-3, 284.

Gaurinath Singha, King, 2, 169, 225-7, 335, 375.

Gauripur, 218.

Gaurisagar, 69, 93, 188-90, 205, 209, 231, 337.

Gelemu fort, 60.

Gendhela, Chaladighar Phukan, 177; Opar-Dayangia Rajkhowa, 218; see Kutia-kamara Barphukan.

Gendhela Barharwa, see Bakshial Barharwa.

Ghanasam of Chebogna, 56; Pachani-Bara, 63, 65.

Ghanasam, Gohain Hajarike of the Kuoigayan Buragohan family, 132, 136; as Buragohan, 136-77.

Ghanasam Muktiar, 376.

Gharbarla clan or khet, 203, 258; Bara, 88, 171, 336; men of, 181, 203, 207, 209; stockade, 204.

Gharpora, 270.

Ghiladhi, 284, 355; men of, 289; Rajkhowa, 336.

Ghilamara, 315.

Ghora, Barbarwa, 126, Barua, 138, 144; Ghorachows Bara, 56; Ghorachows, 56.

Ghumaria Daulia Phukan, 93.

Gidamukali, see Bahargar Buragohan.

Goajpara, 364, 367, 369.

Gobara Gohain, King, 7, 10.

Gobha, 60, 298.

Goddess Kamakhya, 182.

Godha Barharwa, 216.

Gogoi Barphukan, 220.

Gogoi Senapati, 358.

Gohain Hajarike, see Ghanasam.

Gohain-Kamala-al road, 200-I.

Gokulpur in Brindaban, 3

Golden Throne of Burma, 360, 366.

Gunai Tekela-Bara, 283.

Gopal of Bhubanipur, 59.

Gopal Tamuli-ligira, 195.

Governor-General, 353, 357, 366, 372; see Burmah.

Govinda or Srikishan, 264.

Govinda Gohainthara, 131, 133, 143, 233.

Govindaram, Bengal envoy, 29.

Govinda-Thakur, image, 50, 310.

Habial Barua, 124.

Hadira-chokhi, see Chandan-chokhi.

Hadupara, 205.

Habchora, in Nowgong, 223; men of, 336.

Habchowa, keeper of ducks, Bara, 304, 308; Tekela-Bara, 269, 308.

Haihaguri, 10.

Hajo, 84, 373.

Hallirn Phukan, 239.

Halowa Oja-ligira, 302.

Hansansannyan of Darrang, 316.

Hannamanta Bar-yoga-dhuni, 268.

Hao Sagar-Bara, 285, 313, 342, 365.

Haradattas Chauhuluri, 222, 259, 345.

Hara-Gauri, image, 90-1, 302; temple, 127, 135, 142.

Harania, family, 299; Katak Aami, 300.

Hart, god, 78, 167.

Hari Ligira of Jayantia, 293, 298.

Haripada Tekela-Bara, 316.

Haripada Dekapuhkan, 348.

Hari Sarkar of Jayantia, 333.

Harnath Duara Barphukan, see Seunpiti Phukan.

Hati-Barua, 73, 167, 218, 221, 235; family, 124, 235.


Hatigaru, 349.

Hatkhok-ghat, 166, 195.

Hatlimur, 147, 271, 302.

Hatipara in Nowgong, 224.

Hayanarayan of Darang, 275, 316.

Hazara Sing Bengal, 247, 249, 254.

Heavenly King, see Swargadwara.


Hemakanta Singha Gohain, 375, 375.

Hemo or Bhomo Aides, late Hemo Mepaya, 356, 358, 363, 374.

Heramba, or Kachar, 261.

Hilaladai Hajarike, 56.

Hindusthani sepoys, 364.

Hing-ha, Hing-lipungha, Hing-mungkang, envoys of Mungkang, 319.
Jayanthapur, capital of Jayantia, 60, 190-2, 194, 295, 338.
Jayanti Devi, tutelary goddess of Jayantia, 60, 333.
Jayanti Aidee, King Gaurinath's daughter, 375.
Jaydev of Katanipar, 48.
Jaygopal of Lengli, 46.
Jaymati, Princess, chastised to death, 26.
Jaymath Baizirna, 218, 220, 239.
Jaypur, 361, 377.
Jaysonar, 55, 179, 194, 337; tank, 171, 198; temple, 126.
Jengern, Jengeral, 191-2, 207.
Jengrempuk, 192.
Jenkiess, Major-General Francis, 370, 373.
Jihabuli, 80.
Jikeli, in Kamrup, 345.
Jiva, Bhutanese envoy, 280-2, 299-310.
Jogangiri, occupier Gauhati, 252.
Jogeswar Singha, King, 2, 356, 358, 363, 374-5.
Jogishops, 374.
Jogising Sipahi, 270.
Jongpunga, 280-1.
Jorbari, 235.
Junior Khandia of Upper Assam, 2.
Jutakia Burma, 106, 188.
Kachar, or Gauhati, 60, 79, 89, 92, 95, 96, 142, 279, 340, 357, 367-8.
Kachari, 60, 92, 175, 265, 283, 285, 287-8, 292, 294-5, 300, 316, 346; Deka-raj, 90; envoy, 304, 306; Kachnir-Jowai Chetia, 128; Kachari-kumar caste, 144, 239, 230; Laskara, 252; Raja, 60, 89, 91, 94, 161, 164, 303, 340; Saidia, 211; villages, 229.
Kacharihat, 209, 233.
Kacharipar, 153.
Kadamb-dighala Gohain, 2, 343, 351.
Kalan, royalist, 132-4, 144.
Kahmura, 151.
Kalmun, 154.
Kajali, 52, 252, 254, 284; Kajalimukh, 253.
Kajiranga, 200.
Kakodanga, 209, 214, 272.
Kakojan, 34.
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Kakati Gahalba family, 127, 338.
Kakatipar, 194.
Kakila, 202, 213.
Kallabari, 25, 49.
Kalanckuparia Gohalba, 70.
Kalia Bori, 17.
Kaliabaria Gohalba, 126.
Kalia-bhomoora Barphukan, alias Gendhela, also Pratapballab, 185, 252, 259-60, 345, 375.
Kalia Deka, 181.
Kalia Gohain, 4, 11.
Kalia Kataki, 35.
Kallibar Burangobain, 361.
Kalibangon, 361.
Kalibangon, 196, 204.
Kalioni, 234, 279, 286, 316, 327.
Kalipathar, 357.
Kaliruan Bara, 182.
Kalita, 114 ; Bara, 110 ; Hajarika, 302.
Kali Thakurani, 280.
Kaliba, Kalib, 2, 94.
Kalibla Gohain, King Lakshmi Singh, 73, 107.
Kalugon, 72, 128, 337 ; Kaluguyan Barpatra-gobain, 73-4, 78 ; Family, 205.
Kan, a ligten, 124, 147.
Kanakhyai, 218, 249, 260, 349.
Kanakabari, 176, 313 ; priests, 33.
Kanakapriya Rani, 372.
Kanmadwar Singh, King, 2, 257-350.
Kanmata family, 336.
Kamden Kataki, 229, 244, 247, 250-1.
Kamini Phukan, Burmese commander, 355.
Kamrup, 81, 345.
Kana-chekeral, 50.
Kanai-burasi-boora, 64.
Kanak Singha, Burmese leader, 309.
Kancheng Barpatra-gobain, 57.
Kandas Gohain, prince, 83.
Kamifrangi, 154.
Kanthabhusan Mahanta, 48.
Kam Gohain, 42.

Kuparihat, 202.
Kapchungia Lekharai, 220.
Kapuli, river, 283, 369 ; route, 60.
Karatoys, Karatiyai, Karatoyunn, Ganga, 65.
Karekuru, 188.
Karipar, 222.
Kasi Barphukan, 165.
Kathniper, 34, 48, 59, 302 ; Satra, 34.
Kathbalbaria Dola-kashmiria Bara, 38.
Kathmania Naobaichan, 182.
Kaz Bara, 237.
Kathkatia Bara, 139, 188, 219, 336.
Kebyan Bhattacharyya, 41, 44.
Kechnanati-parvat, 162.
Kebo of Gajais, 48.
Kekeru Hajarike, see Kalita Phukan.
Kekora-dela, royal sub, 20, 129-70, 338.
Kekora Sandilai, 11.
Kenduguri, 57 ; Kenduguria, 65, 73, 272 ; Barpatra-gobain, 171, 185, 233, 234, 245, 257, 272.
Kesavkanta Juvaraj, 373.
Kesarvai image, 55, 185.
Keteki Ligiri, 335.
Keteki Gobabur, 375.
Khagarjan, present Nowgong town, 224, 247, 348.
Khangenda, Manipuri envoy, 218.
Khaji-khawa, 64, 312.
Khakanduguri, 192.
Khals, 290.
Khutman, Hajarike of, 302.
Khutman clan, 39.
Khambing Parn-Phukan, 31.
Khambtika, see Khambti.
Khambang Gobain, 78 ; Khambang Gobain, 22.
Khambaching Goain, 31, 33, 35.
Khambining Parni-Phukan, 31.
Khambangi Naras, 163.
Khambg Phukan, 25, 31, 33, 63.
Khambg Phukan, 25, 31, 33, 65.
Khambti Ierbarbra, 375.
Khurriti, 216, 269, 271, 342, 346.
Khurria, 180, 335 ; Barua, 336 ; Kakati, 336 ; Phukan, 89, 93, 135, 196-7, 353.
Khanni Bara, 16-7, 124, 147, 336.
Khara, 185.
Khara, 280.
Kharrangi, men of, 197, 211, 237, 289 ; Hajarike, 284.
Kharabar, 185.
Kharbhaharia, 227, 313; Barua, 203; Phukan, 144, 152, 168, 186, 221, 224, 237, 247, 316, 336.
Khentua clan, 33, 35.
Khirm-patar’s family, 342; Khirm-patar, 52.
Khoraq Gohain, 22.
Khora, Nahar Moran, 115, 127, 130, 133-4, 137.
Khorasole Barpatra-Gohain, 376.
Khundamaru Likei Ban, 127, 147.
Khunmung ecyumony, 71.
Khuba, Bhutan envoy, 280-2, 299-300.
Khutamur in Nongong, 223.
Khutiapota, Khoitipota, 119, 128-30, 139, 156, 268, 271, 278, 326.
Knutikhova, 302.
Klainging Barghukan, see Along-sei.
Kiniram Gohain, see Kamasun Singh.
Kirikria, 33.
Kirtichandra, see Bokatia Barua.
Koamara, 59.
Kola Chaudang, 50.
Kooora Aidoa, 375.
Kota Borphukan’s family, 118.
Kowanir, Hiliaidas, 185; Senapati, 148, 161-3.
Krishnachandra, Kachari Raja, 261, 264-5, 303-7.
Krishnaihuri Kataki, 223.
Krishnai Lichchhara Bara, 302.
Krishnai Kataki, 61.
Krishnanarayan, Raja of Darrang, 275, 316, 327.
Krishnarman Gohain, 375.
Krishnapuria, queen, 163, 167.
Krishna Thakur, 60.
Kumudini Aidoa, 375.
Kundil, or Sadilya, 145, 342.
Kuoigoa, Kuoyogon, 35, 41, 57, 60, 65, 68, 85, 107, 139, 197, 186, 266, 269, 299, 336, 342.
Kurangnanayan, Manipuri princess, 93, 95, 133-4, 186, 242.
Kuria, 32.
Kurumbali Satra, 129, 367, 265.
Kyalngale, in Burma, 374.
Laphabaria family, 144, 152, 190; Duara, 167.
Lachi Barphukan, 3.
Ladoigaru, 236.
Laban, Barbaru, 227-8, 249, 293; Borphukan, 107; Dekabhukan, 160; men of family, 96, 132, 138, 144-5, 152, 165, 190, 209, 212, 221, 227, 230, 235, 245, 250, 253, 335-6; Phukan, 38; Rajneog, 36.
Laho, 13.
Lahol, 54.
Lahar, 266.
Lahcha, regiment, 44.
Laidhun, 75.
Lad-Sandikai family, 132, 138.
Laijphomen Borphukan, 25, 57, 65, 72, 78, 339.
Lakbar, 124; Lakbar Ligira, 124.
Lakhsong, 33.
Lakhpiya, Rani, 372, 375.
Lakhiram Kataki Bara, 261.
Lakhtakia Koch, 69.
Lakshimi Singha, King, 2, 107-66.
Lakua Nyay-a-sodha Phukan, 144.
Lalim Hatmir, 25.
Laluk-sola Borphukan, also Borphukan, 3, 8-9, 11, 14-27; family, 333.
Lambador, Borphukan, 375.
Daroga, 376; Gohain, 373; Singha, 375.
Lamdo Dola-kashuza Barua, 158, 250, 259.
Landabi Barphukan, 209.
Langi Borphukan, 31, 49.
Langkak, 44; Langkakia family, 163, 336.
Langu Decollhi, 54.
Lanka-kanal Ramayan, 349.
Lankham Deka, 22.
Lankhentani, 31.
Lankuri, god, 44.
Lamukhari, family, 21, 25, 31, 56, 75, 124, 154, 195-6, 221, 247, 336, 341-2; Bandar Borphukan, 31; Bhitural Phukan, 171; Chetia, 171; Dibingia Phukan, 250; Phukan, 24, 31, 247.
Laokali Khawa, 38.
Lari Gohain, 343, 377.
Lasa-kata-ran or expedition, 104.
Latsall, 84, 195.
Latha Khumhao, 44, 95.
Latha Ligira, 124.
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Lalung Golain, 43.
Lahityakunari Boro Golain, 373.
Leha family, 186.
Leba, 271, 302.
Lechali, Kahontan, Kari, 54.
Lechali Namrupia Raja, 2, 56, 257.
Lechang, 21, 122, 153, 195, 196, 206, 243.
Lechengal Barputa Golain, 98, 100, 107, 122, 139.
Lejubai, 18.
Lengdi Satra, 48.
Lophera Chaoising Barua, 184, 194.
Lophera Dola-Kashuria Barua, 170, 188, 193.
Loterimukhi, 225.
Ligiri Kamri, 128, 140.
Likchana, 118, 127, 147, 209.
Likchowa, retainers, 376.
Lochan Bara, 56.
Lohit, Suwansiri river, 182, 184-7, 216, 266.
Lokenath Jalabari Phukan, 376.
Lora Raja, see Sulikia.
Lord Ramchandra, 60.
Lukhurakhan Ahom family, 3, 75, 84, 147, 165, 201, 237, 247, 250, 336.
Luki, a vasal chieflain, 116, 121-2, 186-7, 197.
Luku Dekaplukan, 357.
Luthari, 130.
Lutura, 302.
Lutur Aliode, 375.
Lawson, in Burma, 374.
Macmarine, Lieutenant-Colonel, 369.
Madambika Rani, wife of Chandrakanta Singh, 373, 375.
Madambika, queen regnant, see Ambika.
Madan Chulika Kataki, 127.
Madhabchuran Kataki, 23.
Madhabananda Bhatukhowa, 69.
Madbub Tamuli, 24.
Madhaba, 62, 249, 252.
Madhai, 48.
Madhavji Maju-Kusuri, 375.
Madhusandra Juvaram, 229, 231.
Madhupuria priests, 59.
Madhuram Bariagi, 266.
Madhurans Bara, 344.
Mahadla, 125.
Mahamantri Buragobain, see Chunbona and Pumamanda Buragobain.
Mahang, 44, 60, 270, 344.
Mah-gur, battle, 2, 364.
Mahatma, in Burma, 374.
Mai Barua, 118.
Maibang, capital of Cachar, 60.
Maibela, 44.
Maju-dayangia, men, 184, 201; Rajkhowa, 212, 231, 336, 342.
Majumderin Bhandari Barua, 336.
Majudoul, 337.
Maju-Golain, 107, 112, 115-6.
Maju-Kusuri, 372.
Majuli, 216-7, 293.
Makajan Mahanta, 3.
Malakhu-baicha regiment, 302.
Malati Phukanati, 379.
Malo, Malomina, 374.
Maluk country, 163.
Manaba river, 32, 65, 182.
Manaimali village, 98.
Manur Din, 2, 369-9.
Manchoka Tekela, 105, 111.
Mandlay, in Burma, 376.
Mandhib Barchamun, 68.
Mani Deokial Barua, 69.
Manipur, 89-1, 93, 96, 100, 102, 225, 229-30, 305, 307, 354, 357, 367, 369; Manipuritias, 210-18, 231-2, 360.
Manipuri Raja, see Jos Singh.
Manipuri princess, see Kunganggasi.
Maniram Dewan Barbandar Barua, 372.
Manjai Barbarua, 192-200, 205.
Manjur Golain, 375.
Manpur, name of Kalibar, 36.
Mansur Khan Fauzadar, 14, 16, 27, 32.
Mantan Charing Raja, 374.
Maramukh, Burmese Garrison, 369.
Mantri-Phukan Badanchandra, 356.
Marangi Barbaru, 20-1, 25, 41.
Marangi, forester, 60; Marang-Khowa, Golain, 161, 182, 184-5, 229-30, 252-4, 326, 336, 342; Na-phukan, 131; Marangis of Nowgong, 185.
Marryat, Captain, English novelist and naval officer, 369.
Massekhowa-gur, 194.
Mataimura, 90, 153.
Matai, 277, 348.
Mathadang road, 191.
Mathan, tank excavator, 165.
Mau Buragohain, 35, 41; family, 336.
Maung, Gale, Gyi, Lat, Mitha, Son, 374.
Maut Gohain, 71.
Mawansaria, Mayawansaria, see Mawar-
saria.
Mecha Barbarua, 13.
Mechagar, 56, 313.
Mehi Barphukan, 239.
Mehi gate, 38.
Melung, 212, 355.
Meraghar, 342.
Merkai Senapat, 198.
Meteka, 21, 23, 25, 173, 194; son, 194; Meteka, 43.
Micha river, 284.
Mibnagar or Capt. McGregor, 239-40.
Mikut, 80.
Mills, A. J., Moffatt, Judge, 377.
Minden, King of Burma, 374.
Mingimaha, Bandula, 300, 364; Nand Krod, 367; Tilowa Baju, 361.
Min Senapati, 201-2, 204, 211.
Miri, 42, 295, 342.
Miri-Sandikai, family, 70, 73, 87, 144, 147, 152, 171, 184, 259, 302; Phukan, 17.
Miri tangani, 185.
Mitang-jan, 202-3; 337.
Mitha, 315, 339.
Mitha-bagari elephant, 76.
Moamaria Mahanta, 119, 126, 128-9, 139, 147, 186.
Mogaung, in Burma, 374.
Mohar, Ahom priestly clims, 132, 138, 144.
Mphannma, Bajrana or Baigharia Gohain, 67, 73, 112-3, 115-6, 120, 127, 131; son of, 115, 119.
Moi Barua, 186, 188.
Momai Barua, 359, 361.
Momai-tamuli Barbarua, 3-6, 8, 25.
Moran, Barphukan, 140; Barua, 302; Barua family, 298; Kauris, 313; Patua family, 132, 139, 157; Patua Gohain, 144; Phukan, 140; Raj, 130.
Mouipa Phukan, 27, 33, 42.
Mridanga Nap, 136.
Muga-chungia Dimlinga Phukan, 185.
Mukalmura Gosain, 41, 376.
Mukuta, 209.
Mungling, 320.
Munkang, 270, 319-20, 323; convey of, 320-5.
Muram-Denham, Kadam-dighala's mother, 274.
Naaf river, 367.
Nama-dur, 126, 139, 154, 174, 190, 192, 316; Na-duraria, 264.
Naga, 18, 20, 44, 46-7, 50, 78, 102-4, 153, 234, 236, 349, 377; war, 47.
Naga-aali, 205; Naga-chhuki, 68.
Naga Gohain, 153.
Naga Ligira, 75.
Naga Majindar Baran Amvaria, 154, 170, 179.
Nagamua, 205.
Nagao, Naogam, see Nongeng.
Nagarkera, 237.
Nag-adh, 171, 180, 195, 149.
Nahar, see Khora Moran.
Nakhima, 163.
Nakua Nyaya-salia Phukan, 153, 165.
Nalamukli, 154, 174.
Naman Khandu, or Lower Assam, 2.
Namanialis, 11.
Nama-miti, 48, 190; Na-mitai Mahania or Diling, 332.
Namchung, 44, 46, 286.
Namdang, 69, 203-6, 333; forest, 208; river, 203; Namdangia, Barna, 290; Phukan, 36-7; Raj-
khowa, 290.
Nam-Dayang, 200; men of, 185, 201; Nam-Dayangia Rajkhowa, 336.
Nama-sitali Barua, 336.
Namrup, Namruk, 2, 48, 50, 54, 56, 107, 112-3, 118, 158, 205, 277.
Namrupia Gohalindeo, 107, 375; mel, 2; Raja, 2, 5, 27.
Nami river, 207; Namtsial, 54; Barbarua, 169, 182, 200, 218, 220; Barua, 169.
Nangkum, Doodhi of, 54.
Nankaiktaw, in Burma, 374.
Naobaicha, Kadhania, 195; Phu-
Parvatia Raja, see Sadaika.
Patiala Barbarua, 361, 377.
Patua or Patua Barphukan, 67; cian, 336; Temol-kata, 154.
Pathari, in Nowong, 349.
Pathkowar, Rajmuni, Singh's son, 107, 203-6.
Pemberton, Captain, 369.
Pepelahghat, 204.
Phakir-Chand sepoy, 244.
Phapari Tamuli-ligir, 125.
Phati, Bhutan prince, 222.
Phoolbari, 69.
Phuleswari Devi, 69; also known as Phulmati and Phramatha Swari.
Phulpaniggiga, battle, 359; also Sulpaniiggiga.
Pijali Khanikar Barua, 147.
Pijali Barpatri-gohin, 376.
Pijali Ligir, 124.
Pijou Dwikali Phukan, 221.
Pijou Dietrington Phukan, 376.
Pijou Gabhantu, 352-3, 377.
Picchui Barphukan's grandson.
Hulou, 31-2.
Pitambar, 156; Mahajan, 216.
Thakur, 268.
Potani, in Nowong, 283, 348.
Prabhasag, elephant, 64.
Prabhaker Pandit, 376.
Prada, More's informer, 125.
Pratap Singh, King, 74-82, 107.
Pratap-bahadur, see Kaila-bhanwara Barphukan.
Pratap Singh, 10, 12.
Pukhurichuk, 194, 203.
Pukhuriperia clan, 64, 71, 73.
Bara, 71; Burugahain, 75.
Pungdang fort, 55.
Puranada, god, 261.
Parvamata Satra, 198.
Purbaparit Chaudhuri Pankaj, 280.
Puranada Burugahain Dangaria, 177-375; usually mentioned as
Mahamantri or Rajmantri Burugahain Dangaria of Kuigason.
Putho Dukhukan, 107.
Radha, worshiper of, 264.
Radhakant, Pratap-bahadur's widow, 375.
Rahulnath Barbarua, 376.
Ragha, Moman Barbarua, 115, 119-20, 122, 125-8, 130, 133-5, 154.
Raghunandan Mahanta, 48.
Raghunath Kataki, 148.
Rahdeo tank, 34.
Rahman Khan Jamadar, 356.
Rajhuranga family, 71.
Rajhuranga, 9, 37, 40.
Rajjankhali, 209.
Rajjesar Singh, King, 2, 83-106, 357.
Rajjhera, see Glossary.
Rajmuni, 26.
Rajcheer, 73, 107, 124, 138.
Ramadhwaj Singh, King, 4, 5.
Ramananda, Moman Raja, 59, 127-30, 135, 168; usually known as
Ramakanta.
Ramanibazar, 65.
Ramayana, 349.
Ramchandra Kataki, 290-1, 293-5, 297-8, 314, 334-4.
Ramchandra, Narwa Mahanta, 59.
Randak, Bahbaria Kataki, 260.
Randeo Kataki, 193, 270, 316.
Rameswar Kataki, 232.
Ram Gosain of Dakkhipat, 50.
Ramgovinda Mahanta, 48.
Ramjay Chaurai, 54.
Ramkrishnai, Kataki, 33.
Ramkrishnai, royalist leader, 87, 132-3, 139.
Ramnath Bharall Barua, 132, 151, 188, 335.
Ramrai Rajkhowa, 18.
Ram Singh, two Jayantia Rajas, No. 1, 32, 60; No. II, 290, 293, 295, 297, 333-4.
Ram Singh, Rajput general, 3, 32.
Rangacharn Bejchdooi Bhandari Barua, 50.
Rangachilla family, 13.
Rangdolchong, 149, 186, 188.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>57. 90, 127, 134, 149, 337. Rangnath, image and temple.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55, 57, 60, 62, 68, 61, 85, 87, 901 92, 103, 107, 127, 130, 139, 144, 147, 152, 154, 168, 171, 173, 175, 180-1, 183, 187-8, 190, 192, 196, 214, 216-7, 231, 239, 235-6, 241-5, 291, 336-7, 357, 358. Rangpuria, branch, 167; Raja, 229.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208. Rakhin, war at.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90, 117, 121-2, 195-7, 197. Rani, vasal state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Ratapurua, 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347. Ratikhowa sect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347. Ratnadhwaj, Singha, see Sulikpha Lora Raja.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>237, 239. Rasuch, Daniel, Goalpara merchant, 237, 239.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94. Rasen-joda drama.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>369. Richards, Colonel, 369.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370. Robertson, T. C., 370.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>337. Rudrasagar, 337.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81. Rudreswar, 81.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>329. Rukmini-kras drama.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80. Rup, Rani envoy, 80.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225. Rupaksi, in Nowong.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>375. Rupahi Aideo, 375.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>375. Rapanta Aideo, 375.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203. Rupchand Gohain, 203.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216. Rupchandra Barbaruwa, 216.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>375. Rupertswari Aideo, 375.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107. Rup-Sandikai, 42; family, 107.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>356. Rupasing Subedar, 356.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadaikhorn, Moamaria, 48.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70, 128. Salivy-koowa Gohain, 70, 128.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144, 163. Sahai, 153.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298. Sahari, 298.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103. Saharia Barua, 103.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178, 298. Saikia, 38, 85, 178, 298.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361. Saikhati Phukan, Burmese general,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361. Sailkhati Phukan, Burmese general, 361.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207. Samaqur, 207.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>336. Samaguria Raja, see Sulikpha Lora Raja.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221, 289. Samdharua, 15, 25, 44; Samdharua.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>316-7, 331. Samudranarayan, Dumang Raja, 316-7, 331.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51. Sandhalika, Kuchari Raja, 51.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124; Neog, 33, Pani-phukan, 177, 209, 247; Phukan, 280.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>376. Sangalul Katak, 376.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119. Sapabhuj, 119.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, 9, 12-15, 19-8, 60, 63. Saranghat, lonely for Gauhati, 3, 9, 12-15, 19-8, 60, 63.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263, 305. Saranamati, Kuchari envoy, 263, 305.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216. Sarbana, Moran Raja, 216.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61, 64. Saribath, 118; Saribath, 61, 64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>314. Sarkar, 308; Hari, 314.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>375. Sara Aideo, 375.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149. Sara-chakari village.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93. Sarudaroi forest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190. Sarudeka, 190.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56, 83. Sarujana Gohain, 56, 83.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170. Sarukali, elephant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-1. Sarup kowar of Jayantia, 80-1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>375. Sarupahi Aideo, 375.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275, 316. Saru-raya, 275, 316.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72. Sarveswari, queen regnant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60. Sat-koth, 60.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>352. Satram Bhutar-petuk, 352.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Suphenphua, Kamaleswar Singha, 343.
Sujinphua, Dihingia Raja, 10-11.
Suknphua, first Abom King, 151, 157.
Sukhrungphua, Rupa Singha, 52-56.
Sukretphua, 337.
Sukreswar, in Gauhati, 81, 218.
Sukura, Moran Bazar, 216.
Salikphua, Lora Raja, also known as Sampaugaria Raja and Ratnadeewa Singha, 2, 20-21, 25-7.
Sulpani, 336.
Sunanda Mahanta, 302.
Sundarbarah, Mahanta, 48.
Suptapthu, see Godadhur Singha.
Surma Valley, 369.
Sirrya, image, 55.
Syamsingha, Mogul envoy, 32.
Syames, Captain, 366.
Tabangacha, or Tangkeswar, see Biharam.
Talatal-ghar, 57.
Tamae, rebel leader, 185.
Tambobhara, 159.
Tamrakhwaj, Kachari Raja, 60, 264.
Tamuli-bazar route, 122.
Tanchung Pani-Phukan, 33, 35, 47.
Tanchek Kalia, 43.
Tamanaram, rebel leader, 145.
Tangchu, 336.
Tangchun-al road, 168.
Tangchur-subhas of Bhutan, 280-2.
Tangkak, 79.
Tangkeswar, see Biharam.
Tungondhara Rajkhowa, 122.
Tansuyam Sarma Khound, 344.
Taptalou Majuli-Dayangia Rajkhowa, 212.
Tarakjan, 234, 280.
Taratoli, 209, 337.
Tarkvati Aidco, 374-5.
Turimua Bhanderi Baran, 127, 135.
Taru-Dihingia Rajkhowa, 336.
Tati, rebel leader, 216.
Teji, 78.
Telgoi, Chabukdhara Bara, 110, 114.
Shapuree, island, 367.
Skeko, Burmese capital, 354.
Siam, 354.
Silnath Dola-Kashari Barii, 347.
Silungar, 70, 199, 206, 337.
Silnapentha, 261-2.
Silnana, 26.
Silnari, see Chilmari.
Singari-bhar, 20, 32, 68, 70, 83, 135, 168-9, 294, 343, 351.
Singman Gobain, 374.
Singphoua, 277, 342, 350, 360, 369.
Singru, Burmese King, 354.
Siram Barhearthia Mahanta, 69.
Sitalal Karali, 261.
Siva, image, 55, 81.
Sivnanath Nam-Dayangia Rajkhowa, 124, 154, 279.
Siva Singha, King, 2, 67-74, 77, 264.
Soatuguri, 268.
Sola, 23, 41.
Sola Phukan, see Lalo.
Solai, Bargobain, 22, 70, 72.
Gobain, 91-2, 73, 120, 144,
161, 164, 248, 252-3, 256, 264.
269, 336; Petal Bargobain, 376.
Solas, 289.
Selmari Bil, 184.
Sonwindi river, 185.
Sonai river, 84, 93, 97, 106, 123, 180, 183, 187, 189, 193, 242.
Sonaparia Gobain, 36.
Sonarjan, 69.
Sonowal Kachiari, 336.
'Sophia,' armed vessel of F. I. C., 358.
South Bank, 342.
Srikanta Suryya-bipra, 349.
Srimat Gobain, 373.
Srinath Barbarua, author, see Dwarwa Barbarua.
Sudaipha, Parvatia Raja, 12-13.
20-21.
Sudhingphua, Chandernganta Singha, 351.
INDEX

Teok, 41, 202, 213, 231-2.
Tepartalias Buragohain family, 188.
Tetelikhana, in Nowgong, 348.
Thakur Gohain, 375.
Thakuria Mahanta and denominations, 48, 69, 129, 146.
Tholoka, Laluk-sola’s son, 24.
Tikhang, 54.
Tikti Neog, 210-11.
Titak, elephant, 311.
Titakchandra Gohain, 375.
Timun, 113.
Tingkhang, see Tungkhang.
Tipamia, met. 107; Barua, 336; Gohain, 152; Phukan, 59, 76, 147, 302, 336; Rajkhowa, 195, 219-21, 336; Raja, 5, 76, 78-79, 77.
Tirowal branch, 165.
Titarbar-hat, 246.
Tokolai, 41, 50, 236, 271.

Topakuchi, vassal state, 121-2, 186-7.
Trilochan Dekaphukan, 375.
TroiSukteswar Aidco, 372.
Tulasijan, 15.
Tungkhung, 5, 25, 33-4, 38, 54, 62.
Tungkhungia dynasty, 1, 136, 247, 371.
Udayaditya Singha, King, 3, 12.
Ugrasen Gohain Rajkumar, 376.
Upper Assam, see Assam.
Uttar-Galspur, 271.
Uttarkhol, 267.
Vidyavinas Kataki, 80.
Viswanath, see Birmasath.
Vizawar, gocl, 295.
Vrisha, gocl, 295.
Welsh, Captain, 241-4.
Ywathit, in Burma, 374.
Yandaboo, Treaty of, 369.

THE END.
PUBLICATIONS FOR SALE

ENGLISH

Lachit Barphukan and His Times: A history of the Assam-Mogul conflicts of the period from 1667-1671, with a life-sketch of Raja Rani Singha of Amber; diplomatic epistles, etc., by Dr. S. K. Bhuyan. Rs 4 O.P.

Annals of the Delhi Badshahate: Being a translation of the Assamese chronicle Badshah-Manyati, with notes. The introduction deals with Assam's contact with the Muslim world, Badshah-Manyati manuscripts, etc., by Dr. S.K. Bhuyan, Rs. 5

Anglo-Assamese Relations: A history of the Relations of Assam with the East India Company from A.D. 1771 to 1826, based on original English and Assamese sources, by Dr. S.K. Bhuyan. Rs 25 O.P.


Grammar and Dictionary of Lakher or Mara Language, by late Rev. R.A. Lorrain. Rs. 10

History of Civilisation of Assam: A research work dealing with both the political and cultural life of the people to the end of the twelfth century. A.D. with Maps, Genealogical Tables, Plates, Bibliography, etc., by Dr. P.C. Choudhury, with a "Foreword" by Dr. A.L. Basham, Professor of South-Asian history in the University of London (Second Ed.) Rs. 32.50

Tungdhungra Buranj: A history of Assam, A.D. 1681 to 1826, with Genealogical Tables, Bibliography, etc., ed. by Dr. S. K. Bhuyan. (Second Edition Rs. 11-00)

Bazhistan-I-Ghaybi: Conflicts with the Moguls in Assam, Bengal, Bihar and Orissa in early seventeenth century. Translated from the original Persian by M.I.Borah. In two volumes. Rs. 10 per set O.P.

Account of Assam: Compiled in 1807-14 by Dr. Francis Hamilton, formerly Buchanan, Second edition, Rs. 2.50

Early British Relations with Assam: A history of Assam containing relationship with the East India Company and the transfer of power to the Crown, by Dr. S.K. Bhuyan. Rs. 1.25 P.

Bulletin No. 2: With an Introduction by His Excellency Sir Michael Keane, Governor of Assam, 1932-1937. Rs. 1

Bulletin No. 3: A Souvenir of the Opening Ceremony of the Narayani Handiqui Historical Institute. Re 1.50 P.

Bulletin No. 4: A Souvenir of the Unveiling Ceremony of the portrait of the late Mrs. Narayani Handiqui. Rs. 1

Report on The Eastern Frontier of British India by Captain R. N. Pemberton 2nd Impression Rs. 15.
Descriptive Catalogue of Assamese Manuscripts: Contains descriptions of several representative Assamese, Ahom and Sanskrit manuscripts by Pandit Hemchandra Goswami. Rs. 5.

Ghora Nidan: A hand-book on the diseases of the horse and their remedies. Assamese text with parallel English translation. Re. 1.37 P.

Kamaratna Tantra: A treatise on Tantrik Cult, in Assamese with parallel English translation and various mystical diagrams appended to the same, by Pandit Hemchandra Goswami. Re 1.50 P.

ASSAMESE

Sankhacuda-vadha Kavya: A profusely illustrated manuscript with 157 tricolour blocks, ed. by P.C. Choudhury. Rs.

Kabari Buranji: Assam-Cachar relations up to A.D. 1714, ed. by Dr. S.K. Bhuyan. Second edition. Rs. 3

Jayantia Buranji: Assam-Jayantia relations up to A.D. 1744, ed. by Dr. S.K. Bhuyan. Second edition. Rs. 4.

Ankla Nat: Containing the extant dramas of Sankaradeva, Madhavadeva, and Gopaldasdev, ed. by Dr. B.K. Barua, Second edition. Rs. 5

Bhakti-Gita Samkalana: A collection of devotional songs by Vaishnav writers, ed. by Dr. M. Neog.

Assam Buranji: A.D. 1228—1626, by Harakanta Sardar Amin, Second edition. Rs. 4

Kamrupar Buranji: Containing details of the Assam-Mogul conflicts, ed. by Dr. S.K. Bhuyan. Second edition. Rs. 4

Deodhai Assam Buranji: An earlier Ahom history, with several shorter chronicles of Assam, ed. by Dr. S.K. Bhuyan, Second edition. Rs. 5.


Assamar Padya Buranji: Two metrical chronicles by Dutiram Hazarika and Viswavat Vaidyalamba, Second edition. Rs. 5.

Tripura Buranji: Detailed account of Tripura by two Assamese envoys deputed to Tripura Court, ed. by Dr. S.K. Bhuyan, Second edition. Rs. 2.50.

Assam Buranji: A.D. 1648—1681, with a chronology of events in the history of Assam from A.D. 1468 to 1825, ed. by S.K. Dutta. Rs. 1

Assam Buranji: A.D. 1228 to 1386 recovered from the family of late Sukumar Mahanta of North Gauhati, Second edition. Rs. 4.

Assam Buranji Sara: A history of Assam from A.D. 1228 to 1833, by Kasinath Tamuli Phukan ed. by P. C. Choudhury. Third edition. Rs. 3.00

Bharatiya Pratnratvta: Indian Archaeology in Assamese. Rs. 2.

SANSKRIT

Vrittamangasi: A valuable treatise on Sanskrit poetical metres with notes, by late Mohanmajopadhya Dhireshvarcarya. Rs. 15.
A Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts : ed. by Dr. P.C. Choudhury. Rs. 15.

Sruti-Jyotisa-Sara-Samgraha : ed. by M. Sastry & Dr. P.C. Choudhury. Rs. 10.

Vaidyaka-Saroddhara : ed. by D. Tarkatirtha & Dr. P.C. Choudhury. Rs. 20.

AHOM

Ahom Buranji : A history of Assam from the earliest time to the end of the Ahom rule in Assam script and language, with parallel English translation, ed. by Raja Shibi Golap Chandra Barua. Rs. 6.

Ahom Lexicon : With Ahom-Assamese and Assamese-Ahom vocabularies, based on old manuscripts, ed. by N.N. Deodhat Prabhat & B. Barua, Rs. 15.

Ahom Primer : Compiled by Late G.X. Barua and revised and enlarged by B. Barua. Rs. 2

To be had of:

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORICAL AND ANTIQUARIAN STUDIES IN ASSAM
GAUHATI-1, ASSAM, INDIA